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Abstract
During the last 15 years mixed tenure communities have been an explicit planning policy in the UK to 
create socio-economic balance. Despite particular benefits from such a policy ascribed to young 
people, there has been no specific examination of young people's experiences of living in such 
communities. Through a mixed methods exploration of two new mixed communities in 
Northamptonshire, the social and spatial lives of young people aged 11-16 have been explored to see 
what affect living in a 'new' and 'mixed' community has on their geographies. The study found that 
tenure did not have a strong effect on geographies, though it was related to population churn and 
strength of community feeling in the two areas. There was evidence of inter-tenure friendships, as 
well as negative socio-economic stereotyping. The research revealed that the newness of the 
development strongly affected geographies in a number of ways. These included a perception of 
greater safety, the availability of community facilities, an uncertainty over spaces due to continued 
construction, the building of friendships by recent movers, a rapid growth in population, the 
establishment of reputation, and the construction of community bonds. The research also revealed 
that the spaces of Children's Geographies, and their uses, are changing with a greater prevalence for 
spaces of consumption (such as supermarkets), more mobile use of the street, and a preference for 
parental lifts. Further areas of research may wish to explore: children's social agency in terms of 
parental chauffeuring; the effect of newness on place, community, reputation, and geographies of 
friendship; how geographies of consumption relate to Children's Geographies and community, and 
space and mobility practices in twenty-first century Children's Geographies.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Introduction
This thesis sets out research with young people on their use of space and feeling of belonging in two 
'mixed communities' in Northamptonshire, United Kingdom. Research in Children's Geographies and 
into mixed communities has yet to explore what young people say, feel and experience from living in 
such neighbourhoods. The research rectifies this by exploring the chosen spaces and social 
interaction of young people aged 11-16 in two communities to identify what factors affect their use 
of space, with a particular focus on the impact of tenure, and the importance of these factors in 
creation of community. This chapter establishes the context for the research (Section 1.2), its aims 
(Section 1.3) and outlines the structure of the thesis (Section 1.4).
1.2 Context for research
Mixed communities (defined as having a range of housing ownership opportunities) have been a 
policy and a policy goal for successive social movements and governments within the UK in the last 
two hundred years, most explicitly the Labour government of 1997-2010 (Kearns and Mason, 2007). 
The basis for such policy is a belief that the blending of social (publicly owned) and private (owner 
occupied) housing tenure will create socio-economic balance and so avoid the problems of 
deprivation and stigmatisation associated with areas with a high concentration of social housing 
(Fordham and Cole, 2009; Tunstall and Lupton, 2010). Such mix is provided through a proportion of 
housing in new developments being secured as 'affordable' through legal agreements attached to 
the planning permission or through large scale regeneration of social housing estates to include 
private sector housing (Tunstall and Lupton, 2010).
Research has been undertaken on assessing the effectiveness of such urban policy in achieving this 
(Atkinson and Kintrea, 2000; Allen et a!., 2005; Musterd and Andersson, 2005; Rowlands et ol., 2006), 
yet none of these studies have specifically focused on what young people's experiences are of the 
mixed communities in which they live. This research addresses this gap so as to understand whether 
mixed communities are places of belonging, equality and opportunity for young people. There has 
been a growing body of research since early studies into children in urban spaces in the 1970s on 
trying to understand what places are of importance to children, why, and what role this plays in 
helping shape their identity (Holloway and Valentine, 2000; Aitken, 2001). Within this academic 
research, less attention has been paid to teenagers' use of space (Matthews et ol., 1998a; Weller,
2007b) or to mixed communities. It is important to understand the significance of place in these 
communities, and the experience of young people within them, in order to better understand 
whether mixed communities work for young people as policy intends. The role of tenure is central to 
this given its proxy for socio-economic status (and the means to create balance) in mixed 
communities.
Northamptonshire has been chosen as the focal point of the research because of its location within 
the Sustainable Communities Milton Keynes/South Midlands growth area, as well as its previous 
history of expansion under the New Towns Act 1965. It was also the focus of early studies into 
children's use of the 'fourth environment' (those spaces beyond home, school and playground) by 
Hugh Matthews, Melanie Limb, Barry Percy-Smith and Mark Taylor (Matthews et al., 1998a) and 
more recent research on young people and sustainable communities (Kraftl et al., 2013; Horton et 
al., 2014) so there is a rich seam of research in Children's Geographies from which to draw. Two case 
study areas (Community A and Community B) in Northamptonshire have been selected in which to 
undertake the research. They were selected based on their size, year of construction, mix of tenure 
and similar provision of community facilities.
1.3 Research aims
The research has three aims. These are to:
1. Understand the mobility, social relations and interests of young people to ascertain how they 
define themselves and what about these everyday experiences are unique to mixed 
communities.
2. Explore what young people's use of public space within two case study areas (one under 
construction and one recently completed) in Northamptonshire reveal about Children's 
Geographies in new mixed communities.
3. Clarify what the everyday experience and use of public space by young people reveal about the 
understanding and experience of community for young people in mixed communities.
The research explores these issues through asking questions on which spaces are used and for what 
purpose in the case study areas, feelings of community and belonging, identity definition and
creation, and examination of any differences found. In asking such questions the research addresses 
a gap in the body of academic work concerning young people in mixed communities.
1.4 Structure of the thesis
The thesis consists of nine chapters as set out in Figure 1.1 below. This section reviews the content of 
these nine chapters in more detail.
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Figure 1.1 Structure of thesis 'A part of community or apart from community? Young people's geographies in mixed 
community developments'
The thesis begins by outlining policy regarding mixed communities to see why such an agenda has 
been pursued in the UK since the nineteenth century. Particular attention is given to the 
implementation of mixed community policy by the Labour government of 1997-2010, as this is the 
period within which the case study communities were constructed and the policy was most explicitly 
pursued (Kearns and Mason, 2007). The main argument for pursuing such a policy is elaborated 
upon, namely the creation of socio-economic balance through provision of various housing 
ownership opportunities. It is hoped that socially heterogeneous neighbourhoods prevent problems 
associated with living in areas of deprivation, such as low economic activity and educational 
attainment (Cheshire, 2007; Fordham and Cole, 2009; Tunstall and Lupton, 2010).
The third chapter details the establishment of Children's Geographies as a subdiscipline. It considers 
early studies into children's perceptions and experiences of the built environment by Kevin Lynch 
(1977), Colin Ward (1977) and Roger Hart (1979) before moving onto the growth of the New Social 
Studies of Childhood (NSSC) movement. It explains how academics working within NSSC rejected the 
notion of a universal childhood and sought to understand the nuances of childhood, and saw children 
as social actors in their own right, not in the process of becoming (Ansell, 2009). It argues that 
Geographers have played a key role in the development of NSSC through demonstrating the 
importance of place in maintaining and reproducing identities (Massey, 1998; Holloway and 
Valentine, 2000; Barker, 2011). The chapter expands on places of importance studied by Children's 
Geographers, with particular emphasis on research conducted in the 'fourth environment': places 
beyond the home, school and playground (Matthews et ol., 1998a). By outlining the body of research 
in relation to young people and their environments, the chapter outlines the gaps surrounding 
academic discussion of teenagers' geographies.
Following on from the exploration of Children's Geographies, the fourth chapter is devoted to 
outlining the context of the research. It relates the characteristics of the county of 
Northamptonshire, as well as relevant planning policy at the time of the two developments. The two 
case study areas are then explored in more detail, including their location, the specific planning 
policies of the two developments, their population and housing market. The fifth chapter examines 
and justifies the selection of the case study areas and the mixed methods used in the project. These 
include extensive, quantitative methods (a questionnaire completed by 127 participants) and 
intensive, qualitative methods (in-depth interviews, focus groups, maps, photographs and 
participant-led walks). The intensive stage of the research was undertaken with participants who had 
completed the questionnaire and elected to assist with the research in more detail. The limitations of 
these methods are described, as are particular issues and constraints associated with research with 
children, including positionality and ethics (Matthews et ol., 1998b; Punch, 2002; Kirk, 2007).
The three chapters following this set out the findings of the research. Chapter Six relates discoveries 
concerning the everydayness of young people and mixed communities: where they went, who they 
spoke to, what activities they undertook, and what variations were observed and why. The chapter 
debates similarities in findings in relation to mixed communities and previous research with children 
in rural and urban settings, including stigmatisation of teenagers (Malone, 2002) and restricted 
spatial range due to walking as the main form of independent transport (Mackett et ol., 2007; Brown 
et ol., 2008). It particularly highlights the role that newness plays in these everyday geographies 
through parental perceptions of danger, young people's fear, the changing friendships of participants
as a result of some only having recently moved, and increasingly negative perceptions of teenagers 
as the area develops a history of antisocial behaviour by some of that age.
Chapter Seven sets out young people's use of public space in the mixed communities studied. It 
expands on how spaces found to be popular were similar to those identified by Matthews et al. 
(1998a): community facilities, semi-public spaces (supermarkets), natural (green) spaces, the street, 
recreation grounds and playgrounds. The chapter outlines how these were places to be seen and 
places of retreat (Lieberg, 1995; Chawla and Malone, 2003). It notes that spaces were not used 
uniformly, with various preferences and types of use, reflecting some differences identified in 
previous research in Children's Geographies (Christensen, 2003; Karsten, 2003; Tucker, 2003; De 
Visscher and Bouverne-de Bie, 2008). The chapter discusses how the use of the street was more 
mobile than previously found, whilst geographies of consumption are increasingly important in 
Children's Geographies. It also debates the differences in use evident from changes in the spaces of 
the communities as they continue to undergo construction.
The final empirical chapter (Chapter Eight) examines findings in relation to young people's 
understanding and experience of living in mixed communities. It argues that participants' 
understanding of community was similar to that outlined in planning rhetoric: a sense of community, 
social and economic ties, provision of good services, mix and balance, and a high standard of urban 
design and access to public space. It expounds on the much stronger sense of community in 
Community A than Community B, which is thought to be mediated by maturity, provision of facilities 
and events, population stability and the level of social mix.
The conclusion in the ninth chapter summarises the aims of this exploration of young people's 
geographies in mixed communities and its key findings. These include particular findings related to 
the newness of the communities and tenure which were found to variously impact on mobility, 
activities, social interaction, use of public space, and experience of community. The chapter discusses 
the limitations of the study and suggests some directions for future research in connection with 
these. It concludes that there is a continuing need for greater emphasis on empowering the voice of 
young people in communities, particularly as many expressed pride and great attachment to their 
neighbourhood.
2. Mixed Communities
2.1 Introduction
Mixed communities have been a dominant feature of United Kingdom urban policy over the last 
decade (Tunstall and Lupton, 2010). As a broad policy goal it has been described as:
...a general social good, reflecting an integrated and egalitarian society in which people of all 
social classes and incomes share the same space, services and facilities, creating conditions in 
which mutual understanding and/or shared norms can potentially develop.
Tunstall and Lupton, 2010: 8
In effect, it seeks to create social mix and balance through the sharing of space. Whilst the earliest 
mention of planned social mix in development dates from Victorian times (Sarkissian, 1976), mixed 
communities as a policy and policy goal was a particular feature of the Labour Government of 1997- 
2010 (Tunstall and Lupton, 2010). Community remained an important component of UK policy 
following the election of the Coalition Government in May 2010 (Cameron, 2010).
This chapter is focused on outlining literature concerning communities that have been designed as 
mixed through the planned incorporation of different tenure housing, meaning housing with 
different ownership opportunities. It begins by outlining political, geographical, and sociological 
conceptions of community, neighbourhood and place through boundaries, size and social 
connections, as well as the use of such concepts in political discourse. It goes on to outline the 
history of the development of mixed communities policy (with a focus on tenure as the means of 
controlling such mix) from its inception in Victorian England, through to the Garden Cities Movement 
in the 1900s and the New Towns Act 1946 and, finally, its embracement by New Labour following 
their election in 1997. The reasons for pursuing such policy are examined; from altruism and social 
improvement, to development of community as a self-reliant social network that requires little 
intervention from the state. Research into mixed communities is then analysed to assess whether the 
perceived benefits of such urban policy is lived out in reality. By understanding the background and 
previous research surrounding mixed communities, the research will be framed by and contribute to 
conceptualisations of community and the success of mixed communities as an urban policy objective.
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2.2 Understanding community
In order to understand what a 'mixed community' is, the concept (and conceptions) of community 
should first be explored. The concept of community has been described as rather nebulous and 
elusive in nature (Sarkissian, 1976; Cole and Goodchild, 2001; Levitas, 2005) with a potentially 
limitless variety of meanings, "determined principally by when and in what circumstances, by and for 
whom the term 'community' is used" (Ruming et al., 2004: 237). Community is frequently 
interpreted by people (so is subjective, as well as subject to change), rather than physical limits 
(Freeman, 2010). Anderson goes so far as to state that "all communities larger than primordial 
villages of face-to-face contact (and perhaps even these) are imagined" (2006: 6).
Sociological discussion of the concept of community has been shaped by Tonnies1 concepts of 
Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft, published in his 1887 work of that name (Smith, 1996). Gemeinschoft 
relates to traditional village life, where networks were multiplex and social roles were ascribed, 
rather than achieved (Smith, 1996). Gesellschaft, on the other hand, refers to more modern, urban 
environments where people associate for mutual benefit, with different (frequently changing) 
networks for different purposes or interests (Smith, 1996). Bauman (2003) notes that globalisation 
and multiple and ever-changing social and cultural attachments have displaced a strong and lasting 
sense of community from its territorial ties.
Community may refer to (territorial) local, regional, national or supranational interactions or 
networks, as well as referring to non-geographical interest groups (Levitas, 2005). Anderson (2006) 
defines nation as the largest community, arguing that it is the most universally legitimate value in 
political life, although it remains difficult to define, let alone analyse. At the local level, a coincidence 
of interest and residence is presumed, but, with each level of remove from this, it is increasingly 
defined by a commonality of interest, though not necessarily one that includes a form of interaction 
(Levitas, 2005; Ruming et al., 2004). Parker and Murray (2012) note that areas often have 
overlapping and conflicting communities of interest, adding credence to the statement by Robertson 
et al. (2008) that there are conflicting interpretations of community.
Community is traditionally divided into two aspects: place or neighbourhood, and relationships, 
which may go beyond a location (Smith, 1996). Community thus has social and spatial aspects. 
Pratchett et al. (2010), in a report on behalf of the Department for Communities and Local 
Government in March 2010, define community as "a group that recognise that they have something 
in common with each other, or who are recognised by others as such" (2010:8), perhaps on occasion 
making it inherently beyond the individual to identify themselves as belonging to a community.
Generally, despite its elusiveness, it is employed by academics, Government bodies and wider society 
as something positive, as an idealised common good (Ruming et al., 2004).
Emphasising the social aspects of community, Robertson et al. (2008) believe that the core 
consideration of how notions of community develop fall into three broad categories: family, 
neighbours, and wider social networks. Silverman et al. (2005) looked at the key physical blocks upon 
which new communities are built and argues that these are local schools, estate-wide maintenance, 
community activities and on-site staff. Bringing together the social and spatial aspects of 
community, Camina and Wood (2009) set out the ladder of community interaction, developed by 
Thomas (1991). In this theory, the first rung of the ladder is mutual recognition, followed by casual 
contacts when (shopping or accessing the car) in the neighbourhood and then routine contacts, for 
example, while picking up children from school. According to this theory, the strength of community 
(ties) depends on the level of contact, so that routine contact through schools helps strengthen 
community. The importance of school in building community links has similarly been emphasised 
through research by Joseph and Feldman (2009), which found that schools have a unique role to play 
in creating and sustaining successful mixed-income communities. Given the school-age of the 
participants, such existing literature may be particularly pertinent to this study of young people's 
geographies in mixed communities.
Planners have attempted to create social cohesion and development of community through 
provision of public space and facilities, which are widely acknowledged as playing a key role in the 
social and economic life of communities (Kintrea et al., 2008). Public spaces provide opportunities for 
development of community ties through the building of networks by social interaction, mixing and 
inclusion through everyday contacts (Worpole and Knox, 2007; Henning and Lieberg, 1996). Forrest 
and Kearns (1999) similarly note the physical environment (in maintenance and public space) is 
important for community morale and social interaction, demonstrating the intrinsic linkage of the 
social and spatial aspects of community. Amin (2006) sees this desire for face-to-face contact, 
abundances of social capital, and empowered neighbourhoods as a rediscovery of urban community. 
Social capital is defined as the society bonds that enable people to get by and get ahead (Putnam, 
2000). Amin (2006) goes on to argue, however, that little is seen of these desired elements in 
contemporary cities, which are instead marked by introspective community, social attachments that 
do not cohere, and social belonging that may go beyond the city. This is a long-standing critique of 
contemporary community. Sennett (1970) wrote that land use planning (in the USA) has created 
purified, homogeneous communities comprised of people who view others in their community as 
like themselves, the introverted communities referred to by Amin (2006). This is because housing 
operates in the same sub-market (Vandell, 1995; Galster, 2001). Developers will build the same
housing units on a site due to economies of scale in construction, as well as building in close 
proximity to housing units that share common attributes. The buyer is complicit in this as they are 
often willing to pay for class homogeneity (Vandell, 1995; Galster, 2001). Bauman (2007) describes 
this as a 'community of similarity' or 'community of sameness' and believes it is a reaction to the 
polyvocality and cultural variegation of the urban environment in the era of globalisation. Given the 
intended heterogeneity of mixed communities, consideration will be given as to the segregation or 
otherwise of different social and economic groups within the two developments studied to further 
understanding of social capital, networks and community introversion. It will enable discussion on 
how a community mutually develops notions of belonging and identity.
The elusive nature of community, and its link with positive outcomes, makes it attractive to 
politicians (Cole and Goodchild, 2001), given the electorate have a positive understanding of the 
term and politicians can make general pronouncements in its favour, adapting these depending on 
circumstances or the political landscape. Imrie and Raco (2003) argue that the substance of urban 
policy has always been associated with a particular discourse of community. Variously, Imrie and 
Raco (2003) see community as either; an object of policy (a thing to be worked on), a policy 
instrument (the means by which policies become devised and activated), or a thing to be created (an 
end in itself). Smith (1996) notes that for the political Right, community is used to disguise welfare 
budget reductions as care in the ’community’, such as by unpaid female kin, whilst the political Left 
use it to justify local political action and attempts to build utopian collectives.
The research will add to this body of work through asking young people in mixed communities to 
convey what community means to them. This will allow examination of the elusiveness of the 
concept, what contributes to conceptualising community and how academic and political definitions 
interplay in the everyday experience of those who feel, or do not feel, they live in a community. It 
will also open up discussion on the importance of community to young people, as will be discussed in 
Section 2.4 below.
2.3 Defining neighbourhoods
Levitas (2005) notes that community may refer to neighbourhoods. The terms are often seen as 
synonymous (Clark, 2011), but Meegan and Mitchell (2001) highlight definitions of neighbourhood 
that are more restricted in spatial dimensions than community, with neighbourhood referring to the 
space around residences where people interact. Research by Robertson et al. (2008) found a strong 
articulation of community as associated with relationships to neighbours. Readings of community
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apparently more frequently focus on commonalities and social links as opposed to physical 
boundaries, whilst neighbourhoods are recognised as both a physical and social concept (Monk et a!., 
2011; Freeman, 2010). Neighbourhoods are considered to be places of the everyday (Meegan and 
Mitchell, 2001), known place, but, as with communities, possessing no single, general interpretation 
(Ruming et oi, 2004). Neighbourhoods are often based on diverse attachments to place, and can be 
"open, culturally heterogeneous and socially variegated" (Imrie and Raco, 2003: 29). Parker and 
Murray (2012) write that there is an established recognition that neighbourhood areas are diverse in 
terms of age structure, ethnicity and incomes, as well as other factors such as community 
cohesiveness and stability. It is this diversity perhaps that makes neighbourhoods difficult to define 
spatially, socially or politically. Under neighbourhood planning in the Localism Act 2011, the Coalition 
Government define neighbourhood in relation to the local parish or town council with 
neighbourhood forums leading the way when there is no such governance structure (DCLG, 2012a). 
Areas which are predominantly commercial can be led by a business neighbourhood forum (DCLG, 
2012a).
The spatial nature of neighbourhood is explored by Kearns and Parkinson (2001) who submit the 
concept of a multi-layered neighbourhood that exists at three spatial scales, fulfilling different 
functions at these different scales. The layers are; the home area (5-10 minute walk from home), 
locality (providing service functions) and urban district or region (providing social, employment and 
leisure facilities). Cheshire (2007) quotes a study by Bolster et al. (2007) concluding that a small unit, 
of only about 500 people, is the most appropriate measure of neighbourhood, moving the definition 
away from any geographic boundaries. Neighbourhood conceptualisation by Galster is a "bundle of 
spatially-based attributes associated with clusters of residences, sometimes in conjunction with 
other land uses" (2001: 2111), once more emphasising the spatiality of neighbourhood.
As discussed, a vital component when defining the nature of neighbourhood, aside from the spatial, 
is the social dimension (Bridge, 2002). Reflecting the social character of neighbourhoods, Galster 
(2001) discusses how they are produced by the same actors that consume them: households, 
property owners, business people, and local government. Freeman (2010) summarises research 
showing neighbourhoods as important sources of social contact, as places of encounter, built from 
social networks and representing a place characterised by 'neighbourliness'. This reflects research by 
Henning and Lieberg (1996) showing the diminished, but nonetheless continuing, social importance 
of the neighbourhood. Forrest and Kearns (2001), however, note from their research that in affluent 
areas people may find it more important to buy into the physical environment of the neighbourhood, 
rather than social interaction in the form of neighbouring. This suggests weaker ties in affluent areas 
as access to jobs and cars means people are more likely to conduct their lives away from home
(Tunstall and Lupton, 2010). The importance of neighbourhood depends on the nature and frequency 
of social interaction and the socio-economic and life-cycle characteristics of the people involved 
(Kleinhans, 2004). Certain groups are more closely connected to the neighbourhood, such as the 
elderly, the disabled, or families with small children (Henning and Lieberg, 1996), with lower levels of 
economic activity also linked to higher reliance on the estate, or home area (Camina and Wood, 
2009). The research project will add to this body of work by considering how conceptions of 
neighbourhood and community have influenced and enabled (meaningful) interaction between 
young participants and other residents of the two case study areas, particularly with regard to any 
differences related to the socio-economic background of residents.
2.4 The importance of community
Section 2.3 touched on the differing importance of neighbourhood networks depending on age, 
mobility and affluence. Atkinson and Kintrea (2000) found in their research into mixed community 
estates in Scotland that the estate, rather than the world beyond, is a much more important realm 
for social renters than owners, and vice versa. Of their sample, 60 percent of renters' activities 
occurred within the estate, compared to less than 25 percent of owner occupier activities (Atkinson 
and Kintrea, 2000). Matthews and Tucker (2007) found a strong reliance by rural adults (particularly 
incomers) on constructs of the rural as belonging and community to authenticate their experience of 
the rustic. For many teenagers, however, this symbolic imagining had little meaning for them. 
Instead, strong feelings of frustration and anger at lack of accessibility, affordability and activity were 
found to be commonplace (Matthews and Tucker, 2007). This will be discussed further in Section 
3.7.4. Kearns and Parkinson note, however, that "sharing space does not always bring about the 
proximity of residence that constitutes places" (2001: 2104) and "the current promotion of higher 
levels of associational activity...may be a long way from many people's preference for no more than 
casual acquaintance with their neighbours" (2001: 2105). Telecommunications and transport 
networks mean that people have fewer close linkages to their neighbourhood leading to 
distanciation and network-based connections extending across time and space (Graham and Healey, 
1999). Given this research, the role of local networks in mixed communities will be examined to add 
to previous academic understandings of the differing importance of local networks. This is 
particularly important to study given that such networks are expected to build in mixed communities 
to bridge the tenure divide and create opportunity, as will be discussed in Section 2.6.4.1 below.
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2.5 The making of place
The mobility of higher socio-economic families away from the neighbourhood has implications as to 
the making of place in communities. Seamon's (1980) idea of 'place-ballet' holds that it is only by 
movement through everyday activities that one can know a place and feel part of it. In short, "Out of 
these daily, taken-for-granted interpersonal dynamics, these spaces of activity evolve a sense of 
place that each person does his small part in creating and sustaining" (Seamon, 1980: 161) so that 
the environmental synergy of human and material unintentionally fosters a larger whole. If greater 
mobility is affordable to residents, there may be less opportunity for the development of place as 
body-ballets occur outside of the home environment, and the opportunity for interpersonal 
dynamics is less. For many middle class children, 'nomadic' identities are developed through high 
levels of mobility (Matthews and Tucker, 2007). Rural children from less affluent families may suffer 
accessibility issues (Matthews and Tucker, 2007) and counter-act this marginalisation through 
employing walking and a detailed knowledge of the physical landscape to "enhance their embodied 
sense of self as connected to rural place" (Leyshon, 2011: 304). Easy mobility can thus blur the 
distinction of place, whilst difficulty in accessing transportation may lead to greater feelings of 
connectivity through more detailed exploration on foot. The development of a sense of place is 
important as it has been argued to feed into the development of young people's identities. 
McLaughlin's (1993) concept of 'embedded identities' describes how young people use place(s) as a 
means to develop their own identities, including by maintaining group identities through such 
boundary-markers as 'style'. Mobility is thus a relevant factor in understanding identity, yet it has not 
been examined in relation to young people in mixed communities. This study will address this gap.
Whilst neighbourhood and community can be ascribed and interpreted by those outside of a(n 
imagined) neighbourhood and community, place perhaps requires an individual conceptualisation for 
it to exist. Cresswell (2004) examines numerous ways in which academics in geography have 
attempted to define and understand space. A sense of place is becoming increasingly important in 
creating local distinctiveness through planning and urban design (DoE, 1997; Urban Task Force, 
1999). As mentioned by Cresswell (2004), Harvey (1989) feels a sense of place is deliberately and 
consciously evoked through an eclectic mix of styles, historical quotations, ornamentation and 
diverse surfaces so that identity can be reclaimed "even in the midst of commercialism, pop art, and 
all the accoutrements of modern life" (1989: 97). Davies and Herbert (1993) define communities in 
part through the conceptual identity of residents, with reference to the 'cognitive' and 'affective'. 
The cognitive refers to the way localities are perceived and defined through naming, territorial 
marking and mental maps. The latter relates to the meanings and attitudes, the social valuation 
people have of their neighbourhoods and place-communities. It is this affective conceptualisation
that is the 'sense of place'; the subjective and emotional attachment people have to place (Cresswell, 
2004).
Place is a product of interrelations; with a "myriad of practices of quotidian negotiation and 
contestation” (Massey, 2005: 154), through which constituent identities are continually moulded. It 
is a rich or conflicting meeting point of social relations and identities that is in no way coterminous 
with community. Massey (2005) asserts that space and place are always under construction, 
continually in the process of becoming. As such, public space takes on new forms as different 
interests interact and struggle for influence (Valentine, 2004). As Anderson (2008) states, Massey is a 
consistent advocate of the mutual overlay of the spatial and the political. She does not see place as 
based on a single hegemonic 'we', but of dynamic, coexisting heterogeneity (Massey, 2005). It is 
important to understand all the social relations in place in order to have an understanding of it. With 
echoes of Jane Jacob's (1961) criticism that planners do not respect the spontaneous self-
diversification of city populations, Graham and Healey (1999) argue that planning needs to account 
for the multiplicity of places and cities, and the changing nature of social networks and space as a 
result of advances in transportation and telecommunication. As Sennett (2008) highlights, however, 
planning for social cohesion does not alone induce people to act. The research will add to this body 
of work by exploring how social cohesion has been planned for in the mixed communities and what 
affect this has had on the myriad social relations that may be evident in the two communities 
studied. This will then allow debate about any subjective and emotional attachment that young 
people have developed for where they live.
Raco (2007a) states that "imaginations of places and spaces play a key role in shaping the contours of 
any spatial development programme" (2007a: 7). The difficulty is where the power relations lie in 
determining these imaginations and conceptualisations of place and space. Echoing Giddens (1984), 
Raco (2007a) understands that these conceptualisations also lead to the identification of a specific 
set of problems (e.g. social inequality) and solutions by institutions (e.g. mixed communities urban 
policy) based on these understandings. This is more specifically reflected on by Leyshon and 
DiGiovanna (2005) in relation to the impact of sustainable (rural) communities policy on young 
people. They state that "the "right kind" of youth to live and work in the countryside is highly 
contested" (2005: 269), with adult surveillance and regulation implying a particular vision of youth 
citizenship and behaviour. The negotiations and contestations conducted by, and through, the 
interactions of structure and agency ensure a fluidity of concept(s) of place and ever-changing 
problems (and so proposed solutions) to place. The research will contribute towards these 
understandings by exploring the contours of place and community from the point at which the case
study areas were conceived, in order to understand and evaluate the product of this interaction 
between structure and agency, between social relations, and between planned and actual.
The plurality and elusiveness of the conceptions and re-conceptions of community, neighbourhood 
and place have been demonstrated through definitions surrounding commonality, networks, 
mobility, relationships, different spatial scales and contested imaginations. The different articulations 
of the concepts encourage a critical review of how place, social relations, social equality and locality 
are at play in the two mixed communities in Northamptonshire in order to add to this body of 
academic work. The next section will explore the history of the development of mixed communities 
policy, including reasons for the focus on such policies.
2.6 Introduction to mixed communities policy
A social problem has first to be identified and its features described. Once the problem has 
been defined, policy makers seek to explain why a particular solution is appropriate, generate 
arguments in support and then mobilise bias to legitimise the strategy adopted.
Jacobs et al., 2003: 308
The idea of social balance and social mix as an ideal for community is nothing new (Sarkissian, 1976; 
Cole and Goodchild, 2001; Raco, 2007b), though Raco (2007a) notes that presenting a policy as new 
is seen as a necessary prerequisite for it to be legitimate. This is because modernity is driving a need 
for constant improvement and betterment so that what "already exists must be overridden and 
superseded" (Raco, 2007a: 13). The theme of mixed community has recurred over the history of 
housing, planning and urban policy in Britain (and the wider Western World) due to a belief that 
social mix will create better social, cultural and economic opportunities for individuals (Musterd and 
Andersson, 2005). Musterd and Andersson (2005) believe that the use of planning and housing policy 
tools to create socially mixed environments is a result of there being few legal opportunities for 
politicians to create such environments directly.
Cole and Goodchild state that the promotion in British urban policy of more mixed neighbourhoods is 
not a seamless narrative, but is marked by "discontinuities and uncertainties" (2001: 352). They 
argue that the meaning and potential application of the terms have been refashioned under 
different historical and social circumstances, while nonetheless eluding precise analysis and 
evaluation (Cole and Goodchild, 2001: 352). Balance, they believe, is a term favoured by politicians 
due to it being linked to positive outcomes whilst also being difficult to define, much like the term
'community'. Raco believes that the concept has been defined and re-defined in various ways, as 
policy-makers tackle not only "what types of economic development and community-building should 
be promoted but also where and by whom” (author's emphasis, 2007a: 3).
Though the first mention of social balance appears in planning documents from the early to mid-part 
of the nineteenth century (Sarkissian, 1976), mixed communities as a broad policy goal, and a specific 
policy approach, has been central to UK urban regeneration policy only over the last decade (Tunstall 
and Lupton, 2010). Its centrality makes it an important concept to study, particularly as a change of 
Government in May 2010 led to a reform of urban policy. Tunstall and Lupton (2010) define mixed 
communities policy in their 2010 report as encapsulating three main meanings: as a general social 
good, reflecting an integrated and egalitarian society; as encouraging racial, ethnic or religious 
cohesion, or preventing increased segregation, and as 'workable' or 'sustainable' communities, with 
a combination of different land uses, building types and people. In terms of this research in 
Northamptonshire, mixed communities will reference the first and last definitions offered by Tunstall 
and Lupton (2010).
For Fordham and Cole (2009), sustainable mixed communities are about creating a mix of tenure and 
income, ensuring ethnic diversity, a sufficient range of different type and size dwellings and enabling 
a mix of uses in neighbourhoods, including amenities and employment. The main mechanism in 
Britain to bring about social mix has been tenure change (Livingston et a!., 2013). Mixing housing 
tenure means creating developments with a range of housing ownership opportunities; from open 
market, owner-occupied housing to social rented housing and properties sold at below market rates, 
the latter two known as 'affordable' housing. Livingston et al. (2013) posit that tenure has been 
utilised as it is relatively easy to control and will create mix because there are thought to be large 
differences in the social composition of tenants.
Owner occupation is the dominant tenure in Britain, the aspiration standard by which households are 
judged and judge themselves (King, 2001). By mixing housing tenure, successive governments could 
be seen to be tapping into this aspiration in order to advance the opportunities and outcomes of 
residents of such developments. Changing the tenure mix in the housing stock has been the main UK 
policy tool through which central and local government have sought to achieve more socially mixed 
communities (Livingston et al., 2013). Tenure mix has been seen as a means by which to deliver 
income mix, social mix and social interaction and is sometimes used to describe any one, or all, of 
these concepts and categories (Rowlands et al, 2006; see also Tunstall and Lupton, 2010). From their 
research, Fordham and Cole (2009) found that practitioners within the development profession tend 
to think of mixed communities' as synonymous with 'mixed tenure', whilst others thought that
tenure as a means to ensure mixed communities was misleading, particularly the use of tenure as a 
proxy for income.
Kearns and Mason (2007) note that there are three predominant policy means by which to secure 
mixed communities, with programmes sometimes using a combination of more than one to achieve 
their aims. These are dilution, diversity and dispersal. Dilution aims to reduce the significance of 
social rented housing within an existing neighbourhood. Diversity aims to ensure all new housing 
developments have a proportion of social rented homes included within them. Finally, dispersal is 
the relocation of residents from deprived areas to neighbourhoods less afflicted by poverty. The UK 
has focused on dilution and diversity as the predominant policy means to ensure mixed communities. 
Galster et ol. (2010) elucidate on the differences between mixed communities policy in Europe, 
which has been pursued with the objective of social mix, and the USA, where it relates to income mix 
and deconcentration of poverty. Kearns (2002) highlights how the USA has focused on improving the 
life chances of individuals, whilst Britain and the rest of Europe has seen area-based, and latterly 
'people-and-place' based, initiatives that seek to improve the life chances of areas. The growth of 
social mix policy, and the rationale behind such moves, will be explored in more detail below.
2.6.1 Early history
The idea of social mix was mentioned in British planning documents as long ago as 1845, when an 
architect proposed building a village near Ilford station with three classes of rented dwellings to 
allow the potential for social intercourse (Sarkissian, 1976). Ideas of planned social balance were 
implemented in Cadbury's Bournville near Birmingham (1879) and Ebenezer Howard's Garden City 
Movement (1898). Sarkissian (1976) notes that George Cadbury chose the first residents of 
Bournville himself with a view to "gathering together as mixed a community as possible applied to 
character and interests as well as to income and social class" (Bournville Village Trust, 1956: 18).
Bennett (2005) argues that the idea of social balance at this time was focused solely on the issue of 
social class, in terms of income and status, and did not consider wider issues such as age, household 
types and ethnicity. Sarkissian (1976) believes that early mentions of social mix in Victorian England 
brought together two strands of thought at the time: firstly, anti-urbanisation, together with 
romantic conceptions of pre-industrialisation England (with English villages holding a mix of classes); 
and, secondly, a utilitarian belief that mixed communities would overcome the growing segregation 
of the new industrial cities. This then moved on to a notion that "close association between 
individuals of different classes would elevate the poor" (Sarkissian, 1976: 236), a concept that 
Sarkissian (1976) holds as important to modern thinking on social mix. She argues, however, that
early pioneers of social mix and balance had no intention of creating a real residential mix; they 
wished to achieve only a close association between the different classes in order to elevate the poor. 
As an example, Sarkissian (1976) highlights the construction of public walks in poorer 
neighbourhoods to set a visual example by the middle and upper classes on the poor. She also details 
how Octavia Hill's housing in the late nineteenth century saw (non-residential) educated upper class 
assistants visiting the lower classes with the aim of setting an example to them that would facilitate 
lifting them out of poverty.
2.6.2 Early twentieth century
At the start of the twentieth century, the Garden City Movement rose to the fore. Advocates of this 
believed that residential segregation by class was essential on a small scale. An early textbook on 
garden city planning by AR Sennett said that a high degree of mix would mean "a dead level of 
equality and hence mediocrity" (Sennett, 1905: 564, quoted in Sarkissian, 1976: 236). Whilst 
Sarkissian believes Howard's Garden City Movement contributed tangibly to the growth of social mix, 
she points out that the garden city was "definitely segregated according to class and income on the 
micro-level, though taken as a whole it included...a cross-section of society' (1976:235).
The aftermath of World War II changed the political and regulatory climate for spatial planning policy 
decisions (Raco, 2007a). At the end of World War II, the New Towns initiative was launched in Britain 
by the 1945-51 Labour Governments, with ideas of social mix and balance systematically adopted 
and integrated into the programme (Cole and Goodchild, 2001). There was a universalist emphasis of 
welfarism, which social balance fitted with (Raco, 2007b). Cole and Goodchild (2001) detail how in 
the immediate post-war period Aneurin Bevan (Minister of Health and Local Government, with 
responsibility for housing, from 1945-51) was a particular advocate of social mix. Bevan wished to 
build on council estates "the living tapestry of a mixed community" (Foot, 1975: 75-76). He hoped 
that local authority housing would eventually be universal, with the state meeting the nation's 
housing needs in much the same way the National Health Service would meet the nation's medical 
needs (Cole and Goodchild, 2001).
The New Towns programme was developed in response to Professor Patrick Abercrombie's 1945 
plan for the decentralisation of London through the creation of satellite towns (Bennett, 2005). The 
initiative had balanced communities at its very core. Part of the New Towns Committee's terms of 
reference was to examine how New Towns could be established "as self-contained and balanced 
communities for working and living" (New Towns Committee, 1946). Fourteen New Towns were
designated between 1946 and 1950 and a further thirteen were designated between 1961 and 1970, 
with Northampton designated as a(n expanded) New Town in 1965 (Bennett, 2005).
The New Towns initiative was underpinned by a strong vision from policy leads as to the types of new 
community to be created, with a presumption that if the middle classes could be attracted to the 
New Towns they would provide a kind of social and cultural example to the masses of lower class 
urban residents relocated with them (Bennett, 2005). The reality of the New Towns initiative was 
that the high cost of construction and limited employment opportunities led to a high proportion of 
skilled manual workers moving to New Towns (Bennett, 2005). Other issues, such as the difficulty of 
managing locational decisions of employers and employees (Raco, 2007a), together with economic 
pressures, a downturn in the housing market and persistent inequality, led to New Towns consisting 
predominantly of skilled working class and middle class households (Cole and Goodchild, 2001). This 
created different social class enclaves within neighbourhoods, "partly based on clustering of rented 
and owned properties" (Cole and Goodchild, 2001: 353). New Towns failed to create the desired 
living tapestry.
In the 1950s, private developers, building for owner occupiers, overtook local authorities as the main 
providers of new housing, with local authority stock seen as only for those in need (Cole and 
Goodchild, 2001). Over the last 50 years, in opposition to Bevan's wish, Ruming et ol. believe that 
housing policy has been structured around the (politically initiated) ideology of "home ownership as 
normal and beneficial, and public housing as an inferior form of tenure" (2004: 235). Such 
perceptions have created stigmatism surrounding occupation of Council housing and Council housing 
estates (Kearns and Mason, 2007), with policy associating community with private ownership 
(Ruming et a!., 2004).
2.6.3 Social balance and the Conservatives
The promotion of social balance largely disappeared as a significant national policy initiative as the 
1950s progressed and further slipped down the urban policy agenda from the 1960s onwards (Cole 
and Goodchild, 2001). The election in 1979 of a Conservative Government, under Margaret Thatcher, 
caused a shift in post-war spatial planning. Whilst mixed communities continued to be a low priority, 
the selection and liberation of those who could deliver a new, individualised economic policy of free 
labour and capital became of utmost importance (Raco, 2007b). Whilst not being the first 
Government to promote owner occupation, King (2001) argues that the 1979-1997 Conservative 
Governments' support was more manifest than previous governments.
Thatcherite regeneration policies, focusing on encouraging corporate capital to invest in cities, 
arguably intensified inequality and poverty in cities (Imrie and Raco, 2003). Introduced in 1980, the 
Right to Buy policy gave "secure tenants of local authorities and other public sector landlords a 
statutory right to buy their existing home with a discount" (Kearns, 2002: 147). The aim was to 
diversify tenure and reduce concentrations of social housing (Tunstall and Lupton, 2010), whilst also 
increasing opportunity for residents when they realised the value of the discount when selling the 
property on the open market in due course (Kearns, 2002). The repercussion of this policy was a 
pressing need for more (quality) affordable housing given the properties that remained within the 
(retreating) state's ownership were often the least desirable (Raco, 2007a). Interest in mixed tenure 
housing arose from recognition in the mid-1970s and onwards of the increasing segregation of social 
housing (Allen et o/., 2005). Housing policies, such as the Housing (Homeless Persons) Act 1977, 
which saw a rise in the number of priority homeless being housed, as well as the introduction of 
Right to Buy in the Housing Act 1980, only exacerbated social exclusion (Allen et al., 2005). This is 
because sales of homes under Right to Buy were highest in areas where home ownership was already 
high and new tenants (increasingly those outside the labour market) were housed in the oldest 
estates with the lowest demand (Allen et al., 2005).
Jacobs et al. (2003) argue that the political discourse to gain support for Right to Buy presented 
Council tenants as an oppressed group in need of liberation from lack of choice, stigma of tenancy, 
and unpleasant residence. This imputed a negative image of remaining tenants leading to greater 
stigmatisation than previously seen (Jacobs et al., 2003). A heightened sense of social exclusion could 
be argued to have emerged for those who could not access the private property market and were 
not mobilised by the Conservative Government (Gullino, 2008).
A seam of social balance in land use policy continued on a small scale into the 1990s, including the
publication of Planning Policy Guidance Note 1: General Policies and Principles, (PPG1) by the
Conservative Government in February 1997 calling for planning authorities to aim "to provide a
mixture and range of types of housing to meet the increasingly varied types of housing requirements,
including the need for affordable housing" (DoE, 1997: 7). There were no policy programmes
specifically promoting such mix, however, and mixed communities were achieved only through
tenure diversification of existing council estates (Allen et al., 2005). Community studies were not
considered vogue by Margaret Thatcher's Conservative administration, due to the questioning of the
whole notion of 'community', but this position began to shift with the New Labour Government's
focus on neighbourhood renewal strategies leading to 'community' and 'neighbourhood' re-entering 
urban policy (Robertson et al, 2008).
2.6.4 New Labour
Social exclusion was increasingly discussed in political discourse during the run-up to the election of 
the Labour Government in 1997 (Morrison, 2003). Such discourses moved away from a pure 
economic definition of exclusion to focus on the wider causes and consequences of poverty, 
including social and cultural issues (Morrison, 2003). This drew from research since the 1960s 
showing the distinct problems of areas dominated by low income households (Tunstall and Lupton, 
2010). Cole and Goodchild (2001) argue that council housing has been residualised since the 1960s, 
leading to the narrowing of the income and social profile of households in the social housing sector, 
and a growing proportion of residents being inactive in the labour market. This was reinforced over 
time by a lack of investment in maintenance of housing, poor design and unresponsive housing 
management (Cole and Goodchild, 2001). The social rented sector has been stigmatised as a result of 
these processes and this stigmatisation is considered to affect tenants by narrowing access to work 
and wider opportunities (Tunstall and Lupton, 2010). Consequently, areas of social housing are 
increasingly socially and economically excluded.
The association between life chances and neighbourhood is longstanding in the social sciences 
(Propper et al., 2007), as can be seen in the historic moves to create social balance in 
neighbourhoods to lift residents out of poverty (Sarkissian, 1976). Research in the USA argues that 
there are additional impacts on poverty when the poor are concentrated in small areas (Propper et 
o/., 2007). Such effects include isolation from the labour market, limited wider networks for access to 
jobs, poor access to services and facilities, high costs per capita due to high demands for services 
(potentially leading to poorer quality of services), a tendency towards a cycle of decline, and a 
negative effect on property values and deterrence of inward investment in the area (Tunstall and 
Lupton, 2010). Other criticisms state that the concentration of economically inactive residents leads 
to a lack of community (Ruming et al., 2004). The creation of mixed communities has been seen as a 
solution to such neighbourhood-based problems, particularly under New Labour.
When the Labour Government were elected in 1997, the exacerbation of social exclusion and the 
social housing shortfall led to a renewed focus on social balance through so called 'mixed 
communities (Cole and Goodchild, 2001). Labour made social balance policy central to their agenda 
"to promote neighbourhood renewal and social inclusion" (Cole and Goodchild, 2001: 354), as well as 
to "meet housing need" and "put the needs of community first" (ODPM, 2003: 3). Mixed tenure 
housing policy is considered by Kearns and Mason (2007) to be just one example of the Labour's 
interest in, and reliance upon, social capital as a means to improve circumstances for deprived 
communities. Under New Labour, individual social mobility was emphasised and social balance and
mix in communities was designed to combat forces preventing such mobility (Cole and Goodchild, 
2001).
Policies to create mixed communities were not unusual across Western Europe at the time of 
Labour's election, but Raco (2007b) asserts that Labour sought to take a lead. Starting with the 
Department for Transport, Regions and the Environment Planning Circular 06/1998 Planning and 
Affordable Housing (Cole and Goodchild, 2001) and continuing with the Urban Task Force report 
Towards an Urban Renaissance in 1999, mixing housing tenure to create mixed communities was 
incorporated into UK urban policy. This was through both greater policy emphasis on provision of 
affordable housing within all new housing developments and large-scale regeneration projects. 
Indeed, it was seen as a necessary part of any regeneration project (Tunstall and Lupton, 2010). Raco 
(2007b) draws a distinction from the early Labour focus on urban renaissance and social and 
economic regeneration (exemplified in the Urban Task Force report in 1999), to the greater emphasis 
on sustainability in the 2000s, with the dominant trend in spatial and urban planning becoming the 
creation of sustainable communities in the UK. The Office of the Deputy Prime Minister launched the 
Labour Government's most significant spatial policy programme in 2003, Sustainable Communities: 
Building for the Future (Raco, 2007b).
The Sustainable Communities Plan announced that four growth areas in London and the South East,
allocated to alleviate pressure on housing and services in the area and accommodate the economic
success of London, would be sustainable communities. These sustainable communities, one of which
was Milton Keynes/South Midlands (including parts of Northamptonshire), were an action plan for a
step change in delivering housing to address the problems of affordability and create thriving and
inclusive communities (ODPM, 2003). The policy document required that sustainable communities
incorporate "a well-integrated mix of decent homes of different types and tenures, to support a
range of household sizes, ages and incomes" (ODPM, 2003: 5). By mixing tenure, such programmes
hoped the perception of the area would alter for the better (Joseph and Chaskin, 2010). Following on
from the £22 billion investment in the Sustainable Communities Plan (ODPM, 2003), the UK
Government launched the Mixed Communities Initiative in 2005. This had no investment of public
funds, relying instead on the sale of public land to the private sector for development (Weaver,
2006). This strategy differed from previous regeneration programmes in that it had population mix as
a central element and included a private sector cross-subsidy as the key financing mechanism 
(Tunstall and Lupton, 2010).
Mixed communities are often assumed to be sustainable communities, with ODPM suggesting social 
mix (meaning diversity of residents) as one definition of sustainability when it launched its
Sustainable Communities Plan. This sustainability is argued on the basis that a mixed community will 
be "able to attract and retain a wider range of household types and income groups" (Livingston et ol., 
2013: 1057). Planning Policy Statement 1: Delivering Sustainable Development states that planning 
should ensure "that development supports existing communities and contributes to the creation of 
safe, sustainable, liveable and mixed communities with good access to jobs and key services for all 
members of the community" (DCLG, 2005: 2). It later encouraged planning authorities to develop 
strong, vibrant and sustainable communities, promoting community through meeting the diverse 
needs of all people in existing and future communities, including social cohesion. Meen et ol. (2005), 
however, highlight the problematic nature of assuming that mixed communities are sustainable, 
given that there is no reason why mixed communities should be considered stable, and so 
sustainable.
Raco (2007b) notes that with recent interpretations of sustainable communities, the definitions of 
balance and mix (including what a 'sustainable citizen' is) reflect politically-constructed definitions of 
such, leading to a question of who should define what the correct balance is. As with early moves 
towards social balance (Sarkissian, 1976), the New Towns programme (Bennett, 2005) and later 
policies under Thatcher (Raco, 2007a), this balance had to be formulated from a specific (political) 
vision of what such balance constituted, with those not fitting the mould being rejected or impeded. 
This stylisation echoes the argument of Sibley who stated that the reshaping of cities in the 
nineteenth century was a process of "purification, designed to exclude groups (poor, racial 
minorities, working class) seen as polluting" (1995: 57). This can lead to tension and further exclusion 
(Amin, 2006).
2.6.4.1 Justification for mixed communities under Labour
One of the main arguments for sustainable communities put forward by the then Deputy Prime 
Minister was the harmful effects of living in areas where poverty was concentrated (Cheshire, 2007). 
Academics have highlighted the perceived link between policy to mix tenure and relieving 
concentrations of poverty in the UK (Fordham and Cole, 2009; Tunstall and Lupton, 2010). Mixing 
housing tenure is considered to improve the housing market position of the area through the 
diversification of stock (Kleinhans, 2004). This then reduces the concentration and isolation of low- 
income housing from the more active, private housing markets (Gullino, 2008), consequently 
enabling areas to be more sustainable in terms of attracting and retaining a wider variety of 
household types and income groups (Livingston et a!., 2013). Diversification also begins to alter the 
perception of the area, reducing the potential for stigmatisation associated with deprived areas. This 
is considered to give residents greater pride in their area, with greater place attachment leading to
greater investment in the community by its residents (Kleinhans, 2004). For Monk et ol. (2011),
mixed communities are seen to generate greater place attachment through an enhanced sense of
community (through network building) and increased social interaction in public space.
In terms of Labour's vision for community, Raco (2007b) believes the Labour Government favoured
capacity-building within the community. They hoped the creation of 'sustainable' citizens would
reduce the need for state involvement as well as increase competitiveness and economic
performance; people in communities would help each other to help themselves. Cole and Goodchild
(2001) further underline this position. They assert that a sustainable community is defined by its self-
sufficiency (harking back to the assessment of New Towns by Raco, 2007a), its need for less public
intervention, such as improvements to services. Whilst deprived areas can have poor public services
(due to the high demand placed on them), the presence of middle class occupants in a mixed
community area ensures that, through a mixture of social and cultural capital, resolutions to
problems with, or improvements to, services can be made (Kearns and Mason, 2007). Existing
provision is thus maximised. This reflects Bourdieu's argument that middle classes' cultural capital
(seen in nuances of language and symbolic expressions of aesthetic preferences) enables them to
"appear as 'insiders' in society's institutions rather than as outsiders" (Kearns and Mason, 2007:
667). As insiders, they are more knowledgeable and capable in optimising institutional services and
provision.
Another perceived benefit of mixed communities in present times, which reflects Victorian ideas
about elevation of the poor through close association with higher classes, is that middle class owner
occupiers will provide the norms to which residents are expected to conform. This ensures a greater
degree of informal social control and collective efficacy (Joseph and Chaskin, 2010). Deprived areas
are linked with social marginalisation (Livingston et ol., 2013). Musterd and Andersson (2005) outline
thinking that living in deprived neighbourhoods leads to negative socialisation, reducing residents'
efforts to improve their skills and subsequently reducing their labour market opportunities.
Neighbourhood networks are considered to be important in shaping opportunities for success, with
homogeneously poor neighbourhoods potentially reducing opportunities for residents to bridge the
gap to people with resources (Musterd and Andersson, 2005). Such an effect is known as bridging
social capital, defined as the outward connections made between people to enable them to get
ahead (Putnam, 2000). Traditionally, deprived communities are seen as rich in bonding social capital,
where relationships and networks of trust and reciprocity reinforce ties within groups (Holland et ol.,
2007b). Mixed communities are believed to shift reliance from mainly bonding social capital towards
a greater utilisation of bridging (Kearns and Mason, 2007), with more effective 'bridging'
relationships both within a neighbourhood (and the different incomes and types of people living
there) and links to the wider world (Cole and Goodchild, 2001). The basic assumption is that a more
diverse mix will both deepen and widen social interaction in a positive way.
Many academics particularly highlight the value of bridging social capital and aspiration behaviour on
young people. Musterd and Andersson (2005) note that young people may be subject to negative
socialisation when living in deprived areas, through taking role models from within the deprived
area, leading to situations of 'hypersegregation'. Monk et al. (2011) summarise one of the main
benefits of mixed communities as the widening of networks (bridging social capital) to change
behaviour and aspirations, leading to greater educational achievements by young people. Kintrea et
al. (2010) note evidence from past research on living in poor areas that suggests that young people
are more affected by where they live than other demographic groups, as opportunities blocked or
foregone during the teenage or young adult years lead to life chances being potentially
disadvantaged throughout their life course. The evidence for the effectiveness of mixed communities
policy will be discussed in Section 2.7.
2.6.5 Northamptonshire planning policy on mixed communities
As well as being one of four Sustainable Communities growth areas, the national focus on mixed
communities has been carried forward into local policy for Northamptonshire. Policy H3 of the
Northamptonshire Structure Plan (adopted in March 2001) called for the "meeting of local needs
that will help secure a mixed and balanced community" (Northamptonshire County Council, 2001:
20). Saved policies H7 and H8 of the Local Planning Authority A1 Local Plan 1997 (Local Planning
Authority A, 1997b) and saved policy 39 of the Local Planning Authority B1 Local Plan 1995 relate to
affordable housing (Local Planning Authority B, 1995). All policies call for provision of affordable
housing within new private residential developments in the Boroughs and that such housing should
continue to be affordable for local residents. Such policies are what Kearns and Mason (2007) term a
strategy of diversity. These local policies carry forward national planning policy for mixed
communities, and so Government ideals of what mixed communities are comprised.
2.6.6 Future of mixed communities policy from 2010
Initially, the formation of the Coalition Government in 2010 meant future policy regarding mixed
communities was uncertain. Whilst reports were published on the success of the 2005 Mixed
Communities Initiative, no explicit comments were made regarding the future direction of such
policy. Criticism has been levied at the Government's commitment to mixed communities when
Due to the need to maintain area anonymity, the two Local Authorities within which the developments are situated have 
been anonymised to Local Planning Authority A for Community A and Local Planning Authority B for Community B.
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reform of housing welfare will likely price out low income households from areas, leading to a 
decline in genuinely mixed communities (Pennycock, 2011).
From their research, Tunstall and Lupton (2010) found that there is some disagreement as to the 
future of mixed communities. Some commentators, including the DCLG Select Committee, are 
pushing for DCLG to expand its approach. Others, including such academics as Cheshire (2007), think 
the Government should rethink its approach on mixed communities, given that "while there may be 
benefits from mixing communities, there are almost certainly costs too" (2007: 34). Mulliner and 
Maliene (2013) note, however, that mixed communities remains one of the primary housing 
objectives of the Government. This is stated in new national planning guidance. The National 
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), published in March 2012, where one of the Government's 
housing priorities is "creating sustainable, inclusive and mixed communities" (DCLG, 2012b: 13). This 
paragraph is the only mention of mixed communities in the sixty-five page document. There is, 
however, a focus on inclusive communities within the document, stating that developments should 
include "opportunities for meetings between members of the community who might not otherwise 
come into contact with each other, including through mixed-use developments" (DCLG, 2012a: 17). 
This indicates a continued commitment to building mixed communities despite other NPPF policies 
potentially weakening affordable housing delivery. In such a time of transition for urban policy, it is 
worth adding to the literature on whether planning policy can make a real difference to the 
engendering of place and community. The next section will review existing evidence of the real 
benefits and costs of mixed communities policy when compared to the perceived outcomes.
2.7 Evidence review
This section will examine evidence of the effects of diluting housing tenure in order to create mixed 
communities. Whilst mixed communities can refer to integration of different ethnicities and religions 
(Tunstall and Lupton, 2010), the research project will concentrate on housing tenure as this is the 
predominant means to create social mix in the UK (Monk et a!., 2011; Livingston et a!., 2013). The 
evidence for mixed tenure communities suggests that many of the perceived benefits outlined above 
(socialisation, better services, reducing area stigmatisation and improving the employment prospects 
of lower income residents) are not evinced through supporting research.
2.7.1 Building bridges across tenure
Tunstall and Lupton (2010) note that the growing number of UK studies of neighbourhoods where 
planning policy has been used to create social mix "have found very limited social interaction 
between tenure, employment and income groups" (2010: 20). Studies of areas after mixing have 
found that many people conduct much of their lives away from their home, particularly those with 
jobs and cars, with mixed communities not necessarily equating to more mixed social circles (Tunstall 
and Lupton, 2010). Camina and Wood (2009) specifically focused their study on inter-tenure 
socialisation. They found that owners and renters were polite to each other, rather than friendly, 
reflecting a desire for distance in neighbourhood relations. Friendships were founded based on 
shared interests, but this often meant such friendships were off the estate (Camina and Wood, 
2009), demonstrating the plurality of (Gesellschoft) networks and associations (Smith, 1996).
Research by Allen et al. (2005) into three case studies of mature, mixed tenure housing 
developments found that, whilst the areas were seen as desirable places to live, there was limited 
mixing of residents, who tended to occupy different social worlds. An exploratory study by Atkinson 
and Kintrea (2000) found that renters in predominantly social housing estates were confined to 
relatively small areas and had limited contact outside of the estate, whilst owner occupiers had little 
involvement with social interaction on site, more often having social worlds off the estate. Camina 
and Wood (2009) found similarities between activities and interactions by social renters and owner 
occupiers and, in comparison to the study by Atkinson and Kintrea (2000), owner occupiers living in 
mature mixed communities had more activities on the estate. This reflects the differing importance 
of locality depending on socio-economic factors.
Wood (2002) states that much tenure diversification in the United Kingdom has resulted in street 
level segmentation and division of neighbourhoods, rather than tenure integration. Such 
segmentation, Wood (2002) argues, leads to residents of new houses being seen as outsiders 
(including owner occupiers moving into established, poor areas that are being regenerated). Ruming 
et al. (2004) argue that despite areas of social mix purporting to nurture community, they can 
actively promote stigmatisation, oppression and exclusion. From their study of a mixed tenure area 
in New South Wales, Ruming et al. (2004) examined whether or not residents identified a community 
in their area and how strongly they felt connected to that community. Of the 68 questionnaires 
returned (a response rate of 14.2 percent), they found that over two thirds of public housing tenants 
felt that there was a community in their area, but a third of tenants felt they were not connected to 
this community. Tenure was identified as an important feature of community formation, with many
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public housing tenants believing themselves to be "members of a community based solely on public
housing tenancy" (Ruming et al., 2004: 242).
2.7.2 Tenure as the means to create mix
Tenure is the dimension of mix that is easiest to control in social policy, but the difficulty of mixing
housing tenure to create successful mixed communities is that there is no agreement on what a
suitable level of mix actually is (Livingston et al., 2013). The ways in which such mix can be achieved
have been outlined as dilution, diversification and dispersal (Kearns and Mason, 2007). Conscious of
a potential street level division in neighbourhoods outlined by Wood (2002), Kleinhans (2004)
highlights how academics have called for the introduction of 'pepper potting' of social housing into
the design of new developments. This means mixing individual rental and owner occupied properties
within a street and within building blocks. Kleinhans (2004) posits the benefit of such as reducing
division of neighbourhood areas. It may not, however, necessarily reduce any tension. This is because
research shows that whilst residents are generally ambivalent to mixing (Camina and Wood, 2009),
owners often express stronger objections to "mixing and living next door to a neighbour of a
different tenure" (Kleinhans, 2004: 379). Many residents were shown to become defensive if it was
suggested that the level of social housing be increased (Kleinhans, 2004). This reflects the statement
of Jacobs et al. (2003) regarding the imputed negative image of Council tenants as a result of
Conservative discourse to gain support for Right to Buy.
Ruming et al. found within their study area that "owners were thought to provide better neighbours
and thus to be the basis of a better community" (2004: 424). Public housing was seen to harbour a
those things that owner occupiers saw as inferior or undesirable (Ruming et al., 2004). Research by
Silverman et al. (2005) found that the unified appearance of social housing and private housing in
some mixed income new communities reduced the potential for segregation and increased feelings
of safety. Where differences were more obvious, Silverman et al. found that "families in the private
homes made distinctions, with comments such as 'I feel safe over here, but I wouldn't go 'over
there'." (2005: 63). The case study communities will be examined to see how divisive the issue of
tenure is to young people, both in terms of friendship and contact networks, and their mobility and
safety within the development.
The evinced divisions within mixed communities lead Cole and Goodchild (2001) to argue that tenure
diversification to create social mix could engender tension and conflict. Kleinhans (2004) states that
conflict has arisen in mixed communities through the increased exposure to residents who do not
share values and lifestyles. Kleinhans (2004) argues that different lifestyles and attitudes are an
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expression of socio-economic differences, but "tenure becomes the 'culprit' that is held responsible 
for resentment between tenants and owners" (2004: 379). Musterd and Andersson (2005) found that 
despite a tenure mix policy in Sweden since the 1970s there is no strong correlation between tenure 
mix and social mix. In fact, their study showed that housing areas with variegated tenure and 
dwelling type were characterised by a homogeneous social profile, undermining the role of tenure in 
the creation of social mix (Musterd and Andersson, 2005).
Meen et ol. (2005) conclude that it is not surprising that there is little evidence for social interaction 
in their research on mixed communities "since tenure is not the single cause of cross-tenure 
interaction" (2005: 22), with limited interaction occurring because of "diverging lifestyles and 
different socioeconomic characteristics" (2005: 22). Similarly, Rowlands et ol. (2006) found that 
income mix and social mix on examined estates were the result of the housing type and size of 
dwellings and the position of the development within the local housing market. They conclude that, 
whilst tenure plays a part in shaping these conditions, it does not alone dictate the mix, particularly 
as it cannot be controlled once construction is finished (Rowlands et ol., 2006). Some estates then 
have much higher levels of rented accommodation than envisaged because of such investment by 
private landlords, with resultant problems in management and maintenance. Rowlands et ol. (2006) 
note the negative impacts on estates that may result from private letting due to a potentially high 
number of empty properties or high turnover of residents due to the mobility of private tenants, and 
the risk of large scale sales in case of a housing market downturn.
In terms of socio-economic differences played out spatially, Cheshire concludes that social 
segregation in cities reflects (rather than causes) economic inequality, and forcing neighbourhoods to 
be mixed in social and economic terms is "mainly treating the symptoms of inequality, not the 
causes" (2007: 34). As such, merely creating mixed communities through mixing tenure will not 
reduce social exclusion or so-called neighbourhood effects on life chances unless it also succeeds in 
raising the income of social housing tenants.
2.7.3 The benefits of tenure homogeneity
Kearns and Mason argue that homogeneous areas of social rented housing can be beneficial in some 
respects, offering "satisfactory, quiet environments" (2007: 687). Their findings do show, however, 
that social renters have more to gain in neighbourhood environment terms from living in areas of 
high owner occupation, whilst owner occupiers have a lot to lose from living in areas of above- 
average proportion of social renters. This is because an increase in the presence of social renters in 
an area leads to certain neighbourhood problems increasing in prevalence and poorer services
(Kearns and Mason, 2007). Smith (1996) argues that there is a "growing segregation of the 
'underclass' population from affluent neighbourhoods" (1996: 255), but with concentrated areas of 
economic decline and public housing estates, the poor are more likely to have strong networks of 
people due to coping strategies and collective responses to adversity (Cole and Goodchild, 2001). 
Cheshire (2007) highlights research suggesting that a person's welfare declines in relation to the 
increase in their neighbours' income, leading to the conclusion that areas with higher income owner 
occupiers reduces the welfare of social housing tenants, relative to living in homogeneous low 
income neighbourhoods. This suggests that neither higher income owner occupiers nor lower income 
social housing tenants may necessarily gain from living in mixed communities.
2.7.4 Impact on employment opportunities
Musterd and Andersson (2005) found little evidence in their examination of Swedish statistical data 
from 1991-1999 that social mix created social opportunity. They found a stronger correlation 
between employment outcomes and level of education and ethnicity than housing mix. Galster et al. 
(2010) found a weak relationship between neighbourhood and employment opportunities. In their 
research, higher income metropolitan Swedish males of any age, and males in full time employment, 
rarely experienced a gain in their labour income when lower and higher income neighbours were 
replaced by middle income neighbours. By contrast, however, lower income metropolitan Swedish 
males (particularly those not in full time employment) and females over 30 (particularly those in full 
time employment) were strongly positively affected by the aforementioned relationship. Galster et 
al. (2010) conclude that neighbourhood income mix does not substantially and similarly affect labour 
market outcomes for all residents. This raises the prospect that the "consequences from the often 
standardised, 'one size fits all' programmes for neighbourhood mixing underway today will vary 
significantly among target groups, with some perhaps being unforeseen and unwanted" (2010: 
2936). Once again, an individualised approach that looks beyond neighbourhood (and so housing 
tenure) may be needed to solve issues of lack of participation in the labour market.
Research by Allen et al. (2005) found that whilst the mixed tenure areas they studied were not free 
of problems, they had escaped many of the patterns of deprivation seen in large concentrations of 
social housing, with demand for housing remaining high and employment rates remaining steady. 
Wood (2002), however, quotes studies that show reductions in joblessness in low income areas 
regenerated with a proportion of open market housing is associated with the 'dilution' effect of 
importing employed people (such as owner occupiers) onto estates, rather than through increased 
opportunities for unemployed tenants to access the job market. Similarly, research by Camina and 
Wood (2009) found no evidence of owners acting to link renters to labour market opportunities.
Thus, there is no concrete evidence that mixed communities lead to better job opportunities for 
lower income residents. As Tunstall and Lupton state, where inter-tenure socialisation does occur it 
is fairly superficial and there is "little sign of unemployed residents getting jobs or other concrete 
change in aspirations or behaviour" (2010: 20).
2.7.5 Evidence of service improvement
In terms of improvement to services, the study in Scotland by Atkinson and Kintrea (2000) found that 
commercial facilities were often criticised by owners and tenants alike as being of low quality (shops) 
or, in the case of pubs, possibly dangerous. Cheshire (2007) criticises mixed community initiatives for 
potentially creating services that cater for the more affluent owner occupiers, whilst pricing poor 
people out. He believes that low income tenants are deprived of "local services tailored to the needs 
of poorer people rather than the rich" (Cheshire, 2007: 34). Kearns and Mason (2007) found that 
housing tenure mixing was associated with an increase in identification of neighbourhood problems 
and a desire for improvements to local services and amenities, meaning that balancing tenure by no 
means led to a reduction in neighbourhood problems of antisocial behaviour and poor services. In 
contrast, Atkinson and Kintrea found that an increase in owner occupation in neighbourhoods was 
associated with "a reduction in anti-social behaviour and a better environment" (2000: 102). They 
also found that the neighbourhood was a more important source of shopping and services to the 
renters (Atkinson and Kintrea, 2000), though Camina and Wood (2009) found that, in one of their 
(mature) case study areas, this was equally true for owners and social renters.
2.7.6 Changes to area appearance and reputation
Camina and Wood (2009) found evidence that the appearance of the area is improved by owner 
occupiers, as they tended to maintain their houses better than many social housing providers. They 
found evidence amongst renters in their case study areas of behaviour change in terms of cultural 
interest and care of the neighbourhood (Camina and Wood, 2009). Owners, in turn, showed more 
tolerance "of other lifestyles, being encouraged to be more openly friendly and to participate more 
in community and family activities" (Camina and Wood, 2009: 474). They caveat their findings, 
however, by acknowledging that the social mix of the areas was not extensive. Similarly, Joseph and 
Chaskin (2010) found that one immediate benefit of mixed community regeneration programmes in 
the USA was that of improved environment for relocated social housing tenants.
Kleinhans (2004) notes that poor management and maintenance can create neighbourhood 
problems and tensions between different tenures, as maintenance is often outside social tenant
responsibility, resting with Housing Associations instead. Research by Silverman et al. found that 
cross-tenure management in mixed income new communities resulted in "a standard of 
maintenance well above the norm for social housing estates," (2005: 63). In contrast, where the 
maintenance was split by tenure there was "noticeably more litter, graffiti and potholes near the 
social housing, underscoring the social divide and perhaps contributing to a lesser feeling of safety 
across the neighbourhood" (Silverman et al., 2005: 64).
From his literature review, Kleinhans concludes that "residents themselves identify the influx of 
homeowners as a social improvement, but it remains difficult to dispel an area's poor reputation, 
especially if it is embedded in a wider area with a bad reputation" (2004: 376). Whilst research by 
Allen et al. (2005) shows that mature mixed communities are seen by residents as desirable places to 
live, Kleinhans (2004) highlights how, by definition, it is outsiders' opinions, not residents', that are 
influential in determining the external reputation of a neighbourhood.
2.7.7 Young people and mixed communities
Whilst there are no specific studies looking at young people's experience of mixed communities, 
there have been some findings related to children and young people in adult-centred projects. Allen 
et al. (2005) found that the varieties of tenure available in planned social mix estates meant that 
young people on low incomes could stay in the area, close to their parents. Similarly, in the case of
relationship breakdown, parents were able to stay in the area and maintain contact with their
children (Allen et al., 2005). Atkinson and Kintrea (2000) found that children were relatively immune 
from tenure divides, with children from social rented and owner occupied housing playing together,
even if their parents did not mix. Camina and Wood (2009) mention that whilst adults from different
tenures preferred to keep a distance, interviewees stated that children growing up in the study areas 
did a lot of cross-tenure socialising. The effects on socialisation and the role tenure plays in this, if 
any, will be explored in relation to the two mixed communities studied.
In contrast, however, a survey undertaken by Rowlands and Gurney (2001) which sought to 
understand young people's perceptions of housing tenure found that the definition of social status 
via housing is growing in importance. Prejudicial tenure labelling (against social housing) was borne 
out amongst their sample of 15-17 year olds (Rowlands and Gurney, 2001). They conclude that 
tenure prejudice seems deeply ingrained by the age of 16 years, raising questions about "the precise
age at which prejudicial ideas about housing start to be mobilized" (Rowlands and Gurney, 2001: 
127). Tenure prejudice amongst the young suggests the potential for community conflict through 
continued marginalisation and stigmatisation of social housing tenants. Taking account of the
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research by Rowlands and Gurney (2001), however, Allen et al. (2005) sought to understand the role
of schools in mature, mixed community areas. In contrast to the aforementioned research, they
found evidence of strong social ties between children from across the different tenures (Allen et al.,
2005). Young people showed no signs of tenure prejudice, perhaps demonstrating the beneficial
effect of social mix within schools, though they did express aspirations of future home ownership
(Allen et al., 2005).
To conclude this evidence review, Cheshire (2009) argues that mixed communities "is essentially a
faith-based policy because there is scant real evidence that making communities more mixed makes
the life chances of the poor any better" (2009: 343). This is echoed by Fordham and Cole (2009),
whose research into ten case studies of mixed communities found that the potential impacts are
based on hope, rather than evidence. This has led many academics to call for a broader approach to
tackle social exclusion beyond housing policy through reform of education, welfare and the economy
(Cole and Goodchild, 2001; Musterd and Andersson, 2005; Cheshire, 2009; Galster et al., 2010).
Conclusion
This chapter has reviewed the concepts of community, neighbourhood and place. Community has
moved from the local networks and ties of Gemeinschaft to the more globalised, plural networks of
Gesellschaft (Sennett, 1970; Smith, 1996; Amin, 2006). Conceptions of community have created
tension (Amin, 2006), as well as being politically constructed to identify particular social problems
and aid development of urban policy to provide solutions to these problems (Raco, 2007b). The
research will contribute towards debates on what community is by understanding young people's
conceptualisations of it and how important this is to their sense of identity, place and belonging, and
how these might feed into notions of community. This will enable examination of whether young
people's needs and desires have been incorporated into the creation of these new, mixed
communities.
The chapter has also examined the history of social balance in urban policy, why such a policy has
been pursued, and evidence for its efficacy. Early mentions of social mix in Ilford planning documents
and philanthropic urban village ventures evolved into the 'living tapestry' sought for New Towns, to
sustainable and mixed communities at the start of the twenty-first century (Sarkissian, 1976;
Bennett, 2005). The Labour Government of 1997-2010 were the first to make explicit reference to
mixed communities as a policy goal. Latterly, the Coalition Government have continued to pursue
such a policy, albeit on a smaller scale. The motives behind such policy have been examined, from 
the ameliorating effects of the higher classes on the lower, to economic growth, self-sufficiency, 
increased home ownership, and improvements to employment opportunities, service provision and 
area quality (Cole and Goodchild, 2001; Kearns and Mason, 2007; Livingston et al., 2013).
The supporting evidence for such effects, however, is limited. Studies show that far from occupants 
of different tenure interacting, there is little more than superficial contact, with some studies 
suggesting that higher income and lower income groups are actually worse off in terms of 
employment, services and networks from mixing (Kearns and Mason, 2007; Camina and Wood, 2009; 
Galster et al., 2010; Tunstall and Lupton, 2010). Children, however, have been shown to disregard 
tenure when building community networks, particularly where a school is part of the community 
(Atkinson and Kintrea, 2000; Allen et al., 2005). Tenure is seen as a poor indicator of, and proxy for, 
social mix (Musterd and Andersson, 2005; Kearns and Mason, 2007). Furthermore, social mix 
engendered by housing policy shows little evidence of improved outcomes for the socially 
marginalised. Instead, academics call for a wider social and economic approach (Cole and Goodchild, 
2001; Musterd and Andersson, 2005; Cheshire, 2009; Galster et al., 2010).
Given the doubt cast on mixed communities policy by previous studies, it will be useful to understand 
the extent to which young people mix across identified social divisions in new developments in the 
Northamptonshire growth area. Young people's experience of mixed communities has not previously 
been studied so this will make an important contribution to research surrounding the policy. The 
results of the study will enable discussion on the efficacy of mixed communities policy, with 
particular regard to young people. The following chapter will set out existing literature regarding 
children and young people's geographies.
3. Children's Geographies
3.1 Introduction
The previous chapter outlined the history of mixed communities policy. This chapter will focus on the 
growth of Children's Geographies, with particular reference to studies concerning young people's use 
of public space. The study of children and young people's geographies has been growing as a 
geographical subdiscipline since the 1970s (Gough, 2008). Starting with a handful of observational 
studies, interest has grown in research with children on their use and perception of the built 
environment (Travlou, 2003; Kraftl et al., 2007). Early studies were drawn from an increasing 
quantification and search for scientific theory in geography and focused on children and young 
people's perception of their environment (Matthews et al., 1998b; Aitken, 2001). A cultural turn 
from the early 1990s has seen children's geographers (and the social sciences in general) moving 
away from a scientific epistemology to increasingly focus upon children as social actors in their own 
right (rather than as adults in the making) (Valentine, 2004; Mayall, 2013). This cultural turn 
embraces childhood as a social invention (Matthews et al., 1998b; Valentine, 2004), with differing 
interpretations depending on circumstance (Ansell, 2009). This has led to "an attentiveness to social 
and cultural differences, diversities, identities and inter-relations" (Horton et al., 2008: 339J. Studies 
have expanded to examine young people and community cohesion (Kintrea et al., 2010), negotiation 
and mapping of space (Beneker et al., 2010), use of public space (Valentine, 2004 and Karsten, 2003), 
growing up (Giddings and Yarwood, 2005), crime and violence (Pain, 2006), and technology (Pain et 
al., 2005; Valentine and Skelton, 2007).
The chapter will start by outlining how 'children' and 'childhood' has been conceptualised. It will 
examine the growth in studies of childhood, culminating in the children's rights agenda and the New 
Social Studies of Childhood, which sought to undertake research with young people to examine social 
and cultural differences in childhood. The growth of Children's Geographies is outlined and how such 
research on children's use and perception of the built environment has contributed to the evolving, 
variegated concept of childhood. The key spaces examined in the subfield will be highlighted, 
including public space, semi-public spaces, schools, homes and playgrounds. It will consider what 
previous research has revealed about spatial differences in relation to mobility, socio-economic 
classification, gender, and rural and urban environments, and how such ideologies and social markers 
have been shown to create variations in childhood. This will demonstrate how the research can 
contribute towards understanding young people's use of public space in new mixed communities, 
what variations exist in the use of such space, and why variations occur. The chapter will touch on 
young people and community and young people's participation in planning to frame the background 
of young people living in mixed communities and how changing policy agendas affect community
(particularly belonging) for young people. The literature will be analysed to inform the research
questions, as well as outline debates within the subfield and future directions for research. It will
conclude that the plurality of experience of young people's use and perception of the built
environment means there must be careful consideration of what young people say influences their
spatial and social lives in new mixed communities.
Defining children and young people
Attempting to define childhood is fraught with complexity and contradiction (Valentine, 2004).
Moving through history, children have been defined with varying levels of competence and
independence. In Medieval times, children were seen as small adults, as shown in contemporary
paintings (Holloway and Valentine, 2000). From the Enlightenment onwards, the idea of children as
separate to adults began to dominate; the Apollonian understanding of childhood emerged in the
seventeenth century when academics argued that children possessed an innate goodness when they
came into the world which was then corrupted by the social world they were raised in (Valentine,
2004). The Victorian emphasis on universal education meant that schooling became a fundamental
marker of the transition to adulthood (Valentine, 2004). Universalist education services led, Mayall
(2013) argues, to children becoming exposed to the adult gaze in the last quarter of the nineteenth
century. Children became of interest to society due to concern over the impact of industry and
empire on their moral, physical and mental health (Mayall, 2013). This led to the early child-study
movement, one of the precursors to the discipline of developmental psychology (Mayall, 2013). In
terms of spatial behaviour, children became increasingly constrained to spaces set aside for their use,
such as schools and playgrounds, and their access to the public sphere diminishing in parallel to this
(Ansell, 2009). Such transitions created boundaries between childhood and adulthood. Stainton-
Rogers (2004) argues that at the beginning of modernism boundaries between child, youth and adult
did not exist, or were constituted differently to how such lines are drawn now. In the late modern
period, however, the protection and specialness of children and childhood has been reinforced by
strong demarcation of boundaries between childhood and adulthood (Jackson and Scott, 2000).
James and Prout believe that society has become increasingly child-centric so that the twentieth
century has been characterised as the "century of the child" (1999: 1). The increasing demarcation
and special protection of childhood has led to the emergence of a twentieth century conception of a
coherent 'universal' childhood (Valentine, 2004), as well as the hope of the future (Kraftl, 2008). This
perceives the child as separate from (and dependent upon) adults; of childhood as a carefree happy
time, free of responsibilities, with children set apart from adults because of their age, and living in
innocence, incompetence, and vulnerable dependence (Valentine, 2004). The innocence of the child 
is complicated by adolescence, however, where a person is considered to no longer be a child, but 
not yet an adult; it is a between boundary (Sibley, 1995). The invention of the term 'teenager' in 
1950s marked the emergence of a distinct youth culture, which has since led to concern regarding 
juvenile crime and gang violence (Valentine, 2004).
Alongside the societal construction, however, there is also the developmental or transitional 
definition of childhood, which draws on development psychology and biology (Mayall, 2013). 
Biological definitions of childhood centre on stages of bodily development (Aitken, 2001). Biological 
immaturity is a universal and natural feature of human groups (James and Prout, 1999), with height, 
shape, appearance, gender and performance informing such a definition (Aitken, 2001). 
Chronological age is a biologically-defined category that can determine childhood (Holloway and 
Valentine, 2000). Gough (2008) argues that in contemporary minority world societies, age is 
commonly regarded as a fundamental aspect of identity and the most basic of categories through 
which to define a child. This is despite the fact that a person's chronological age might bear little 
relationship to the kinds of expectations and experiences people have (James and James, 2007). Wyn 
and White (1997) caution against using such categorisation to define youth as complications 
surround differing social and legal classification of the age of a child, whilst Valentine (2004) notes 
that the age of transition to adulthood has varied throughout the twentieth century as a result of 
educational or welfare reforms. Currently, The United Nations' Convention on the Rights of the Child 
(UNCRC) defines a child as under 18 years, the UK legal system considers those aged over 10 years 
responsible for their actions, sexual relations are legal from the age of 16 years, and the social care 
system takes responsibility for children up to the age of 18 years (James and James, 2007).
Outside of biological development, the linear model of transition from childhood to adulthood refers 
to experience and is commonly comprised of "leaving full-time education and entering the labour 
market; moving out of the parental home to establish an independent household; and marriage/co- 
habitation and parenthood" (Valentine and Skelton, 2007: 104). Wyn and White (1997) argue against 
the traditional linear progression of the developmental paradigm, stating that such transitions can 
occur at different times for men and women, for urban and rural residents, and for youth of differing 
economic means. This shows that such experiences may not be universal, with cultural and societal 
variations (James and Prout, 1999). Matthews et al. note that "childhood as a construct of social 
analysis can never be independent of other social dimensions such as class, ethnicity and gender" 
(1998b. 312). This leads Matthews and Limb to stress the "importance of 'multiple childhoods' and 
the sterility of the concept of the 'universal child'" (1999: 65).
The marking of boundaries between childhood and adulthood (including those based on age) is 
criticised as masking difference. Often, where difference is noted, it relates to the developmental 
paradigm that assumes a set of stages that all children go through before reaching adulthood 
(Jackson and Scott, 2000). The wide variety and complications in conceptualising and defining 
childhood led to more critical thought regarding its construct, challenging the concept of a universal 
childhood and drawing attention to variations (Mayall, 2013). The theoretically innovative, 
interdisciplinary New Social Studies of Childhood (NSSC) emerged in the 1980s in response to this, 
rejecting the notion of a universal childhood and seeking to explore the nature of childhood by 
examining children's own explanations of their lifeworlds (Valentine, 1997a). Valentine argues that 
childhood is a social construct, with the concept of child and childhood adapting according to the 
dominant thinking of the time so that the invention of childhood is "(re)constructed and 
(re)produced over both space and time" (Valentine, 1997a: 65). Children's geographers have 
attempted to draw out the role of place in the concept of childhood with particular regard to its role 
in identity construction and maintenance (James, 1990; Philo, 1992; Sibley, 1995; Valentine and 
Holloway, 2000; Leyshon, 2008; Barker, 2011). Research has attempted to understand the way in 
which experiences with, and within, space help to negotiate identity (Leyshon, 2008).
Place has been seen as particularly important in terms of the minority and majority world concept of
childhood. The dominant popular conception is the minority world idea of developmental stages,
innocence and resultant need for protection, and segregation from adults (Valentine, 1997a), as well
as freedom from adult responsibilities, such as work (Valentine, 1996; Punch, 2003). The majority of
the world's children, however, live in the economically poor regions of Latin America, Asia and Africa
and many of these have to work (Punch, 2003). As such, the most common type of childhood is
actually in the majority world and yet, despite this, the privileged play and school world of children in
the minority, developed world is seen as the 'normal' childhood, whilst the working lives of majority
world children are seen as 'abnormal' (Edwards, 1996). Other research (detailed in Section 3.7) has
focused on mobility (Valentine, 1997a; Fyhri and Hjorthol, 2009), rural and urban spaces (Leyshon,
2011), gender (Matthews, 1986; Karsten, 2003) and socio-economic status (Kintrea et a!., 2010).
Despite this rejection of universality, and the growing number of studies into the different social and
cultural concepts of youth, McCulloch et al. (2006) observe that research on young people tends to
focus on one group and their experiences, with few studies taking a broader standpoint comparing
several different groups of young people. To address this issue, the research into mixed communities
will identify and explore different groups' use of public space and feelings of community within 
mixed communities.
As can be seen, attempting to define childhood is complex and contradictory (Valentine, 2004). Legal, 
biological, developmental and social constructs are all in evidence. This variation has led to a 
rejection of the concept of the universal child, with children's geographers attempting to draw out 
the differences in terms of the role of place (majority/minority world, rural/urban and mobilities). 
Drawing on previous research, this project will examine the construction of boundaries, based on 
age, tenure, gender and location within the case study communities, to identify young participants' 
identities and spatialities.
3.3 Conceptualising adult-youth relations
Wyn and White (1997) believe the concept of youth only has meaning when placed in relation to the 
concept of adulthood. Debate within research on children and young people has sought to 
conceptualise adult and youth relations, with a particular focus on the 'between' boundary of 
adolescence (Sibley, 1995). Valentine (1997a) notes that children are frequently depicted as not 
equal to, but less than, adults and are frequently seen as a threat to social order. Young people are 
seemingly either classified as angels or demons (Valentine, 2004). When classified as angels, children 
are innocent and in need of (adult) protection; when classified as demons, however, it is adults (and 
other children) that need protection from the young people (Valentine, 2004). In keeping with this 
concept, young people are frequently presented as either actively deviant or passively at risk (Griffin, 
2004).
Further to this, Skelton (2000) outlines the child/adult binary and the ambiguous position that youth,
as neither child nor adult, sits within this binary. She succinctly summarises age 14-16 as "an
ambiguous age" (2000: 82), where participants are "at once children (in full-time compulsory
education), teenagers (socially defined as difficult, moody, rebellious and trouble-making), and young
people (celebrated as the future, full of energy and life)" (Skelton, 2000: 82). Sibley (1995) argues
that adults are threatened by young people as they transgress the boundary between childhood and
adulthood. Sibley (1995) believes that minority world societies are driven to make separations,
between us and them', 'clean' and 'dirty', and then expel the abject. The inability to classify
adolescents leads to the 'othering' of youth, whereby they are drawn outside of boundaries and
become a pollutant (Sibley, 1995). Such social anxiety then leads to fear (Amin, 2006), and this
prompts Bartlett (2002) to state that young people have some of the qualities of a minority 
subculture.
Research variously criticises adults as the subordinator of children, gaoler and/or the agency through 
which the spatial and political rights of children are restricted or removed (Valentine, 1997a; 
Matthews, 2003). Matthews (2003) argues, however, that in his research on urban young people's 
use of public space, youth were not on the streets as a form of cultural resistance or to challenge 
adult values; it was simply that there was nowhere to go and nothing else to do. A similar finding is 
reflected in research by Skelton (2000) in rural Wales so it will be interesting to explore whether this 
is also the case in suburban mixed communities.
Whilst many studies have sought to categorise and challenge power relations surrounding adult and 
child negotiations over space, Vanderbeck criticises the study of Children's Geographies because, 
"the theoretical/empirical/political case for maintaining aspects of adult authority is rarely 
discussed" (2008: 397). Research within Children's Geographies all too often criticise adults for 
constraining children's movements, without theorising or analysing the need to maintain adult 
control in certain situations. Studies show that there may be good reason for parental restrictions, 
particularly when "many fears about public space are spatially congruent with experiences of risk" 
(Pain, 2006: 221). The role of adults in children's spatial experience may be more positive and 
nurturing than previously theorised (Leyshon, 2011; Benwell, 2013). In examining young people's use 
of space, the role of the parent/guardian (including social and cultural influences) must be taken into 
account without research losing its focus on young people as decision-makers in their own right. 
Accordingly, the role of parents in determining and shaping young people's use of space will be 
studied in this research.
3.4 The children's rights agenda
The children's rights agenda culminated with the UNCRC in 1989, ratified by the UK government in 
1994. This set out the rights of children, with particular emphasis on the rights of children to be 
consulted and listened to (Matthews and Limb, 1999). These developments had a direct relevance 
for the geography of children since the UNCRC ensured that "children's access to space and place is 
presented as a legitimate political right, together with their inclusion in those decision-making 
processes which concern local environments" (Matthews and Limb, 1999: 63). Furthermore, 
concerned with the marginalisation of children (Vanderbeck, 2008), researchers of Children's 
Geographies shifted their interest towards more radical (and critical) studies questioning 
governmental policies and strategies which lead to the exclusion of young people from public space 
(Travlou, 2003). These studies addressed issues and concepts of both children and young people's 
rights and competence (Valentine, 1997a). The following section will detail the growth of Children's
Geographies from early studies of spatial competence to these more radical studies and those that 
examined the role of place in creating diverse childhoods.
3.5 The growth of Children's Geographies
The rise of Children's Geographies is well-documented (Travlou, 2003; Valentine, 2004; Mayall, 
2013). Early studies were focused on children's perception of the built environment. Bill Bunge 
(1973) explored the spatial oppression of children in his studies of Detroit and Toronto. Kevin Lynch 
(1977), Colin Ward (1977) and Roger Hart (1979) focused on young people's experience of the city 
and neighbourhood. They looked at young people's perceptions and experiences of their local 
environment and their participatory role in the planning and decision-making of environmental 
projects (Travlou, 2003). These studies were heavily influenced by developmental psychology 
(Vanderbeck, 2008), with the child's world "constructed as a Cartesian space that opened up with 
increased knowledge and development" (Aitken, 2001: 27). Studies were largely focused on 
children's mapping abilities, considering that spatial competency increased as the child's horizons 
expanded (Aitken, 2001). For example, Matthews (1992) combined "mapping work by children with 
environmental psychology to explore young people's perceptions of their local neighbourhoods, and 
to understand the mapping abilities of even very young children" (Kraftl et al., 2007). These early 
studies indicated the potential significance of Children's Geographies to academics and planners and 
paved the way for future studies (Kraftl et al., 2007).
Increasingly, as early studies of childhood were absorbed, a critical strand of thought emerged from 
the more scientific methodology and focus of previous research. The rigid scientific-basis and top- 
down approach of research was increasingly criticised for not trying to understand 'childhood' from a 
child's perspective (Kirk, 2007). The 1980s saw the start of a 'cultural turn' in the study of childhood 
in sociology and geography. The concept of a universal child and the developmental stages of 
childhood were increasingly questioned (Valentine and Skelton, 2007), leading to childhood studies 
under NSSC rejecting the idea of a universal childhood and embracing children as social actors in 
their own right, not actors in the process of becoming adults (Ansell, 2009). Geographers played "a 
key role in the development of NSSC" (Barker, 2011: 413), setting out the role of place in determining 
differences in childhood (Holloway and Valentine, 2000).
Informed by "an impetus to work with children (rather than on their behalf)" (Kraftl et al., 2007: 400, 
authors' emphasis), the 1990s saw a huge jump in the number of studies examining children's use 
and perception of the built environment from their perspective. These addressed different cultural
and other influences that might affect such use and perception (Ansell, 2009). Tucker (2003) feels 
that childhood research which 'looks up' from young people's perspectives can illuminate important 
issues and generate valuable data for studies of specific generations (2003: 111). Researchers within 
the NSSC framework at this time (such as Hugh Matthews, Melanie Limb, Caitlin Cahill and Barry 
Percy-Smith) worked with teenagers in their 'fourth environment' (a "geography of the outdoors" 
Matthews and Limb, 1999: 65); those public spaces beyond home, school and playgrounds and 
introduced new concepts (and methods) into the field of Children's Geographies (Vanderstede, 
2011).
Children's Geographies has grown from early studies on young people that examined their spatial 
comprehension to research with young people on the spaces of importance to their lives. In so doing, 
it has attempted to empower young people, encouraging participation and self-determination in 
accordance with the level of competence demonstrated (Matthews and Limb, 1999). Mayall (2013) 
summarises three key contributions of Children's Geographies to the concept of varying childhoods. 
Firstly, in opposition to the image of children as carefree innocents in minority world societies, 
highlighting their role as workers, contributors and carers in majority world societies. Secondly, 
researchers in Children's Geographies have focused on the everyday spaces of childhood and how 
these regulate children's bodies and minds. Thirdly, studies have examined how ideologies of, 
amongst others, 'home' and 'rural' shape childhoods (Mayall, 2013). The following section will 
explore studies into children and young people's use of spaces, including public space and the street, 
semi-public space, school, home and playground.
3.6 The spatial lives of young people
The previous sections have outlined the growing body of research in the social sciences concerning 
the changing concept of childhood. Holloway and Valentine (2000) claim that one of the most 
important contributions geography can make to research into the social construction of childhood is 
to illustrate the importance of place. Research on place within Children's Geographies has been 
focused on three built forms most commonly used by children (home, school and playground) and 
the outdoor places beyond this ('the fourth environment'), including streets, pavements and 
alleyways (Matthews and Limb, 1999; Kraftl et at., 2007; Mayall, 2013).
Research is generally focused on three categories surrounding young people's strategies for use of 
space. These are escaping, avoiding, and challenging adult surveillance, adult gaze, and adult 
hegemony (Matthews et al., 1998a; Matthews and Limb, 1999; Vanderstede, 2011). Reflecting this,
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Matthews et al. (1998a) found four kinds of 'special place' consistently represented within the 
important microgeographies of young people: "places away from authority; places to be with friends; 
places for adventure; and places for solitude" (Matthews et al., 1998a: 198). Jones (2000) stresses 
that children do have some opportunity to operate their own spatialisations without incurring adult 
opposition or hostility. He categorises such 'otherable' adult spaces as: monomorphic (those 
dominated by particular adult use which excludes possibility of other uses); polymorphic 
(accommodating both adult and child spatial configurations); and disordered spaces (places that 
adult geography has abandoned or disregarded so they have the potential to become children's 
spaces) (Jones, 2000). That young people do not always work within the confines of adult-controlled 
and designed space is reflected in the study by Travlou et al., which found that:
For young people, the planned orderliness and physical usage suggested in the design of a 
place did not appear to matter, it was rather the possibility of social and physical interaction 
that made it valuable to them. (2008: 316).
Assumptions are made about the kind of spaces that young people should inhabit, as well as what 
sort of activities they should undertake there (Skelton, 2000). Whilst adults can withdraw to different 
places connected with work, membership or residence, young people do not always have this 
opportunity, access or obvious right (Matthews et al., 2000a). Valentine (2004) writes that often the 
neighbourhood or city street, particularly after dark, is the only autonomous space that teenagers 
have for themselves, making it an important social arena. Woolley (2006) notes that the presence of 
young people in public open space is often perceived as a threat to (adults') personal safety. 
Littering, graffiti, drug abuse, underage sex and general rowdiness are all used to justify adult 
authority and increasing control over adolescents (Woolley, 2006). Valentine (2004) notes that 
research suggests young people do not deliberately set out to intimidate or cause trouble, but it is 
sometimes a by-product of their natural flow of activities. Amin (2006) believes this conflict is the 
product of less local and more transnational connections and the unequal provision of resources. 
This leads to fear, hate and anxiety in society, including suspicion of youth (Amin, 2006). Complexities 
and anxieties are thus in evidence from young people's use of space.
Increasing controls over young people's use of space undermine them as responsible social actors 
and force many back to the home environment (Matthews et al., 1999), though research has shown 
young people have agency even in the domestic sphere (Valentine, 1997a; Punch, 2003). Teenagers 
may also be less restricted to this space due to greater independence (Weller, 2006). Parents are 
argued to use a range of techniques to keep children off the street and under their surveillance, from 
adult-controlled institutional activities to greater use of electronic media inside the home 
environment (Valentine, 2004). Children are seen as increasingly constrained and restricted in an
adult-planned and orientated space (Elsey, 2004). Their activities are centred on what adults think 
children should be doing, as well as an increasingly negative concept by adults of the 'abuse' of 
public space by children and young people (Elsey, 2004).
The Sections 3.6.1 to 3.6.5 will detail research into children's use and perception of the the 'fourth 
environment' beyond traditionally researched spaces most commonly associated with them (school, 
home, and playground) (Matthews and Limb, 1999; Kraftl et al., 2007).
3.6.1 Public space and the street
After early studies focusing on neighbourhood and city spaces, and developmental studies focusing
on children in the home, school and playground, studies on Children's Geographies began to focus on
what Matthews and Limb (1999) call the 'fourth environment'. This is outdoor public spaces outside
of those traditionally researched. Holloway and Valentine (2000) note that much research on
children's presence in public space has worked to address concerns regarding their safety or
concerns regarding the flaunting of adult control by unruly behaviour. Matthews et ol. (2000a)
focused on the street to highlight the continued importance of these areas to young people. This is
despite societal/media concern over their use of such spaces, fear for the safety of children within
them, and the impression that outdoor play had been rejected in favour of the lure of the home
environment with its televisions and games consoles (Matthews et ol., 2000a), internet (Holloway
and Valentine, 2003), or changing spatial practice from mobile phone use (Pain et ol., 2005; Leyshon
et a!., 2013). In their study, Matthews et al. use the term street as a metaphor for all public outdoor
places where children can be found, such as "roads, cul-de-sacs, alleyways, walkways, shopping
areas, car parks, vacant plots and derelict sites" (2000a: 63). Holloway and Valentine (2000) feel that
urban street environments are special places to young people, not just appendages to the adult
world. This is echoed by Chiu (2009) who found that skateboarding on the streets of New York
produced a rich experience, creating a mental, social, and body space, despite social controls 
imposed on skateboarders.
Matthews (2003) sees the street as a space that remains flexible as to adult and child uses. He argues 
that one of the reasons young people use the street is that it is a place of socialisation outside of 
adult control and surveillance, particularly at night (Matthews, 2003). It is a fluid domain, or what 
Soja (1996) would term thirdspace', set between childhood and adulthood where the process of 
separation can be played out (Matthews, 2003). Matthews (2003) argues that the street is a place 
where young people are attempting to shed their childhood selves and forge a new public, adult 
identity. Previous research has focused on how young people, who are beginning to construct their
(independent) adult identities, seek places that are neglected by adults (Matthews et al., 2000a; 
Giddings and Yarwood, 2005). Young people on the verge of adulthood are considered to need to 
socialise, try out different roles, observe a variety of adult roles and prepare for community decision-
making (Chawla and Malone, 2003). In order to try out these different roles, they need to move 
between places of retreat (out of adult control/surveillance) and places of interaction (see and be 
seen) (Chawla and Malone, 2003). Young people can try out different identities in the street, claiming 
and colonising this space to develop their identities (Valentine, 2004; Holland et al., 2007a; Ansell, 
2009). The street becomes a lifestyle choice (Chiu, 2009).
The use of public space by young people for trying out various identities and roles has been claimed 
to lead to societal conflict. This is because of the claiming and subversion of public, 'adult' space for 
(private) socialisation and theatre (Valentine, 2004; Giddings and Yarwood, 2005; van der Burgt, 
2013). Nolan (2003) comments that the presence of a large group of youths in public space is 
considered out of place and may lead to illegal behaviour. Matthews and Limb note that a "group of 
teenagers in a public park will frequently be chased away and so made to vacate that very territory 
created by adults to contain young people" (1999: 69). Similar findings were reported by Tucker and 
Matthews (2001) and Leyshon and DiGiovanna (2005) in relation to rural spaces, as will be discussed 
at Section 3.7.4 below. Collision between adults and young people over use of space has led Aitken
(2001) to identify a decline in available places for young people to try out their adult roles and 
identities.
Weszkalnys found in his research in Berlin that young people hanging out in public space was an
"expression of their wish to partake in public life and give purpose and direction to their actions"
(2008: 260), offering positive self-development. Young people may wish to engage in public life and,
even if they do not use space as intended, they care about its appearance. Chawla and Malone
(2003) found that young people noticed and were distressed by poor urban environments. These
were defined by their participants as areas that were barren, littered, occupied by bullies, or
separated from housing by dangerous roads (Chawla and Malone, 2003). Tucker and Matthews
(2001), however, found evidence that littering is frequently used as a form of social 'scenting' so that
young people may mark their territory, their favourite informal leisure spaces. This demonstrates the 
plurality of use of space by young people.
Skelton (2000) argues that the social and cultural adult/child boundary referred to in Section 3.3 
above is given spatial significance in the public/private binary. Sennett (1970) outlines the etymology 
of 'public' and 'private', stating they are both creations of the modern period. 'Public' originally 
referred to a sense of commonly owned property and goods, whilst 'private' was first used to refer to
the privileges of ruling strata (Giddens, 1991). This meaning had shifted by the eighteenth century to 
acquire the modern usage. Staeheli and Mitchell (2007) believe that the meaning of the word 'public' 
has become increasingly contested as identity-based movements in politics and the academy raise 
questions of how 'the public' is constituted and who populates it. This makes it difficult to talk about 
an abstract, disembodied public, or something being for 'the public good', and has permeated 
geographical thought through increasing questions about what constitutes public space, what makes 
space public and who it is for (Staeheli and Mitchell, 2007). Public space reflects dominant power 
relations in society and politics (Sibley, 1995; Staeheli and Mitchell, 2007). As a result of the social 
and political elements of public space, Laughlin and Johnson (2011) believe that to understand public 
space, there needs to be a consideration of the broader socio-political context that shapes the 
physical environment. This facilitates understanding what relations are at play in producing public 
space and potentially excluding certain undesirable elements of society, such as young people.
Jackson (1995) argues that dominant social groups exercise power in a downwards direction, 
excluding less powerful groups from resources over which the dominant group have control. The 
exclusionary nature of public space often leads marginalised groups to search for alternate space to 
be seen and heard (Staeheli and Mitchell, 2007). This is reflected in public space used by children and 
young people; it is being produced as a 'naturally' adult space, designed to meet adult requirements, 
that excludes young people (Valentine, 1996; Woolley, 2006; Brown, 2013). Any use of public space 
by young people that falls outside of these designations is framed as deviance and controls (such as 
curfews and restrictions on activities) are consequently introduced (Matthews et a\., 1999; Freeman 
et oi, 1999; Collins and Kearns, 2001; Woolley, 2006; Chiu, 2009). These controls marginalise young 
people, who are often seen as illegitimate occupiers of adults' space (Ansell, 2009; Kato, 2009;
Woolley, 2006; Brown, 2013), and reinforces adults' dominance of public space to reassert their 
hegemony (Matthews et ol., 1999).
Cahill (2000) argues that young people sometimes act tough because "posing as a threat to society 
may afford a certain freedom for street negotiations" (2000: 266). This suggests young people do not 
intend to dominate, but use posturing as a form of self-defence. This is connected to their 
development of what Cahill (2000) terms 'street literacy': a social and experiential knowledge of their 
environment that helps them successfully negotiate it over time. One rule of the neighbourhood that 
Cahill (2000) highlights is 'minding your business' or invisibility. Young people employ this to keep out 
of trouble, but as Cahill (2000) argues, these rules are a form of social control, a disciplinary function 
that maintains and reproduces the dominant social structure they are trying to avoid, so young 
people remain subjugated by adults. Despite such behaviour attempting to avoid conflict, clashes
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between young people and social forms of control do still occur, leading to pervasive 'moral panics' 
over youth cultures (Furlong and Cartmel, 1997).
Furlong and Cartmel (1997) consider that the media generate such panics over youth due to the 
threat youth cultures are thought to pose to the symbolic order of society; an order which 
guarantees teenagers' subordination to adults. Blame for perceived unruliness is rooted by the 
media in the breakdown of authority sustained by law and religion, and increasing laxity of parental 
control (Valentine, 2004). Skelton (2000) argues that such moral panics have a continued and 
profound impact on the social relations surrounding children and young people. Sibley (1995) 
believes they are flashes of (adult) society trying to re-define (subverted) boundaries, as adults try to 
regain control of 'adult' spaces from discrepant teenagers. They are increasingly about instilling fear 
in the population to justify punitive action against what is viewed as a 'deviant' group (Valentine, 
2004) and restricting young people's use of public space either because of 'stranger danger' or to 
reassert control over troublesome youth, such as through the imposition of curfews (Matthews and 
Limb, 1999; Collins and Kearns, 2001; Malone, 2002; Pinkster and Fortuijn, 2009; Hodgkinson and 
Tilley, 2011; Brown, 2013). This perception of deviance is sometimes reproduced by young people in 
their own conception of other youth. Leyshon (2008) found in his research that young people in rural 
areas construct their (rural) identity as different and superior from urban youth who they 
characterise as deviant, as hanging out in gangs and taking drugs.
Controls on young people's use of public space do not attempt to understand the reasons for their
behaviour, only regulate it (Woolley, 2006). Matthews et al. (1999) argue that curfews reinforce a
sense of powerlessness and alienation for young people. Young people are seen as a polluting
presence on the streets and (along the lines of Sibley, 1995) curfews are an attempt to purify public
space from the troublesome 'other' of youth (Matthews et a!., 1999; Brown, 2013). Curfews are only
one way in which adults try and assert their control over young people and their use of space
(Woolley, 2006). Prohibitive signs restricting ball games, skateboarding and/or cycling, and the giving
over of street space to motorised vehicles, are further restrictions by adults on the freedom of the
streets for young people (Freeman et al., 1999). A media focus on youth disorder has also led to
antisocial behaviour legislation being brought in leading to the criminalisation of youth for behaviour
that was once seen as nothing more than incivility (Hodgkinson and Tilley, 2011). This is argued to
stigmatise young people and make them more likely to act antisocially in defiance of this perception 
(Hodgkinson and Tilley, 2011).
Despite restrictions, literature shows the street remains an important place in the social and spatial 
world of children and young people (Chiu, 2009; Horton et a!., 2014). 'Doing nothing' on the street
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becomes increasingly important in a culture where children are ferried from one activity to another 
(Valentine, 2004). Aitken (2001) notes that for children in the minority world in particular, the 
freedom to be unsupervised and do nothing is becoming less and less. Children, unlike adults, have 
little choice in where to live and, in this sense, live in 'forced habitation' (Giddings and Yarwood, 
2005). The street is often the only autonomous space that young people can claim for themselves 
(Valentine, 2004). Travlou, echoing Katz (2001), writes that "unfortunately, young people's 
independent mobility and spatial autonomy appears to be decreasing alarmingly as adults' spatial 
control is becoming stronger" (2003: 8). Vanderbeck (2008), Sharpe and Tranter (2010) and Benwell 
(2013) are amongst those, however, who challenge this idea that children's use of outdoor space is 
necessarily 'adult versus child' and call for greater enquiry into how adult structures, or adult 
accompaniment, might actually be a positive experience for both adults and children when using 
outdoor space.
3.6.2 Semi-public space
As reflected upon previously, young people are increasingly constrained and controlled by adults' 
hegemony and surveillance of (public) space. This is being compounded by the increasing 
privatisation of public space (Valentine, 2004). Many public leisure activities (for example, shopping 
malls and purpose-built play areas as part of restaurants and service stations) are now privatised, 
thus blurring the boundaries of public and private space (Matthews et a!., 1999; Kato, 2009; 
Vanderstede, 2011). This confuses the rights of those who can and cannot use such spaces and what 
is a legitimate activity within them (Jackson, 1995).
Casey et al. (2007) found through their research into mature mixed tenure (suburban) communities 
that children of both tenures were enthusiastic supporters of their local shops. Matthews et ol. 
(2000b) found that shopping malls constitute an important cultural space for young people; a special 
kind of 'street'. In an adult-controlled world, use of semi-public spaces has the potential to further 
marginalise teenagers' use and experience of the built environment through further forms of control. 
In shopping malls, surveillance is provided by CCTV, whilst security guards control the space so that 
social groups are limited to those that are desirable or able to afford to consume goods (Amin, 2006; 
Kato, 2009). This drives out, and prices out, undesirable elements (Valentine, 2004; Kato, 2009). 
Sibley describes such spaces as constituting "a kind of ambiguous, seemingly public but actually 
private space (1995: xi). Conversely, this panoptic surveillance offers a safeness that is seldom 
experienced by young people when in other outdoor spaces (Matthews et ol., 2000b).
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Vanderstede (2011) explores how shopping malls, as a semi-private space, allow certain degrees of 
appropriation, with young people exploring their identities through acts of compliance and rebellion 
in a safe environment. Research by Kato (2009) into teenagers' activities in shopping malls showed 
that young people adopted browsing habits in order to give the appearance of adulthood. The 
shopping mall became a place where they could test and perform their adult identities as they shed 
the mantle of childhood (Kato, 2009). As well as coming into conflict with adults whilst using public 
space, Vanderstede (2011), drawing on Kato's (2009) research on browsing, notes that teenagers 
sometimes act like adults as a strategy to make themselves 'invisible' and avoid conflicts with adults 
in public or hybrid space (such as shopping malls). This reflects Cahill's (2000) findings regarding 
young people on the streets of Lower East Side Manhattan 'minding their business' to evade 
(perceived) threats. Thus, research regarding such semi-private places reflects wider research on 
children in public space; children are regulated and sometimes marginalised by adult controls, but 
continue to shape their identities and behaviour within and around them, including possibly 
maintaining and reproducing the dominant social structure or situation they are trying to avoid 
(Cahill, 2000).
3.6.3 School
Whilst the built form of schools has been found to reflect particular imaginings of childhood (Kraftl,
2006), of most relevance to this research is the move from Primary to Secondary School, which
occurs at age 11 in the UK. Studies in Children's Geographies have repeatedly highlighted the
importance of the age of 11 as marking a juncture in children's spatial lives (Weller, 2007a). Many
make the transition from primary to secondary school, with some parents consequently seeing it as a
time to practice being streetwise (Holland et oi, 2007b). Young people have been found to
appropriate more space in their localities through independent exploration away from the home
base, in preparation for the 'big' secondary school (O'Brien et a t 2000). Such a change leads to
young people developing new and more autonomous relationships with their local environments, as
they gain independence and map new routes to school (Holland et al., 2007b). Giddings and Yarwood
(2005) state that this period also sees new social relationships being created, leading to new spatial
identities. Defining an age group to examine in this research project is important and the increase of
independent movement and new social relationships suggests that the age of 11 is an appropriate
age from which to begin the study. Framing the research from ages 11-16 years should enable study
of the greater independent movement suggested at this age so lending the research more depth,
whilst also satisfying Weller's (2006) criticism that teenagers are the neglected age group in research 
of Children's Geographies.
3.6.4 Home
Much research about the psychological development of children has focused upon the home 
environment (Holloway and Valentine, 2000). Hallden (2003) reflects that the home is looked upon 
as a shelter for children, similarly reflected in Valentine's (2004) concerns that adults try to withdraw 
children into the private environment of the home to keep them under surveillance, to keep them 
safe and keep them out of trouble. Sibley (1995) reflects on the fact that domestic environments are 
spaces of conflict, with adults excluding their offspring from certain rooms or limiting their time for 
certain activities. Domestic space becomes both an enabling and a constraining mechanism (Sibley, 
1995; Valentine, 2004). Children have little control of these spaces (Giddings and Yarwood, 2005) 
and, living with their parent or guardian, have "no obvious right to spaces of their own" (Lieberg, 
1995: 720). Further research has focused on how children actually play an active role within these 
structures to (re)negotiate their parents' understandings of their ability and competence in managing 
their own (spatial) lives (Valentine, 1997a). Children may, therefore, be more active participants in 
negotiating domestic space than previously supposed. This study will add to this research by 
exploring what home represents for young people in mixed communities and how this compares to 
existing literature.
3.6.5 Playground
Within the geography of children's playgrounds, research has been focused on the quality of play 
equipment, child-centred design of equipment, and participation of children within the design 
process (Kraftl et a!., 2007). Karsten (2003) believes that "playgrounds are intended to compensate 
for the daily restrictions that children growing up in urban environments encounter" (2003: 457). 
Reflecting the child-centric nature of this space, decision-making on playgrounds is often an area 
where children's voices can be (legitimately) heard as they have an accepted role here (Ansell, 2009). 
There have also been explorations of the gendered world of the playground, with territorialism 
exhibited by young people in carving out places in evidence within the playground environment 
(Massey, 1998; Tucker, 2003; Newman et ol., 2006). Further work has explored the increasing 
commercialisation of leisure space for children (McKendrick et ol., 2000).
De Visscher and Bouverne-de Bie (2008) note that informal playspaces (generated by children 
themselves) are often more appealing to children than designed and formal playgrounds. This 
complements findings by Travlou et ol. (2008) surrounding the possibilities of spaces making them 
valuable to children and young people. Tucker (2003) relates that girls in her research often felt 
unwelcome in playgrounds, the very spaces set aside by adults for their use. Research by Karsten
(2003) contemplates the gendered world of the playground, noting that girls are marginalised and 
less visible than boys and that there are clear activities and roles that both sexes maintain and rarely 
experiment with. Newman et ol. (2006) touch on the marginalisation of girls and some boys in school 
playing grounds as space is given over to the construction of masculine hegemony through the 
masculine physicality of football. In playgrounds, therefore, forms of control also relate to other 
users of the playground, rather than solely adults designating certain types of behaviour in these 
spaces. Subtle power relations and differences between young people's social groups shape their use 
of space (Matthews and Tucker, 2007; De Visscher and Bouverne-de Bie, 2008). It will be interesting 
to add to this research by understanding who uses the playgrounds in the two mixed communities 
studied and what determines their use of such.
Research into the spaces of childhood demonstrates the complex determinants of children's use and 
perception of the built environment. Children live in adult controlled and designed spaces that offer 
them no autonomy (Valentine, 2004). They are variously theorised as being subject to the adult gaze, 
adult hegemony and adult surveillance of space (Vanderstede, 2011). The street is portrayed as a 
place of freedom from these controls (Matthews and Limb, 1999; Valentine, 2004; Brown, 2013), 
whilst the quasi-private space of shopping centres offers an ambiguous, constructed space (Sibley, 
1995) that nevertheless provides a place of safety for young people (Matthews, 2003). Social control 
and constructs of childhood are played out spatially through the design and construction of schools 
(Sibley, 1995; Kraftl, 2006), whilst playgrounds are teeming with gender disparity and social group 
conflict between young people (Karsten, 2003; Tucker, 2003; Newman et ol., 2006). The spaces of 
childhood are crisscrossed with lines of difference and power relations enforcing social hegemony.
3.7 Critical reflections on the variable spatial lives of childhood
The previous section detailed the spaces examined through research in Children's Geographies.
Following Mayall s (2013) summary of the contribution of Children's Geographies to the varying
conception of children and childhood, this section will establish what role social or cultural labels and 
ideologies play in the spatial lives of children.
Aitken writes that places are important for young people because these contexts play a large part in 
constructing and constraining dreams and practices" (2001: 20). It is the playing out of children and 
young people's lives in space that shapes their ideas and realities (Massey, 1998; Aitken, 2001). 
Spatial lives are important formers of social lives, and vice versa. One such form of identity is the
sociological concept of 'subculture'. Matthews and Tucker argue that subculture is an "inadequate 
descriptor and an (in)convenient sociological badge" (2007: 101). They reject it on the basis that, 
whilst there may be an appearance of sameness from the outside, young people who are labelled as 
coming from within the same group actually "distinguish themselves from others around them" 
(Matthews and Tucker, 2007: 101). Whilst young people may be seen as a homogeneous group, 
there are in reality multiple different groups. Matthews and Tucker propose the concept of 'moral 
terroir' from the French terroir (where the micro-conditions of the physical landscape combine to 
produce different quality wine) to respond to this issue and understand differences of this kind. This 
ensures understanding of the way in which:
...elements of social (age, sex, social class) and cultural (race/ethnicity, lifestyles, parenting) 
and environmental (neighbourhoods, street, sides of roads) properties come together in 
unique 'moral' topographies.
Matthews and Tucker, 2007: 101
Matthews and Tucker (2007) argue that it is how young people work with and within these structures 
and power relations that gives rise to subtle yet profound variations in their identities and the spatial 
outcomes that ensue. This is mirrored in research by De Visscher and Bouverne-de Bie (2008) who 
found that children's use of and presence in space is based on restrictions caused by (children from 
other) social groups' use and presence, with different groups developing different patterns of use 
across time and space. Matthews et al. (1998a) define the concept of a 'microculture' as a useful 
framework to make sense of groups of young people and their range of behaviour. They describe 
these as "created by combinations of personalities, the locations that they make their own and the 
events that they share" (Matthews et al., 1998a: 196). Children's use and perception of space is, 
therefore, variegated, with Children's Geographers searching for a framework through which to 
distinguish these differences. This research will build on this work to understand societal, cultural 
and other markers that shape interaction and activity in mixed communities.
3.7.1 Mobility
Recent developments in neuropsychiatry indicate that parts of the brain responsible for the 
acquisition of spatial knowledge are still developing up to the age of 20, meaning that independent 
travel is important for environmental cognition (Weston, 2010). Matthews (1986) found that the 
different ways that boys and girls come into contact with their environment seems to "have 
important implications for their cognitive abilities" (1986: 301). Consequently, Weston argues that 
in building and rebuilding cities, facilitation of independent mobility of young people should be the 
highest priority" (2010: 326). Adding to this argument is a continued concern regarding rising obesity
levels amongst young people, leading to calls to raise physical activity levels (Karsten, 2003; Biddle et
a!., 2004; Weston, 2010).
Matthews and Tucker (2007) and Carver et al. (2013) found through their research that many young
people rely on parents for transport. Matthews and Tucker (2007) argue that middle-class children,
who often are the ones with the funds and ability to travel, develop 'nomadic' identities through high
levels of mobility. It will be particularly pertinent to explore the link between class and transport
patterns through this examination of mixed communities. Many parents welcome the opportunity to
provide transport because in this way "they were able to regulate their children's behaviour,
influence where they went and who with, time they were able to return" (Matthews and Tucker,
2007: 102). Such spatial behaviour can, however, lead to many young people failing to develop an
integrated view of their place of residence, seeing it as islands of connectivity as they are shuttled
from place to place (Weston, 2010).
For most young people, walking is the most common form of transport (Mackett et al., 2007; Brown
et al., 2008; Fyhri and Hjorthol, 2009; Weston 2010). Horton et al. (2014) have also called for
children's geographers to explore walking as an everyday practice, not just a form of transport.
Leyshon (2011) found that walking gave rural young people a sense of control, allowing them
detailed exploration of places and the power to claim a sense of self. Research by Casey et al. (2007)
revealed that young people have smaller spatial networks than adults. Reliance on walking as an
independent mode of transport has been found to limit children's geographies to the local
environment, which takes on heightened importance and creates feelings of frustration towards or
enthusiasm for it (Chawla and Malone, 2003; Weston, 2010; Leyshon, 2011).
The greater geographic mobility afforded by the greater resource availability of higher socio-
economic families has implications as to the making of place in mixed communities due to Seamon's
idea of place-ballet' (Seamon, 1980). Valentine (1997a) argues that young people actually have a
good understanding, often better than their parents, of local 'place ballets' as they spend more time
within their neighbourhood. Young people engage more fully with the incidents and rumours of the
neighbourhood, unlike their parents who work away from home and predominantly move by cars
(Valentine, 1997a). This research will explore whether this is also the case for young people in mixed
communities.
Differences in mobility have been found with regards to gender, where boys are generally found to
be more independently mobile than girls (Fyhri and Hjorthol, 2009). Previous studies have found
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that parental anxiety over safety leads to a restriction on children's freedom of movement,
particularly girls (O'Brien et al., 2000; Chaskin et al., 2013). Gender differences in modes of transport
have also been found, with boys were more likely to walk around their local area and girls more likely
to travel further afield by public transport (Brown et al., 2008). Brown et al. (2008) call for a more
feminine model of independent transport that accounts for social networks, public transport and
semi-privatised public spaces to reveal how girls' mobility may be different to boys, and by no means
less restricted, when compared to previous research using masculine models.
Children's Geographies have also increasingly explored the (neglected) experiences of children and
young people affected by disability (Pyer et al., 2010). As Pyer et al. note "geographies of 'disabilities'
pose much broader questions pertaining to younger people's lives which have implications for all
research with children and young people" (2010: 2). Research by Valentine and Skelton (2007)
challenges the developmental stage model of childhood to adulthood by reflecting on what D/deaf
young people see as the most important transition in their lives: learning British Sign Language (BSL)
and the independence this gave them. Transport, independent mobility and disability are thus
important shapers of both spatial and social lives.
3.7.2 Socio-economic position
With place identified by academics as an important part of identity definition and creation (Holloway
and Valentine, 2000; Aitken, 2001; Weller, 2007b), the spatial play of leisure and consumer activities
is increasingly important, particularly with the uncertain economic and social future of postmodern
youth (McCulloch et al., 2006). Kintrea et al. (2010) found that social class is still a strong shaper of
young people's culture and identity, whilst McCulloch et al. (2006) argue that a young person's socio-
economic position directly affects and limits their subculture 'choice'. Matthews (2003) notes that
streets are a place of affordance for young people, whilst the attached cost of activities outside of
hanging out on the street mean that many children are constrained to their neighbourhood
(Freeman, 2010). Kintrea et al. (2008) note from their research into territoriality in disadvantaged
areas in London and Glasgow that the highly pressured (and overcrowded) housing market,
comprised mainly of small flats, led to an absence of personal space at home for many young people.
As O'Brien et al. note "being home based by choice in a materially rich, spacious house is a world
apart from enforced exclusion in an overcrowded inner-city flat." (2000: 274). Weller (2007b) neatly
summarises the influence of economic resources on spatiality, stating that many teenagers are
frustrated at the general lack of affordable facilities where they live and do not have the means to
travel, so everyday places such as parks, village greens, benches and bus stops become highly
significant in their teenage lives. Thus, spatial identities of children and young people are affected by
economic resources. It is important, therefore, that this exploration of young people in mixed 
communities explores the extent to which this is true for them.
The increasing commodification and privatisation of leisure has been highlighted by researchers as 
creating an important class division with respect to use of public space (Karsten, 2003). Karsten and 
Pel argue that hanging about by adolescents is seen as "mainly a lower-class phenomenon" (2000:
327), though skateboarding has a middle-class status. Research by De Visscher and Bouverne-de Bie,
(2008) into public space as a co-educator of children found that some children from an upper-middle 
class neighbourhood were afraid of public space. Freeman (2010), however, found that use of the 
street as playspace by children was not class-dependent.
The increased regulation of children's activities is considered to be a result of parental concerns for 
their child's safety (Woolley, 2006; Freeman, 2010). The extent of parental control ensures children 
can be spatially 'segregated and chaperoned' to preserve familial religious integrity as well as cultural 
reproduction of middle-class, gendered lifestyles and identities (O'Brien et al., 2000). In a study of 
children's independent spatial mobility, O'Brien et al. (2000) give a particular example of one 11 year 
old girl in a 'safe' outer London suburb whose mother carefully planned activities for her that were 
bounded by principles about a proper and appropriate way of life for a girl of her social position.
Even with this regimented approach to her leisure activities, the girl reported a full life with many
friends and a full range of interests and passions (O'Brien et al., 2000). O'Brien et al. (2000: 270) felt 
that children's choices and actions in constructing their lives were bound by the opportunities and 
constraints of their family 'habitus' (Bourdieu, 1977) and, amongst others, their material resources.
Habitus is a property of social agents that is "both structured by conditions of existence and
generates practices, beliefs, perceptions, feelings and so forth in accordance with its own structure"
(Maton, 2008: 51). In this respect, therefore, the values, disposition and expectations of their family 
will affect how young people embody and internalise social structure and social interactions (Cahill,
2000). Patterns of social contact can be explained by similarities in habitus (Crossley, 2008), though 
identity creation plays a role alongside this as adolescents are "actively looking for an identity apart 
from their families and exploring identities and activities with their friends" (Weston, 2010: 327).This 
research project will examine to what extent use of space in mixed communities is segregated on the 
basis of class and subculture or other social markers.
3.7.3 Gender differences
Research in Children's Geographies challenging the idea of a universal childhood has explored the 
importance of gender to differing spatial relationships and maps of childhood. Karsten (2003)
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highlights that whilst children of both genders are restricted spatially, girls in particular experience 
daily constraints on their freedom. As part of a research project studying the gendered world of eight 
playgrounds in Amsterdam, Karsten (2003) found that, in each playground, the number of boys was 
greater than girls, with Turkish and Moroccan girls aged over 10-12 years very rarely seen. Gender 
differences were observed in relation to equipment quality as run down or poorly equipped 
playgrounds were not attractive to girls. All playgrounds evinced gendered activities and seemed 
spatially divided along gender lines (Karsten, 2003). This reflects the image that the street is the place 
for boys (Valentine, 2004), despite evidence from research by Matthews et ol. (2000a) that girls 
occupy such spaces too. Similarly, Valentine (1997a) notes that previous studies have suggested that 
girls' use of space is more restricted than boys', despite girls commonly being ascribed a greater 
competence in negotiating their own safety. The research will examine whether such gender 
differences can be observed in new, mixed communities.
Hugh Matthews' (1986) study of the environmental cognition of children aged 6-11 found that whilst 
boys may be able to recall a larger area, girls "recounted more detail despite their restricted 
information field" (1986: 297). Matthews (1986) speculates that this is a result of girls' extended 
involvement in fewer places, which he argues compensates for boys' greater spatial freedom. He 
concludes that the "influence of gender expectation on the part of parents and other agents of 
socialisation provides girls with a very different view of space from that acquired by boys" (1986: 
301). Tucker (2003) found in her research into the geographies of teenage girls in rural south 
Northamptonshire that the way in which young people make sense of and respond to their particular 
social and environmental context varies according to interests, capacities and inclinations. This 
means that even within a cohort of girls, whose behaviour may be viewed as the same from the 
outside, their activities and actions within their (rural) environment may be very different.
Such research underlines the gendered development of children along cultural and ethnic
boundaries. As a consequence, girls and boys have different desires and expectations from their
environment, and it is these differences that need to be researched and understood in order that 
better spaces can be created for both.
3.7.4 Urban and rural
Whilst Matthews and Limb (1999) established an agenda for Children's Geographies, this neglected 
to mention rural youth (Leyshon, 2008). Publications on the geography of rural youths remain 
limited, with writing primarily urban in focus (Leyshon, 2008). Research in rural areas has focused on 
the popular imagining of the countryside as a safe, carefree place for children; the optimal setting for
the innocence of childhood (Valentine, 2004). This rural idyll is the rural childhood 'myth' (Tucker and
Matthews, 2001). Tucker and Matthews (2001) explode this myth by detailing how many girls in rura
areas feel unwelcome in the very spaces set aside by adults for their use. Such exclusionary practices
work in both ways. Leyshon (2008) found that young people construct the rural idyll as a stable,
exclusionary identity for themselves within it, through collective rejection of an imagined other. He
notes that young people themselves draw on such ''symbolic representations in their own accounts
of rural living" (2008: 8). The key sites and siting of a village, its pub, cottages, shop and church
against the backdrop of a green and fertile landscape, are revered by young people in their
understanding of their own rural identity (Leyshon, 2008).
Matthews and Tucker detail the "'profound emptiness' of rural places for many teenagers and the
falseness of the consolation of the myth of the idyll" (2007: 100). Tucker (2003) believes that one of
the consequences of a lack of public space in rural areas, particularly play spaces such as recreation
grounds, is that young people become highly visible and so more subject to adult scrutiny. This is also
reflected by Leyshon and DiGiovanna who note that in rural areas "one of the consequences of the
competition for space is that young people are subject to adult scrutiny and in many cases
disapproval" (2005: 268). The suburbs, meanwhile, are felt by Valentine (2004) to particularly have a
certain moral order based on "an overwhelmingly powerful and widely understood pattern of
restraint and non-confrontation" (2004: 88). This pattern of behaviour frequently leads to conflict
with teenagers who are perceived to threaten this order, disturbing the peace and tranquillity of
adults (Valentine, 2004). Be they urban or rural spaces, it appears young people are subject to the
control and scrutiny of adults. This leads to young people trying to become 'invisible' (Cahill, 2000) or
'keeping to themselves' (Leyshon, 2011), defensive measures to avoid conflict. Young people are at
once visible and highly invisible in urban and rural space.
On urban housing estates, when children are asked what is of concern to them on their estate, their
responses are remarkably similar to adults. Bad points include crime, arson, vandalism and boredom
or lack of places to go, whilst good points are parks, open space, individual homes and school
(Fitzpatrick et ai, 2000; Speak, 2000; and Percy-Smith, 2002). Similarly, rural places are described as
having nowhere for young people to go (Tucker and Matthews, 2001; Weller, 2007b). Despite a poor,
overcrowded environment on urban estates, Kintrea et ol. (2010) found one advantage of living in
such high density areas was that friends were plentiful in the area. Smith (2013), however, found that
for young people in a new rural village, friendships were based on locality, often meaning that
interests were not shared and much energy had to be expended to avoid conflict and maintain
bonds. When young people made transitions outside of the village, such as to college or work, such
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bonds broke down because young people were introduced to a wider network of people who were
more likely to share their interests (Smith, 2013).
Rural studies confront the rural myth through revealing that the experience of space and resultant
identity construction is neither universal nor idyllic (Leyshon, 2008). Leyshon (2011) argues that
youth inherit parental perceptions of the countryside as an unproblematic, stable and civil
community. In reality, however, the loosening of local ties as social networks become built on
interests, rather than proximity, is leading to change and fragmentation even in remote rural areas
(Leyshon, 2011). Camina and Wood, however, found in mixed tenure, suburban communities that
// life on the estate and contact with other estate residents remain important to most people" (2009:
472), although, as discussed in Section 2.3, these local ties may be more important to some social
groups than to others. Petrin et al. (2011) found that attachment to neighbourhood in rural youth
depended on competence. Generally high competence youth (those who perform well academically
and socially) appear to feel strong connections with their community, value the rural lifestyle and
plan to stay or return to the rural area as adults. High risk rural youth (unengaged or with
behavioural or academic issues), however, have a strong desire to leave without any intention to
return (Petrin et al., 2011).
The imaginings of community, particularly the rural idyll, reflect the argument of Valentine (1997b)
that community is used to make sense of social meanings and arrangements that are idealised rather
than materialised. These idealisations may also shift over time and space. Leyshon (2008) argues for
a new framework from which to understand (rural) youth that takes account of identity as an
unstable societal construction.
Young people and community
Research shows that children have a powerful desire for inclusion in the life of their communities
(Bartlett, 2002). Research by Panelli et al. (2002) has shown, however, that frequently the "spaces
and practices of 'community' were often not ones that welcomed youth or were established with
them in mind" (2002: 115). This is damaging to young people's involvement in community, as Weller
(2007b) highlights that regular socialising in the same spaces help participants shape their
community, and Panelli et al. (2002) state that street spaces are used by young people to develop
their own communities. These spaces and communities can, however, exclude young people on the
basis of gender, ethnicity, class and age (Giddings and Yarwood, 2005).
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Bill Bunge, in his 1970s studies of children at play in inner city neighbourhoods in Detroit and 
Toronto, considered the presence of children to be a measure of the wellness of society (Aitken, 
2001). Percy-Smith makes the observation that:
The extent to which young people are provided for within their neighbourhood can be seen 
as a reflection of the extent to which young people and their place needs are valued in the 
community. (2002: 76)
Similarly, Gill maintains that "the presence of children playing in the street can be seen as the litmus
test of the level of community cohesiveness in a neighbourhood" (2007a: 7). Freeman (2010)
believes that neighbourhoods that work for children can also be beneficial for others, indicating a
"reciprocal relationship between the social connectivity of adults and children" (Freeman, 2010:
160). This is underlined by research showing the importance of schools, and networks built through
them, for community (Clarke et al., 2007; Joseph and Feldman, 2009; Vanderstede, 2011). Camina
and Wood (2009) note that the ladder of community interaction developed by Thomas (1991)
emphasised the importance that regular, informal contact through schools has on building
community. This near-daily contact binds people to create places and communities. Clarke et al.
(2007) note the particular link between school and community, with secondary schools increasing
mobility and transitoriness as families move to get their children into the school of their choice. This
mobility then weakens long-term social ties, whilst a lack of mobility is now associated with
deprivation (Clarke et al., 2007). It will be interesting to compare in the research how the length of
residence within an area affects young people's concept of (and feeling of belonging to) a 
community.
In terms of the quality of community from children's perspectives, Chawla and Malone (2003) found 
that indicators of such were; social integration (children feel welcome and valued), cohesive 
community identity (clear geographic boundaries and a positive identity, expressed through activities 
such as art and festivals), peer gathering places that are safe and accessible places, and security of 
tenure (family members have legal rights over the properties they inhabit through either ownership 
or secure rental agreements). Negative indicators included the absence of these, along with social 
exclusion, stigma and political powerlessness (Chawla and Malone, 2003). Given young people do not 
have the power of the vote, Chawla and Malone (2003) state that young people's needs have to be 
embedded in the context of community needs to make Councils care about youth problems. The 
extent to which young people's needs are embedded in the needs of the case study communities will 
be explored. As with research concerning young people's use of public space, community remains a 
contested concept with various involvement with and consideration of young people.
3.9 Young people and participation in urban planning
Given the importance of place to young people, Matthews and Limb (1999) call for greater attention 
to how young people see and use the built environment to encourage the empowerment and 
participation of young people in decision-making on such. When research on Children's Geographies 
exploded in the late twentieth century, one important difference between earlier studies in the 
1980s and those of the 1990s was the concentration on young people's participation in the urban 
planning process (Aitken, 2001). The competence of children to negotiate their spatial lives and take 
part in such decision-making relates to the ability of children to interpret and influence their life and 
environment (Valentine, 2004). Sinclair (2004), however, notes how important it is that when the 
views of children are sought, they must be considered and interpreted amongst other stakeholders.
The theory and practice of children and young people's participation is still developing (Sinclair, 
2004). Schemes often try to provide for children (without consulting them), but also to contain them 
and control them as delinquents (Matthews, 2002). Involvement of children is often tokenistic (Elsey, 
2004), with projects often done to children, rather than enabling them to do things for themselves 
(Freeman et al., 1999), and may be determined by what adults feel are 'children's issues', giving 
them no real power in decision making that affects everybody (Wyness, 2008). As Lauwers and 
Vanderstede state, the participation of children and young people in spatial policy "requires more 
than consulting them on the type of slide to be put in a playground" (2005: 286). Freeman et al. 
believe that "children have knowledge and understanding of their lives and the communities in 
which they live that needs to be acknowledged and expressed" (1999: 23). Unfortunately, as their 
views are often not sought, children have to adapt to the environment, rather than the environment 
adapting to their physical and mental well-being (Freeman et al., 1999). Malian and Greenway (2011) 
believe that youth involvement with community planning is radiant with possibility, and argue that 
pie in the sky' ideas children are often criticised with bringing to discussions on community visioning 
have the potential to realise the possibilities of future planning. It will be interesting to reflect in this 
research what involvement young people feel they have in the planning process and their feelings 
concerning the design of the places that they live.
3.10 Conclusion
This chapter has examined the growth of the subdiscipline of Children's Geographies from a handful 
of studies in the 1970s to the plethora of research on a wide variety of subjects in evidence today. 
Such research has moved from examining the development stages of childhood, both psychologically
and spatially, to unpicking the complex social, cultural, biological and economic forces that shape 
young people's geographies to challenge the notion of a universal childhood (Aitken, 2001). Studies 
have sought to incorporate the children's rights agenda through embracing the child as a social actor 
in their own right, as a human 'being' not human 'becoming' (Valentine, 2004).
The chapter explored adult/child relations and how these are played out in space. Ansell (2009) 
notes adults confinement of children to special places set aside for them and a simultaneous 
withdrawal of access to public spaces. Research into young people's use of public space is generally 
separated into three categories centring on adult-youth relations, strategies to escape: adult 
surveillance; the adult gaze; and adult hegemony (Vanderstede, 2011). Adults are variously portrayed 
as the gaoler or subjugator of children's spatial lives (Matthews, 2003). Children's Geographies 
explores the conceptualisation of children in the public arena as angels and devils: simultaneously 
innocents in need of protection and deviants who should be excluded. As part of this perceived 
deviance, young people are thought to subvert the public/private binary of space, and so need 
purifying from it (Sibley, 1995) until they behave in a way that conforms to adult views on 
appropriate behaviour. Public space becomes eroded, as certain groups are excluded and 
marginalised from them (Valentine, 2004).
The chapter explored how Children's Geographies have moved on from early studies exploring 
neighbourhood and city spaces, to examine children within the home, school and playground 
environment and what Matthews and Limb (1999) term the 'fourth environment', public spaces 
beyond the domestic, institutional and spaces set aside for play. The street has been identified as an 
important place for young people to develop their identities (Matthews et a!., 1998a), but it is also a 
place of conflict between young people and adults (Valentine, 2004; Giddings and Yarwood, 2005) 
where young people have to develop 'street literacy' (Cahill, 2000) as a defence mechanism. Semi-
public spaces represent a new kind of street that is relatively safe due to surveillance by CCTV and 
security guards (Matthews et a!., 2000b). This surveillance, however, also creates conflict as young 
people are driven from such spaces due to being characterised as undesirable (Kato, 2009; 
Vanderstede, 2011). Schools were important spaces due to their material embodiment of 
educational practices (Kraftl, 2006) and their importance to the development of children's 
independent mobility through greater freedom upon the move from primary to secondary school 
(Holland et ai, 2007b). Homes were explored as places where young people have little control 
(Giddings and Yarwood, 2005), as places of shelter (Hallden, 2003) and where young people play an 
active role in determining their geographies (Valentine, 1997a). Finally, playgrounds were explored in 
terms of gender differences (Karsten, 2003) and the differences between young people's use and
enjoyment of formal and informal playspace (De Visscher and Bouverne-de Bie, 2008; Travlou et al., 
2008).
The chapter has also detailed the role that mobility (both in terms of means of transport and 
disability), socio-economic circumstance, gender, and urban and rural environments have on the 
spatial lives of young people. Transport is fundamental to gaining a sense of place, with movement in 
everyday activities helping people to understand place and feel part of it (Seamon, 1980). 
Furthermore, the ferrying of children from one institutional activity to another fails to allow them the 
space to explore their identities by 'doing nothing' in public space (Valentine, 2004) and causes them 
to see their environment as 'islands of connectivity' rather than developing a coherent sense of place 
(Weston, 2010). Valentine and Skelton (2007) explore how for young D/deaf adults the most 
significant moment in their lifecourse, that enables them to gain independence, is learning BSL. Such 
research demonstrates the plurality of experience of space.
With regards to socio-economic circumstance, Matthews (2003) notes that the street is a place of
affordance for children from lower income families, whilst Kintrea et al. (2008) note the importance
of the street to those children living in cramped accommodation that lacks personal space. Finally,
the role of gender and the differences between urban and rural environments have been explored.
Gender differences have been observed in use of the street, spatial freedom and the playground
(Matthews, 2000; Karsten, 2003), but O'Brien et al. (2000) believe that certain differences can be
attributed to use of a masculine model for understanding children's mobilities. Differences between
rural and urban geographies were explored in terms of the paucity of welcoming facilities for youth
in rural areas (Tucker, 2003), with the profound emptiness of rural spaces exploding the myth of the
rural idyll (Tucker and Matthews, 2001), though Leyshon (2008) found the concept of rurality is
important to rural youth's construction of their identities. Urban youth were found to be keen
observers of their environment (Chawla and Malone, 2003). These factors only serve to underline the
need to understand children's use of space from their perspective, rejecting any notion of a universal
childhood to understand the differences that shape use of space and how this affects identity 
formation (and vice versa).
Moving onto the role of children within community, the chapter explored previous research which 
has found close ties between schools and communities, with the school providing a focal point for 
meeting and increasing transitoriness as families move within the catchment of their preferred 
secondary school (Clarke et al., 2007). Children have also been found to have a powerful desire for 
inclusion within their communities (Bartlett, 2002). This is despite the often tokenism involvement of
children and young people in decision-making, particularly when it comes to planning the urban 
environment beyond the playground (Lauwers and Vanderstede, 2005).
Following on from the gaps in research highlighted by this review of existing literature, this study will 
rectify the neglect of teenagers within research (Weller, 2006), examine more than one group of 
teenagers to take a broader standpoint and compare groups (McCulloch et al, 2006), as well as 
critically engage in debate about children's agency and competence (Vanderbeck, 2008). The 
research will seek to understand what spaces young people use and the influences, agencies and 
structures affecting their use of such in new mixed communities in Northamptonshire. The following 
chapter will outline the context of the research areas.
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The Case Study Communities
Introduction
The previous two chapters considered existing literature concerning mixed communities policy 
(Chapter Two) and Children's Geographies (Chapter Three). This chapter will set the background for 
the two case study communities. It will first discuss the county of Northamptonshire, where the 
research is located, and second explore the relevant planning policy at the time of the 
conceptualisation and development of the two case study communities. The particulars of the two
areas in terms of population, housing type and tenure, and timescale of development are then 
discussed.
Northamptonshire
Northamptonshire is situated in the East Midlands region of England, landlocked by eight other 
counties (see Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2). It is 70 miles from the capital of England, London, and 55 
miles from England's second most populous city, Birmingham. It was expanded significantly after 
being designated as a New Town in 1968 under The New Towns Act 1965. Northamptonshire's 
population at the last census in 2011 was 691,900, with noticeable proportional increases in the 
under 5 population (19% increase) and the over 85 population (33% increase) since the 2001 census 
(Northamptonshire County Council, 2012). It is strategically located with good transport links across 
the country. The M l runs through the county and railway lines enable access to London, the East 
Midlands and Central and Northern England. Compared to England, Northamptonshire as a whole 
has a significant rural population, with more than a quarter of its population living in rural areas, 
though the majority live in urban or town and fringe areas (NCC and NT PCT, 2011). In terms of 
children and young people, the Office of National Statistics (ONS) 2009 Population Estimates suggest 
that they compose 25% (171,200) of Northamptonshire's population (NCC and NC PCT, 2011).
As outlined in Section 2.6.4, in February 2003 the UK Government published Sustainable 
Communities: Building for the Future (ODPM, 2003) announcing four growth areas for housing and 
economic development. Parts of Northamptonshire were included in one such growth area, Milton 
Keynes/South Midlands (MKSM), which also includes Aylesbury Vale District, Milton Keynes, and 
Bedfordshire (ODPM, 2003). The potential for Milton Keynes as a growth area was identified as early 
as 2000 in the publication of Planning Policy Guidance Note 3: Housing (PPG3) by the then 
Department for Environment, Transport and the Regions (DETR, 2000b). Northamptonshire was thus 
chosen as the location to focus research due to its inclusion in MKSM, its history of expansion under
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•Set by Local Planning 
Authorities, with 
District/Borough Councils 
responsible forhousing.
•Structure Plans, Local Plans, 
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Secretary of State, who determined that the maximum number of dwellings should be at least 700 
(GOEM, 2001). The Inspector concluded that the proposal would, in some respects, "form a 
sustainable community, especially because of location and accessibility, and through some mix of 
uses and houses" (GOEM, 2001: 28). It was considered acceptable that the development did not 
contain shops, a school and non-leisure local facilities due to its proximity to the small town centre to 
the south; the Inspector also felt the development would enhance the sustainability of this town as a 
community (GOEM, 2001). This intervention by the Secretary of State delayed permission being 
granted (Local Planning Authority B, 2002). The Principal Policy Planner at Local Planning Authority B 
indicated that following reserved matters applications the number of dwellings accommodated by 
the site was closer to 900 (personal communication, 12 October 2011).
I
Figure 4.5 Typical street view of Community B (Source: Author)
It was the opinion of the Principal Policy Planner of Local Planning Authority B that there was a lot of 
turnover of population in Community B as people moved there for a bigger house, but found the lack 
of facilities an issue leading them to move out (personal communication, 12 October 2011). An 
interview with the Housing Strategy and Options Manager revealed that Community B had a high 
percentage of private rented properties, with many of those on the housing waiting list placed in 
these homes by the Council who underwrote the deposit (personal communication, 25 August 2011). 
Housing in Community B was not worth as much as Community A, as can be seen in Table 4.2, and 
the area is more deprived with 50% of households within the census ward (larger than Community B) 
having one or more dimension of deprivation (n=1220) (ONS, 2013).
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Table 4.2 House prices in Community B in April 2014 (Source: rightmove.co.uk)
House Type Price (starting from)
1 bed None for sale
2 bed £83,000
3 bed £148,000
4 bed £170,000
5 bed £225,000
4.6 Conclusion
Following on from the development of mixed communities policy in Chapter Two and previous 
research in Children's Geographies in Chapter Three, this chapter has set out the background to the 
two case study areas. It has discussed the county in which they are situated and planning policy that 
governed their development. It outlined that the case study areas were chosen due to 
Northamptonshire's history of expansion under the New Towns Act, its location within MKSM growth 
area and previous research on Children's Geographies undertaken within the county.
Alongside Sections 2.6.3 and 2.6.4, the chapter outlined planning policy in place at the time of
submission of the two planning applications for the communities. The national policies contained in
PPG1 made specific reference to a mix of housing types and tenures. Planning policy changed,
however, as the developments came forward. This led to a greater emphasis on mixed communities
and issues over density slowing the granting of permission for Community B (DETR, 200b). This
created a delay in the planning process resulting in a five year gap between first occupation of 
Community A and that of Community B.
The chapter established the differences in planning policy between the two case study areas. 
Community A was an urban village extension of the large urban area to the north, whilst Community 
B was an urban extension of the small town to the south. This had a consequential effect on the 
provision of community facilities, as Community A had more standalone services and facilities, whilst 
it was decided that Community B could make use of existing ones in the centre of the small town to 
the south. Economic differences can also be seen in the two communities, with Community A 
commanding higher house prices than Community B. The two communities remain distinct in their 
development, realisation of planning policy and provision of community facilities, as well as house 
value. This is considered to have had an impact on the development of community within the two 
areas, as will be discussed in Chapters Six to Eight. The following chapter will discuss the methods 
used to undertake this research into young people's social and spatial lives in mixed communities.
5. Methods
5.1 Introduction
The preceding chapters have reviewed policy and debate surrounding mixed communities (Chapter 
Two), existing research within Children's Geographies (Chapter Three) and established the 
backgrounds of the research areas (Chapter Four). This chapter will set out the methods involved in 
the research project. It will discuss the rationale for selecting the study areas, the selection of 
participants, techniques involved in the project, the process of analysis, leaving the field, research 
ethics, and issues of positionality. In so doing, it will reflect on broader narratives regarding ethics 
and methodology within research in Children's Geographies, as well as the challenges and 
opportunities of research with young people in communities.
5.1.1 Selection of study area
Section 4.2 discussed how Northamptonshire was chosen as the location to focus research due to its
historical accommodation of additional development and it containing some of the earliest and most
extensive development in the MKSM growth area. Examination of development areas and field visits
across Northamptonshire led to the selection of two case study areas. Table 5.1 sets out the
particular characteristics of the chosen communities. The areas were selected based on the year of
construction, number of dwellings and existence of similar community facilities across the two 
neighbourhoods.
The year of construction was considered important as this influenced affordable housing planning
policy in place at the time of development. It was considered important that the case study areas had
been constructed during the period that the Labour Government of 1997-2010 had been in power as
this was when mixed communities policy was most prominent in UK Government urban policy
(Kearns and Mason, 2007). Community A was developed under Conservative housing policies in the
mid-90s, but granted planning permission in 1998 during the first term of the Labour Government
elected in 1997. The second case study area was granted permission in 2003 under the (re-elected) 
Labour Government.
The size of development was considered important; Bolster et al. (2007) conclude that a small unit, 
of only about 500 people, is the most appropriate measure of neighbourhood. A threshold of 500 
homes was thus thought appropriate to ensure that what was examined was a new community. The 
existence of community facilities was also considered an important factor as previous studies have
shown the importance of these for building a sense of community (Camina and Woods, 2009; Joseph 
and Feldman, 2009). The researcher saw similarities in terms of the provision, or intended provision, 
of community facilities and considered this would make an interesting point of comparison. The two 
case study areas were also interesting in their relation to the existing built-up area. Community A 
(see Figure 5.1) was located to the south of an existing village, albeit with the physical separation of 
road, fields and school, and built as an urban village extension of a town in the north despite a buffer 
to prevent coalescence of the two settlements. Community B (see Figure 5.2) was an extension to an 
existing town and separated from this by a railway track.
5.1.2 Sample size and selection
Due to the recent construction of the two case study areas, Census information was not available at 
the time the study commenced. The research was structured so as to gather data from an extensive 
survey drawing from a sample size of approximately 200 young people aged 11-16 years from the 
two case study areas. This sample size was chosen to ensure wide representation. Purposive 
sampling would then be used to select participants for in-depth research with the aim of interviewing 
20-40 young people (10-20 from each case study area). The age range was selected as Weller (2006) 
feels teenagers are the neglected area of Children's Geographies, whilst age 11 is shown to be an 
important age in Children's Geographies (as considered in Section 3.6.3).
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5.2 Research techniques
There are particular methodological considerations with respect to research with young people as 
will be discussed in more detail in Section 5.5. These affected the study with respect to the perceived 
need for novel methods (Punch, 2002) and respecting the different cultures of childhood so that 
differences in gender and ethnicity are taken into account by the researcher (Kirk, 2007). A mixed 
method approach was thought to be the most appropriate. This enabled gathering of quantitative 
data on the age, gender, and tenure of residents of the case study areas, and qualitative data on the 
thoughts and experiences of young people living within these areas. A summary of the main stages of 
the research process can be seen in Figure 5.3 below. Gallagher (2009) notes that whilst quantitative 
methods provide large amounts of robust and reliable data, qualitative methods enable a depth of 
data to be gathered, ensuring a detailed understanding of young participants' lives. Qualitative and 
quantitative data thus enable both a depth and breadth of data to be gathered, ensuring a thorough 
understanding of young people in the case study communities examined.
Case
study
visits
Observation
Building
contacts
Extensive
(question-
naires)
Intensive 
(interviews, 
photographs, 
maps, diaries 
and
neighbourhood 
tours)
Transcription, 
thematic 
analysis and 
SPSS
Contextual Data collection Analysis
Figure 5.3 Process of research methods
There is often a perceived need for novel methods when undertaking research with young people 
(Jones, 2001, Punch, 2002; Kirk, 2007). The use of traditional 'adult' research methods, such as 
participant observation and interviews, may mean "children can be treated in the same way as adults 
and display their competencies" (Punch, 2002: 330). Travlou et al. (2008) note that the majority of 
literature reviews on techniques for researching with children and young people focus on younger 
children, with methods for teenagers often the same as these, and any variance in methods not 
visible in existing literature. In practice, children are a highly differentiated group and methods 
suitable for younger children may not be suitable for teenagers (Hill, 1997). The wide difference 
between the age range examined meant a careful balance to ensure younger children understood 
what they were being asked to do and older teenagers were not patronised.
To ensure richness of data, multiple methods were used (Matthews et al., 1998b; Barker and Weller, 
2003; Weller, 2012). Having spoken, written and pictorial data forms would gather participants'
views on their area most thoroughly. This would pnahiQ . . .
B y ,ms wou,d enable Participants, in the words of Bushin, "to
access materials and resources that they can use to articulate and express their subjectivities" (2007: 
329). The use of multiple methods ensured there were different ways for participants to 
communicate, some of which might prove better for some than others, giving them choice and 
control in how to express themselves (Panelli et al„ 2002; Fargas-Malet et a/., 2010). For verbal data, 
three semi-structured interviews were thought appropriate. The first would serve to build confidence 
and rapport, the second to talk of school term time use of space and the third to see if there was any 
difference in use of space during school holidays when participants had more free time (Punch, 2002; 
Bushin, 2007; Fargas-Malet et a!., 2010). A map was used to visualise the discussion, with 
participants asked to affix stickers to the map to demonstrate which places they used, use pens to 
mark the routes, and use gold stars to mark their favourite areas. A camera was provided for 
participants to take photographs of places they liked and did not like in their area (Young and Barrett, 
2001). The final part of the research stage was a tour of the neighbourhood led by the young person.
The case study sample was selected from a range of sources, including local schools, youth workers, 
youth clubs. Scout and Girl Guide groups, sports groups, alcohol outreach workers and the 
Northamptonshire Association of Youth Groups. Young people who socialised outside the 
supermarket in Community A were repeatedly approached and asked to participate in the study, but 
consistently declined the invitation. This shows the difficulties in trying to gain a representative 
sample accessing the views of all types of young people living within each community. It could be 
argued that all participants who voluntarily agree to give up their time and assist with research are 
representing a certain type of person who is willing to talk about their experiences, who may be 
considered more confident or of a certain type of personality that is more charitable or inclusive, 
given that participation will take up their free time.
Forward planning was a key aspect of the initial stage of the research project. A list of key contacts 
was developed and then a full plan of the research process drafted. This plan allocated a year to build 
up contacts and an 11 month period within which to undertake data collection. Sections 5.2.1-5.2.3 
will review the stages of the research in more detail.
5.2.1 Entering the study areas
5.2.1.1 Access
Bushin (2007) felt that accessing children was one of the most difficult stages of her research project. 
Concern for child protection means that there are specific procedures that must be followed to
undertake research with children (Hill et ol l, ,
1 er al"  2004>- Gatekeepers', that is certain individuals or
institutions that provide access, must be contacted and agree to assist in order to gain access to 
young participants (Kitchin and Tate, 2000). Existing literature has found that it is always easier to 
select participants from those who regularly attend particular organisations or use services, and 
careful consideration should be given to understanding how to access those who choose to stay 
away and not participate (Matthews and Tucker, 2000; Morris-Roberts, 2001). The researcher had 
problems accessing participants through schools and Scout leaders, either being denied permission 
to speak to the relevant authority figure to gain consent to carry out the research, or establishing 
contact but then later having this contact broken. Access was most easily gained where the 
researcher worked as a voluntary youth worker in Community A. This did, however, mean that the 
intensive research participants undertaking semi-structured interviews from Community A were 
recruited exclusively from the youth club. A full risk assessment was completed for all parts of the 
data collection prior to their being undertaken and is available at Appendix A.
5.2.1.2 Making contacts
The initial phase of the research involved making contact with 'gatekeepers', including local
secondary school headteachers, youth workers, youth club leaders, Scout group leaders, coaches of
sport groups, church youth clubs and the Northamptonshire Association of Youth Groups. A copy of
the letter sent to initiate contact is available at Appendix B. Care was taken to build rapport, manage
expectations of the project and keep gatekeepers informed (Punch, 2002), as well as making offers of
summary reports and dissemination of results to assist in the work of the organisations in question
(Kitchin and Tate, 2000). All such authorities were fully informed of the nature of the research and 
requirements of participants.
The researcher met with the Housing Strategy Manager for the Local Authority under which 
Community B was situated in August 2011, who provided contacts for the Senior Planning Policy 
Officer for the development in question and the Community Cohesion Officer. The researcher met 
with these contacts in October and November 2011 respectively. Email interviews were held with the 
Strategic Housing Officer in the area of Community A and the researcher also reviewed the planning 
application file at the planning office. These background interviews helped the researcher better 
understand the case study areas and provided contacts with professionals who might enable access. 
It also provided useful information on authorities' ideas of the community and particular planning
issues.
,„ d  Ta,e (2000) obier™  , h „  ,c c ,ss is particular importance , „ d care must 6e „ te„ ,0 
forward plan through careful scheduling , „ d construction ,  research timetable. The initial stage of 
gaming access began in August 2011. Following an announcement on the Parish Council website 
which was followed up b , phone calls and emails to the organisers, the researcher attended a
communitv litter pick and barbecue for young people in Communitv A, speaking with youth workers
employed in the area, as well as Police Community Support Officers. Following this introduction, the 
researcher began to regularly attend the local youth club in September 2011.
In November 2011, the researcher wrote to all schools whose catchments fell within the case study
areas (two in Community A, five in Community B). Following this letter, contact was established with
one of the local schools in Community A. The researcher met with the Head of Geography in
December 2011 to discuss administration of the questionnaire during geography lessons. It was
initially difficult to gain access to the main school whose catchment included Community B. The
letter was not successful, but a personal contact of the researcher led to a meeting with the Vice-
Principal in January 2012. The Vice-Principal stated that the school would be happy to assist in 
administering the questionnaire.
The researcher also tried to access young people directly in Community B through leafleting of 
houses in the area. A copy of this leaflet is available at Appendix C. This invited young people to 
contact the researcher or complete the questionnaire online. Approximately 250 homes in 
Community B received a leaflet, but only one person completed the online questionnaire. This 
person (Susie) also volunteered participation in the research through the school. A leaflet was not 
thought necessary in Community A due to the access provided by the youth club.
5.2.1.3 Observation of case study areas
Observations of use of public space within the case study areas were undertaken during the day 
(11.30am-5pm) and evening (7-9pm) in all seasons from August 2011 to September 2012. 
Observations involved walking around the case study areas and looking for evidence of young people 
using the streets and public space within the developments. As with Kato, the "focus was to 
understand which public places adolescent groups...use, for what types of activities, when, and by 
what types of teenagers" (2009: 55). A semi-structured approach was used, with maps and notes 
taken of observations (Karsten and Pel, 2000; Van Deusen Jr, 2002).
Further observations in autumn 2011 involved the researcher undertaking detached youth work on a 
Friday night in Community A, and attending night time visits of a community youth bus. The bus
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stayed in the supermarket car park on Fririav niohtc •
y ghts to entertain young people with music decks,
computer game, and a graffiti wait The reaearche, did e i w  w„b ,„ „ „ g  peopi, during these
observations, save to advertise tbe ava il,b ili„  of services and discuss that the, were doing ,  
research project on youth in the area (Karsten and Pel, 2000).
The researcher attended the local youth clubs for both case study areas, becoming a volunteer youth
worker in Community A from August 2011 to January 2013 as this club provided a dedicated service
for that area. The club for Community B served a larger area and had one attendee under the age of
11 from Community B at time of attendance. As a result, the researcher saw little value in attending
the club to access participants for the study. Regular contact with the youth club maintained that this
was the case throughout the research. Interviews with participants in Community B revealed that 
many did not know of the existence of this service.
At first, the researcher felt very much an outsider at the youth club in Community A having not 
worked with children and finding it difficult to build a relationship with the other youth workers due 
to differences in lifestyles. For example, other volunteers were born and bred in the area of the case 
study and had families of their own, whereas the researcher did not have a family and has lived in 
different areas of the UK (Skelton, 2001; Morris-Roberts, 2001; Weller, 2010). This did, however, 
allow the researcher to occupy an ambiguous space (Morris-Roberts, 2001) and, through looking and 
listening, become accepted by the young people (Christensen, 2004).
5.2.2 Extensive data collection
Extensive data collection involved questionnaires and maps drawn as part of the questionnaire. The 
responses gained are summarised in Table 5.2 below.
Table 5.2 Extensive research methods used and amount of data as a result
Research method Number
Questionnaire 127
Maps 42
The questionnaire was piloted with 10 pupils aged 11 years old from a local secondary school in 
Northampton. This ensured ease of use and practicality so that the youngest of the cohort could 
understand what was required (Punch, 2002). After the piloting of the questionnaire, some questions 
were simplified (such as replacing male/female with boy/girl and stipulating that numbers living in a 
house did not include pets) (Hill, 1997; Punch, 2002). The questionnaire contained a mix of closed
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,„ d  . pe„ questions to elicit both ,u ,„ ,i,a ,iv e  ,„0 q u , d a B . Space was inc,ud,d for co„.act
details at the end of the questionnaires tn pncnro „
sure that any respondents who wished to take part in
the intensive research stage could he rnntartoH u*,K couia oe contacted by the researcher. A copy of the questionnaire is
available at Appendix 0 An online questionnaire was also issued, but this was no. successful due to
the preference of the schools for a paper questionnaire and lack of participation from the leaflets
discussed in Section 5.2,12. Table 5.3 below shows the response rate from the final quesfionna ire
when it was administered in 2012.
Table 5.3 Characteristics of questionnaire respondents
Theme
Community
Gender
Tenure
Ethnicity
Total
Subtheme
Community A
Community B
11 years old
12 years old
13 years old
14 years old
15 years old
16 years old
Female
Male
Owned by parent/guardian
Social housing
Private rented
Don't know
White (British)
White (Other)
Indian
Other mixed background
Chinese
Pakistani
Other Asian background
Black African
White and Asian
Prefer not to say
Total (n/%)
81 (63.7%)
46 (36.3%)
12 (9.4%)
18(14.2%)
16(12.6%)
16(12.6%)
25 (19.7%)
40(31.5%)
58 (53.5%)
68 (45.7%)
91 (71.7%)
7 (5.5%)
8 (6.3%)
19(15%)
97 (76.4%)
18(14.2%)
4(3.1%)
2 ( 1.6% )
1 (0.8% )
1 (0.8% )
1 (0.8% )
1 (0.8% )
1 (0 .8% )
1 (0.8% )
127 (100%)
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In both communities, the questionnaire was administered by the contact schools. The school nearest 
Community A wished to use the questionnaire as part of its curriculum so the researcher did not 
oversee administration. Instead it was done by teachers during geography classes. With regards to 
the secondary school serving Community B, data and child protection issues meant the researcher 
was not allowed to be present during administration, which was overseen by A-Level Sociology 
students. This meant the researcher could not introduce the questionnaire at the schools, nor 
monitor whether students voluntarily undertook completion of the questionnaire, to ensure 
confidentiality of completion and ethical participation (Barker and Weller, 2003). It also meant there 
was no opportunity to discuss the need for volunteers for the intensive research stage.
The questionnaire was also administered with willing participants at the youth club in Community A. 
The researcher was present during completion of these and could answer questions regarding issues 
of concern. Notably, concerns were raised regarding what ethnicity meant, what a social group 
meant and difficulty in recalling places they did not like or places they liked to be alone. This was 
useful to understand when it came to analysis. A total of 10 questionnaires were completed by youth 
club attendees, and a further four were completed by street interview participants (Barker and 
Weller, 2003, Fargas-Malet et al., 2010). Together with the questionnaires completed as part of 
planned lessons at the school, this brought the total to 81 from Community A.
In Community B, following the technique used by Bushin (2007) and Bromley and Stacey (2011), a 
letter was sent home to parents via the secondary school to secure their consent for their child to 
take part in the questionnaire. The school had 75 pupils in attendance from the case study area, 38 
consent forms were returned and 38 questionnaires completed. The questionnaires were 
administered by A-Level students studying Sociology. A further two were completed by research 
participants recruited through snowball techniques and an additional six from street interview 
participants, bringing the total of completed questionnaires in Community B to 46. Street 
questionnaires were completed on the street of both case study areas during August 2012 and were 
completed wherever the young people had been approached by the researcher (Leyshon, 2008).
5.2.3 Intensive data collection
Intensive methods explored young people's experiences of new mixed communities in much greater 
detail through semi-structured interviews, participant-taken photos, neighbourhood tours led by the 
participant, diaries to act as a reminder during interviews, and street interviews. Table 5.4 
summarises the data collected using these methods.
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Table 5.4 Summary of intensive research methods
The project used a purposive sampling process, with results from the questionnaire used to identify
different social characteristics and groupings to create a sampling framework from which to select
participants and ensure a representative sample from across the groups identified (Rice, 2010). This
proved difficult, however, as no respondent who filled in the questionnaire at the school near
Community A volunteered to participate in further stages of the research and only 13 volunteered
from Community B. Initially then, participants were selected based on their desire to take part, with
snowballing and purposive sampling then used to select further participants. It is good practice not
to inadvertently exclude or discriminate against certain groups (Matthews and Tucker, 2000), but
due to the requisite of participants being located in a certain geographical area, it was necessary to
discriminate against some young people taking part. This was more problematic in Community A,
where participants for the intensive, semi-structured stage of the research were selected from a
youth club also attended by young people from outside the geographic area. Many young people
from a neighbouring area were keen to take part and had to be denied the opportunity. This raised
concerns regarding positionality as one of the youth workers questioned why the study was being
undertaken in a relatively affluent area of the county, with fairly well-funded youth service, rather
than in other areas where there was less money and no youth service provision (personal
communication, 25 August 2011). The researcher at times felt like focusing on young people from
this community only enhanced their position of socio-economic privilege (Morris-Roberts, 2001; 
Horton, 2008).
A further issue that affected participant selection was tenure, as the research centred on the 
experience of mixed communities by young people living in different tenures of housing. Age was 
also an important criterion for selection as this was a study of young people, specifically focusing on 
the experience of those aged 11-16. Gender was also considered significant to have a balanced view 
of both male and female opinions. A breakdown of the participant sample for the intensive stage of
the research can be seen in Table 5.5. Initially, in Community A, all volunteers were female, so a 
deliberate attempt was made to recruit more male participants. At the end of the data collection 
period, two thirds of semi-structured interview participants across both areas were female and one
third male.
Table 5.5 Summary of participant characteristics at intensive research stage
Participants for the semi-structured interviews were selected, in Community A, by approaching them 
at the youth club to ask if they would be willing to volunteer and, in Community B, by contacting 
them following an offer of assistance made in completed questionnaires. The researcher was initially 
hesitant in approaching young people in Community A due to a lack of experience of working with 
young people and because they were at the youth club to have fun (Skelton, 2001).
Three semi-structured interviews were considered appropriate due to the need to build rapport and 
then a desire to discuss a term time and an out of term time diary to consider if this made a 
difference to young people's use of their free time (Punch, 2002; Bushin, 2007; Fargas-Malet et o i, 
2010). Semi-structured interviews were chosen in the hope that it would allow a comparison of 
perspectives from across interviewees, whilst also allowing participants to build up their own 
narrative (Chaskin et a/., 2013). Building a relationship with participants was regarded as important
because, as Pattman and Kehily write "becoming accepted by children and young people to the point
where they are willing to share their experiences with you involves time, active listening and mutual
respect" (2004: 134). As such, the researcher decided that an introductory interview to establish
basic information about the young person, build their confidence and form a bond was essential. It
also allowed participants to get used to the format of the interview and types of questions being 
asked.
Following phone calls and face-to-face discussions, dates, times and places for interviews were 
agreed with participants. Prior to attending interviews, the researcher sent a parent/guardian 
consent form to the participant for completion before the interview (see Appendix E). The researcher 
also informed the supervisory team of the location of the research, start and finish time, name of any 
participant and a mobile phone number for emergency use. As part of the participant's introduction 
to the research, the interviewer talked through the purpose of the research, gave them an 
information sheet and asked them to sign a consent form (these are available at Appendices F and 
G). The information sheet was reduced to one page after early participants complained of the length 
(Appendix H). All interviews were digitally recorded, with the permission of the participant (Chaskin 
et ol., 2013). A list of contacts that could provide guidance on sensitive issues was developed with 
gatekeepers to give to participants if such issues were raised, but this was not required (Appendix I).
Participants were repeatedly informed at all stages of the interview process that they could withdraw 
from the study at any point (Alderson, 1995; Matthews et al.t 1998b; Kirk, 2007). They were 
informed that if they wished to withdraw entirely from the study, including having all information 
they provided removed from the research project, there was a time limit of up to a month after data 
collection was completed. This ensured that the researcher was not in a position where enough data 
had been gathered for analysis to commence only to have some of the data made void by the 
withdrawal of participant consent. A copy of the questions asked is available at Appendix J.
Interviews were undertaken at various times of the day depending on whether the participants were
at school, just home from school or attending youth club, so whilst, as Gollop (2000) states, evening
may be the worse time to interview children, it was a matter of being flexible and fitting in with 
participants' schedules.
A key consideration for interviews is where the research takes place (Jones, 2008); the setting for the 
research may affect the subject matter of the data generated (Punch, 2007). Punch (2007) found that 
if an interview was undertaken in the participant's home, all examples may come from this arena, so 
the researcher had to specifically ask questions with regards to areas outside of the home
environment. Similarly, power-relations mav aic  ^ • .. . .
auons may also be implicit in the choice of research location,
particularly in the case of schools where the adult-rhiih u .
Id power balance is particularly acute (Barker
and Weller, 2003; Robinson and Kellett, 2004)
The location of interviews was problematic in terms of Community A where all semi-structured 
interviews were undertaken with attendees at a local youth club. Skelton (2001), who also undertook 
research at a youth club, used an office for her group interviews. Participants in that study felt 
important as they used a space not often accessible to them and performed the adult role of 
attending a meeting (Skelton, 2001). In the case of this study, however, the interviews occurred in a 
storage/changing room off the main hall where the youth club took place. Whilst this was not a 
space the young people were permitted to enter, it was not found that doing so or taking part in the 
research conferred any special status on participants. Furthermore, the interview tapes are 
punctuated by the noise of other members of the club in the main hall and, if the interview overran, 
by youth workers and volunteers accessing the storage cupboard to pack away items at the end of 
the session. This potentially had issues with regards to confidentiality and disclosure, and 
subsequently the participants' ease, as well as reminding them what they were missing on the other 
side of the door (Barker and Weller, 2003; Bushin, 2007; Travlou ef al„ 2008).
In Community B, research took place either in a spare meeting room at the school, after the final 
lesson, or in the participants homes, in an area chosen by them. This tended to be the dining room
given the size of the map used during interviews. Participants were always asked whether they 
wished to have another person present during the interview, which led to an elder sister being 
present in Susie's (13, Community B) interviews and a step-mum in Roger's (14, Community B) 
interview (Barker and Weller, 2003; Bushin, 2007; Punch, 2007). These interview spaces worked well.
As the research progressed it became apparent that participants found the number of interviews 
rather gruelling, with a gap of between two and five weeks between interviews. The longest data 
collection period with one participant was between May 2012 and September 2012. There was also a 
risk of data saturation as out of term time activities were similar to weekends. Following reflection, it 
was decided that later participants would have a maximum of two interviews to ensure they 
remained engaged and enjoyed themselves (Skelton, 2001; Punch, 2002). It was also difficult to 
maintain the rapport initially built because, as Weller states, although "researchers might experience 
a project as a continuous and connected process, periodic consultations can feel disjointed to 
participant" (2012: 122). Three participants did not respond to voicemail and text messages after an 
initial interview so follow up interviews were not possible.
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5.2.3.2 Diaries
FO,lowing the first imroduc.ory in.ervieyv, ,he participants were asKed keep diaries a!king where
they had been and who they had talked ,o that week. A copy of the from coyer a„d firs, page of.ne
diary is available a, Appendix K. The diaries were psed so ,h „  participants could Keep a record of
their activities to prompt their mentor, in interviews. » was also hoped i, might prove ,  useful
data se, in its own right, though participants w e,, no, encouraged to add more than the bare
minimum of information to the diaries. As with Leyshon (2002), diaries proved difficult with many
participants as they saw it as homework. It was apparent that some were filling them in immediately 
prior to the interview, which may have undermined their accuracy.
5.2.3.3 Participant-taken photographs
Photographic methods are increasingly used in human geography research projects (Panelli et ol., 
2002; Newman et a l, 2006). Newman et al. (2006) believe that you cannot use photographs without 
engaging in the theoretical debate about how they capture or construct reality. A realist perspective 
involves seeing photographs as a form of indisputable document, whilst from a constructivist 
viewpoint, the reality of photographs is rejected and context becomes essential to interpretation. 
This makes it necessary to interrogate the power relations involved (Newman et al., 2006). Power 
relations are of particular importance in research with children and young people given the 
positionality of the researcher (see Section 5.5.2). It was hoped that issues of positionality would be 
lessened by allowing participants to take the photos independently, though some did report their 
parents telling them what they should and should not take photos of, undermining the personal 
narrative of the participant (Barker and Weller, 2003).
It was considered that photography would engage participants more (Schafer, 2012) and allow them 
to express themselves in a non-verbal way (Panelli et al., 2002; Weller, 2012). As with Panelli et al. 
(2002), it was hoped varied data collection techniques would allow young people to develop and 
express their own ideas and experiences of life in a new mixed community, enabling them to choose 
the most appropriate method for them.
Participants were given a camera at the first interview and were asked to take photos of the places 
that they went to in the week of the diary or places that were of importance to them. As part of the 
consent form, participants were asked to pass copyright, including permission to publish 
photographs taken by them, to the researcher for the purpose of the research. Some participants did
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not know what to take photos of and tho u
P and the neighbourhood tours proved a good chance to take
pictures of places visited with any unused film.
5.2.3.4 Participant-led neighbourhood tours
Neighbourhood tours were undertaken with participants who wished to complete this final stage of
the research process. It was hoped this would be a fun way to engage the participant (Tucker, 2003-
Laugh'in and Johnson, 2011), as well as ensuring a spatial approach to methods (Holland ef al„ 2011)
and facilitating discussion with participants that might not be elicited during interviews in their
home, school or youth club (Tucker, 2003). Neighbourhood tours were arranged with participants
over the phone, or at their last interview, at a time that was convenient for them. Tours were done
with individuals in the day time and lasted for about 40 minutes. There were issues of positionality at
this stage as the researcher was keen for the participant to decide the route, but the participant was
often keen for the researcher to direct them as to what they wanted to see. It was found after initial
neighbourhood tours that data saturation had been reached as the data collected repeated that 
gathered during the interview process.
5.2.3.5 Street interviews
Street interviews were undertaken with young people of the target age in both study communities 
during the summer months. Street interviews were undertaken because recruitment via the devised 
methods was not progressing any further. It was also considered that those interviewed on the street 
would reflect the types of young people out using the spaces in the case study communities. It was 
hoped that these methods would also lead to greater representation from those living in social 
housing, but this did not prove the case. The final sample, however, was still reflective of the level of 
affordable housing in each development. A copy of the questions asked is available at Appendix L.
The characteristics of participants can be seen in Table 5.6.
The interviews were undertaken during the school holidays on sunny afternoons to maximise the 
number of young people 'hanging out' on the street. The researcher approached young people in or 
near the case study areas (which, as with Vanderstede (2011), required some courage) and explained 
the research with the aid of information on the consent form, available at Appendix M. If young 
people were willing to take part, the researcher asked them to send a text message to their parents 
on their mobile phone to obtain permission to be interviewed. Once this permission had been 
granted, the researcher asked the young people to sign the consent form. One copy was given to the 
participant and one retained for the researcher's records. Interviews were conducted in the open air,
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w here,,, the young people gathered, such as outside participant,’ houses, oh benches and in the
park (Leyshon, 2008|. As such, the researcher and participant aware they could no, guarantee
confidentiality (Mauthner, 1997; Barker and Wellpr •, dna vvener, 2003). The interviews were recorded and lasted
for approximately 10 minutes.
Table 5.6 Characteristics of street interview participants
Case study area
Gender
Tenure
Ethnicity
Community A
3 female 
3 male
3x11 year olds 
2 x 13 year olds 
1 x 15 year old
4 in private 
2 in rented
6 White British
Community B
2 female 
(also 3 female and 1 male 
who denied permission to 
record the interview)
1 x 15 year old
1 x 16 year old
(3 x 12 year olds and 1 x 13 
year old)
2 in private 
(2 in private, 1 in rented and
1 unknown)
2 White other 
(3 White British)
During street interviews, the researcher at all times carried a mobile phone, copy of her Criminal
Records Bureau check, University ID card, other forms of identification and supervisory team contact
details. Similar to Kato (2009) and Vanderstede (2011), young people were generally happy to
participate in the research, as individuals or groups (of up to three young people). Vanderstede
(2011) found that the chances for a successful approach were highest when young people were
sitting or hanging around or waiting for something to happen, which was also the case in this
research into mixed communities. All but one group of participants agreed to have the interviews 
recorded.
Given the age of the participant and the sporadic nature of the interviews, there were some issues 
with regard to consent. The researcher had to be careful not to appear domineering, pressurising 
young people to participate in the study. Due to the target age of participants, the researcher 
needed parental consent before proceeding. This meant relying on young people texting and 
speaking to their parents, with the option of the researcher speaking to the parent. Text messages
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WOT senby the .esearche,, bu. no written content way received from parents The researcher 6ave
young people the option of taking a leaflet and letter home that contained details of the project and 
the researcher's contact details. This might h , „  reassured some parents as to the authenticity of ,h .
research, but not all participants elected to take it. In addition, the questions for the street interview
had to be modified slightly so as to avoid appearing overly intrusive. For example, the researcher did
not ask the participants where their house was given that the participant might not feel comfortable 
sharing this information with someone they had just met.
5.3 Process of analysis
5.3.1 Extensive data collection
Questionnaires (n=127) were input into SPSS Statistics package (version 17.0). Following this, 
frequencies were examined to determine the type of respondent and the repetition of responses. 
Data were then cross-tabulated to determine the importance of selected variables. These variables 
were: age, gender, tenure, parental occupation, transport, length of residence, area of residence, 
whether they spent their free time outdoors, how often they spoke to their neighbours, social group, 
whether they had siblings and where their friends lived.
The questionnaire requested participants (if they had time) to draw a map of where they lived and 
the places they most liked to go or things they would most like to change. Analysis of the maps 
drawn in the questionnaire (n=42) was undertaken using the method developed by Matthews (1986). 
Maps were determined to be either pictorial, plan, pictorial-verbal, pictorial-plan, pictorial-plan- 
verbal or plan-verbal. Maps were also assessed as to the level of detail and accuracy, what was 
shown on the map (house, shop, friend's house, leisure area or outdoor area) and the area shown on 
the map (area of house, neighbourhood, nearest town or town at a greater distance). Examples of 
this categorisation are given in Figures 5.4 to 5.7. The map categories were then input into SPSS 
along with the questionnaire responses of those who had drawn a map and analysed using the same 
frequencies as described previously to determine if there were any patterns. The maps drawn were 
not discussed with the young people due to the methods used to administer the questionnaire.
Figure 5.5 Example of a plan, low detail, high accuracy map, showing neighbourhood
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Figure 5.6 Example of a pictorial-plan-verbal, high detail, low accuracy map showing neighbourhood
5.3.2 Intensive data collection
All recorded interviews, including individual  ^ .
nE individual, group and street interviews, were transcribed int
Microsoft Word. As with Crang (2001). transcription proved ,  time-consuming bn, rewardin 
process, enabling the researcher to become closely acquainted with the data. This then assisted th 
researcher with the thematic analysis of the transcripts, with recurrent themes considered during th 
transcription process and then identified when reading the complete set of transcripts fTucker 20CT 
Kin,re. «  of, 2010; Weller, 2012; Brooks, 2012), These codes centred on ,h , three thematic chap,,,
that follow:
• the everyday experiences of young people;
• young people's use of public space; and
• young people's experience of community.
Diaries were analysed using the same codes as identified in the interview transcripts analysis. I
some cases, this provided additional quotes regarding young people's everyday lives, use of publi
space and experience of living in a mixed community. This was not always the case, however, a
participants were told the diary need not be detailed, given it was to be used as a prompt i 
interviews.
The maps completed as part of the interviews were analysed for routes, areas of avoidance, friends'
houses, family's houses, places (shop, leisure, outdoor area) and types of transport mentioned. This
corroborated the interview data in revealing popular areas young people used or common areas
avoided or not visited. The dispersal of places marked (including friends' and family's houses) were
analysed using the method outlined by Brown et ol. (2008) with categories based on whether they
were clustered or scattered. The data on the maps also provided information on how far children
would travel independently (Brown et ol., 2008). Examples of this analysis are shown in Figures 5.8 to 
5.12 below.
M I
Figure 5.8 Example of cluster with limited scatter in interview map
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in interview map
Figure 5.12 Example of wide scatter in interview map
With regard to photos, young people spoke about what they had taken pictures of during the
interview process. Photos were then analysed by taking a holistic view of the dataset, which took
account of what the photos were of and noting any impressions of this (Beneker et a!., 2010) This
led to the establishment of themes: community facility, house, inside, friend, recreation ground,
country park, street, shop, school, self, restaurant, street, playground, family, pub, and sport. A table
was compiled to analyse the most popular themes and assess this alongside other aspects of the
participants, such as length of residence, sociability and how they spent their leisure time. Examples 
are given at Figures 5.13 to 5.15.
Figure 5.13 Example of house photo (Source: Isabel)
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5.4 Leaving the field
Leaving the field can be a messy process whirh k  ^ ,
y process, which is often not done in the "neat, idealistic ways in
which research projects are presented and  
P esentea and anticipated m many academic accounts" (Horton et ai,
2008: 340). Interviews with participants snmptimoc a
m uupants sometimes finished unexpectedly as they declined to
proceed or stopped responding to contact This mpant that cnmo ^n s meant that some of the questions intended for later
interviews were not asked ieading to a gap in understanding of, for examp,e, some participants' 
thoughts on social housing and the design of their community. Neighbourhood tours were not 
pursued with all participants as the researcher found that the routes and discussion were very similar 
in the ones undertaken. The researcher also unexpectedly ended involvement with the youth club in 
Community A following loss of transport, though this was after it was clear sufficient data had been 
collected. All participants were contacted to discuss vouchers in appreciation of their assistance
(Bushin, 2007), as will be discussed at Section 5.5.1.1, Only three participants and two Local 
Authority employees requested information on the results of the study.
5.5 Considerations for research with children and young people
Much has been written on the particular ethical constraints and methodological issues of involving 
children and young people in research (Matthews et at., 1998b; Punch, 2002; Robinson and Kellett, 
2004; Kirk, 2007). This section will review ethical issues, as well as methodological issues surrounding 
positionaility, age, gender, access and offering payment to young participants.
5.5.1 Ethics
Tisdall et ol. (2009) ask whether the ethical standards for research and consultation with children and 
young people should be the same as for adults, particularly due to the focus in the last twenty plus 
years on children's rights provision and protection (Hill et ol., 2004). The particular ethical issues 
include access, gatekeeping, positionality, informed consent, payment, confidentiality and disclosure 
(Bushin, 2007; Kirk, 2007). Bushin (2007) notes that ethical research involves constant questioning of 
the decisions that researchers take, despite participants sometimes not understanding the need for 
such decisions, even after explanation.
Researching ethically means not coercing anyone to participate, fully informing participants of what 
is required of them, making it clear about their right to withdraw from the study at any time and 
protecting their data during all stages of the research process (Matthews et al., 1998b). To this end, 
all information leaflets and letters were written in clear and concise language for the ease of
p ,rticip,ms (Alderson, 2004,, participants were ^  ^  ^
S,orPd in a locked cabinet, witb electronic documents passwocd-pto.ected and all participant, were 
anonymised at the analysis stage (Christensen and Prout. 2002),
The researcher did not force anv of the nartirinantc *.,1 t •y me participants to take part in or continue with the research
(Alderson, 1995; Matthews ef al„ 1998b; Kirk, 2007). This did mean, however, that not all interviews
and neighbourhood tours were completed. It also led to some awkward exchanges where some 
young people did not wish to continue but would not explicitly say so.
The researcher gained ethical approval from the University of Northampton's Ethics Committee in
December 2011 and ensured a full Criminal Records Bureau check had been completed to ease
access to young people through gatekeepers. The table in Appendix N explores the particular
constraints in relation to ethics in Children's Geographies and how the researcher attempted to 
overcome these.
5.5.1.1 Offering payment to participants
Bushin (2007) engages in an interesting discussion regarding the practical and ethical considerations 
of paying participants. She believes that it is related to how the particular researcher understands 
children and childhood, whether the same values are placed on children's time as on adults. Ethically, 
it is good practice to show appreciation to participants of studies (Matthews and Tucker, 2000). 
Alderson and Morrow (2004), however, believe that if children are informed of payment prior to 
participating, this may act as an incentive, which might be considered unethical. A voucher is
considered a more ethical means of compensating children for their time and showing appreciation 
for their assistance (Bushin, 2007).
In the case of this study, voucher payments were deemed the most appropriate. The researcher 
offered young people their own choice of voucher and contacted them if it was not available. All 
participants got the same sum of £5. This sum was felt small, but the research budget of the project 
limited it. Initially the researcher tried to recruit participants without offering a payment, but the lack 
of response to this and a belief that the participants should be rewarded for giving up their time for 
the project led to a change in approach. At a later stage of the research, when the researcher felt 
participants were fatigued with the repeated interviews, the researcher introduced chocolate as part 
of the interviews. Providing food was initially discounted as it was felt that some parents might not 
desire their children to eat such food and others might have allergies, but, after reflection, it was 
decided that the age of the participants meant they were competent in refusing food they were
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allergic to (Fargas-Malet et al., 2010). This hr H .
ties in terms of allowing free speech whilst
eating, however, and the researcher found •
round some participants shy to take the chocolate offered.
5.5.2 Positionality
A key question with regards to any research is the relationship that the researcher has with the
participant (Skelton, 2001; Horton, 2008). This is of significant importance with regards to research
with children and young people due to the power relations between the adult researcher and the
youthful participant, not to mention whether the socio-economic background of the researcher
affects the relationship with participants. Weller (2006) notes that whilst much debate has been
focused on challenging the unequal power relations between adult researchers and young
participants, little attention has been paid towards utilising their own constructions of themselves.
This leads Pattman and Kehily to write that "understanding the world from the perspective of
children and young people involves researchers recognising that it is their respondents who are the
‘experts'" (2004: 134). Attempts have been made to overcome this through not speaking for the
participants and careful collection and preservation of data (Matthews et al., 1999; Panelli et al., 
2002).
The researcher is a middle-class female with a previous career in town planning. The lack of 
experience in youth work was a concern when collecting the data, but was overcome to some extent 
through volunteering as a reading helper at a local school. Frequent attendance at the youth club in 
Community A also led to further experience, though this created further issues of positionality with 
regards to whether the researcher was a youth worker, volunteer, authority figure or an attendee 
(Morris-Roberts, 2001). Gender was also a concern as the researcher had to be careful not to get 
involved with the politics of girls' groups in the youth club by remaining impartial when divisions 
were discussed in interviews and through inviting all girls to participate (Morris-Roberts, 2001; 
Skelton, 2001). There were also issues of distancing herself from the boys through not participating 
in weekly football sessions (Pattman and Kehily, 2004).
Cultural references were also an issue. The researcher does not generally watch television nor listen 
to Radio One and chart music. This meant a lot of discussions that the young people had during 
youth club were beyond understanding and led to frequent disbelief that the researcher had not 
heard of a singer or a band or had not watched the latest episode of a reality tv show (Weller, 2010). 
As Morris-Roberts (2001) has found, however, appearing youthful and understanding cultural 
references does not necessarily mean you are accepted as part of young people's friendship group, 
but it still led to some awkward interaction in the course of the research and may have stifled a good
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rapport. The age, postgraduate level of education and lark „
°n  and lack of experience of working with young
P.OPI, „to  ™ a n , that tha r e s e a r c h  speec|, contained words that beyond tha
uaderatandmg o( .he »eu„g „e»pla, catt,ing her t0 on her chpice and ^
her speech, so perhaps appearing unnatural.
Pattman ,„ d  Kehily (2004, dia.ua, how geode. a,«,eo,yp .s may be reproduced process pf
doidg qualitative reaea.ch, Femiqia, geogr,phera have repotted iaauea deceasing git, g,„ „ p,  ,h „
are not seen when male researchers attempt to access groups of boys of the same age (Pattman and
Kehily, 2004). The researcher did not find all girl groups hard to access, but instead had the opposite
problem that male groups were hard to access despite presentations to Scout Groups and
particularly targeting males when going into a local school to seek participants for the more intensive 
research stage.
The research project had issues of positionality as a result of adult/child relations, gender and in 
what way the participants were recruited (Mauthner, 1997; Weller, 2010). In Community A, for 
example, the researcher recruited all participants for the in-depth, semi-structured interviews from a 
youth club where she worked as a volunteer youth worker. Some of the participants may have felt 
obliged to participate in the research as the researcher held a position of power (Alderson, 1995; 
Matthews et o i, 1998b; Kirk, 2007). Issues of positionality may impact upon the flow of discussion, 
but it is hoped these were overcome through careful presentation to participants on the purpose of 
the research and relating to participants in different contexts (Robinson and Kellett, 2004). The 
researcher certainly did not force participants to continue with the research, although at times it was 
hard to determine whether participants wished to continue. Hannah (16, Community A) repeatedly 
told the researcher she would like to continue helping, but would not fix a date for an interview and 
twice claimed to have lost the camera provided for the photographic data. Two participants 
(Beatrice, 16 and Roger, 14) from Community B simply did not return phone calls or texts.
Any researcher working with children must face the asymmetric power relations between childhood 
and adulthood (Robinson and Kellett, 2004). Many children lack experience of communicating 
directly with unfamiliar adults in a one-to-one situation, which means that more innovative 
approaches (such as task-based methods) may have to be used to enable children to feel more 
comfortable with an adult researcher (Punch, 2002). Researchers must adopt an ambiguous position, 
one that is the 'least adult' role (Kirk, 2007). Throughout the research, the researcher tried to give 
voice to the young people involved (Matthews et al., 1999) and employed mixed methods to allow all 
young people to express themselves in different ways.
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Group interviews also have i's s u ps  nf nncifi«n,i:t
positionality, as they are likely to be affected by the perceived
power or status of different memhprc nf
members of the group, whether that is derived from age, gender, class,
education or any other social variable (Punch, 2007). The researcher offered participants the 
opportunity to work as part of a group, but the majority chose to work as individuals. This was partly
the way participants in Community B were recruitpH thmnrrh fk u .y were recruited through the school, meaning that most were not 
friends. Group interviews were more common in Community A where young people from the youth
club undertook interviews. A group interview was undertaken with a friendship group of four 12
year old girls (who turned 13 as the research progressed), as well as one 14 and one 15 year old boy
The interviews with the girls were hard to control as they were very excited about lots of aspects of
the project, from signing their name to affixing stickers on the map and being given a camera to take
photos of their area. They often talked over each other and the interviewer did not wish to appear a
domineering adult figure by telling them to be quiet. This had implications for the relevance of much
of the interview and also for later transcription. The researcher gave thorough consideration to
positionality and designed the project so as to overcome any such issues as far as possible.
5.6 Conclusion
This chapter has provided an overview of the methods utilised in this study. It reviewed the mixed 
methods approach chosen, both verbal and visual methods, and how these were selected to ensure 
participants could choose and control how they expressed themselves. This ensured a full picture of 
the participants' lives was discussed in their own words. The chapter set out the stages of the 
research process. This involved developing a plan, initiating contact with gatekeepers, an extensive 
research stage (using a questionnaire) and an intensive research stage (involving semi-structured 
interviews, street interviews, diaries, maps, neighbourhood tours and participant-taken photos). A 
total of 127 questionnaires were returned, 22 participants undertook semi-structured interviews and 
eight participants completed street interviews. The chapter explained how full account was taken of 
ethics and positionality in the research, including informed consent, consideration of research space 
and selection of methods. Analysis of the data sets led to the development of three dominant 
themes, which will be discussed in detail in the next three chapters. Chapter Six will discuss the 
everyday experiences of young people growing up in the new mixed communities. Chapter Seven 
details young people's use of public space in these areas and Chapter Eight explores young people's 
understanding and experience of community within them.
6. 'Out and About': The Everydayness of Mixed Communities
6.1 Introduction
The previous chapters have set out policy on mixed communities, key findings of research into
Children's Geographies, the context of the research areas, and methods used during the study This
chapter will discuss results concerning young people 'out and about' in the two mixed communities
studied. Meegan and Mitchell (200!) state that neighbourhoods are places of the everyday (as
discussed in Section 2.3), whilst Cahill notes that "the relationship between social context and
cognitive development is theorised in the research of everyday contexts" (2000: 254). By
understanding the everyday actions and interactions of the participants, from transport and leisure
patterns to communication and conflict, the neighbourhood will be shown through young people's
eyes and reveal something of their microgeographies (Matthews et al„ 1998a). De Visscher and
Bouverne-de Bie (2008) describe how research should not just attempt to highlight 'good' or 'bad'
neighbourhoods for children, but should instead seek to focus on the actual story of a particular 
neighbourhood:
...the ways in which people (including children) move through their neighbourhood; how 
they use it, express themselves and develop social and cultural opportunities through their 
neighbourhood; and the ways in which the neighbourhood creates boundaries between or 
excludes individuals or particular social and cultural groups.
De Visscher and Bouverne-de Bie, 2008: 609-610
This chapter tells the story of the everyday experiences of the young people living in the two case 
study areas examined: how they move through their community, their activities inside and outside of 
their neighbourhoods and who they speak to or avoid. Ansell (2009) discusses how Children's 
Geographies have turned to an understanding of the importance of the everyday in the embodied 
geographies of young people and how these embodiments are both biophysical and social so have 
implications for the social, physical and physiological development of the child. Everyday lives matter 
"conceptually, ethically and politically" (Horton et ol., 2008: 341) and it is only through understanding 
the "fleshy, messy and indeterminate stuff of everyday life" that social reproduction can be 
understood (Katz, 2001: 711). Human geography increasingly seeks to discover everydayness in order 
to explain our diverging relationships to space and place and this research adds to this body of work 
(Horton et ol., 2008). Understanding the stories of the everyday locates the participants and gives a 
sense of who they are and the world they inhabit (Somers, 1994; Leyshon, 2008). Thus, illuminating 
the everydayness of young people resident in mixed communities allows full exploration of the social
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and cultural opportunities of their neighbourhood
communities.
in comparison to existing literature on established
The chapter starts by exploring the mobility of young people: walking, cycling, parental lifts and
public transport, and the limitations of these. It discusses the activities of young participants, both
orgamsed (such as youth clubs and football clubs) and informal activities (including going to the local
supermarket and walking around their neighbourhood), and the effects on their participation.
Everyday communication of young people in the research is examined to identify who is important to
young people and what barriers there might be to establishing relationships. Finally, negative
stereotyping of teenagers and its effect on the lives of young people in mixed communities are
deliberated. The chapter reveals the rich geographies and worlds of difference visible in the lives of
young people in mixed communities and the particular effect that living in a new community has on
this. A summary of the participants, from whom quotes are taken throughout the next three 
chapters, is available at Appendix 0.
6.2 Mobility
This section will explore young people's movement within the case study areas and any limitations 
with regard to this. The main form of independent travel for young people was walking, but the 
majority of participants preferred lifts in parents' cars. The definition of young people's independent 
transport is that of Brown et al. "it takes place without the presence of an adult (someone aged 18 or
over)" (2008: 386). Limitations on mobility were identified as parental control, fear, lack of friends in 
the area, conflict, health, schoolwork and affordability.
6.2.1 Transport choices
Figure 6.1 details the main transport modes identified by young participants in interviews. Tables 6.1 
to 6.4 summarise the data by community, gender, tenure and age. In the tables, social is taken to 
mean housing owned and managed by Councils, Regional Social Landlords and Housing Associations. 
It has been gathered under the one description due to the low number of participants living in these 
three types of ownership (10% of interview participants were in social housing, three people in total). 
The data reflects all transport modes mentioned by participants during interviews, not just the 
primary mode. Figure 6.1 shows that regardless of social characteristics, walking was the most 
popular form of independent transport. The differences across the forms of transport will be 
discussed in more detail in Sections 6.2.1.1 to 6.2.1.4.
86% walk
(n=26)
60% are
driven
(n=18)
7% skateboard
(n=2) 37% bike
33% get (n= ll)
the bus
(n=10)
Figure 6.1 Frequency of interview participants' transport modes
Table 6.1 Transport modes of interview participants by study community
Community
A (n=15) 14 (93%)
B (n=15) 12 (80%)
Table 6.2 Transport modes of interview participants by gender
Table 6.3 Transport modes of interview participants by tenure
Tenure
Private (n=23)
Rented(n=4)
Social (n=3)
Driven 
14 (61%) 
2 (50%) 
2 (66% )
Public bus 
7 (30%)
Table 6.4 Transport modes of interview participants by
Gender Walk Driven Bike Public bus Skate
Boy (n=ll) 10 (91%) 9 (82%) 8 (73%) 2 (18%) 2(18%)
Girl (n=19) 16 (84%) 9 (47%) 3 (16%) 8 (50%) 0 (0%)
Skate 
1 (4%)
jlU
0
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6.2.1.1 Walking
Overwhelmingly, and in keeping with nrpvinuc • •
P 8 preV'OUS studies examining children's independent mobility.
walking was the most prevalent indeDpndpnt m ^
maependent mode of transport (78%, n=99) (Brown et o/„ 2008;
f ,hri ,™ , Hjorthol, 2009; Wes,on 2020). W ,,ki„E was a„ actlvit(, as wi„ ^  6 A 2
as well as a means to reach a destination surh ac 3 . .ciuridiion, such as a friend s house, the supermarket or a place to
play.
The reliance on walking as an independent mode of transport was highlighted by young people
• ------ --  " o ' ’ " O ' ^ y  y w u u g ,  p c u p i c
interviewed, all of whom mapped local routes they walked during interviews. Participants stated that
f  -  •  •  I
often it was only young people who walked the streets in the area:
Sometimes a few people walking dogs walk past and then like children that are playing out,
then that's it really.
Alice, 15, Community B
Alice s quote reveals that adults were only out on the street of Community B when walking their dog.
Research by Chaskin et at. (2013) into mixed communities in Chicago, USA has found that quotid ian
activities, such as dog walking, provide an opening for causal interaction between neighbours. In the
case of dog walkers, children are attracted by the pet and engage the owner in conversation (Chaskin
et al., 2013), with Allen et al. (2005) similarly finding that inter-house co-operation on established,
mixed tenure housing estates centred around caring for pets. Greater street presence would
potentially lead to greater social interaction as there would be more possibility for residents to
bump into each other" (Dempsey et al., 2012: 128). Research has shown that, after living next door
to one another, the most common way for people to get to know their neighbours is bumping into------.-----............................................  iu i cu ic iu i iu miu in nDO D
them on the street (Jupp, 1999). This suggests that greater street presence by adults can only
I H r  TP 3 C O n Q in K  K  a  i i r  a  a  **/"\ I f  i r  I a  _  L. _ _      a.!    _ a. _   _ r . i ■ . 1increase neighbourhood relations. In the course of the observation stage of the research, the case
study areas were quiet. The lack of street presence reflects research into young people's geographies
in existing communities where young people have been described as 'invisible' in public space
(Matthews et al., 1998a; Matthews and Tucker, 2007; Vanderstede, 2011). The lack of adults walking
the streets conversely makes young people more visible to the scrutiny of adults when they are
walking around (Leyshon, 2011), whilst the low level of street presence creates fewer opportunities
for interaction.
Respondents from Community A reported they were more likely to walk as a form of independent
transport (81.5%, n=66) when compared to Community B (71.7%, n=33). This difference between the
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communities is also reflected in the interviews (see Tabln 1 t rhic h - • •, •
' ee at)le 6 1 )- Th,s dissimilarity may be attributed in
part to the greater number of local farilitioc m r
Community A. Previous research has found that
residents of inner city neighbourhood*; xa/oIi, . .
8 DOUrnooc,s walk to their mam food shop more than outer
neighbourhoods (50% walk, decreasing to in% in n.,*Qr • uu
easing to lO/o in outer neighbourhoods) with a converse increase in
car use when comparing inner and outer citv the Prpatnr th0 «. r ... .uic. uiy. tne greater the distance to a facility the more likely
participants were to use a car or the bus (Dempsey et al., 2012). The research in mixed communities 
shows that, as with existing communities, greater proximity to facilities leads to an increase in 
walking. Furthermore, location of schools has been found to have an impact on young people's 
walking. Fyhri and Hjorthol (2009) found from their research in Norway that the degree of 
independent mobility falls with increasing distance to school. The secondary school for Community A 
was closer than in Community B; a walk of 20 minutes, partly along a wooded footpath, compared to 
approximately 40 minutes along a busy road. The connection between location of services and 
facilities in mixed communities and prevalence of walking is in keeping with extant research.
Walking as the main form of independent transport meant young people in the study had a limited 
spatial range, so the local area was highly significant to them (Henning and Lieberg, 1996; Matthews 
and Tucker, 2006; Weller, 2007b; Leyshon, 2008). Routes mapped out during the interviews showed 
a range of distances being covered, with some participants only walking from their home to one 
nearby friend's house within the study area and back (a distance of only 250 metres), and others 
walking to the neighbouring village (approximately two miles) to visit friends. The maps show that 
distances travelled did not exceed two miles, though this was generally much smaller for the younger 
of the cohort who travelled distances of less than a mile.
This reliance on walking led some to feeling trapped in their local area, creating a sense of 
geographic isolation (Chawla and Malone, 2003). This was a reflection of their feelings that there was 
little to do in the area. Steve, who had recently moved to Community B from London, reflected on 
how much there was in his previous neighbourhood:
...where I used to live there was a park, a field, a leisure centre, a street gym, a pub, urn, a 
skatepark and a bunch of shops...So it was a very nice area over there.
Steve, 12, Community B
Steve felt there was more variety and choice in the urban area where he used to live. The number 
and availability of facilities was echoed and elaborated upon by young people from both
communities:
•  ■ • walking distance, you get two pubs.
Anna, 15, Community B
...» would bo quite nice to bo able ,o h,»o son,, fr.odom, no, h.wng E„  f„  ge,
anything.
Neil, 14, Community A
...It's probably that the pub is all the way in town and there's nothing here really...there's not 
really a big park or anywhere to go with your friends, you have to go all the way to [town] 
and places like that...[Community B] could do with a [supermarket] so then you wouldn't
have to walk far.
Alice, 15, Community B
Young people in suburban areas have more in common with those from rural locations; their reliance
on walking and limited local facilities results in boredom and frustration (Skelton, 2000; Matthews
and Tucker, 2006; Weller, 2007b; Weston, 2010). This finding reinforces the importance of the local
environment to young people as pedestrians and how frustrated this can make them (Valentine,
1997a; Tucker and Matthews, 2001; Chawla and Malone, 2003; Weller, 2007b; Leyshon, 2011). New
communities need to consider local provision of facilities and emphasise pedestrian movement to
meet the needs of young people and create sustainable communities that cater for all ages (Weston,
2010) .
One participant. Gemma, reported that her walking had increased following their move to the 
community due to the larger number of friends she had:
new
At my old house I didn't walk a lot, but now I live [here], and have friends all over the place, I
walk a lot.
Gemma, 14, Community B
Her move to the area led to an increase in independent mobility and spatial range. Friends in the 
local area, therefore, increased the amount of walking. This may be why research by Fyhri and 
Hjorthol (2009) found that distance to school has such a strong effect on children's independent 
mobility; the further school is from home the further the potential distance to friends made at 
school, to a point where it is too far to walk.
I l l
Gender differences in independent mnhilitw -u-u ,
P mobility of ch.ldren have been identified through previous
studies, where it was found boys were mnrp liUoiw ^  u
y were more likely to walk about their local area than girls, whilst girls
were more likely to travel further afiplH hw n..hi.v *
Y public transport than boys (Brown et al., 2008). As
detailed in Table 6.2, this stud, found that m„ re girls walk as an independent form of transport
(87.9* of girls, 0=511 when compared to bo»s (69.1% of bo»s, n.47), though this difference can be
accounted for when considering tha, bo,s are more lihely to cvde, as win be discussed in Section
6.2.1.3. The greater likelihood of girls walking (and walking distances of up to two miles) challenges
previous research suggesting that boys are more independently mobile than girls (Fyhri and H,or,hoi, 
2009).
The findings regarding walking reflect research in existing communities that the primary mode of
independent transport for young people is walking (Brown et o/„ 2008; Fyhri and Hjorthol, 2009;
Weston 2010). As a result of their walking, young people were more visible than adults in the new
mixed communities. This dependence on walking and local facilities led to frustration and feelings of
being trapped in their area. In this way, the communities resembled rural areas studied in previous
research (Skelton, 2000; Matthews and Tucker, 2006; Weller, 2007b). More facilities within easy
walking distance appeared to increase the amount of walking by young people as well as visible
street life, as shown by the questionnaires and observation of Community A where walking was more
prevalent. The newness of the communities and the resultant perception of safety also appeared to
mean greater spatial freedom for girls when compared to previous findings (Fyhri and Hjorthol, 
2009).
6.2.1.2 Parental lifts
Carver et al. (2013) found that many young people relied on parents for transport, with research by
Giddings and Yarwood (2005) finding that this was a means of maintaining adult control of where
young people went. Whilst young people in the case study areas relied on parents for transport (see
Figure 6.1), as with Brown et al. (2008), this appeared to be a matter of choice rather than a form of
parental control. Indeed, research by Barker (2009) has shown that children are active social agents 
within cars.
The role that distance played in access to facilities was reflected in discussions young people had on 
driving:
It's not a city, you have to drive to everything.
Emily, 12, Community A
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...you're really confined, all you've got is [local supermarket] and the rest of the places you
have to drive to.Jt's almost like being cut off, kind of...Vou have to drive to every one of
them, and like we, if we want to go and do something we have to drive, we can't walk to it 
because it's too far away...
Katie, 12, Community A
The dominance of the car was also shown through photos participants took on their cameras, with
Susie including a photo of the local supermarket taken from the passenger seat of a car (see Figure
6.2). This reliance on cars comes in spite of both development briefs stating that emphasis would be
given to transport on foot and by bicycle and reflect the wider dominance of the car children and
young people's transport (Barker, 2011). The greater dependence on cars, which enables increased
distances to be covered in less time, means that local amenities are reducing (Beunderman et at.,
2007). Given their inability to drive, young people suffer from this lack of local provision and rely on 
parents for lifts.
Figure 6.2 Photo of local supermarket within 10 minute walk of Susie's house, taken from passenger seat of car (Source 
Susie)
The convenience of getting a lift (Barker, 2009), as well as the lack of cost, were highlighted as a 
reason to prefer lifts to other forms of transport:
Just more convenient really, I guess, to get a lift.
Frank, 15, Community B
My Mum would rather know ,h „  s h *  go, hr, ,„d  my ,rie„ds home safe, i0  than, tha„ as be 
s,uck [large town] without, she knows w h „ r m ||k«, spand all my money without
realising and I'd have no monev for a taxi and thon ivi k *  y a taxi and then I d be stuck aaaall night waiting for her to 
get out of bed. I'd be [there] til 9 in the morning like.
Caitlin, 16, Community B
Lifts were given to organised activities, friends' houses, shopping expeditions, the cinema and going
out in town (as is the case with Caitlin). Use varied by gender (with boys more likely to be driven than
girls), age (older young people being more likely to be in receipt of lifts, perhaps reflecting the
greater distance they travel to activities) and community (with greater prevalence in Community B).
Interviews showed that family activities used a car for transport. The reliance of young people on the
car as a form of transport is demonstrated by David, who discussed his change in activities when the 
family car had to go to the garage:
I just stayed at home 'cos, there was, well, all, my car had to be fixed and all I had to do was
watch TV and relax.
David, 12, Community B
Parents' travel behaviour has been shown to have an impact on their children's travel behaviour, 
with frequent car use reducing independent mobility (Fyhri and Hjorthol, 2009; Freeman, 2010). If 
parents do not walk in the local area, then driving becomes normalised. Freeman (2010) found these 
effects were lessened somewhat if children attended a local school and walked to friends' houses 
and around the neighbourhood. This may explain why fewer young people interviewed from 
Community A reported using parental lifts than Community B, as most of these participants walked 
to school whilst those from Community B got the bus. Reliance of families on the car, parental 
concerns about safety, lack of facilities in the local area, and the low adult presence on the street 
mean young people prefer to rely on a car for transport (even though their control as non-drivers is 
limited) when compared to cycling and walking (Sibley, 1995; Barker, 2009; Barker, 2011; Dempsey et 
al., 2012; Brown, 2013; Witten et oi, 2013). This is despite planning policies for the two communities 
(outlined in Section 4.3) seeking to create developments that emphasised movement on foot and 
pedestrian 'comfort'.
The dominance of the car has implications for the empowerment of young people within the case 
study areas due to both its controlling influence on the design of the development and preferred 
mode of transport. As non-drivers they cannot benefit directly from this, through previous research
has shown thorn to bo activo social aofsntc ir. *.•
agents m relat,on to car travel (Barker, 2009). It also adversely
impacts on the development of their snatiai *..............
igational skills, which could be gained from more
independent transport modes such as walking (Rissotto and Tonucci, 2002).
The transport choices of young people in the two mixed communities appear to be similar to those 
revealed by research in existing communities, particularly rural areas. Given that reliance on the car 
has been shown to reduce social interaction in neighbourhoods (Prezza and Pacilli, 2007; Dempsey et
o'" 2° 12)' thlS h3S imPlications for the building of friendships and social cohesiveness of the 
neighbourhood. The nascent nature of the communities means that social interaction is of
paramount importance to build ties and social capital, thereby achieving the espoused benefits of 
mixed communities. The reliance on parents for lifts, whilst mirroring parental dependence on cars, 
extends beyond a form of parental control to affect the social, cultural and physiological 
development of young people in mixed communities. Research has explored factors affecting parents 
chauffeuring their children around (Carver et at., 2013), but given these findings of young people 
preferring parental lifts, it would be interesting to explore factors from young people's perspectives, 
particularly in relation to how much control they have over the giving of lifts.
6.2.1.3 Cycling, skateboards and scooters
Previous studies have shown that cycling is another important mode of independent transport for 
young people (Weston, 2010). This research found that only 17% (n=21) of young people used cycling 
as a mode of transport. Whilst no pattern was notable in connection of prevalence for cycling with 
regard to tenure, age or community, there was a big gender difference (see Table 6.2). The 
questionnaire found that 29.4% (n=20) of males, but only 1.7% (n=l) of females, used cycling as a 
form of independent transport meaning that 95% of those that cycled were male. Cycling is more 
prevalent among men than women across the UK (Department for Transport, 2012) and previous 
research in the UK has found that boys are more likely to get around by bicycle than girls (O'Brien et 
ol., 2000). Mike, who often cycled to school, described the benefits to him of cycling over walking:
It's a lot easier and uses a lot less effort than walking.
Mike, 15, Community A
Other participants, however, saw cycling as more complicated than walking due to the issue of what 
to do with their bike at their destination:
...» Cm jus, maybe Ilka goi„E k„ock fol them, come tben ^  ^  ^  ^  M
a m„a-s housa ,he„ , „Su ,„y bother my bike] becauie |t,s ,  „„  „  ba„ |e
sometimes.
Frank, 15, Community B
I usually just walk to the places without mv hiko Vnc , ,y bike.... cos, around here, I usually, on the park, if I
put my bike down, I don't like people coming around it. I like stuff near me.
Susie, 13, Community B
Melinda, 11, discussed how distance determined whether she took her bicycle. The further 
distance, the more likely she was to take her bike as then she could stay out longer:
the
Sometimes ‘cos I have a BMX.,.1'11 bring that if it’s like I'm going further away so I have to get 
back, I can spend a longer time when I get back.
Melinda, 11, Community A
Thus, determining factors were ease, security and distance travelled. Cycling is marginalised as a
means of transport (Urban Task Force, 1999), but more frequent bike use by teenagers has been
observed where investment is made in cycling infrastructure (Vanderstede, 2011). The communities
did not have specific cycle paths and no adult was observed cycling during the observation stage of
the research (save recreationally in the country park of Community A). Parents' travel behaviour has
been shown to have an impact on their children's travel behaviour (Fyhri and Hjorthol, 2009;
Freeman, 2010) so the lack of cycling by adults may affect young people's transport choices. Whilst
this lack of cycling is not a specific finding for new mixed communities (Dempsey et ol., 2012), it has
implications for the development of social relations through contact on the street (Casey et ol., 2007; 
Camina and Wood, 2009).
Scooters were also mentioned by 13% of the questionnaire sample (n=16) as a form of independent 
mobility, with more of those from Community B using such a mode of transport (19.6%, n=9; 
compared to 8.6%, n=7). None of the interviewees mentioned using a scooter. No standardised 
questions were asked in the questionnaire regarding skateboarding as a form of transport. During 
interviews, only two participants (Bradford and Mark in Community A) made specific mention of 
skateboarding as an activity and means to get around. This suggests that there is a gender difference 
here as well. This is corroborated by the opening of a skatepark near Community B, which the 
researcher attended during the early stages of the research process. There were very few female
skateboarders in attendance at this event Given that r»ro» •
blVen that Prev'ous research has found that boys are
more physically active than girls (Matthews et ol 1999. GiHHinoc vtri UI., iyyy, Giddings and Yarwood, 2005; Woolley,
2006), this is not surprising. Established nattpmc  ^ r
patterns identified from research into existing settlements
appear to repeat themselves in new mixed communities.
6.2.1.4 Public transport
Public transport consist,* ot the bus service, there being no train station within five miles of 
participants home. A fifth of questionnaire respondents used the bus
any
as an independent mode of
transport (n 26). Of the participants interviewed, 10 of the 30 said they used the public bus to move
around (see Figure 6.1) and believed access to a public bus service was an attraction of living in their 
neighbourhood:
I can get the bus to town if I wanted to.
Patti, 13, Community A
And the best thing is, the public bus comes through here. It was heaven getting the bus
home, I didn't have to walk from down the street.
Caitlin, 16, Community B
An aversion to the public bus has been found in previous research of established communities
(Giddings and Yarwood, 2005) and, in this study, the public bus was not favoured by all interviewees.
It was viewed as 'scary' or 'expensive' and inconvenient when compared to a lift, whilst distance to
facilities using public transport (particularly a skatepark in Community A) was mentioned as another 
prohibitive factor:
Amelia: I'd be allowed to [go on the bus by myself], probably, but I don't really want to. I 
think it's scary.
Katie: It's not scary, Amelia, everyone does it. On the bus, yeah, of course they do.
Amelia: I don't mind going as long as someone else is going, but not on my own.
Amelia and Katie, 12, Community A
if you get a child dayrider ticket £1.95! [You have to be] 14...[but] it's just cheaper!
Hannah, 16, Community A
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RR: d o  you eve, get o„ the bu, t h . f ,  no, the school bos to get ,„y„he,e? 
Ruby: Too expensive.
Ruby, 11, Community B
I don't usually get the bus, it's usually walking or I get my mum to take me if I'
[further away].
m going
Frank, 15, Community B
Mark:...now they've built a skatepark, but it's still quite far away.
RR: Yeah, it’s in town...Do you get the bus [there] much?
Mark: No, not really, but my parents give me a lift down there sometimes
Mark, 15, Community A
The connection between distance to facilities by public transport and affordability shows a link to
research in rural areas where local facilities are few and young people have to travel greater
distances to reach them, on sometimes unreliable and expensive public transport (Skelton, 2000; 
Matthews and Tucker, 2006; Weller, 2007b; Leyshon, 2011).
The questionnaire showed a strong correlation between tenure and regular use of the bus, with no 
respondent from rented or social housing saying they mostly travel by bus when they are out by 
themselves compared to a quarter of those from privately owned housing (25.3%, n=23). If tenure is 
taken as a proxy for affordance then there is some link here between affordability and use of the bus, 
but this was not so defined in the interviews where Ruby (from private housing) found the bus to be 
too expensive, but Katie and Hannah from social housing reported using the bus on occasion (though 
Hannah made this cheaper through buying a child's ticket when she was over age).
This lack of use could, again, in part be a reflection of adult behaviour. Car use dominated the two 
developments and participants reported taking the bus with their friends and siblings, but not with 
their parents. Young people may have been less afraid to catch the bus if they initially did so with an 
adult, though this is also a reflection of personal preference given that Amelia's friends Sarah and 
Emily reported no fear of using the bus by themselves. This research shows that not all young people 
need (or desire) independent transport by bus as many (regardless of tenure) can access lifts from 
parents, which are preferable.
Previous studies have found that girls have a greater spatial range of independent mobility as they 
tend to get the bus to friends' houses or to shopping malls (Brown et a!., 2008). Half of the girls
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interviewed used the bus (n=8) comnarpd to a * u
), compared to a fifth of boys. The questionnaire did not show such a
disparity, however, with a fifth of male and fpmai* rofno  ^ .
espondents saying they regularly used the bus.
Use of public transport has been shown tn in r r * ^  *.• .
ase spatial range and independence (Holland et a!.,
2007b; Brown et a!., 2008) and this was trup in thk
t ue in this study, where interviewees who used public
transport travelled distances of up to 10 miles (compared to two miles on foot).
Age also made a difference to public transport use, with use increasing with the age of participant
interviewed. This was also borne out in the questionnaire, where bus use rose from 0% at the age of
11 to 35% at the age of 16, perhaps reflecting the greater freedom given to older young people by
their parents, as well as a reduction in safety concerns of parents and young people as they age. In
terms of community, those interviewed from Communities A and B were just as likely to use a bus as
one another (33%, n=5), though the questionnaires showed that those from Community A
slightly more likely to get a bus than those from B (22.2% and 17.4% respectively). However, this may
be a reflection of the comparatively greater age of most of the questionnaire respondents from 
Community A.
were
The results from the research into mixed communities reflect existing communities. Some young
people found the bus service intimidating, expensive and unsuitable for their needs given the
distances to facilities. Bus use increased with age, which is thought to show greater freedom and
fewer concerns for safety as young people get older. The two developments also showed a reliance
on the car, and this parental choice of transport is considered to then affect their offspring's choice
of transport, particularly when a lift is preferable to the bus. Providing for accessible and affordable
public transport services is thus only one part of boosting public transport use by children and
expanding their independent spatial range. The next section will discuss limitations to mobility found 
as part of the research.
6.2.2 Limitations on mobility
Everyday limitations on mobility were identified as parental control, fear, conflict, health, schoolwork 
and affordability. Table 6.5 identifies the key limits of mobility, whilst Tables 6.6 to 6.9 consider how 
these limitations vary by community, gender, tenure and age. The following Sections 6.2.2.1 to 
6.2.2.7 will discuss these issues in more detail.
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Table 6.5 limitations on mobility of interview participants
Sociable1 Not
sociable2
Percentage
1
83.3% 1 
(n=25)_____ |
16.7%
(n=5)
Parental 
control
267% 
(n=8)
Fear
26.7% 
(n=8)
Lack of 
friends in 
local area 
23.3%
Conflict
20%
Health School-
work
Afford-
ability
13.3%
(n=4)
10%
(n=3)
6.7%
(n=2)
2 t . , f  t , L1 , , . --------- ...u.c u id ii inree rnenas houses on maps during interviews
Those defined as Not sociable' did not report a w ide circle nf f n ^ c  . • r , 8 mierviews.
themselves as such. ' 3 ewer than three friends marked on the map and even described
Table 6.6 Limitations on mobility of interview participants by community
Community Parental
control Fear
Lack of 
friends in 
local area
Conflict
3(20%)
Health 
0 (0%)
School-
work
Afford-
ability
A (n=15) 6 (40%)
M
5 (33%) h 2 (13%) 0 (0%) 1 (6%)B(n=15) 2 (13%) 3 (20%) ~  5 (33%) 3 (20%) 1 4 (27%) 3 (20%) 1 (6%)
Table 6.7 Limitations on mobility of interview participants by gender
Table 6.8 Limitations on mobility of interview participants by tenure
Tenure Parental
control Fear
Lack of 
friends in 
local area
Conflict
Private
(n=23)
4 (17%) 4 (17%) 5 (22%) 4 (17%)
Rented
(n=4)
2 (50%) 1 (25%) 1 (25%) 0 (0%)
Social (n=3) | 2 (67%) 2 (67%) 1 (33%) 2 (67%)
Table 6.9 Limitations on mobility of interview participants by age
Health School-
work
Afford-
ability
3 (13%) 3 (13%) 1 (4%)
0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
1 (33%) 0(0%) 1(33%)
Age Parental
control Fear
Lack of 
friends in 
local area
Conflict Health School-
work
Afford-
ability
11 (n=5) 3 (60%) 3 (60%) 2 (40%) 1 (20%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (20%)
1 2 (n=7) 4 (57%) 3(43%) 3 (43%) 2 (29%) 2 (29%)
*  w  
0 (0%) 0 (0%)
13 (n=3) 0 (0%) 1 (33%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
14 (n=5) 1 (20%) 0 (0%) 2 (40%) 1 (20%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
15 (n=6) 0 (0%) 1 (17%) 0 (0%) 1 (17%) 2 (33%) 3 (50%) 0 (0%)
16 (n=4) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (25%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (25%)
Percentage/
Colour
0-24%
25-49%
50-74%
75-100%
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6.2.2.1 Parental control
An extensive limitation on general mnvpmont .
general movement mentioned during interviews was that of parental
control (see Tables 6.5 to 6.9,. O'Brien ef al. argue that "familial practices are a crucial context for 
understanding children's geographies" (2000: 270). Matthews and Limb (1999) discuss how a 
complex negotiated geography is apparent through varying parental caretaking practices:
...for the parent, environmental and social dangers exert strong centripetal pulls; for the
child, growing environmental competences, the lust of autonomy and the pull of rival 
environmental attractions provide irresistible centrifugal impulses.
Matthews and Limb, 1999: 71
The effect of parental control in mixed communities varied across participants due to age, gender,
environment, perceived safety, trust, level of competence, and participants' negotiation of any 
restrictions.
Parental perceptions of safety have been found to be a strong determining factor when defining an 
acceptable territorial range and mode of transport, with stranger danger and traffic frequently 
mentioned as a motivator for parents restricting their offspring in terms of walking, cycling and use 
of public space (Valentine, 1997a; Matthews et al., 1999; O'Brien et al., 2000; Woolley, 2006). 
Previous studies have also found age and perceived safety were key factors contributing to parental 
management strategies (O'Brien et al., 2000; Yeung et al., 2007; Chaskin et al., 2013).
Younger participants (age 11) were more likely to report boundaries set by parents, often extending
to the built edge of the neighbourhood. Interview results showed 60% (n=3) of 11 year olds reported
parental controls as a limit on mobility compared to 0% of 15-16 year olds.Boundary extensions by
parents happened incrementally with age (Valentine, 1997a; Matthews et al., 1999; Yeung et al., 
2007):
I was surprised the other day 'cos I was like 'Mum, I'm going out' and it was like 9 o'clock at 
night and I was like 'What time do you want me to be in?', they're like 'Whenever' and I was
like 'Huuuuh!'.
Beatrice, 16, Community B
It used to be, it used to be like I couldn't, at one point it was like always in the cul-de-sac, 
when I was younger, when we first moved here and then sort of just spreading to, like, I 
could go across [Community B], and then eventually when I got mates that spread out across
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[local town] it was like, well I could just cycle out and walk about more.
Frank, 15, Community B
Valentine (1997a) found that parents assumpH that
P enis assumed that the competence of their children to safely
navigate areas outside the home increased with age. 11-year-old participants reflected in interviews 
on how their parents were teaching them to gain spatial competence and consequently extend their
A  ft ft
boundaries:
I'm not allowed to go to the cinema on my own, but some of my friends, Eric and Lucy, are, 
but my Mum won't let me go on my own just yet, but urn a couple of weeks ago a group of 
us and our friend Julie's parents came to the cinema...But her parents sat away from us so it 
was a bit like we were on our own. It's just like a learning experience, so we are learning.
Melinda, 11, Community A
This is in keeping with findings from existing research, showing that the move from primary to
secondary school creates new, autonomous spatial identities (O'Brien et al., 2000; Holland et al., 
2007b).
The research also showed that there was some difference in the level of effect of parental control on
independent spatial mobility by community, gender, and tenure. Previous research has identified
gendered geographies of care, with girls more spatially restricted than boys due to greater concerns
for their safety (Matthews, 1986; Valentine, 1997a; Matthews and Limb, 1999; Brown et al., 2008).
This was also reflected in interviews with girls in mixed communities, where 32% (compared to 19%
of boys) cited parental control as a restricting factor on their independent mobility. Caitlin spoke of
her dad's protectiveness of her because he saw her as 'his little girl' and many girls were only allowed
beyond certain limits with a friend. This evidence of gender-based parenting reflects existing 
research.
Those living in Community A also reported greater control by parents on their movement (40%) than 
Community B (13%). This is perhaps a reflection of the more established nature of Community A. A 
poorer urban environment has been found to affect parental fears over their child's safety (O'Brien 
et al., 2000; Chaskin et al., 2013). The recent construction of the area and consequent better urban 
environment, as well as the perception of safety, may lead parents in new communities to allow their 
children greater spatial freedom. This will be debated further in Sections 6.2.2.2 and 8.3.2. Whilst 
tenure did appear to influence parental behaviour (two thirds of social housing tenants interviewed 
stating that their parents restricted their movement, compared to 50% of those living in private
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rented accommodation and 17% of those in nrivatM
P )/ the reasons for control were bullying (David,
discussed in Section 6.2.2.2) or a lack of dpsirp
or desire to challenge parental limits (Katie, debated later in
this section). It does not appear that mivpH  » ,
ppear tnat mixed communities show significant differences in relation to
the strength of parental control in terms of age cpnrw  _____ ..
g , gender, community or tenure when compared to
results from previous studies in Children's Geographies.
Young residents who had mooed to the communities ,he ye „  were allowed greater freedom 
as a result of parental perception of the increased safety of the area (Jones, 2000; O'Brien ef of..
2000). Steve and Roger both said in interviews that their freedom had i
neighbourhood from London:
increased after moving to the
I m allowed out until 10 'cos it's a lot more calm and relaxed down here than it was up there.
Roger, 14, Community B
RR: So do you have to tell them where you're going or...?
Steve. Um, no, I used to do that, where I used to live, but not here
Steve, 12, Community B
This connection of new communities with safety evokes findings from studies into rural children's 
spatiality. Studies have shown that the rural idyll leads parents to feel that rural areas are safer for 
young people, idealising the rural as utopian environments for children to grow up in (Jones, 2000; 
Tucker and Matthews, 2001; Vanderbeck and Morse Dunkley, 2003). Research by Chaskin et al. 
(2013) has shown that parents (notably social housing tenants) who have moved to mixed 
communities view the area as safer and better maintained, and consequently superior for their 
children's wellbeing. O'Brien et al. found that "parental anxiety is amplified in poor, distressed urban 
environments" (2000: 270). The improved environment and suburban nature of the new mixed 
communities studied led to a parental perception of greater safety (Nairn et al., 2003). This reflects 
research into young people's rural geographies, particularly the role of the rural idyll in parental 
perceptions of safety.
All participants reported having a mobile phone and had to tell their parents before they left the 
house where they were going, who they were going with and what time they would be back, or had 
to ensure that they had their mobile with them so their parent could reach them later to ask such 
questions or call them home. The degree to which technology is changing parental practice is not yet 
fully understood (Pain et al., 2005). In relation to this research, mobile phones allowed young people 
greater spatial freedom as they did not always have to agree with parents beforehand where they
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were going or with whom, but they also enahlpH
emote parental control as parents called young
people to return to the family home (Horton et nl omA\ .
morion er oL, 2014). Conversely, they enabled young people to
arrange for a lift from parents (Leyshon et a i, 2013)
Parental controls on young people's geographies were found to be mitigated by greater trust, which 
was connected to a perception of greater competence, as well as who young people saw. This 
greater trust led to greater freedom, as was the case with Alice, Amelia and Sarah:
My parents don't mind [where I go] really because they trust me anyway and they like my 
friends...they know that basically we're not going to go and cause trouble or anything.
Alice, 15, Community B
I'm allowed most places because my Mum and Dad trust me mostly.
Amelia, 12, Community A
I was 10 though, but now he trusts me ... if it's somewhere I'm not allowed to go, I don't tell 
my parents I'm going there and then tell them when I get home, and they forgive me for 
being honest, and if it's somewhere they don't want me going out on my own I'm literally 
like 'I'm meeting up with somebody' and then probably don't meet up with that person and
just go out.
Sarah, 12, Community A
Despite her mendacity, Sarah appeared to have greater trust from her dad as she gained increased 
experience with age and challenged limits through pushing boundaries. This reflects existing research 
that parental concerns over the safety of children diminish as their perception of children's 
environmental competence increases, as well as children's agency in negotiating these boundaries 
(Valentine, 1997a; Matthews et a/., 1998a; Cahill, 2000). The role of trust in parental control 
becomes an interplay of age, social relationships, spatial competence, and environment.
The relationship between parental control and children's mobility was also affected by the extent to 
which young people contested these boundaries (Valentine, 1997a; Matthews et a!., 1999). Emily 
(Community A) had the widest independent mobility of her interviewed peer group, perhaps as a 
result of her pushing against parental boundaries (as did Frank and Sarah above):
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...he grounded me so I was like 'Ah i'™ „ •
' going out to play in the back garden'. I didn't just
go out to play in the back garden, I climbed over the fence.
Emily, 12, Community A
This was similar to Caitlin who discusspd how hor
aiscussed how her dad was not happy with her going out to clubs and
bars when she was underage:
...my Dad is not very happy about [me going clubbing], but he can't stop me because I'd just
do it anyway, whether he said no or not.
Caitlin, 16, Community B
Emily’s friend Katie, however, did not contest the spatial limits set by her protective mum:
Urn, I'm not allowed to go to [neighbouring village] because my Mum says I'm not old 
enough and I'm not old enough to go on my own anyway...I don't know my way round 
[neighbouring village],..I'd just get lost and not find my way back out...(My Mum] doesn't
leave me to go like on my own to urn, to no, well, to anywhere really ...If I go out and about, 
she'll go 'I need an exact place or I'm not letting you go out'.
Katie, 12, Community A
This protectiveness had a noticeable effect on the maturity and independence of Katie. She accepted 
her mum's restrictions because she felt unable to navigate the neighbouring village safely. Research 
has found that greater independent mobility leads to less intense fear of crime and a stronger sense 
of community (Prezza and Pacilli, 2007), as well as better spatial skills (Rissotto and Tonucci, 2002). 
Parental fears have been found to be reflected in the greater fear of their children (Timperio et al., 
2004). This also appeared the case in the two mixed communities studied. This finding regarding the 
different contestations and challenges to boundaries by young people in mixed communities reflects 
Valentine's statement that young people play "an active role in (re)negotiating their parents' 
understanding of their ability to manage their own lives" (1997a: 76). The degree to which young 
people pushed against these boundaries, however, varied by participant (for example, Emily and 
Katie), suggesting personality plays as much a part as parental control (Matthews and Limb, 1999; 
Tucker, 2003). Research by Matthews et al. (1999) in Northamptonshire in the 1990s found that in 
cases where spatial restrictions were placed on young people by their parents, young people showed 
considerable respect for these place bans, with only about one fifth declaring defiance and 'going 
anyway’. This demonstrates that mixed communities are subject to the same acceptance and 
defiance strategies by young people in response to their parents' concerns and restrictions.
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Parental controls on spatial limits in mixed communities, therefore,
existing communities.
are as complex and varied as in
6.2.2.2 Fear and perception of safety
Fear was identified as a factor limiting young people's mobility in this study (see Tables 6.5 to 6.9). In 
this research, fears centred on walking alone, attack, bullying and stranger danger. These varied by 
gender, age and community. Much has been made in past research of how parental fear limits the 
spatial range of young people, and the extent to which these fears are reflected by young people in 
their choices about where to go and who to see (Valentine, 1997a; Matthews et a!., 1999; Elsey, 
2004; Timperio et a!., 2004; Pain, 2006; Barker, 2011; Chaskin et a/., 2013). Parental discourses of risk 
have been found to be echoed by young people (Horton et at., 2014), with the environment and 
discourses of fear that produce and reproduce it having serious implications for teenagers' 
geographies (Cahill, 2000). Studies have shown fears of young people largely centre on stranger 
danger and traffic (Valentine, 1997a; Freeman, 2010) and have been shown to have an urban/rural 
difference. Those living in urban areas are subject to concerns of stranger danger and traffic (Reay 
and Lucey, 2000; Bartlett, 2002) whilst those in rural areas are more likely to be fearful of the New 
Age Traveller community (Nairn et a!., 2003; Barker, 2011). Parental controls reflect these fears, with 
research by Pain (2006) finding that some of these fears are well founded when compared to 
incidences of victimisation. The link between fear and parental control was strong in this research 
into mixed communities with all but two participants who identified parental control as a limit on 
independent mobility in interviews also identifying fear as a limit.
Fear has been shown to affect spatial behaviour, with children becoming increasingly restricted by 
parents to domestic environments to keep them safe (Valentine, 1997a; Matthews et ol., 2000c; 
Chaskin et ol., 2013) and children alter their behaviour in reflection of parental fears (Timperio et ol., 
2004). Pain (2006) found that children often link their fears of particular groups of people to known 
events of encounters meaning many fears of children are not groundless or culturally constructed, as 
has been argued elsewhere in relation to parents letting go of fears for their children (Furedi, 2001; 
Gill, 2007b). This section will discuss the particular fears of young people and the effect on their 
mobility in more detail.
In terms of fear felt by the participants, it was common for girls in the study to report that they did 
not walk or get the bus by themselves, despite having the freedom to do so:
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I never walk on my own.
Sarah, 12, Community A
I never really walk by myself 'cos I don't like walking by myself...especially at night, then it'
scary.
Amelia, 12, Community A
This fear was not true for a participants though, and, for some, being with others was simply a 
means to avoid boredom. Young people generally reported feeling safe in their neighbourhood, with 
two participants specifically commenting that this was the best thing about living in their area:
Feeling safe so you can walk about in the evening.
Gemma, 14, Diary, Community B
It's safe to walk around.
Neil, 14, Diary, Community A
This again shows the difference that perception of safety has on mobility and how the research 
shows microgeographies of teenagers' mobilities in mixed communities.
To some extent, the results reflect a gendered geography of fear with girls slightly more likely (26%) 
to state fear as a limiting factor in their mobility than boys (19%) (Massey, 1994; Matthews and Limb, 
1999; O'Brien et o i, 2000; Brown et al., 2008). Previous research has found that girls are more 
commonly afraid of sexual attacks, whereas boys fear for their vulnerability from attacks or fights 
(Matthews et o i, 1998a; Matthews and Limb, 1999). The fears expressed by girls reflect this, as 
shown by the quote from Anna above and also an incident relayed by Amy:
My friend here she got, urn, threatened by urn, it was about 8 o'clock at night, a knife, he 
pulled out a knife and said get in the car and then there were some other ones here about a
girl getting sexually assaulted.
Amy, 17 (sister of Susie, 13), Community B
Only two boys mentioned fear as a limiting factor in their mobility. Valentine (1997a) found that boys 
were reluctant to acknowledge any safety fears. David was one of two boys who voiced fears of 
stranger danger and the only one to mention bullies as an effect on his mobility (though others 
reported it as an issue in relation to use of space). Whenever David was bullied, he had to be picked
up in a car:
...[my parents] say I can, I can go there as long as I go down to my Nan, if it’s near my Nan's
/ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ t , r  i  _ _ _ _ _ _ _  . . .  '  'cos 'If it's near your Nan's en tn %/nur * i
' 8 t0 your Nan s t0 make sure you got there safely. And make
• f.  .  _ . . .  a  .  i  i . .  .
sure if you get bullied, you go straight to her and she'll pick you up'.
David, 12, Community B
The bullying may have increased his awareness of his vulnerability due to the link between
victimisation and fear argued by Pain (2006). This reflects research that young people are more at
risk from other young people, or people they know (Percy-Smith and Matthews, 2001; Pain, 2006;
Gill, 2007b). Mixed communities showed a similar gendered landscape of fear to existing research,
with girls more likely to express fear, particularly centred on sexual assault, whilst boys were less
likely to express fear, but when they did it concerned fear of attack (from bullies). The effect of
bullies on use of space will be discussed in Sections 7.3.1 and 7.3.4.
Older boys (13-16 years) did not raise fear as an issue, reflecting findings by Pain (2006). Age was
found to affect fear as a limiting factor on mobility: 60% of 11 year olds discussing it as a limitation
on their mobility compared to 0% of 16 year olds. This is also in keeping with Pain (2006). The effect
fear has on mobility is thus influenced by gender and age in mixed and non-mixed communities
Despite the link between teenage geographies in mixed communities and in rural areas, participants
were still subject to the (urban) concern of stranger danger (Reay and Lucey, 2000; Nairn et at.,
2003):
RR: Are there any places that you went that your parents didn't like you going?
Steve: Urn, no. Except for talking to strangers, which is the usual one.
Steve, 12, Community B
In this case, the only boundary that Steve's parents placed on him was not to talk to strangers due to
their fear of resultant harm coming to him. This suggests that despite the communities being new,
parents remain concerned about the same issues discussed in previous research (Valentine, 1997a;
Valentine, 2004; Freeman, 2010; Barker, 2011) and similarly modified their parenting strategies in
response to this fear. The communities studied were not plagued by problems with gangs and drug
abuse as the inner-city Council estates were shown to be (Reay and Lucey, 2000). In this respect, the
developments have more in common with rural areas and the perception of the rural idyll as a safe
place in which to raise children (Jones, 2000; Tucker and Matthews, 2001; Nairn et a!., 2003;
Vanderbeck and Morse Morse Dunkley, 2003). It is, perhaps, more accurate to suggest that, despite
the myth of the rural idyll (Matthews et a!., 2000c), parents' fear of stranger danger is present in any
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community in which they live, but the deeree nf thic ,
ine degree of this will vary depending on reputation and reported
incidents of strangers attacking children (Valentine, 1997a).
There were a number of reported rumours surrounding attacks and
attempted abductions in both
communities. As with Matthews et o/. (1999) and Pain x u .' 1 and Pam <2006)< fear of being out and about was bound 
up with incidences of assault, as well as rumours and fears of abduction:
...me and my friend were walking and this woman just kind of stopped us and looked at us
and started to follow us and so I said to my friend 'Run!' 'cos we was just by my house...
Louise, 11, Community A
...because you never know, there might be urn mean people and, er, they might even kidnap
[you] and stuff, so you never know.
David, 12, Community B
This led to Louise and David showing caution in navigating their local environment. This study also
showed evidence of young people, and parents, modifying their transport mode in response to this
fear:
At night my mum will pick me up because she’s very protective and because there was like a
rapist around, she didn’t like me walking.
Anna, 15, Community B
The parents of some of the young people interviewed would prefer to pick them up in their car
rather than have them risk walking. This is in keeping with existing research (Valentine, 1997a;
Timperio et a!., 2004).
It also appears that the newness of the community affected the prevalence of abduction fears and
spread of rumours. None of the incidents, except that relayed by Louise, took place within the
community in which the young person lived. This could be a reflection on the communities studied
being new and so consequently less likely to have yet developed a history of such incidences or a
problem reputation (van der Burgt, 2008; Chaskin et ol.t 2013). The theory is given credence by the
fact it was only the older community (Community A) where a participant (Louise) reported an
incident within its boundaries. This is also reflected in the actual crime statistics for the area for 2012
where Community A had an average of twice as many reported incidents (n=18) when compared to
Community B (n=9) (Northamptonshire Police, 2014). Though the precise nature of these crimes is
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no, reported, it can be speculated that m,„»  were connected to antisocial beha.ioo, (as will be
debated in Section 6.5). Tbe results atso show ,b „  tear was more pre.alen, as ,  limitation in
Community A (33%) than Community B (20%) Surh inriHor.tr ,-u u
Y [U /°h buch mc|dents show how the geographies of danger
(and so fear) are not static, but subject to change (Barkpr ?n m  . ,ge (barker, 2011), particularly as a community ages.
This is an interesting finding in relation to thp pffort of r5 demon to tne effect of the newness of communities on young
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I  _  /  __ _ _ __ _ __ _ ! . • ! ? >people's mobility.
Van der Burgt (2008) discusses how the place knowledge and meaning constructed by the media is
used by the public to categorise places. This leads to certain places being deemed 'problem places'
and so the inhabitants of these places as 'problems' themselves. Gossip, defined by Smith et al. as
non-specialised information-sharing" (2010: 1449) and the media play an important role in
formulating rumours. One participant showed awareness that not all of the incidences of attempted 
abduction may be true:
u
But there is quite a few of these stories going round.
Melinda, 11, Community A
The role that media plays in geography is adultist in construct (van der Burgt, 2008), but the role of 
gossip and rumour, and how young people construct risk as a result, is very little understood in 
relation to Children's Geographies (Gustafson, 2011; van der Burgt, 2013). Valentine's (1997a) 
research has shown that parental management strategies are influenced by their knowledge of local 
incidents, but she believes that young people often have a better understanding of both incidents 
and rumours of danger, due to the frequency with which they are out in their neighbourhoods. Given 
differences between the two communities, it would be worth further exploring how much influence 
the recent construction of a community has on the development of rumours and associated fear, 
including how this intersects with variables (such as parenting style, gender, age, length of residency, 
crime rates, and victimisation) and the point at which a community becomes old enough to develop
enough rumours and a reputation to affect mobility. The role of area reputation will be discussed 
further in Section 8.3.2.
Traffic has been identified as the biggest fear of young people in research by Matthews et ol. (1999). 
This is a particular fear in urban areas (Reay and Lucey, 2000; Bartlett, 2002), but traffic was not 
identified as a fear factor in the mobility of young people living in mixed communities. This suggests 
that the suburban mixed communities have more in common with certain rural areas which are away 
from main roads (Leyshon, 2008). This distinction was highlighted by Anna discussing how different 
Community B, with its open fields, was to where she lived in Surrey on a 30 mph road. Considering
this, Community B in particular has more
in common with rural areas than urban areas, though this
did no. extend to the rural fe ,r of New Age Travellers identified b» Nairn „  |2003|.
Young people living in mixed communities identified ,  „ „ mb, r fea„  that affectad m„ bi||,y,
which reflected concerns identified in rpcparrh
earch into existing communities (Valentine, 1997a;
Matthews and Limb, 1999; Matthews et ol iqqq- ricow on™ -r-
er ° L> i y " '  ElseV' 2004; Timper.o et al., 2004; Pain, 2006). An
understanding of local rumours of incidents and danppr akn , ,
b ana aanSer also affected young people's movement in
the case study communities (Valentine 1907a) whirh * uv cuune, lyy/aj, which appeared to be connected to the newness of
the community.
6.2.2.3 Lack of friends in local area
The development of friendships, particularly local friendships, is important in helping young people
feel a part of community (Brown et al., 2008), yet little is understood of the geographies of
friendships (Bunnell et al., 2012; Smith, 2013). The overwhelming majority of questionnaire
respondents had friends within their neighbourhood (90.6%, n=115), but the neighbourhoods were
not contained units with 94.5% (n=120) of respondents having friends outside their neighbourhood.
As with Bunnell et al. (2012), school was found to be an important place of socialisation. Most young
people made friends from school (as will be discussed in Sections 6.4.2 and 8.7.3), but due to the
wide catchment areas this sometimes meant friends did not live in the same community as the 
participant, as was the case with Trudy:
Trudy: So all of [my friends], the majority of them, most of them live in [neighbouring 
village].
RR: Yeah
Trudy: If not all, huh...if we meet up, we go to town. I've got one friend who lives in 
[Community A], but she doesn't go to my school.
Trudy, 14, Community A
This had a significant effect on Trudy's mobility as she did not engage much with the local area, 
having fewer friends to meet up and visit within it.
Lack of friends in the area was not found to be determined by age, but there was a difference in 
terms of gender (see Tables 6.7 and 6.9). Boys (36% of interviewees) were more likely to lack friends 
in the area than girls (16%). Brown et ol. (2008) argued that girls in their study were more sociable 
than boys: boys expressed less interest and ability in organising their social lives (Brown et al., 2008).
No difference was found in relation to tenure and iarir nf  ^ •  
of friends in the area, with percentages of
those interviewed who expressed this as a limitino •
ng factor in their mobility being between 22-33% for
all tenures.
A clear difference was identified concerning lack friends (as impact on mobility) and
command,,. Of those interviewed. 13% of Command, A .dentified this as ,  problem compared to
33% of Community B. This is thought to be a reflertinn of n,5 oe a reriecti°n of the more recent construction of
Community B, which led to a greater likelihnnd nf n.rtirinn * . .6 Kennood of participants having moved into their house only
within the last year, often from outside the local area. This led to some young people having
difficulty in making friends, leading to more limited mobility. Steve discussed how his behaviour had
changed since he had moved because he did not know as many people, whilst Anna discussed the 
delicacy of building and navigating friendships:
Steve: I am an indoor person, I am never an outdoor person. I used to be, that was when I
lived in London.
• •
RR: Why do you think you're more of an indoor person now?
Steve: Because I don't really know many people around here. I'm not really used to the 
place. I don't like change.
new
Steve, 12, Community B
Urn, at the start I met people, different people and I didn't know fully what they were about 
because my old friends I'd known for seven years so I know what they're about, but moving 
to a new place I didn't and some people have turned from what I expected...! don't want to
hurt anyone's feelings because I'm new...
Anna, 15, Community B
Frank, who had lived in the area for seven years, discussed a similar experience on first moving into 
the area, but how this had now changed:
It was strange at first, like new place, new people to meet and to get to know but I started to, 
yeah, get used to it and everything, made new friends, still try and keep in touch with some 
of the people from down there but...sort of just drift away a bit I guess over time.
Frank, 15, Community B
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This is a particular issue for voune npnnio
V g people moving to new communities: building meaningful
relationships that will enable them to plav and nartirinato inp dy ana participate in the community, to belong. Some young
people who had lived there for less than  ^ .. . .
Y ere unsettled and their lack of friends in the area
led them to alter their identity and spatialities, through avoiding issues that would 'hurt anyone’s 
feelings' or becoming a more domestic person. They withdrew into themselves (Leyshon, 2011).
Steve expressed nostalgia for where he used to live and the friends he had there, whilst Frank noted
the effect of place and transition on the 'drift' of friendships. These findings echo those of Smith
(2013) whose research in a new village in Northamptonshire found that nostalgia and transition were
common themes in discussion of friendships, whilst participants also discussed difficulty in making
friends in the village due to the lack of things to do and the consequential effort required to maintain
friendships outside the village (Smith, 2013). Furthermore, whilst parents have been found to make a
sustained effort to build social capital upon moving to an area (Weller and Bruegel, 2009), young
people, who have little choice in the move and may dislike change, might find it harder to build 
friendships.
There is a lack of literature on young people's experience of moving to a new community, though 
some research has been done on young people moving to existing communities (Bushin and White, 
2010). There appears to be a particular link between the newness of a community, the friendships 
within it and the mobility of young people. Spatial lives are important formers of social lives, and vice 
versa (Massey, 1998; Aitken, 2001). The issues that these young people had in establishing social 
lives led to changes in their movement within space and maintenance of their identities.
Issues with building friendships upon moving were not, however, universal. Not all participants 
struggled to settle in to their new homes in Community B. Some had moved from nearby, whilst 
Roger, who had moved from London six months previously, was very quick to identify friends' houses 
and places on the map despite his recent move. His step-mum noted this with pride:
Roger's only lived here since November, he didn't know anyone...he's settled in really good.
Roger's step-mum, Community B
Chaskin et al. (2013) found that the "dynamics of forming relationships is influenced in part by 
particular aspects of young people's new neighbourhood and parental responses to them" (2013: 3). 
Physical characteristics can limit or facilitate social interaction, whilst concerns with safety may lead 
to some parents imposing greater limits or controls. This may explain to some extent why young 
people in mixed communities had varying success in forming friendships, but does not account for
other factors such as health (as will be discussed in Section ,  e» h „ .
section 6.2.2.5), bullying or personality type.
Anna had issues with her health and had a
had a protective mother. Roger was very confident and seemed
very street-wise, perhaps as a result of livino in i u r
8 London before moving to the neighbourhood, whilst
Steve, who had also moved from Londnn „ u, . . .
' ported problems with bullies which limited his
geography (as will be discussed in Section 7 3 1) and k liknK/ tn h-, • • ,
and ,s llke|y t0 have isolated him socially. This shows
the variety and variation that inevitablv pyktc amnn^fmev.taoiy exists amongst young people, even when they live in the
same area (Matthews and Tucker, 2007).
Even where young people were not recent movers (had lived there for less than a year), the number 
of friends they had was determined to some extent by personality. Some participants admitted that 
they were not very sociable, such as Beatrice, 16, Community B and Rob, 12, Community B:
Yeah. I m not very social, that's really it. I always go home, astro[turf].
Rob, 12, Community B
The choice to be sociable or otherwise was dependent on the individual. This reflects Tucker's (2003) 
research that the way in which young people make sense of and respond to their particular social 
and environmental context varies according to interests, capacities and inclinations.
Young people identified lack of friends in an area as a limiting factor on their mobility. Fewer friends
led to less movement around their community. The prevalence of lack of friends as a factor was
connected to gender and community. Lack of friends was connected to the size of the catchment
area of the school, how long the participant had been living in the area, and the personality of the
young person. New communities, therefore, have particular issues surrounding reduced mobility due 
to lack of friends.
6.2.2.4 Conflict
Another limiting factor for young people's independent movement in public space was conflict with 
other people (see Tables 6.5 to 6.9). Young people are more likely to be involved in conflict with 
other young people (Karsten and Pel, 2000; Tucker and Matthews, 2001), so it is not surprising that 
participants reported issues with bullies or other groups of young people that led to a fear of further 
conflict (discussed in Section 6.2.2.2), changing mobility and changing use of spaces (as will be 
discussed in Sections 7.3.1 and 7.3.4). Such conflict, however, was not limited to bullies of a similar 
age to participants. Conflict with adult neighbours was also reported:
And now the police want us to havp rrr\/ i_
CCTV on our house so they can actually film, whatever,
what we're saying to [our neiehhnurl anH
neighbour] and he s saying to us... He takes pictures of us when
we're walking out towards the bus.
Ruby, 11, Community B
The intimidating behaviour of Ruby's neighbour affprtoH « ry iieignDour attected her ease of movement in the area
surrounding her house, both walking down the street to the bus stop and playing on her back drive 
There was a suggestion that Ruby modified her behaviour to avoid conflict, such as by making her 
presence 'invisible' and 'keeping to herself (Cahill, 2000; Leyshon, 2011; Vanderstede, 2011). She 
frequently complained about him in interviews and in relation to what she would change in her 
neighbourhood, demonstrating that it impacted upon her enjoyment of her neighbourhood. Such 
conflict was not universally noted, however, demonstrating that young people's mobility was 
affected by different factors. No differences in conflict were observed in terms of age, tenure or 
community. Boys were more likely (36%) to raise conflict as an issue when compared to girls (11%). 
This reflects research by Pain (2006) who found that boys experience higher levels of victimisation 
than girls, despite expressing lower levels of fear in places. This demonstrates no difference between 
existing and new mixed communities when discussing young people and conflict.
6.2.2.5 Health
Four of the participants discussed poor health as a limitation on their movements (see Tables 6.5 to 
6.9), it prevented them from walking as much as they would like, sometimes even leaving their 
house. This challenges the developmental model of childhood as young people find their adolescence 
constrained by their health, with transition periods defined by their illness (Valentine and Skelton, 
2007). Anna, for example, was active in her old neighbourhood, playing sport and socialising with her 
friends, until falling ill with Myalgic Encephalopathy (ME). This then affected her mobility and 
friendships in her new neighbourhood. David, Frank and Steve all discussed various health issues 
(with Frank and Steve's reoccurring) that affected their mobility during the study:
David: And I just laid in bed and rested...I've been nowhere 
RR: Because you were still ill.
David, 12, Community B
Frank: I use it then because like it takes the pressure off my leg because like I've got a bad leg 
so it's like...
RR: OK, yeah.
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Frank: So rather than walking around, I use the bike.
Frank, 15, Community B
N o,, ju *  don-, l i f e e „  ,h „  tnuch., Old 6o ,o tb , doctor, o o ,, ,h,„k „  w „  „ s, m„ „ ,h
becaus. earlre, .h i, month, about two weak, a|o. I won, ,„e ho,pita, b e e n ,, I fel, mail, 
because the week before I fainted and my knee locked...
Steve, 12, Community B
This demonstrates how poor health can affect mobility in mixed communities. Some differences
were noted in relation to community (with those living in Community B more likely to mention it as a
limiting factor), gender (boys mentioned health issues more than girls) and tenure (more prevalent in
social housing though, again, the numbers are low). It is difficult, however, drawing conclusions with
regard to the connection these social markers had with health issues as each health problem
discussed was unique to the participant. Geographies of health have been discussed in relation to
residents of areas undergoing regeneration (Bond, 2011) and children with (dis)abilities (Pyer et at.,
2010), but no literature exists in respect of new or mixed communities. This research has found that
whilst mixed communities are intended to provide a healthier built environment (Chaskin et at, 
2013), health still remains an issue affecting young peopled mobility.
6.2.2.6 Schoolwork
Exam revision was another reported reason for participants' reduced mobility during the interviews:
...the majority of the diary is me staying home or, like, urn, I started revising 'cos I had like 11 
exams so it wasn't really filled with going out.
Anna, 15, Community B
All those who reported schoolwork as limiting their mobility were 15 years old and studying for their 
GCSEs, showing a link between age and school as a limit to freedom of movement (see Table 6.9). 
This is connected with the time the interviews took place (summer 2012). Children's use of public 
space for play has been described as "wedged between homework and suppertime" (Moore, 1986: 
18) and previous studies have also touched on the influence of homework on play time due to 
consequent temporal constraints (Veitch et ol., 2007). The effect school has on mobility is the same 
for mixed communities as for existing communities.
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6.2.2.7 Affordability
Affordability as an effect on mobHity was only mentioned by two participants (see Table 6.5). There 
was no clear hnk between affordability and age, community or gender (even though both 
participants who mentioned this as an issue in interviews were girls, the number is low,. One 
participant lived in private housing (Ruby) and the other lived in social (Hannah); because the 
number of interviewees from social housing is low this results in a strong link between tenure and 
the likelihood of affordability being an issue (33% when compared to 4% for private and 0% for
rented). In both cases, the issue of affordability related to the price of buses. The link between
affordability and tenure was stronger in the questionnaire, however, where only those living in
privately owned homes travelled by bus. Social housing occupants appeared to lack mobility as their 
questionnaires did not mention they liked the local town or other town.
Ruby s situation shows that affordability may not solely be connected to tenure. Ruby's mum and
step-dad both held administrative jobs, which may have affected how much pocket money Ruby
received. That is not to say there was not a clear link between housing tenure and parental jobs.
Table 6.10 shows that the majority of those whose parents had managerial jobs lived in owner
occupied housing (84.4%, n=27), though it was more likely that those in owner occupied housing had
parents in administrative jobs (53% of those who lived in owner occupied housing, n=78). All those
who lived in social or rented housing had parents in routine or administrative jobs. Classifications for
jobs were taken from The National Statistics Socio-economic Classification (ONS, undated). The link
between lower paid employment (administrative and routine) and housing tenure is not surprising
given the role that social housing and private renting plays in the market, providing homes to those
who cannot afford to own their own house. Affordability and tenure, however, are not always so 
clearly linked.
Table 6.10 Parental job compared to housing ownership for questionnaire participants
Housing ownership
Parent Job No answer Private Rented Social Don't know
No answer 1 (8.3%) 9 (75.0%) 1 (8.3%) 0 (0%) 1 (8.3%)
Don't know 0 (0%) 1 (50%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (50.0%)
Managerial 0 (0%) 27 (84.4%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 5 (15.6%)
Administrative 1 (1.5%) 48 (78.7%) 2 (3.3%) 2 (3.3%) 8 (13.1%)
Routine 0 (0%) 6 (30.0%) 5 (25.0%) 5 (25.0%) 4 (20.0%)
Percentage Colour Indicator
0-24%
25-49%
50-74%
75-100%
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6.3 Activities
This section will consider the evervdav artivitipc ^  ^
eryaay activities of the young people in the study, both organised
and informal. Organised activities arp takpn to
are taken to mean participation in a club or group run by an
organisation person, Roberts and Parse,I (,994) define these as •.d„l, led’ activities. H orn ,,I 
activities were those tha, participants under,„„k independent,, or with friends on ,  ca.ua, basis „
will begin b , focusing on organised activities. Some differences were identified in relation to 
participation rates in terms of gender and location.
6.3.1 Organised activities
Much has been made of the increasing institutionalisation of children to protect them (Valentine,
1997a; Jackson and Scott, 2000; Rasmussen and Smidt, 2003). The two mixed communities did not,
however, exhibit signs of the segregation and chaperoning of children away from harm. The
questionnaire showed organised activities were not common, with less than a fifth (18%, n=23)
saying they spent most of their free time in this way. It was, however, common for interview
participants to be involved in organised activities, with two thirds of the sample involved in one or
more activity, as shown in Figure 6.3. The difference between questionnaire and interview data is
perhaps a reflection of the methods of recruiting participants for the intensive stage of the research,
where all but four participants from Community A were found through the researcher’s work in the 
youth club.
Organised activities included youth dub, Scouts, football, dance and drama groups. As stated, all but 
four of the fifteen interview participants from Community A attended the local youth club (see Figure 
6.4). No interviewees from Community B attended a youth club; there was not one in the 
community, only in the town to which they were attached. The questionnaire results reveal that 
Community A had greater participation in organised activities than Community B; nearly a quarter of 
respondents from Community A were involved in an organised activity compared to a tenth from 
Community B. This is thought to be due to personal preference, access to facilities, parental 
management practices and material resources.
More than one
F.gure 6.3 Number of organised activities undertaken by interview participants
Community A had more facilities for organised activities, such as the community centre for the youth
club, football pitches for a youth team, and a sports pavilion for Scouts. The only facility in
Community B was a leisure centre, which had only just opened at the time of the research. Previous
studies have found that it is more common for young people growing up in suburbs to be
encouraged by their parents to undertake organised activities (Percy-Smith and Matthews, 2001),
but the lack of youth-focused activities and participation shows a greater similarity to research in
rural communities (Tucker, 2003; Giddings and Yarwood, 2005; Matthews and Tucker, 2007; Weller, 
2007b).
Material resources have been found to play a part in participation of organised activities (O'Brien et
oi, 2000; Brown, 2013). Middle class children have been found to lead more structured lives with
much greater participation in enrichment activities (O'Brien et al., 2000; Weller and Bruegel, 2009;
Holloway and Pimlott-Wilson, 2014). The questionnaire showed that the higher skilled the job of the
parent (and so the greater the income), the more likely the participant was to be involved in an
organised activity. The greater involvement of young people in Community A in organised activities is
thought to be connected to the higher number of respondents in this community whose parents held
a managerial position (nearly a third, compared to under a sixth for Community B). Reflecting existing
research, material resources thus appeared to influence participation in organised activities when 
living in a mixed community.
Figure 6.4 Youth Club in community centre in Community A (Source: Trudy)
There was, however, no link between housing tenure and involvement in organised activities. The 
questionnaire and interview analysis show that those living in owner occupied housing were just as 
likely to be involved in an organised activity as someone living in social housing. Given existing 
literature surrounding greater participation of middle class children in structured activities (O'Brien 
et at., 2000; Weller and Bruegel, 2009; Holloway and Pimlott-Wilson, 2014), this furthers the 
argument that tenure is a weak proxy for income and class (Fordham and Cole, 2009; Livingston et 
at., 2013). The connection between parental job and affordability discussed in Section 6.2.27 
suggests that parental job is a better indicator of class and income than tenure.
In terms of gender, girls were slightly more likely than boys to be involved in organised activities 
(20.7%, n=12, compared to 14.7%, n=10). In interviews this difference was starker: over three 
quarters of girls and under half of boys were involved in organised activities. Given that parents have 
been shown to express greater fear for girls' safety than that of boys (Matthews, 1986; Valentine, 
1997a; Matthews and Limb, 1999; Brown et al., 2008), it is not surprising that girls were more likely 
to report involvement in an organised activity as a means to provide protection. O'Brien et al. (2000) 
found that the segregation and chaperoning of children ensures a cultural reproduction of middle 
class, gendered lifestyles and identities. Ruby mentioned the highest level of involvement with 
organised activities, which was clearly linked to her mother's volunteering activities with the Scouts 
and Cubs. As with O'Brien et al. (2000), Ruby's life and activities perhaps reflected what she
considered to be a proper and appropriate it  t .
.. .... V lfe for her chlld> Particularly as she reporteddisliking rprtain arti\/itioc -------  _ . Mdisliking certain activities with the younger Cubs
Roberts and Parsell (1994) found that an in__
) that an mcrease m age led to a shift away from adult-led to more
peer-centred leisure activities Neithpr thQ
tes. Neither the questionnaire nor the interview data showed a link
between age and involvement in an organised artivitw
ganised activity, the younger and older of the cohort were just
as likely to be involved in adult-led activities.
The difference between the participation results from the intensive and extensive research stage 
and lack of pattern in the data connected to age and tenure, show how complicated the relationship 
between identified variables and participation is. This is thought to be connected to the role of 
personal preference of the young person to get involved in an activity (Brown et a!., 2008). The 
research clearly showed that many participants enjoyed spending their free time at home and there 
was evidence that parents planned out informal activities for them (as will be discussed in Section 
6.3.2). O'Brien et at. (2000) have argued that "cocooned movement through the city, alongside high 
levels of attachment to home, is but one range of adaptations particular parents and children make 
to getting by in a more insecure social world" (2000: 271). They contend that children's choices and 
actions are constrained by their 'family habitus' and material resources (Bourdieu, 1990; O'Brien et
° L‘ 2000)' 11 could be that the material resources and 'family habitus’ of participants in mixed 
communities meant that the home environment was a more suitable means to provide protection
(and entertainment) when compared to organised activities. Participation in organised activities was
not connected to the newness or the mixed nature of the communities. The findings reflect existing
data that personal preference, a lack of facilities, material resources and parental practices affect 
participation.
6.3.2 Informal activities
Questionnaires, diaries and interviews revealed a huge range of interests pursued by participants 
outside of organised activities. Figure 6.5 lists the informal activities mentioned in interviews. It 
shows that visiting supermarkets was the most popular activity, followed by walking, technology 
(computer games, mobile phones, and use of laptops and tablets) and use of parks. Other interests 
listed by questionnaire respondents included photography, gardening, cooking, work and playing 
with pets. The most popular free time activity revealed in the questionnaires was watching TV, 
closely followed by listening to music. Nearly two thirds of respondents undertook these activities. 
None of these activities are unique to new or mixed communities (Karsten and Pel, 2000; Karsten, 
2003; Leyshon, 2008). In terms of interviews, there was no pattern with regard to the number of
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activities participants undertook and their aee pp„h„  ,
. . . . . .  8 ' gender- location or tenure. Some differences were
observed in relation to types of activitipc ..nHn * .
t,6S Undertaken and these factors, however, as will be discussed
below.
M ,„y participants C o se  spend fte , , ime with ,heir fami|> or ,heir _  „
PV interviews, centeras and diaries, Tdere was „„ difference in terms C age , ge„der, i.cadon
or tenure in this regard. Nearly two thirds (64% n -s i \ „f „
imros (b4/0, n-81) of questionnaire respondents said they spent
most of their free time at home with thp mnct *
p pular free time activity being watching TV (65%
na83). Other domestic activities ,h „  were poptriar incioded osi„8 the interne, ,57*. „=77, and
Playing computer games ,47*. „=«,). The most popnia, piece he alone was home ,70*. „=88| 
Young people interviewed reflected on how much they enjoyed home:
I feel comfortable in my own home. I feel like I can just stay at home...
Caitlin, 16, Community B
I mean, I am at home, I don't really go outside really...
Neil, 14, Community A
This appreciation of home is reflected in the returned cameras, where two thirds included photos of 
inside the participant's home (see Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7).
Whilst Sibley (1995) has suggested that domestic environments are spaces of conflict, this was 
certainly not true for most participants. Instead, what Matthews et al. (2000a) refer to as the "lure of 
the home environment" (2000a: 64) is present in mixed communities. As with Hallden (2003), home 
was, for some, a place of safety and retreat. The popularity of technology, including mobile phones, 
tablets, laptops and games consoles, reflects the centrality of technology to modern society 
(Valentine et al., 2002) and demonstrates how the material wealth of many of the participants 
enriched the home and shaped it as a space of comfort, not entrapment (O'Brien etal., 2000).

Figure 6.6 Ruby's TV in her bedroom (Source: Ruby)
Figure 6.7 Trudy's bedroom (Source: Trudy)
The most popular, weekly, if not daily, reported informal activity from the interviews was going to
the local supermarket. It was a regular activity that young people did with their friends and often 
included 'hanging out' the front:
RR: So you go to [the supermarket] then?
Roger: Yeah.
Step-mum: All the time.
Roger, 14, Community B
We went out to [supermarket] and we bought some stuff and hanged out there.
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Steve, 12, Community B
This demonstrates the important function the Inr.i < ' ' V
„ ,, t function the local supermarket had as a place to meet and be with
nen S. „ ,ke A, young pnople from C o n ™ „„ ,„  B reported no iss„ , s with the„
socialising „  sopermarte,. As with v„ „ „ e people in rur„  yppng
in .he commooifies complained .here were „ w ,aC„lties specific,,,, fp, v„„„g p, „ ple
  00  Tucker, 20031, bo, ,oung people showed .he,usei.es ,o be inventive users of space and
saw opportunity for activities in public space that adnitc h ih  „ u
h p ce tnat adults did not (Matthews et  1998a; Leyshon
2008; Travlou ef  2008).
young people frequent,, complained about there being 'nothing ,o do' „  wi,l become apparent in
discussions within the subsec.iohs of Section 7.3. The lack of things to do was also reflected in the 
popularity of walking around the area as an activity:
.most of the time we just walk around a bit because there's not very much places to go.
Patti, 13, Community A
If I'm going outside in [local town] we just walk around, go down [country park], see the
horses and then maybe this time go leisure centre, there's not really a lot to do...They're 
really like the main places.
Alice, 15, Community B
The importance of walking to young people is not a unique finding with regard to new or mixed 
communities (Brown ef  2008; Leyshon, 2011), though Horton ef  note "that this kind of 
everyday, circuitous walking activity has largely been overlooked in studies of children's independent 
mobility" (2014: 17). Leyshon (2011) found in his rural study that young people used walking as a 
form of identity creation and empowerment, subverting adult control. Young people in this study did 
not make reference to identity creation, but it appears that, like in the work of Skelton (2000) and 
Matthews (2003), they undertook such an activity because there was ‘nothing to do' and nowhere to 
go. It was a more active form of hanging out, a way of seeing friends in the absence of private space 
of their own (Childress, 2004; Dines ef  2006). As with Horton ef  (2014), the absence of 
to play or hang out meant they were walking for walking's sake, as a form of entertainment. Smith 
(2013) found in her research into a new community in Northamptonshire that the lack of facilities for 
young people meant her participants (and her as a researcher) had to be out and about to meet 
other young people. New communities, therefore, appear to lack facilities that cater for 
people leading them to seek out their own fun, much as some rural young people in Leyshon's (2011) 
study walked for pleasure. This type of 'walking as an activity' has not been reported in urban areas,
spaces
young
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perhaps as a result of the greater safety fears rnn™™ *
m > i n  mg stranSer danger (Reay and Lucey, 2000;
Nairn t  2003). It may be worth pursuing research in w aif
a,b ,„ ^  ‘  research — "S “    pr»c«ce b» ,o„„g people In
When ftiscusffng the practice of walking in ,„tetv„ws, ,  ge„de, was (eve„ ed: 0Ber
the girls reported ,t as ,n  act,,,,, compared to less than a fifth of the bo,s. This is though, to be
linked to the different „ a ,s  in which gifts , „ d bo,s socialise, as Brown et of oun  w„„ regard to
differences in girls and boys' independent mobility it k "tha  ^ f £
 s the outcome of different interests and
modes of behaviour, and a reflection of
erent ways of conducting a social life" (2008- 392) 
Existing research has found that boys are more physically actiye than girls (Matthews et  1999-
Giddings and Yarwood, 2005; Woolley, 2006). Boys showed more actiye participation with friends in
recreational sport and games in the questionnaire and interviews, which some girls, particularly as
they got older, did not. Boys were more likely to do sport (57%, n=39 when compared to 31%, n=18
for girls), and cycle (as discussed), and more likely to mention regularly going to outdoor places (53%
n=36 as compared to 43%, n=25 for girls). Informal activities for girls were centred on less energetic
activities such as shopping and seeing friends in their houses. Girls were more likely to spend their
free time in friends' houses (59%, n=34 compared to 34%, n=23 for boys) and with family (47%, n=27,
31%, n=21 for boys). Greater walking by girls may be an extension of this preference for less 
energetic socialisation, whilst providing a focus and variety when seeing friends. Whilst the more 
energetic leisure activities by young people in mixed communities generally reflect those of young 
people in existing communities, given the limited research on walking as an activity (Horton t  
2014), it may be worth pursuing gender differences in this practice in more detail.
Some differences in informal activity and location were uncovered. In Community B, questionnaire 
respondents reported much more interest in being active. They were more likely to spend their free 
time doing sport (60.9%, n=28; compared to 37%, n=30 for Community A) and outdoors (65.2%, n=30 
compared to 51.9%, n= 42). This is likely a reflection of the sports facilities (see Figure 6.8) located 
within the community, as well as the greater distance to the cinema, bowling alley and local shopping 
centre when compared to Community A. The greater involvement of Community B in sport rather 
than organised activities reflects Lee and Abbott's (2009) research in rural areas showing more 
involvement in recreational physical activity rather than organised activity. A similar finding was 
discussed by Leyshon (2008) who found rural youths constructed the countryside as a place to 
pursue outdoor sports. This again shows that young people in the mixed communities studied have 
more in common with those from rural areas than those in urban areas.
)
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Figure 6.8 Football pitch in Community B (source: Caitlin)
As with organised activities, there was a difference between the case study areas when it came to
activities with an attached cost. More respondents in Community A lived in houses owned by their
parent or guardian, and their parent or guardian was more likely to have a skilled job. As such,
respondents were more likely to be involved in activities with an attached cost, such as the Internet
music, restaurants, bowling, the cinema and shopping. The difference in take up rates of the latter
two activities may, in part, be connected to the shorter distance (by bus) from Community A to the
cinema and shopping centre when compared to Community B, because distance has been shown to
have an impact on young people's geographies in mixed communities. Interviewees from Community
A were also more frequent visitors to the supermarket (nearly all the sample of Community A
compared to just over half the sample of B). During the researcher's attendance at the youth club in
Community A, every session involved at least one trip to the local supermarket, as field notes from
November and December 2011 show:
Every club (despite tuckshop) includes a trip to the supermarket (wonder about disposable
income of children because of this)
Again, this demonstrates the socio-economic differences between the two communities and the role
of affordance in determining activities (more of which will be discussed in Section 6.3.3.3).
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Activities undertaken were also influenced tn ___
6 extent by age. Cinema attendance was clearly 
connected to age, as shown in Figure 6 9 Thk y
fh  . f * 6.9. Th,s ,s supported by Melinda's discussion in Section 6.2.2 1
S,mme *he pro“ ”  » ' to io . .  the d„em, i„depe„de„,,v.
nf th h ® Str° ngly C° nnected t0 ^  when mentioned in interviews.
Of those who said they played out, around 80% were 11-12 voar nldc u-,   t u
e e i i  12 year olds, whilst of those who said they
hung out, 70% were 14-16 year olds Plavinp nut c- i .
V 8 1 seen as a childish activity (as will be discussed in
41 a" d “  >" »  they age Th, differehcea „ e  like,, a
reflection o, the adoption o, more .dolt roles as young pe„p„ «  ,k „ 0, 2009|, as we|| as cha„gi„g
interests that happen over time (Smith, 2013).
Giddings and Yarwood (2005) have explored how young people can be excluded from communities 
on the basis of age (amongst other things). This study found that age limits on community facilities 
restricted young people's use of them and privatised what could be regarded as public space away 
from their use (Jackson, 1995; Matthews t  1999). The new leisure facility (discussed in Section 
7.3.1), built as part of the development of Community B, was restricted to over 14 years only, unless 
accompanied by an adult. This demonstrates the lack of age-appropriate facilities for young people in
the communities and how activity use by age is no different for new mixed communities when 
compared to existing literature.
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Research has previously found that eirk L
V ‘ ^ g 'r is a n d  boys have different desires and expectations from their 
environment (Matthews, 1986; Karsten r ,
. , . . f , f „ ' 2° 03' Br° Wn et 0  20°8). Brown et  (2008) found that
, h ,  . dS h0USeS 0r g0 t0 sh°ps with friends. Gender differences were
. . . .  . terv,ews' g |rls were more likely to mention shopping
with friends as an activity and the questionnairequestionnaire showed girls were also more likely to regularly go to 
the nearest town as a consequence (35% n-?n ™  ,
k ‘ n' 2°  C° mpared t0 12%- "=8 for boys). Boys mentioned
shopping w,th family in interviews and expressed distaste for the activity:
I don’t really like shopping...shopping doesn't really interest me.
Frank, 15, Community B
This was no, „ue o, all participants, howewar, as Nail in Common,,, A .eportad a n t in g  going
shopping alona. The lack of shops in both common!,ie,  was raised as issue b , man, girls (and also
by Neil):
...bit boring as it didn't have any shops or anything.
Isabel, 11, Community B
...but there aren't any shops or anything, which is quite a let-down.
Alice, 15, Community B
I don't know, [I want] more activities to do, the shops here aren't very good.
Susie, 13, Community B
Again, this demonstrates the lack of facilities (for young people) in the area and how mixed 
communities show similarities to existing research in rural areas and gender difference in shopping 
as an activity choice, though these are not universally true (as in the case of Neil).
The following section will discuss three factors repeatedly identified by some participants as 
determinants of their informal activities: parental control, family or friend activities and affordability.
6.3.3 Limitations on informal activities
6.3.3.1 Parental controls
As has been shown in existing research (and in relation to the discussion of mobility in Section 
6.2.2.1), parenting strategies had a strong influence on informal activities. Katie could not leave the
house without giving her mum an Pxart
,  .  destination (discussed in Section 6.2.2 1) whilst Anna
reported that her mum would not allow her m „ '
pla„  be: ,0 WSlk ar° ” d sh, a pacific
(My Mum] doesn't like the fact of me
walking round with nothing to do, because it makes
yo„ l„ .k ife  you h „ ,  „„tWne t0 d0 She does„ ,  want me doine ,t un|ess (know what
doing and where I'm going.
Anna, 15, Community B
Thus parents' negative perception of young people walking the streets reinforces the argument 
based on Sibley (1995) that young people are a polluting presence on the street and that young 
people's conflict with adults over their use of public space for (private) social activities causes 
(unintentional) conflict (Valentine, 2004). It also reflects the findings of O'Brien et  (2000)
regarding parents culturally reproducing values through what they consider appropriate behaviour
for their children and what they consequently allow them to do. Mixed communities thus reflect
existing communities in terms of parental management strategies and cultural production of (class)
values, despite the desire to create more mix (Neal and Vincent, 2013). More will be discussed on 
this issue in Section 7.3.4 concerning young people on the street.
6.33.2 Family activities versus activities with friends
In this research, there was evidence from diaries that some young people were very much involved in 
family activities and had their free time planned and determined by their parent or guardian and 
older siblings (Valentine 1997a; O'Brien t  2000). Young people from many privately owned 
homes were much more mobile with their families, discussing holidays, long-distance trips, and 
meals out at pubs and restaurants with greater frequency. This reflects existing research in relation 
to the greater mobility of owner occupiers and the middle class (Casey t  2007; Matthews and 
Tucker, 2007). This was not reflective of all occupants of private housing, however, because parental 
income also determined participation in such activities. The most notable difference between 
activities with friends and those with families was distances travelled (with family activities taking 
place further away and accessed by car) and cost (most friend activities were low to no cost).
6.3.3.3 Affordability
A key issue was the affordability of activities. As Freeman (20im h ,c    ,  .. ,, . . . . .  r (2010) has noted, there is an attached cost
h h f k 8 8 "  R° b' Wh°  W3S 3 member ° f a local football team, complained
about the cost of the one facility in the area that interested him:
...there's a football pitch [at the leisure centre], but you have to pay to get on it.
Rob, 12, Community B
This is in keeping with findings by Weller (?nn7h\s y wener UU07b) that teenagers become frustrated with the lack of
affordable facilities in the area. Whilst the cinema was not an overwhelmingly popular activity, with
only 40% (n=51) of questionnaire respondents saying they used their free time to do this, not a single 
resident of social housing reported going to the cinema and only 10% (n=2) of those with parents in
lower earning, routine jobs went to the cinema. Issues of affordability were also noticeable in
relation to spending free time on the Internet: a third of respondents whose parents did routine jobs
spent their free time on the Internet compared to about two thirds of those in administrative or 
managerial jobs.
The range of activities discussed, and the differences identified in these, shows that participants
range from having fairly domestic lives to more active ones. Organised sport was more commonly
mentioned in Community B, with the youth club popular with interviewees in Community A. No
connection was made between organised activities and the new or mixed nature of the two
communities, and the influencing factors identified were in keeping with research in existing
communities. Informal activities were varied, with visiting the supermarket, walking and use of
technology being popular pastimes. The results reflected existing research and no link was made to 
the mixed or new nature of the communities.
Everyday interactions
This section will consider the everyday interactions of young people, explored through interviews, 
diaries and, to a limited extent, questionnaire responses. Young people interviewed generally spoke 
to members of their family on a daily basis and school friends every working day during term time 
and more sporadically during the school holidays. Whilst most friendships were local, long distance 
friendships were reported by some participants, particularly recent movers. Relationships with 
neighbours were very diverse, with some participants going on trips with their neighbours and having
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barbecues together, whilst others repnrtpH „„
reported on-gomg tension or conflict. Online communication was
also an important part of voune npnnip'c h
. , . y°ung people s building and maintenance of friendships. There was no
pattern in relation to the data and participants' ,
. . . . .  8 r- enure, age and location; variations in
relationships simply reflected diversity of personalia m ,
V or personality, in terms of the role of mix in the communities,
some inter-tenure friendships were present hut thirpresent, but this wa, universal. The,e wa! ||so som<_ |jnk ^
the newness of the comntunit, anti relations with fan,,,,. fri, nds a„d neighbours
6.4.1 Family
I, ,s no, surprising, given the age o, the participants an„ their living arrangements, their 'forced
habitation' (Giddmgs and VarwooO, 2005), that the d.aries showed participants spoke to their familg
on a bail, basis. In the puestionnaire, however, onl, 39* (n=49) said ,he» spent the majorit, of their 
free time with their family.
Family arrangements were complex, reflecting modern society (Valentine, 1997a). No data was
collected on marital status of parents in the questionnaire, but the majority of interview participants 
lived in two parent/guardian households (71%) as Figure 6.10 shows.
Single parents were more likely to live in social or rented accommodation (75%, n=3), perhaps a 
reflection of a recent separation (though information was not collected on such issues given their
sensitive nature and the focus of the resnarrh .
..„ P Ject*’ Thls has been given as a benefit of the
different ownership opportunities of mixed communities- the ran - •
. , 1 ' the ranSe m tenure allows families to stay
together even after relationship breakdown (Allen et al 20051 Nnn ,
... . .. ,.  „  v 2005)- Nonetheless, parental marital status
did inevitably affect young people's geoeranhi^c
P e s geographies, with some participants including both their dad's
and mum s houses on their maps during the interview stage. This had implications for everyday
communication, as Ruby discussed when asked about whether she missed where she used to live 
prior to moving to Community B:
Ruby: Yeah, ‘cos I used to see my Dad a lot. And he used to live down the road from us. But 
now it's like half an hour, forty-five minute drive to see him.
RR: And how often do you see him?
Ruby: Not much, because it's a long drive and he's, and I've also got projects and things.
Ruby, 11, Community B
Isabel mentioned the difficulty of accessing her dad's house in relation to moving to a new home
with her mum and her mum's partner:
And my Dad's house. I wish that . his house was closer to our house because then that would
be a lot easier to go down the road.
Isabel, 11, Community B
Whilst divorce, separation and separate households are not unique situations to mixed communities 
(being part of what Stacey (1990: 269) terms the "postmodern family"), it demonstrates the 
importance of contact with both parents to young people following the breakdown of a relationship. 
It also highlights the problems surrounding access to both parents' houses when young people rely 
on walking and parents do not live close to each other. The tenure options of mixed communities 
have the potential to assist with keeping children close to both parents (Allen et al., 2005), though 
the results of this research do not bear this out and show separated parents moving into rented 
accommodation in the communities even when it was not near the old family home.
Living with both parents did not, however, necessarily mean that participants spoke to their parents 
on a daily basis. Steve explained how his relationship with his parents worked:
Well, some of the days I don't really speak to my Mum and Dad, but this day I did speak to my
Mum and Dad.
Steve, 12, Community B
Steve had a room at the top of a threp ctnrQ. u
three-storey house and liked to play on his games console i
 ^ *  ............... tUMOUIC III lllbroom, coming at the expense of HaiK/
. . unication with his parents. Other participants did not
,ppe.r ,o w„h spe.l, to their ,am„y on ,  dai„  basjs ^  K
y.un8 people in dti«d tom tnttnife did not u„ iversa, ^  ^  ^
differences were observed fernrs of .enure, local!,, .  gender or ag., suggesting ,b „  a„,ra,ions in
communication were down ,o famil, practices and ,be persona,,,, participants, TO. , ar i . „  o,
relationships and e.eryda, communication with family b , young people in ml<ed communities
reflects existing literature (Valentine, 1997a; Matthews and fimb, 1999; Obrien e, of, 2000; TucKer 
2003) and shows the complexity of 21st century family life.
6.4.2 Friends
The development of friendships has been shown to be important for young people to feel part of the
community (O'Brien ef al., 2000). Information on communication with friends was not specifically
collected in the questionnaire, beyond a question on whether the respondents spent most of their
free time at friends' houses (nearly half, 46%, n=58, said they did). Diaries revealed differing numbers
of friends and differing levels of communication. Often, in the school holidays, friends were not seen
or spoken to on a daily basis. Some reported lots of different friends who they met or talked to
regularly, while others reported one or two close friends. This was reflected in maps, where
participants were asked to mark on the houses of their friends. One participant marked nine homes
of friends whilst one marked none (see Figure 6.11). Whilst boys were generally more likely to mark
fewer friends' houses in the local area, there were no differences in terms of number of homes 
marked and tenure, locality or age.
As discussed in Section 6.2.2.3, friends were generally made at school, showing the importance of 
school to community (Camina and Wood, 2009; Joseph and Feldman, 2009; Bunnell et al., 2012). The 
importance of facilities to the development of community will be debated further in Section 8.7.3. 
There was evidence that if friends were not made at school, they were made through pursuit of 
activities in the local area. Bradford did not go to the local school and made his friends through 
skateboarding in the neighbourhood:
Bradford: Anyway, yeah, I just met 'em once by skating really. 
RR: And do they go the same school as you or no?
Bradford: No.
Bradford, 13, Community A
This demonstrates the importance of activities and outdoor
presence for forming friendships (Jupp,
1999). This has previously been found nartir,,i=,ri ■
h | . f K | #  ond part,cu|ar|y lmportant for boys who develop local networks
through playing football (Brown et a!., 2008).
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Number of Friends’ Houses Marked on Map
Figure 6.11 Number of friends' houses marked on maps during interviews (street interview participants were given the 
option of not providing this information)
The reliance of young people on walking meant that the friends they most regularly saw were the
ones who lived closest to their house. This was raised frequently in interviews and reflected in the 
location of friends' houses on the maps:
RR: And do you go round their houses?
Mark: Yeah, sometimes. The one I go round is quite near, here.
RR: And do you kind of go round there most because they're near? 
Mark: Yeah, I live closest to them.
Mark, 15, Community A
[I spend most of my free time with] Lucy, because she's the one who lives on [Community
Isabel, 11, Community B
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Once again, this demonstrates the importance of the local m
th ocal t0 V°ur|g People, be they from new 
communities or existing communities (Valentine iqq7;l t  ,
' 1997a' Tucker and Matthews, 2001; Chawla and 
Malone, 2003; Weller, 2007b; Levshon ?nrn  n„r.
, V 2011)- Unhke extant research, however, the local was also
found to be important to girls (O'Brien et at., 2000; Brown et at., 2008).
Friends who did not live in the local arpa anH . ,
area and did not go to the same school became difficult to stay in
touch with:
...it's sort of hard to keep in contact with him for that, not just 'cos he lives really far, well 
'cos he goes to a different school, but 'cos he lives really far away, it's harder to get to.
Neil, 14, Community A
As noted in existing literature (Raco, 2007b; Joseph and Feldman, 2009; Bunnell et at., 2012),
community facilities such as schools were important in bringing young people together and
maintaining friendships, particularly as young people's dependence on walking made reaching 
friends who lived outside of a two mile radius difficult.
The questionnaire showed that 95% (n=120) of respondents had friends outside of their
neighbourhood, demonstrating that friendships are no longer simply place-based, even if the
majority are formed within material spaces such as schools (Smith, 1996; Camina and Wood, 2009;
Bunnell et at., 2012). Future research may wish to explore the role of place in the making,
maintenance and dissolution of young people's friendships, particularly as local friendships were only
part of the geography of friendship in mixed communities, as in existing communities (Bunnell et at., 
2012; Smith, 2013).
As discussed in Section 6.2.2.3, some young people reported few friends in the local area because
friends they had made at school lived outside of the community (as was the case with Trudy) or
because they had just moved, as with Anna and Steve. Others, as shown in Table 6.5, simply said they
were not sociable. For Steve, local friendships were slow in forming and he spent more time talking
to his old friends from London. Steve's experiences demonstrate how friendships and networks can
be maintained at a distance, particularly through online social media and mobile phones (Ellison et
al.t 2007; Ansell, 2009; Camina and Wood, 2009; Bunnell et ai, 2012; Leyshon et oi, 2013). It also
shows how friends (even at a distance) may help with transitions in young people's lives (Weller, 
2007a).
In the last decade or more, research hac hon
. . h3S b6gUn t0 e*Plore y°ung people's relationship with
f . , nn,. , h , ol°gy and the roie ,t plays in social inclusion/exclusion (Valentine
. u „ , nn,  S and fnendsh'P  ^ of young people themselves (Valentine
and Holloway, 2002; Holloway and Valentine Pnm -nii. „ ,entme, 2003, Ell,son et al., 2007). Online friendships were only
discussed briefly in interviews Stpvp • *
WS. Steve, who had just moved to the area and was having problems
adjusting, spoke of his Xbox 'dan' which seemed a cn„ r r
seemed a source of comfort to him as he adjusted to his
new home:
I'm actually in a clan online, like a clan thing...my clan says it's got about 200 members in it; 
nooo, I've only seen about 20...I play with strangers and people I know.
Steve, 12, Community B
Other participants mentioned using Facebook to talk to existing friends online, or make new 
friendships with people they had seen in their area:
Urn, someone added me on Facebook, [boy's name] and I didn't, I haven't really seen him
round, but he inboxed me on Facebook, sent me a request, so I accepted it and then he, the 
same day, he started talking to me and I was like ok.
Anna, 15, Community B
Online friendships appeared to provide a source of comfort to Steve who had just moved to the 
as well as a way of starting new friendships for Anna. It could be argued that technology
area,
as a means
to build and maintain friendships is more important for some young residents of new communities
when compared to existing communities as recent movers adjust to their new geographies and try to 
continue established links in their old neighbourhood.
With regard to the mixed nature of the communities and friendships, some friendships crossed the 
tenure boundary. David (social) and Steve (private) in Community B reported playing out with each 
other whilst Sarah and Amelia (both private) were friends with Emily (rented) and Katie (social) in 
Community A. All these friendships were formed through school. This is in contrast to findings by 
Sutton (2009) that British children in low income families are socially and spatially excluded at school 
and in their wider communities. Living within a mixed community may, therefore, be beneficial in 
developing friendships between socio-economic classes through their blending in the material spaces 
of the neighbourhood and local school (Wyn and White, 1997), though the discussion in Section 8.6.1 
of young people's sometimes opposing views of social housing demonstrates that these inter-tenure 
friendships are not universal.
6.4.3 Neighbours
Relationships with neighbours were mixed in thQ .
h . . f miXed ,n the Case studV areas. The questionnaire showed t
u . t with the'r next-door neighbours on a daily or wee
basis (66%, n-84); but a total of 12% (n=is) no  
(n 15) had never spoken to their next-door neighbor
Research has shown that the most common way for people to get to know their neighbours is liv 
next-door to th e . (topp. 1M9) and , his was show„ resemh ^  pf ^
ondertool m-depth interviews stating the, were close to their neighbours (n - ll) :
Oh, I have a really good relationship with my neighbours...
Emily, 12, Community A
Yeah, we're very close, 'cos, er, we do a lot of things, for example, when my Dad was 50 we
all went down the pub.
Mike, 15, Community A
Gemma even reported that her relationship with her neighbours in Community B was better than it
had been in her previous home:
...at my old house we didn't really know the neighbours that much, but where I live 
knew them all within a couple of weeks.
now we
Gemma, 14, Community B
Participants' diaries from both communities showed them meeting their neighbours outside of the 
area to picnic or play, whilst others shared birthday parties and barbecues.
The experience of good neighbours was not universal. Five participants reported very poor relations
with neighbours (23%). Alongside Ruby's on-going (and seemingly unprovoked) conflict with her
neighbour, discussed in Section 6.2.2.4, Sarah also reported a very negative relationship with some of 
her neighbours:
Sarah: Am I the only one who has really bad neighbours? 
Emily: Yeah.
Sarah: 'Cos mine called me a B-l-T-C-H.
Sarah and Emily, 12, Community A
The root of negative relations with neiehhniirc
. , f t . h 8 b° UrS WaS d'SCUSSed in interviews; in all cases parents
had fallen out with neighbours with iours, w„h pepp,e ,he„ e„,an8|ed ,n the d.spuie Th.s
sometimes» direct result of on incident involvine ,he „ eighbours anP a youn|, ^
My Mum and Dad hate them becausp nnrp l  *
y ept zooming down when we were crossing
They just zoomed down, heading for us so we had to run past the road.
David, 12, Community B
Umm, oh yeah, for my birthday, I, I was in one of those plastic, battery-powered, plastic car
thmgs and I was going down my road and my neighbour reversed out, didn't see me and
crashed into me...my Dad's parents started having a go, before that we used to be quite 
close. Like, invite them round for my birthday or something.
Neil, 14, Community A
Relations had also soured for planning reasons:
Well, they had an extension that we didn't like but then, and then they always have parties in
there.
Amelia, 12, Community A
Reflecting research showing young people's sense of exclusion in existing communities (Matthews
and Limb, 1999; Chawla and Malone, 2003; Nairn et at., 2003), four (18%) in-depth interview 
participants specifically said they did not know their neighbours:
There's people in [Community B] who don't really know anyone, like I don't really know my
neighbours.
Amy, 17 (sister of Susie, 13), Community B
Amy discussed how she believed the design of the housing influenced the level of communication 
with neighbours, as will be deliberated in Section 8.7.2. All interviewees who reported non-existent 
relations with neighbours were from Community B, though this difference was not reflected in the 
questionnaire data. Non-existent relations with neighbours in Community B were not universally the 
case, however, as some participants, even those who had moved to their house only in the last year, 
reported very close relationships to neighbours. Certain streets in Community B did not appear keen 
to develop neighbourhood bonds, as mentioned by Beatrice:
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"  €W StrM  Par,'“  a" d a" tat ° »  « » * '  „-S i „ „  aifferent sort of
people I suppose, you get round here.
. Beatrice, 16, Community B
This demonstrates that, as with existing mm™
ng COmmunitles' personality will affect development of
neighbourhood relations and local ties maw h0 •
ties may be more important to some people than others (Henning
and Lieberg, 1996; Camina and Wood, 2009) as w e ll ctroQ. i ,
- as well as street level segregation not connected to
tenure (Wood, 2002). This will be discussed further in Sections 8.4.1 and 8.6.1
in terms of tenure, there was minimal link to relationship with neighbours. Whilst only a tenth (n=8) 
of those from parent/guardian owned (private) housing reported never having spoken to their 
neighbours, over a third (n=3) of those living in rented accommodation reported never having 
spoken to their neighbours (though the number in this sample is small). Numbers from those living in 
social housing homes were too low (n=l) to provide a useful comparison. Young people living in 
Housing Association social homes did appear to be well-connected to their neighbourhood, however, 
as they were the most likely to say they get on with some people in the neighbourhood (75%, n=3), 
though the sample is small. The varying levels of trust and communication with neighbours suggest 
there is no link between socio-economic status and neighbour relations. This finding is comparable to 
research by Holland et at. (2007b) where it was found that children living in more affluent suburban 
areas were just as likely not to trust their neighbours as those living in more disadvantaged inner-city
areas.
In conclusion, the social webs formed, and forming, in the new communities were varying and
complex. Young people in the two areas spent most of their time with family, unsurprising given their
forced habitation' (Giddings and Yarwood, 2005).Friendships varied in number and level of
communication, with factors shaping this including the length of residence, having friends in the
neighbourhood, and use of technology. There was also evidence of inter-tenure friendships in mixed
communities, which appears to be different to that found in established, heterogeneous
communities, where young people from lower socio-economic classes have been found to be
excluded (Sutton, 2009). Neighbour relations were varied, with the majority reporting good relations,
even better than their previous place of residence, whilst others reported conflict that affected their
quality of life. There was no connection between length of residence or age of the community and
interaction with neighbours and little connection was made between tenure and relationship with 
neighbours.
6.5 Negative stereotypes of teenagers
A further side to some young neonlp'c
g People s everyday experiences within the communities was negative
treatment as a result of their age. In a discussion on observation of young people's behaviour in local
shops, four g.rls from Community A related how suspicions of shoplifting were placed on them 
whilst younger children were perceived as being allowed to get away with stealing:
Katie: ...but that man thought it was me who had stolen the chocolate bar. He was like 
grudgmg me [giving me a bad look], looking at me and going 'I'm sure it's her'.
Sarah: Am I the only one that's seen in shops little kids, you know little kids, you know when 
urn, you know when their parents put stuff in trolleys that they want? Am I the only one who 
sees them pick it up and eat it? And then if we do that we get told off but because they're 
cute little babies they’re allowed to go round and steal and eat stuff that's not been paid for
Katie and Sarah, 12, Community A
age, it highlightsWhilst this does not acknowledge the increasing responsibility of young people with
a feeling of unequal treatment in everyday experiences such as shopping, and how, as with existing 
research, young people are often treated as actively deviant (Griffin, 2004).
In keeping with existing research, experiences of deleterious stereotyping were reported by other
participants throughout the interviews (Matthews et at., 1999; Panelli et a i, 2002) and this fear of
young people negatively affected them (Brown, 2013). Mike discussed how his attempts to assist a 
stranger in the street were met with suspicion:
...this kid fell off his scooter, I er was doing my er paper round and I said, 'Oh are you alright', 
he said 'I don't talk to strangers'. I'm not doing anything, but I think they are terrified of you 
know, sort, the mum saw me, I wasn't going to touch the child, but she saw me and 
obviously took offence to that.
Mike, 15, Community A
In this instant, Mike was being a respectful and helpful member of the community, but this 
behaviour was not positively reinforced. This evidences existing research. Teenagers may sometimes 
act like adults (Kato, 2009), but the interviews show that any such displays of maturity and 
citizenship' have the potential to be met with hostility. Malone (2002) believes that negative 
stereotypes of youth often tell us more about the fears and anxieties of adults than about youth.
Such behaviour in an adult may not have been greetPd in th* r
e same way and such differences lead to
questions as to how young people arp trpatoH  ^ . ,
. . k P 6 treated and what affect this will have on their future
citizenship (Matthews et al., 1998a).
Teenagers in Community A nearly all complained of negative stereotyping:
Um, I think it depends on the people, because I think there's a big, big stereotype of 
teenagers, like, I think, lots of, some teenagers have started hanging around outside [the 
supermarket], our shop, and now they've suddenly started labelling all teenagers being
troublemakers.
Patti, 13, Community A
Cos if someone does one thing wrong then you get blamed for everything.
Bradford, 13, Community A
see young people, becauseI'd also like to see a change in the way that most of the residents
they look at the minority, definitely, I don't know whether that's to do with the press and 
that, they definitely see the minority.
Mike, 15, Community A
As the interviewees themselves reflected, the negative stereotyping in Community A was a reaction 
to the behaviour of a minority of young people who hung around the front of the local supermarket 
shouting, swearing, and smoking, as well as vandalising playgrounds and other equipment. Smoking 
was associated with image management, a means of acting 'tough' (Tucker, 2003). Teenagers were 
dismayed that the actions of these individuals led to their being treated badly, whilst the younger 
participants were sorry to observe this poor treatment (whilst simultaneously reporting they were 
'scared' of teenagers, showing that young people also stereotyped teenagers). As with Matthews et 
al. (1999), the majority suffered due to the actions of the minority. Such stereotyping and resultant 
treatment has implications for young people's sense of belonging, as adults increasingly monitor and 
regularise their use of space (Aitken, 2001; Leyshon and DiGiovanna, 2005; Brown, 2013). This 
negative stereotyping was the result of a number of years of behaviour perceived as antisocial by 
young people at the front of the local shop, where young people were subverting public space and 
using it in ways adults did not approve of (Sibley, 1995; Valentine, 2004; Brown, 2013). The negative 
stereotyping shows that social attitudes to teenagers are reproduced in mixed communities.
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Participants felt the behaviour of a few onlv s ph ,pH •
increase the poor image of teenagers in the
eyes of residents (Matthews et al., 1999);
I'm walking around thev're iramH
tney scared of you, me, just trying to stay away 'cos what other
teenagers are doing is giving us a bad look.
Neil, 14, Community A
This led some participants to d isso c ia te  themselves from spaces ('staying away', to manage their
own image, defining themselves in opposition to other social groups (Clarke et al., 2007; Leyshon,
2008). This shows the importance of place in identity creation (Massey, 1998) and how, even though
young people may be seen as a 'group' there are multiple differences within this (Wyn and White, 
1997; Tucker, 2003; Holland et a l., 2007b).
The actions of these teenagers led to antisocial behaviour measures in the area, including a police
notice in the local chip shop (see Figure 6.12 below). Such punitive measures reflect existing research
concerning the control of young people in existing communities (Matthews et al., 1999; Woolley, 
2006).
h Safer Com m unity Team
'  I '  "
NOTICE
Mli Hix ial behaviour has been reported to the Police 
\ thin anea consisting of:
loud and offensive language
Excessive litter
Anti-social use of alcohol
Damage to buildings and fittings
This behaviour is causing harassment, 
alarm and distress to local people 
The community is prepared to work 
with the Police to tackle this behaviour.
If this behaviour continues Dispersal 
Powers may be used to discourage 
the perpetrators from using this area
Figure 6.12 Antisocial behaviour notice in chip shop in Community A (Source: Author)
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Newness did appear to make a difference partirin - <
Participate from Community B did not raise any issues
with regard to negative treatment as a resi.it n f ,k  ■ , ,
resu't of their age (despite reports of antisocial behaviour by
young people with the community) This rn u iH  h
k . u ty,. Th,s could be because the most popular space for young people
,o b ,„g  -  .he research area i«se„ was ,h ,  ,ro „ . ,he leisure ce„,re. Th.s bab opener, J *  peer
,o the researcher undertaking ,he interviews in 2012, despite the first occupation the area being in 
2005. As with research bv Panelii e , of. ,2002, in existing communities, „o faci.i.ies were designed 
with teenagers in mind. The development brie, particular,, „ „ „ s  tha,  the are, wouid contain
features to encourage oider chi,drop- (Local Pianning Authority B. 2002: 32,. This highiights how
,oung people continue to be marginalised in the dev.lopmen, o , the bull, environmen, (Matthews
and L.mb, 1999). It is possible that the nascent nature of this public space meant an , perceplion of
antisocial behaviour (and so negative stereotyping) had yet to emerge or i, m a, reflect the different
fears of adults in Community A when compared to Community B (Malone, 2002). It would be
interesting to undertake follow up research to see whether any problems with antisocial behaviour 
by young people arose later in Community B.
6.6 Conclusion
This chapter has told the story of the young people living in the two neighbourhoods studied, 
examined their movements through it, and their exploration of their identities through social 
opportunities (Massey, 1998; De Visscher and Bouverne-de Bie, 2008). The immediate local area was 
seen as highly important in the spatial lives of young people in the two mixed communities, as has 
been found in existing communities (Valentine, 1997a; Chawla and Malone, 2003; Weller, 2007b; 
Leyshon, 2011). The most common form of independent transport was walking, and interview maps 
showed that distance travelled on foot was rarely more than two miles. This demonstrates the 
importance of facilities within an easy walking distance from young people's homes. The most 
frequently used place (or activity) in both areas was going to the local supermarket for snacks. These 
shops were within a 10 minute walk of participants' homes. Parental lifts remain a preferred mode of 
transport for many young people due to the convenience and lack of cost when compared to public 
transport. Future research may wish to explore the negotiating power of, and influences upon, young 
people receiving parental lifts. Public transport was also seen as intimidating. Cycling was not a 
popular form of transport, with a huge gender difference in terms of only one female questionnaire 
respondent saying she moved about by bike, compared to 20 males. Limitations on mobility were 
shown to be parental management strategies, fear, lack of friends in the area, conflict with bullies 
and threatening adults, poor health, school work and the affordability of transport. Parental control 
was a stronger limitation in Community A. This is thought to be connected to being more established;
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its urban fabric was more tired and it- hart i ,
and ,t had developed a history of incidents affecting the safety of
young people within its boundaries Parental mntmi , i  «
es. Parental control also affected young people's own discourses of
risk to limit their mobility. As such the newnocc of
e community played a part in affecting the
mobility of participants.
Organised and informal activities were a k n  ^
es were also examined. Organised activities (participation in an adult-
led activity) were not popular uses of free time by the young people questioned. Almost all 
interviewees from Community A attended the local youth club due to the methods of participant 
recruitment, unlike Community B. Community B had a greater attendance in active clubs, such as 
football, dance and martial arts. Some differences were identified in relation to participation rates 
and gender and location in connection with location of facilities, parental practices and availability of 
material resources. Informal activities were more local and more likely to involve friends. Young 
people showed themselves to be inventive in creating activities, but were quick to highlight their 
frustration at the lack of things to do in their area, and many expressed a preference for staying at 
home. The most popular activities were going to the supermarket, walking, using technology and 
going to the park. This varied by gender, age, location and, to some extent, tenure, and was affected 
by different modes of socialisation, in addition to parental practices and material resources. 
Considering gender differences identified in mixed communities in relation to walking as an activity,
it may be worth pursuing through the emerging topic of walking as an everyday practice (Horton et 
o i, 2014) why girls might be more likely to walk as such than boys.
The activities of individuals studied influenced the everyday interactions identified. Not surprisingly, 
given the age and living arrangements of those interviewed, the diaries revealed most participants 
talked to their family on a daily basis. Different parental management strategies and different 
personalities and behaviours contributed to different levels of involvement of young people with 
their family and their friends. As found by Hallden (2003), some viewed home as a shelter, a place of 
comfort and security, whilst others found it was a place of conflict and sought out friends to relieve 
this. The number and significance of friendships varied across all participants, regardless of tenure, 
age or locality. Boys were more likely to identify fewer friends' houses, whilst recent movers were 
likely to be sustaining friendships at great distances. Place, particularly the material space of school, 
was found to be important in building friendship, but technology enabled friendships to be continued 
outside of the neighbourhood or local area (Ellison et ol., 2007; Leyshon et o i, 2013). Future research 
may wish to further explore the role of place in the development and maintenance of friendships.
Relationships with neighbours also varied. Some reported arguments with their neighbours, whilst 
others reported an excellent relationship with their neighbours that involved joint activities. Other
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interviewees said thev did not maiiw .
. . . .  w eir neighbours. Interestingly, communication with
neighbours bore no relationship to length of re<iHo„ ..
8th0freSldencV 'th0^ h interviewees from Community B were
more likely to report non-existent communication with neighbours.
Participants from Community A were much more likpi.,
more likely to encounter negative perceptions of young
people. This subsequently had a detrimental effert nn th=- • .
nentai effect on their interactions in the neighbourhood, both
with other residents and businesses. This is perhaps the result of years of perceived antisocial
behaviour by a small group of young people outside of the local shop. Community B did not have a
similar public space for young people to conprppato until ™ f5 p up.e 10 congregate until seven years after the first residents moved
in. Whilst there were reported incidents of antisocial behaviour by young people from outside the
area within Community B, this did not appear to have affected the equitable treatment of young
people in the area. It may be that the nascent nature of the community and public space within it
meant that young people had not developed a reputation for antisocial behaviour (as they had in
Community A), or it may be a reflection of the different attitudes and fears of residents of the two 
communities concerning young people.
As with existing research, the local area was found to have a heightened importance for young 
people (as well as being a source of frustration) due to walking being their primary mode of 
independent transport. This, to some extent, affected what activities they pursued and who they saw 
most regularly. Reoccurring limitations on young people's everyday experiences out and about in 
mixed communities were parental control, mobility, fear, conflict, and material resources. Young 
people in the two communities found themselves in the similar situation of having few facilities 
specifically provided for their age group (Panelli et al., 2002). This was particularly true in Community 
B, the newer of the two, which was still under construction. Young people in this neighbourhood 
were more likely to have recently moved to the area and be encountering uncertainties in their social 
and spatial lives. The newness also meant that Community B had not, as yet, developed a history of 
incidents affecting young people's safety or for antisocial behaviour by teenagers. It would be useful 
for future research to explore how the changing perception of an area (and its residents) as it 
becomes more established affects the geographies of young people. In terms of mix, tenure 
appeared to make little difference to the everyday lives of young people in the two communities, 
with parental job a seemingly better indicator of affordability or socio-economic class. Inter-tenure 
friendships were visible in the two communities, suggesting that, for some, mixed communities were 
just that. The following chapter will analyse how young people living in the two mixed communities 
engaged with public space.
7. Young People's Use of Public Space Mixed Commun„.
7.1 Introduction
P™ . u s  chapter outlined research participants' eeervha, eaper.ences ot m ,  new mi« a
communities m relation mohllit,, activities social Interactions. „  condoPeO ,h „  the
immediate local area was highly important in the spatial liwpc nf
Pat,al llves of V°ung People in the two mixed
communities examined as a result nf \/nimo ■ /
f Th. ,  °  V° Ung P60ple 5 mai" -dependent mode of transport being on
foot. This chapter will elaborate on the importanrp nf tho i i
POrtanCe 0f the local a™  to young people by exploring the
public spaces that proved valuable to them It will hppin hw cot f  * ,
"  begm by settmg out how public space is defined by
young people. It wil, then explore the spaces of value to the young people who took part in the
study, including community facilities, semi-public spaces, country parks, the street, recreation
grounds and playgrounds. The chapter will debate how young people used them and what factors
affected their use. It concludes that whilst some public spaces used by young people in mixed
communities resemble those shown as important in existing communities, the way they are used has
changed in some cases and been affected by continued building work in other instances.
Consumption was also found to be increasingly important in the local landscape of Children's 
Geographies.
7.2 Defining public space
Chapter 3 discussed Children's Geographies in relation to places that have proved of most 
importance in past research, these being the street, semi-public spaces, schools, homes and 
playgrounds. Matthews et at. use the term 'street' as a metaphor for all public outdoor places where 
children can be found, such as "roads, cul-de-sacs, alleyways, walkways, shopping areas, car parks, 
vacant plots and derelict sites" (2000a: 63). A similar definition is used by Worpole and Knox (2007) 
who noted that the definition of public space changes all the time, but cited areas traditionally 
deemed as public open spaces in their research, such as high streets, street markets, parks, 
playgrounds and allotments, as well as those that are widely understood to be public, but may be 
privately owned, including shopping precincts and arts centres.
This chapter takes the definition of the street used by Matthews et ol. (2000a) and of public spaces 
used by Worpole and Knox (2007) as the basis of its interpretation of public space. It identifies and 
unpicks public space to identify two places of importance to young people; 'places to be seen' and 
places of retreat' (Lieberg, 1995; Chawla and Malone, 2003). 'Places to be seen' were places of 
public interaction whilst 'places of retreat' were places to meet and be with friends or be alone that 
were outside of adult control or surveillance. Spaces were identified as: community facilities, semi-
public spaces (shops and supermarkets), country parks anri Dro
. , . green spaces, the street, recreation
grounds, and playgrounds. These places and snaro, =
. , , . . esand spaces are represented in Figure 7.1, which shows how
the street and playgrounds were both 'olare.
Places of retreat' and places of social interaction (to be
seen ).
Community facilities were defined as those „ ,
tnose provided as part of the planning application to support
residents (and the wider communitv) and inrluHoH
ty d lnduded a community centre and a leisure centre. Semi-
pub,ic sPaces are defined as .hose spaces that am prtete ownersWp but „ pen , he 
including shops and supermarkets. C.uniry parks were also provided as par, „,,„„|„g
appl,cations for the two developments and included a large grassed are. and a small wooded are. 
whilst green spaces were much smaller grass-covered open spaces. The most popular spaces used 
were community facilities and supermarkets, public and semi-public spaces respective!,. The 
following section will discuss what »oung people in this stud, into ,„u„g people's geographies in new 
mixed communities in Northamptonshire said about such places.
Community Green
facilities spaces
Recreation The street
grounds
Places 
to be 
seen
Places
of
retreatSemi-
Playgroundspublic
spaces
Country
parks
Figure 7.1 Public spaces identified by research participants and whether they were places to be seen or places of retreat
Laughlin and Johnson (2011) found in their research that young people defined public space using 
three criteria; whether it was easily accessible, created a sense of belonging and, most importantly, 
where you could find and be with your friends. Young people in the mixed communities were not 
asked in the course of this research what defined public space for them, but, given the activities 
described and who the participants went with, the ability to hang out in public spaces and do what 
they and their friends wanted to do were clearly key tenets in the selection of areas. Thus the 
importance of accessibility, belonging and presence of friends to public space is important in new 
mixed communities too. The criteria for selecting public space are shown in Figure 7.2. The following
section will discuss these spaces and thpir
/  a n d ,l'e ir i"")"'>»™ *>o>te*ou„E people
w" ^  8,” n “  'a" ‘,rS ose, oe partidpa„ts avoW ,hcm
° U' He” e 7 3 and W" e “ “ * «  «  confc, qpality. a„d (ear
Attention 
These are
sp
Belonging
m
F.gure 7.2 The three criteria that defined public space for young people (after Laughlin and Johnson, 2011)
Conflict Quality
I 1
Factors
contributing to 
avoidance
Belonging
Figure 7.3 Factors contributing to young people avoiding public spaces
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7.3 Public spaces in the mixed communities studied
Table 7.1 shows the places young people mentioned using in and around their communities The
data were taken from interview transcripts, maps created during interviews, and diaries. The spaces
discussed were community facilities, semi-public space (shops and supermarkets,, country parks and
green spaces, the street, recreation grounds, and playgrounds. These were either 'places of retreat'
or 'places to be seen'. Factors determining their use were whether they were places young people
used for an activity (such as walking the streets or going to the supermarket) or went to with friends 
to talk or undertake physical activity.
7.3.1 Community facilities
Perhaps partly due to the recruitment methods, where all those who undertook intensive interviews 
in Community A attended the local youth club, community facilities were the most popular as a 
public place to hang out (see Table 7.1). The main community facilities visited by participants were a 
community centre in Community A and a leisure centre in Community B. These spaces were 'places 
to be seen', to find and be with friends and places of belonging. They were the most popular public 
space to take photos of, over two thirds of those who returned their camera included a photo of a 
community facility on them (8 out of 11 participants), and they were mentioned by three-quarters of 
the participants who were interviewed. Existing research has identified that young people feel 
specific facilities for them are lacking (Skelton, 2000; Panelli ef at., 2002; Tucker, 2003; Giddings and 
Yarwood, 2005) so it is perhaps unsurprising that, when facilities are provided, they prove to be 
popular. This section will discuss how much of the behaviour within these spaces reflects that of 
existing research, including stratified use by social group and avoidance strategies.
The leisure centre in Community B (shown in Figure 7.4) opened during the course of the research,
meaning that some participants had lived in the neighbourhood for seven years with no specific
community facility. Its opening was greeted with enthusiasm as it was the first community facility 
within the neighbourhood:
Best thing about [Community B] was the leisure centre because there’s a place for kids and
teenagers to visit without getting bored, compared to when there wasn't one, there was 
nowhere to go.
Alice, 15, Community B
Table 7.1 Summary of public space use by interview oartidnam • „
d- — ---------------------- ---------------------------------- l6W P3rtlC,Pa n t s of social and geographic factors
Public Space
Overall
Community
50% Community A 
50% Community B
Tenure
Community facilities I 39% Community A
(Used by 77% of all | 61%  Community Br 
participants)
77% private 
10% social 
13% rented
83% private 
13% social 
4% rented
Gender
63% female 
37% male
70% female 
30% male
Supermarket (77%) 61% Community A 
39% Community B
Country park (61%) 79% Community A 
21% Community B
78% private 
13% social 
9% rented
61% female 
39% male
72% private 
14% social 
14% rented
71% female 
29% male
17% 11 year olds 
23% 12 year olds 
7% 13 year olds 
20% 14 year olds 
20% 15 year olds 
13% 16 year olds 
8% 11 year olds 
26% 12 year olds 
4% 13 year olds 
22% 14 year olds 
22% 15 year olds 
18% 16 year olds 
22% 11 year olds 
26% 12 year olds 
8% 13 year olds 
22% 14 year olds 
18% 15 year olds 
4% 16 year olds 
14% 11 year olds 
44% 12 year olds 
7% 13 year olds 
7% 14 year olds 
14% 15 year olds
Street (57%) 69% Community A 
31% Community B
Recreation ground | 25% Community A
(52%) I 75% Community B
Shop (44%) 30% Community A 
70% Community B
Playground (22%)
Green space (22%)
Notes
80% Community A 
20% Community B
40% Community A 
60% Community B
85% private 
0% social 
15% rented
46% female 
54% male
m/o ib  year oios 
23% 11 year olds 
8% 12 year olds 
8% 13 year olds 
38% 14 year olds 
23% 15 year olds 
0% 16 year olds
75% private 
17% social 
8% rented
58% female 
42% male
8% 11 year olds 
17% 12 year olds 
8% 13 year olds 
25% 14 year olds 
25% 15 year olds 
17% 16 year olds
70% private
10% social |
20% rented
40% female 
60% male
10% 11 year olds 
40% 12 year olds 
0% 13 year olds 
20% 14 year olds 
20% 15 year olds 
10% 16 year olds
60% private 
20% social 
20% rented
80% female 
20% male
0% 11 year olds 
40% 12 year olds 
20% 13 year olds 
40% 14 year olds 
0% 15 year olds 
0% 16 year olds
60% private | 
20% social 
20% rented
40% female 
60% male
0% 11 year olds 
40% 12 year olds 
0% 13 year olds 
40% 14 year olds 
20% 15 year olds 
0% 16 year olds
Key
1. All those subject to intensive interviews from Community A attended the youth club so would use this community facility.
2. May only show a partial picture of street interview participants' public space use due to shortened format of the data collection process.
Percentage/
Colour
0-24%
25-49%
- 100%
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1
-  f -  • *
T
Figure 7.4 Leisure centre in Community B, with playground visible in foreground (Source: Gemma)
The leisure centre brought young people in the new community together; two of the interview 
participants mentioned meeting each other here. As this was the first public facility and public space 
(beyond small greens in front of a few houses), the leisure centre could be important for forming 
ideas of community, who and what is in the public domain (Holland et ol., 2007a). The newness of 
Community B, its continuing state of construction and the delay in delivering facilities to support the 
new community are particular issues surrounding new developments and the experience of residents 
living within them (Kraftl et ol., 2013).
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Alice's quote demonstrates as has a  
, . ... Un m existlnS literature, the importance of spaces that
?nm- Matthaus . t  , y of groups and uses (Tucker and Matthews,
2001, Matthews and Tucker, 2007; De Visscher anH a
visscher and Bouverne-de Bie, 2008). It could be that the
leisure centre was so popular with nartirin^c- • ^
,  , Participants ,n Community B because it was only a recent
development. It provided a variety of (free and nrirpHi
V (tree and priced) environments and activities, including a
playground, skate ramp, small cafe evm haskpthaii  ^ .e, gym, basketball courts, and places to sit. Half of the respondents'
diaries from Community B mentioned it ac thQ *.u-
entioned ,t as the best thing ,n the neighbourhood (even when they had
yet to go there). The newness gave it an adHpH
S an added attraction. It was also the first facility of the
community's own:
...now we've got the leisure centre, I won't go into [town]
all my friends are in here and they'll just come to
anymore except for the shop...'cos
me anyway.
Amy, 17 (sister of Susie, 13), Community B
%
Young people were found sitting down t,u,-
. , _  8 Wn and ta'klne outS1^  the entrance and also using the skater a m n  a n n  n h \ / p r m m H  hw ___ _ Qlcramp and playground by the entrance The different USmg 6 $ 316
fnunH ,  ^ ..................... .. . ,fferent SPaCeS Catered for diff-e n t  ages, as has beenfound in relation to other types of social grnnn nr
gr° UpS (KarSten’ 2003; De Visscher and Bouverne-de Bie,' ^ emu Du a m
2008 . Young people from Communitv R HiH rw  a *
tV 6 d,d not dlscuss a"V issues with adults over the use of the
i if r  irJ I a !..   
. , . ' ........ u c i u i  Ub  u i m
space outside the leisure centre as a public hangout. In keeping with Jones (2000), such space was
r\r\ l\/rv>nrnnir __  .   .
polymorphic, accommodating both adult and child spatial configurations.
As with mobility, parental control formed an imnnrhm
an lmportant factor in shaping and defining how young
people used public space. „  is unde,c how important this ,actor was rcla„ on „  o, her ^
TOung people in Community B did not report that they were told to stay away from certain public
spaces Previous research In existing communhies has found display and ,  sens, of theatre are
• A
important for young people in public places (Matthews et a i ,  2000), but the findings here show that
the behaviour of young people in public space, and the desire to be on such a public stage, is not
universal and depends upon the personal preference of the person in question (Matthews and
Tucker, 2007).
There was no link between tenure or gender and use of community facilities, although Gemma did
write in her diary (as something she would like to change) that ‘The leisure centre can bring some
quite chavvy people to [Community B]‘. Existing communities have identified an issue with inclusion
of lower social classes (Sutton, 2009). Given the derogatory nature of this comment on class, some
young people appear to reproduce such social constructs in mixed communities, just as research has
found with adults in mixed communities (Ruming et at., 2004; Silverman et al„ 2005). The issue of
social housing and equality will be debated further in Section 8.6.1.
Age was found to be a more important factor in determining whether young people used community
facilities. Two of the street interview participants, who were interviewed outside the leisure centre,
discussed how age made a difference as to whether you were found here:
Different kinds of people hang out in the different places; you will get the younger children
hanging out here [at the leisure centre].
Laura, 16, Community B
This was reflected in an interview with Alice who stated that she avoided the leisure centre on
occasion because of the number of younger children:
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:  : ~ . a: : d r  *  * •< -  • » — .  -  ~ ^ » *f h n r n ' r  i , , M I U I C  U l l M g b  I U  O O .Cos there s only the leisurp rpntrQ . ,
n ° ads of llttle kids 8° ^ere, and it gets kind ofannoying...
Alice, 15, Community B
Young people used the space in frnnt nf i •
pace front of the le,sure centre, the ramp and skatepark, and the
playground. You had to be over 14 tn nco i_ •
t0 USe the leisure centre, which Ruby found frustrating as she felt
there was only one thing for people her age to do in the area:
A bit bored, 'cos there's only one thing for the older ones...There's only one ramp and then
you get like 16 of you trying to go down the ramp and you can't like really do anything else as
It s more for the babies...and then you can't go into the leisu
is [school] Year 9.
re centre until you are 14, which
Ruby, 11, Community B
She was unaware of the reason for this age barrier. This competition between other place users, with
different ages and different needs, leads to conflict or strategies of avoidance (Percy-Smith, 2002;
Tucker, 2003). The problem with Ruby and Alice's strategy of avoidance was that the leisure centre
was the only facility for the community within the development. This behaviour reflects those
identified by Tucker (2003), where girls were more likely to adopt a strategy of avoidance if they lived
in larger villages and had alternative spaces to use, whereas they would compromise in smaller
villages where there were fewer options.
There was a spatial separation of ages across the neighbourhood and wider town:
Older people hang in [town], younger in [Community B]. I'd say like all the ten year olds and
that because my sister and her friends always hang around [Community B] bit and then
sometimes there's a few Year 8s and 9s, and then in [town] it's more my age group.
Alice, 15, Community B
This reflects research by Christensen (2003) who found that generational relationships and conflicts
are played out in part through the differentiation of places according to their use by different
generations. This distancing from younger groups of children could be a reaction to the differences in
interests and abilities, but it could also be part of identity creation of young people and the adoption
of more adult roles (Malone, 2002; Chawla and Malone, 2003; Valentine, 2004; Kato, 2009;
Vanderstede, 2011). Once again, the findings from this study into young people's geographies in
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mixed communities show that thpir hph.wi. • .
..... ................... ...... . ehaV'° Ur 15 S'mi,ar to that found -  existing c o m i t i e s  and is
not differentiated by the tenure of housing they occupy.
The leisure centre in Community B was also avniH„H h
was also avo.ded by some due to bullies Part of the self-exclusion
by young people from rural spaces in Tucker's onrwi ™ u ,
' ucxers (2003) research related to fear of bullies. The
dominance of bullied in public space reflects R»,„-s (200s) „ s „ men, tb „  p„ b,ic spaces
are not open
to all, but are highly regulated and hierarrhirai
Hierarchical. Dominant groups may seek to exclude others, which
Wi„ m3nifeSt "  bUl,yin§ <TUCker' ^  “  ‘ he same as with younger age groups, participants
adopted a strategy of avoidance when spaces were occupied by bullies:
...bullies hang out at the leisure centre... if they actually put a bigger skate park in the rec that
would be much easier because it would
and more courageable [sic] to come out.
mix up small groups. People would be more excited
Steve, 12, Community B
Steve's quote highlights the dominance of certain groups (bullies) over others and how the public
space in the community cannot accommodate all young people. As with Ryan (2005), the bullies are
at the top of the hierarchy when considering young people and public space. This causes others to
modify their spatial behaviour through choosing particular routes or avoiding spaces. Percy-Smith
and Matthews argue that bullying could be seen as part of growing up, as "children learn, form
identity and develop social capacity by testing the boundaries of self and others" (2001: 50). They go
on to argue that out of these power performances arise "a complex turf politics of interpersonal and
intergroup relationships, an expression of differences in power and identity between group and
individuals and the creation of hegemonic spaces and tyrannical regimes" (Percy-Smith and
Matthews, 2001: 52). This finding is borne out in the mixed communities examined as part of this
research. The paucity of public space in the communities examined means that there was more
likelihood of bullying due to the closer propinquity of different groups of young people, and this then
had a subsequent effect on young people's access to public space and quality of life (Percy-Smith and
Matthews, 2001). As with the rural areas studied by Matthews and Tucker (2007), there was little
choice in where to go, so the ability for different groups to use the available areas in different ways
was limited, leading to greater potential for conflict.
The leisure centre was very important to Community B as it was the first community facility provided
as part of the development. Community A had more leisure facilities, being a more mature
development constructed at a time of economic prosperity. These facilities included a community
centre, multiple use games area, boules court and sports pavilion. The community centre was used
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by all semi-structured interview particinantc
..................  . .  P ' S b' “ USe "  ~  club w .s  M b  ,„dparticipants were recruited from the youth cluh
................................. *  WSS “ -30 »oung People
every week. Young people could attend from the aEe o f t .  a
8 f 12 uPwards and most of those who attended
were 12-15 years old, with a miv nf
. , S6XeS' 11 was attended by young people from the.  , ,  .  . . .  I  I C  I I U I I I  l i l t
neighbouring village, as well as Community A. R e fle c ts  thp ton
g e tenure of Community A, most of those
l  .  /“N .  .  .  .  __ ___  £ ______who attended were from ownpr nrnmioH
owner occup.ed housmg. The youth club was popular with some of the
attendees, but this was because they felt there was so little to do:
[On Community A] it's fun when they've got activities on, like Youth Club...
Trudy, 14, Community A
...apart from youth club...there's nothing to do.
Neil, 14, Community A
This suggests young people felt they lacked choice in the local area and only attended the youth club
as it was one of the few things for them to do in the area. The scarcity of facilities for young people
reflects existing research on urban and (particularly) rural youths (Panelli ef a!., 2002; Matthews,
2003; Giddmgs and Yarwood, 2005; Matthews and Tucker, 2007). The mix of ages, genders and
tenures, as well as attendance by young people from the neighbouring village, demonstrates the
cohesive nature of community facilities as discussed by Camina and Wood (2009). Such facilities are
good for cementing new relationships (Jupp, 1999), whilst a dearth of provision (along with a range
of social factors) has been shown to increase the likelihood of young people offending (Brown, 2013).
It is important, therefore, that young people are properly catered for in new communities. Certainly,
Community A reported sufficient antisocial behaviour issues (as mentioned in Section 6.5) to justify
the statement that the neighbourhood lacked facilities to cater for young people. Given that none of
the participants reported being involved in antisocial behaviour, however, a gap in provision cannot
be the only reason for miscreant happenings.
This section has discussed young people and community facilities. Community facilities were well-
used by young people. The leisure centre in Community B proved a popular addition to the
neighbourhood, largely because it was the first such facility. In Community A, the youth club at the
community centre was well attended, partly because it was one of the few specific services for young
people in the neighbourhood. Use of such community facilities were influenced by age of the
participants and other users, personal preference and the presence of bullies. Not all community
facilities provided were successful, however, as the following section discusses in relation to the
youth shelter built in Community A.
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7.3.1.1 Youth shelter in Community A
The youth shelter was constructed in Community A in about 7n n
. ,  V bout 2011 as a response to antisocial
bS " 7 ,  ° m ,0 " 8 P” Ple iP ' h'  “ “  I -  "*■"> »>■ P .* h  .................... cd c o „ „ « , l „ g  a
,P she,,dr ,o move ,o„„g people in Community A (rom outs,de ,„e s[]permar|<et M p ^
remote location. Th.s caused consternation amongst young people as they felt they had not been
consulted.
4 later piecing with the le d  v i e ,  who s „  on the Parish Council, re .e .leo ,h „  y„„„g  p e „ p ,e had
been consulted on the shelter, bu, the time between ,h , consultation and ,h . construction o. the
shelter was such that the young people who had been consulted were now over the target age 
(personal communication, 9 August 2012).
Mike and Neil mentioned the shelter, with M,ke discussing wha, a disappointment it had been:
Urn I remember when there was a lot of excitement about the shelter, but urn sort of an anti­
climax.
Mike, 15 Community A
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Figure 7.5 The youth shelter in Community A (Source: Author)
The Vicar and youth workers mentioned that some of the antisocial behaviour issues surrounding the 
development were connected to the large amount of young families who had moved into the 
development after its construction (personal communication, 9 August 2012). The young children in 
these families then became teenagers at about the same time and a gap in provision emerged (as 
appears to be the case in Community B when considering Ruby's comments that there is "only one
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Newness appeared to play a part in the |ari, r ' '
part the lack of provision for teenagers in Community A as its
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where the population ,s more stable (Kearns and Parkinson, 2001). Due to a. w 1 l /u c  i u d
perception of need, some parents voluntPProH
o set up a youth club to provide for young people,i / o H H 1 /
given that one was not established bv thp P r^ich
by the Parish Council, which was then taken over by youth
worker from a neighbor™,. Pariah Councih I, is in fe rr in g  ,o refl.c , on ,he difference hefween
 /“ N I  ■ M  a  A  a --- _ l
Community A and Community B with regard tn x/nuth . . .g youth provision and c iv ic  mindedness; young people
------  /  -  —  O  w i v .
from both areas complained of dearth of artiv itio c ,u ueartn or activities and facilities (as discussed in Section 6.3.2), yet it
was only in Commend, A ,h „  parents had eat,hi,shed ,  yonrh club This could, howe.er, „ao be a
f I , •  ^ |
reflection of the growing issue with antisocial behaviour by young people in Community A.
This discussion highlights a particular issue surrounding provision for a growing teenage population
in new developments, be they mixed or not. The rapid growth of population in a new development
leads to particular issues surrounding provision of appropriate facilities that cater for this population
as it ages. As with existing research, young people in mixed communities have different desires from
their environment and as a consequence need to be consulted in the environmental planning process
(Matthews et a!., 1998a). This research shows that if their needs are overlooked during the design
and development it can lead to boredom and antisocial behaviour (Brown, 2013). This demonstrates
the importance of including young people in consultation on developments (Weston, 2010).
7.3.2 Semi-public spaces: shops and supermarkets
The popularity of semi-public spaces with participants can be seen in Table 7.1. Semi-public spaces
are understood as those spaces in private ownership but open to the public, such as shops and
supermarkets. Such spaces have not been highlighted as important in extant literature, with
similarities to work done in relation to shopping malls (Matthews et ol., 2000b; Kato, 2009;
Vanderstede, 2011). Research has discussed the increasing privatisation of public space and the
effect this has on the purification of space through removal of undesirable elements, such as young
people (Jackson, 1995; Sibley, 1995; Matthews and Limb, 1999; Matthews et ol., 2000b; Valentine
2004; Weszkalnys, 2008). In relation to shopping malls, Vanderstede states that a semi-public space
is "...a hybrid space neither entirely public nor private. Its public character allows for a certain degree
of appropriation. Nevertheless, it is subject to strong supervision" (2011: 168). Vanderstede's (2011)
description is appropriate in terms of the semi-public spaces used by young people in this study.
Young people claimed supermarkets and shops as one of a few places to go in their community, yet,
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in Community A in particular thpir ncn
V P cular, their use was mediated by the presence of other social groups and 
measures designed to deter young people.
The main semi-public spaces used within • _■
used withm the mixed communities studied in this research were
cnnormarlotc \A/hi!«- + r-U _____:____
• i^u u ic u  m mis research ere
supermarkets. Whilst shopping malls werp u
ted by young people (predominantly females), there
were no shonninp malic __________
» , --- o vh' cuui ii  T i ), t r
were no shopping malls within either communitucommunity due to the size of the developments. Community B
had no shnnc within tho _________
— v^_ w, m  uc ciufj is. L mt   
“  shops within the deoelopment. Shops w e ,. chosen h.sed on convenience and stock; some of
thp  n a r t ir in a n tc  trawoll^rJ ->n _______ .
— w.. wMvu.icuur duu mo c k; some ot
the participants , c e d e d  ,he , „ w„  „ s „  the different shops. None o, the pafficipants
Community R rpnnrtoH r._
.-.u .ic  UI u ie  partic ipants in
Community B reported discrimination from the shop owners, though Community A did report some 
negative treatment from one shop owner.
Community A had its own supermarket and a small parade of shops and services (including
takeaways, a medical centre, dental surgery and nursery). These can be seen in Figure 7.6 and Figure
7.7. The supermarket was the focus of much reported antisocial behaviour, as these field notes from
8 September 2011 detail:
The police get called to [supermarket] because the young people hong out there (so said 14?
15? year old Julie) so the young people disperse and come back when police have gone. When
the [supermarket] first opened, kids from [neighbouring village] would come down and hang
around there, so [supermarket] put up the classical music speaker.
As alluded to in the field notes, the supermarket owners employed a number of tactics to prevent
young people from hanging out at the supermarket. They installed speakers to play classical music in
the entrance porch, an alarm was placed in the entrance that emitted a high pitch noise only
teenagers would be able to hear, calls were made to the police if young people gathered and the
police undertook car patrols. As with research by Matthews et al. (2000b) in shopping malls, such
strategies did not stop young people continuing to use the area as a space to meet.
Neil discussed why such spaces were chosen by some teenagers:
Anywhere that has shops, or anywhere like that is, or anywhere that's really deserted or
really busy is where they are, it's not normally around the houses because there's nothing to
do there.
Neil, 14, Community A
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Figure 7.6 Doctors’ surgery, shops and takeaways in Community A (Source: Author)
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Figure 7.7 Supermarket in Community A (Source: Author)
Neil's comment encapsulates the findings of Chawla and Malone (2003) that young people need to
move between places of retreat and places of interaction, a concept first examined by Lieberg
(1995). In this sense, the newness of the mixed communities makes little difference to the spatial
behaviour of young people from existing communities previously studied, even though the spaces
that encapsulate these behaviours may be changing. The supermarket was a place of interaction, a
place to be 'seen': it was the busiest public space in the area, whilst the entrance porch provided
shelter from rain. Much like the shopping malls studied by Matthews et ol. (2000b), the comfort of 
the supermarkets appealed to young people.
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supermarket as part of their identity creation , m T '  ^  ^  aCti° " S ^  ^  tee"agerS ^
distancing of participants „ p m ttoss w ta „  ° ° 7' Levstan' 2008> Th»
. . .  u g out at the supermarket took different forms The
younger of the cohort sympathised with the shop owners:
...[the teenagers] shouldn't hane outsidp ch™c  ^ , .
P ' 11 doesn { do' 't's not very good for their 
publicity, the shops, because when people come to the shops they
playing music.
see these kids sat outside
Katie, 12, Community A
Though Sarah and Amelia, who were interviewed at the same time, admitted they did use the 
supermarket as a place to hang out, they highlighted how their behaviour and occupation of the 
space was different to that of the teenagers mentioned by Katie, thereby 'othering' these teenagers 
(Sibley, 1995) and highlighting how use of space differs by social group (Tucker, 2003):
Amelia: Sometimes [the teenagers are) not doing anything wrong though, because I've sat 
outside eating crisps before.
Sarah: Yeah we sit outside the trolley bit and sit and eat.
Amelia: Yeah, the trolley bit.
RR: Do you get told off for that though?
Sarah: No, because we sit right at the end where like where nobody comes down and the 
teenagers sit right in front of the entrance.
Amelia and Sarah, 12, Community A
This quote highlights how Amelia and Sarah purposely used a different space ('right at the end') to 
avoid association with the teenagers who sat outside the supermarket entrance (De Visscher and 
Bouverne-de Bie, 2008). They deliberately chose a space that was more removed (almost a place of 
retreat) to avoid attracting attention and conflict with adults, and to distance themselves from other 
social groups (Massey, 1998; Giddings and Yarwood, 2005; Kato, 2009). Rather than seating 
themselves in the front of the entrance, they make themselves less visible by using space farther 
from the entrance, whilst remaining in a place to see and be seen (Cahill, 2000). Previous research in 
existing communities has found that display and a sense of theatre are important for young people in 
public places (Matthews et a!., 2000b), but the findings here show that the behaviour of young 
people in public space, and the desire to be on such a public stage, is not universal and depends upon 
the personal preference of the person in question (Matthews and Tucker, 2007). In this case, the 
participants deliberately chose a less public part of the supermarket.
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nuisance, they, you know, going round „ „  bike, we don', like i f ,  bu, ,he plain fee, is (here's
not much else to do.
Mike, 15, Community A
Not only does this show that Mike understood that (adult) residents saw young people as misusing 
pubhc space, ,t also reflects findings by Skelton (2000) and Matthews (2003) that young people were 
not on the streets as a sign of resistance, but because there was nowhere to go and nothing to do 
Extant literature has explored the link between boredom and antisocial behaviour (Burney, 2005; 
Squires and Stephen, 2005). Spaces beyond the home are important to adolescents (Chawla and 
Malone, 2003). Travlou (2003) notes that teenagers want to be independent of their parents, but 
have no real private space of their own to do so, meaning they often use public or semi-public 
spaces. Such loitering is nothing new, with Jacobs (1961) saying that teenagers can hardly grow up 
without it, but it does frequently result in conflict with adults (Rasmussen and Smidt, 2003; Weller, 
2007b). In keeping with existing research (semi-)public space in mixed communities was, by its very
nature, contentious space, being used by everyone in different ways, with different meanings 
attached to different spaces (Van Deusen Jr., 2002; Holland et al„ 2007a).
As with the community facilities, the behaviour of certain groups of young people outside the 
supermarket in Community A, led to a modification of behaviour in others. Some of those 
interviewed reported being wary and threatened by those outside of the supermarket:
Hannah: Well, I don't know really, some of the groups are...Not nice, they lurk around shops 
like [supermarket] and just lurk about in the dark... I have had incidents on [Community A] 
where they've said stuff or been nasty or called me names...sometimes I do get scared to go 
down [to the supermarket] if I have to go down there at night for any reason.
Hannah, 16, Community A
This demonstrates that it was not just adult residents who felt threatened by teenagers hanging out 
in front of the supermarket and how threatening behaviour by some teenagers led to a modification 
in the spatial behaviour of others, echoing Neil's 'staying away' (discussed in Section 6.5). Space
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=00,lie, (Masse,. 1998; Pe,e,-Smith Matthews, 2001; Tocher, 2003,.
as a strategy to avoid
The supermarket in Common,,, 8. shown Steve’s photo in was als0
go with friends. Some, however, avoided the
a popular place to
area:
...SO round b , the tag (supermarket] I don', like. , don’,  mind during the d „ ,  b „, people I
know ,r„m  school, I know they do drugs, , know theyVe don, stub that is proper no, nice 
and ,f I see them I jus, really ge, worried so round b , big (supermarket]
Anna, 15, Community B
Susie; IGangs, cha.s] hang on the streets, like Just near benches and outside pubs and shops
like , he (supermarket], there's, where the trolley park i , they Jus, si, on , he bench there, ,,'s 
not very nice.
RR: You find them quite threatening then?
Susie: Yeah, I wouldn't go near them. I don’t know anyone that is one.
Susie, 13, Community B
In keeping with the idea of public space as a place for identity formation and affirmation, where 
young people chose to hang out helps to define what social and cultural group they chose to place 
themselves in (Massey, 1998; Matthews et al., 2000a; Chawla and Malone, 2003; Matthews, 2003; 
Valentine, 2004; Giddings and Yarwood, 2005; Vanderstede, 2011). As with Community A, Anna and 
Susie chose to distance themselves from drug-users and 'chavs' (a pejorative term for lower socio­
economic classes) by avoiding hanging out at the supermarket. Susie defined chavs as people whose 
"trousers are like halfway down their waist and they've got swag and they're just spitting, and not 
what you'd find a normal person to be like, like a nice person". By choosing not to place themselves 
in certain spaces or undertaking certain actions, they are defining themselves in opposition to this 
narrative (Leyshon, 2008). In this way, space within mixed communities is territorial and imbued with 
meaning (Clarke et al., 2007; Holland et at., 2007a; Kintrea et at., 2010). The identification of chavs as 
'not nice' demonstrates the social boundaries that prevent some young residents mixing with people 
who are not in their socio-economic group. People may be classified as such as a result of parental 
opinions; Horton et al. (2014) found that young people readily incorporate parents' discourses of risk 
when talking of community. This will be discussed further in Section 8.6.1.
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Figure 7.8 Supermarket in Community B (Source: Steve)
As with Community A, young people complained that visiting the supermarket was the only thing for
them to do:
Like, me and my friend, if we go down [supermarket] again today, it would have been
second time this week so that gets a bit boring.
Ruby, 11, Community B
RR: And, urn, what kind of things do you like to do in your neighbourhood?...
Roger: Play football.
RR: Play football, yep, and go to the [supermarket]
Roger: Yep, there's nothing much else to do.
Roger, 14, Community B
The desire for a variety of spaces is a reflection of research in existing communities (Jones, 2000;
Chawla and Malone, 2003). Young people adopted roles of consumers as a way of providing a leisure
activity, one that generally caused minimal conflict (Kato, 2009). This reflects arguments by
Mackintosh and Mooney (2000) that consumption may be more significant than class as a source of
identity. The maps used as part of the interview process show that two thirds of participants went to
the supermarket as an informal leisure activity, with over a fifth of participants marking it as one of
their favourite places. There was a difference by locality here, as a quarter of participants from
Community A (n=3) listed it as their favourite place compared to half from Community B (n=4). The
greater popularity in Community B may be a result of fewer community facilities in the area. There
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was no relationship between visits to the
an activity undertaken by all.
supermarket and age, tenure or gender. It appeared to be
Reflecting that there was littlp  H
, J L  "  V0Ung P60P,e S° metimeS ™  ne8^ected in their community,
with facilities for adults, but not for families:
All we've got else really is a few pubs, takeaways, hairdressers
really that interests like me and my friends
and that's it, there's nowhere
Bj they've not got any shops or anything yet.
anyway...But then the problem is, in [Community
Alice, 15, Community B
The V e f Ol Alice indicates h„w »oU„8 part.c,pants saw Cotnntcnitv B as still under construction
Whilst man, of the young people in,endowed wen, to the local pob with their family (see Figure 7.9).
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Figure 7.9 Pub in Community B, which some participants went to with their families (Source: Gemma)
The attached town to the south of Community B had a large number of local shops used by
participants. Their use meant young people had a detailed knowledge of their local area; a lack of
facilities and mobility meant these everyday spaces were highly significant in teenagers' lives (Panelli
et a,-> 2002; Weller, 2007b). In one case, it was revealed that the participant knew more of the
geography of the local area than the step-mum, despite the step-mum having lived in the area
longer:
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Roger: [when asked to list Dlarn^ h0 .. .   ,
Places he went in the area] AM to PM [shop]
Step-Mum: I never even knew that was there!!
Roger, 14, Community B
This echoes the argument by Valentine (1QQ7ai
f| . . .  . „ , ( 97a) that y°ung peop'e often have a better understanding
o, local place Pallets (S.amon, 198„, t0 lheir greattr e„gagen,cl,t , hp ^  ^  p
rea, h .F .fc h .c , geography sh„ps Ip Common!,y B. wilh dif(erent shops use(| depend|ng pn ^
time and need. Existing research has shown that diffemnt cnaro ,
t spaces are favoured by groups of young
people due to different interests (Tucker 2003) Thk aic^
1 ' Th,s also aPPears the case in relation to mixed
communities and illustrates the desire for choice in young people's geographies of consumption
The chip shop in Community A (Figure 7.10) was particularly popular with participants. ,, formed an
important  of the routine of the youth club, along with waiting the supermarket. Community B
had a chip shop in the town to the south, but only Caitlin mentioned using it. The chip shop in 
Community A was raised by most interviewees and warmly described by them:
Katie: Oh the chippy! He's so nice!
Sarah: Oh the guy in the chippy gives me extra chips...
Katie: He passes me a chip like while I'm waiting.
Amelia: Yeah. I've been there since I was about 4 and he's like 'hello'
Katie, Sarah and Amelia, 12, Community A
The chip shop was seen as friendly and affordable; a space that welcomed young people. As a mark 
of how popular it was with young people, an antisocial behaviour notice targeted at young people 
(Figure 6.12) was placed there. Amelia's comment also underlines how important development of a 
history with a place is to ownership and belonging, further underlining the effect that newness has 
on development of place and community. Studies have shown that fast-food restaurants are often 
concentrated within a short walking distance of schools (Austin et al., 2005; We Are What We Do, 
2013) and are popular places to go with groups of friends for long periods of time (Kato, 2009). This 
popularity reflects the increasing role that consumption plays in construction of leisure spaces, partly 
as a result of changes to service structures resulting in lower public provision, as Matthews and 
Tucker (2006) discuss in relation to rural areas. It would be interesting to study the geography of 
takeaways and the role that they play in young people's lives.
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Figure 7.10 Very popular chip shop in Community A (Source: Neil)
The semi-public spaces used by young people in mixed communities consisted of a local supermarket
(both communities), corner shops (Community B) and a chip shop (Community A). They highlight the
increasing role that consumption plays in both identity creation and leisure provision (Mackintosh
and Mooney, 2000; Kato, 2009). These places proved popular regardless of tenure, age and gender.
This discussion has shown that spaces for young people in new communities appear to be led by
consumption, reflecting wider arguments concerning the increased privatisation of public space
(Jackson, 1995; Sibley, 1995; Matthews and Limb, 1999; Matthews et ai, 2000b; Van Deusen Jr.,
2002; Valentine, 2004; Weszkalnys, 2008). Given that supermarkets often form a key part of new
housing developments (Wrigley et ai, 2002) it would be interesting to understand more concerning
the geographies of consumption for young people in new and existing communities.
7.3.3 Country parks and green spaces
The third most popular public space mentioned by participants was country parks (see Table 7.1).
Separate green spaces were also mentioned by some participants and have been included in this
section, though they were not as popular as country parks. Both communities studied had a country
park as part of the development. The country park was more popular in Community A (79% of the 14
participants who went to country parks were from Community A), but green spaces were more
popular in Community B (two thirds of those who liked green spaces were from Community B). The
country park in Community A can be seen in Figure 7.11 and the one in Community B can be seen iin
Figure 7.12.
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g Partfr° mthe,raff0rdab^  they were favoured places'retreat'; places
of relative seclusion to be with frienrtc ,  ,
Undertake unPr°grammed activities (Lieberg 1995- 
Chawla and Malone, 2003) The e asv  arri,t u-,-, , 8' 999'
r , . , ' , " SS,b,"tV ° f green Spaces was important, as has been
found in rural studies (Giddings and Yarwood 2005) in tho • .
, 005). In the intensive research stage, green spaces
proved more popular with boys. This is mncr iiVoi,, k
V  now likely because,hey used them ,0 p,3,  sports s„ch
,00tba" and r' ,leC,i"S «  <*»• ^ v s  have a more direct ,e,a,,„„sh,p ffi.k
environment than 6,rls, at a ioc.tion al,owS them to undertake psrticul.r activities (Brown «
»/.. 2008). The continued importnnee outdoor sp.ee ,„ „ „ g has Been discussed in
relation to the research into sustainable communities bV Horton e, (20.4) Hew mixed
communities also appea, to show this continued importance. In terms tenure, the questionnaire 
data showed neighbourhood outdoor place, were twice more popular with social housing occupants 
than private, bu, i, is difficult to draw wider conclusion, from this a, the number of respondents
from social housing was low. The universal popularity of such space, shows their potential to bring 
residents together and create the networks desired in mixed communities (Kintrea etol, 2008).
Green spaces were popular with those participants who took photos, with just under half of returned
camera, including photo, of them Participant, valued the peace and quiet they offered, as well a, 
the chance for shortcuts:
Steve: Urn, the nature reserve has a, a bit that goes along here, has like a little sneaky path
that goes along here and then there's the bridge here and then there's a tiny path that goes 
onto the bridge.
RR: Ah ok.
Steve: So, that's pretty much another like sneak route that people like to take. And there's 
like a fence along here.
Steve, 12, Community B
The green spaces offered places to play, exercise, socialise or be alone:
Mike: ...we just stay on the green or something like that yeah.
Neil: Yeah, or we used to play football, just opposite his house. He's got a little field outside
his house, so we'd just play football there...
Mike, 15 and Neil, 14, Community A
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I really like the location of our house hPra,,co - . ,
ecause we re right in front of the big country park so I
can go running or just go for a walk if I wanted.
Patti, 13, Community A
Young people seemed to be extolling the virtues of
of green spaces in terms of the rural idyll, the
ideal, « d chlldtood, .  place , 0    be free in ;  and
A m f  o » ir AA 1 \ T  I_ _
Matthews, 200.,. The coo„w  „»rk provided space ............... whllsl the green spacps
, . r , ° -----piUVIUCU
pockets for playing and football. They provided variptw i nf h*
V provided variety in their geography of leisure, one of several
places on their map to , dd di,,ere„ce to their „a„y lives in the neigdOourhood ,Cha„,a , „ d Mai.ne,
2003) Outdoor spaces continue ,o h „ e an impor,,„, role to p „y ,n children's p „y
despite research showing that parents feel such spatial freedom has declined since the, were
children (Valentine, 1997a; Witten eta!., 2013).
In Community B, green spaces formed the focal social point of some participants' lives, as
demonstrated by Gemma:
RR: ...where do you think you spent the most time?..
Gemma: On the green outside my house probably.
RR: And where did you have the water fight then? Was that on the green?
G: Yeah, just on the green and down the alley and stuff.
RR: Ah cool, cool. And did anybody you didn't know join in with that?
G: No, it was only people near me and down the road and stuff.
RR: Ah cool. And er were your neighbours happy with you doing that?
G: Yeah, because everyone knows each other so.
Gemma, 14, Community B
Gemma mentioned this green space frequently in her interviews and the bunting from a street party
(a gathering of neighbours in the space outside their houses) for the Queen's Diamond Jubilee in
June 2012 can be seen in her photo at Figure 7.13. As with existing communities, this demonstrates
the importance of public space for gathering and cemented relationships (Jupp, 1999), which could
be considered particularly important for new communities, so as to encourage community bonds to
develop (Raco, 2007b; Camina and Wood, 2009).
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Figure 7.13 The green outside Gemma's house. ,t was the focal point of her and her neighbours' social life (Source: 
Gemma)
Frank, who lives in one of the first houses occupied in Community B, discussed how much he enjoyed 
the amount of green space in the development before more houses were built:
Frank: Yeah, that used to be all green space across there though when we moved here and
then they started building all the houses again...Probably would have been better if they'd 
just left that bit really...
RR: Yeah?
Frank: Sort of green place to run around and stuff.
RR: Yeah, yeah, must have been a nice view before.
Frank: It was.
Frank, 15, Community B
This was a common theme in the interviews in Community B. The unfinished nature of the
development, living in a community under construction (see Figure 7.14 and Figure 7.15), provided
opportunities for play, as well as presenting changing material and social rhythms for young people
to adapt to (Kraftl et ol., 2013). David and Susie also conveyed how much they valued green space
and wished for more, particularly with the on-going building work taking away previously valued 
spaces:
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it was more peaceful and I had m ^ JUS' “  ‘ °  ^  ***  *° ^  That mea"S
factory 10rE? r° ° m t0 P'ay ln the field' on|y just right next to the
David, 12, Community B
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Figure 7.14 Community B under construction (Source: Caitlin)
Amy: You’ve got [nature reserve] and you've got the leisure centre now and there's a bit of 
green area there as well, which is good, because it was all a bit urban, it was just...
Susie: It was all blocked off wasn't it? [Talking over]
Amy: ...brick, pavement. It needed more grass, basically.
Susie: Yeah, it was all blocked off before, the leisure centre, so you couldn't get on to it, so 
people who wanted to play football couldn't go into it...
Amy: Yeah there was nowhere to go for that.
Susie: ...but now you can.
Susie, 13 and her sister Amy, 17, Community B
This changing landscape affected young people's use of space. As with work completed by Kraftl et 
ol. (2013) in new sustainable communities, it was unclear whether green spaces were for public use 
or to be used as housing. If the green spaces were built on, this affected the material practices of 
young people in the community who had colonised them for play. The changing landscape of new
communities, particularly the loss of spaces to construction, is considered a particular issue iin
relation to new communities.
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Figure 7.15 A field to the north of Community B where a planning application was submitted to build 
Young people mentioned enjoying the view over this field (Source: Author)
more houses.
These findings regarding use of green spaces reflect those of De Visscher and Bouverne-de Bie 
(2008), where the presence of young people on the street was dependent on the physical design of 
the neighbourhood, through formal and informal play spaces, and it was often the informal play 
spaces that appealed to children more than designed and formal playgrounds. In the case of the 
communities studied here, green spaces and country parks were popular as informal play space that 
catered for a variety of uses and groups (Jones, 2000; Holland et ol., 2007b). The flexibility of their 
use, for football (Neil and Mike), general playing (Katie and Amelia), running (Patti), cricket (Rob), 
Frisbee (Gemma) and fake gun battles (David), demonstrate a reason for their popularity. Adults 
were also unlikely to use greens. No adults were observed using them and they did not contain street 
furniture for sitting. This meant they were places young people could use with relatively little conflict 
of ownership over space, as well as being safe to play on, away from the dangers of cars on the road 
(O'Brien et a!., 2000; Mullan, 2003; Casey et al., 2007).
Green spaces, however, were also a place of danger and avoidance. Their very seclusion meant that 
they were used for activities that some young people did not want adults to see (Matthews and 
Limb, 1999; Matthews, 2003). The youth workers described the woods by the country park as a
common place for young people from the community and the neighbouring village to come to drink, 
smoke, and take drugs (personal communication, 26 August 2011).Different groups of young people
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colonised different green spaces (Holland et al 2007h- n» \/-
^U07ti, De Visscherand Bouverne-de Bi
behaviour of some groups of vmmo •
, ,p ,  * " V° Ung Pe° Ple m these ^ c e s  led others to classify them
danger (Percy Smith and Matthews 2001 \ Thic ^
’ 2001). This caused some young people to avoid the
Bie, 2008). The
as places of
area:
Mike: Obviously you don't know what the hell 
it's an anywhere.
goes on in the woods [by the country park],
RR: Yeah.
N.»: Th. woods is probab„ , think th£ mos, d>ngerous vet nw m i|> meni.oned ^
,00 don', soe an,one go in .hero, bu, soos.on. eoos in ,h „e . you a u ^ a t ic a ,,,  , bink , here's 
trouble coming.
Mike, 15 and Neil, 14, Community A
Or were told to stay away by their parents, despite their using the woods for different activities, such
as den-making:
Emily: My Dad didn't use to let me go into the country park den 
RR: Oh, why's that?
Sarah: Oh it's awful.
Emily: Where the star is. The den's here. And my Dad like, somebody, some teenagers 
caused a fire there before and I told my Dad about it. 'Oh Dad yeah and we were up at the 
den again today and when we left I was talking to my friend and she was telling me what all 
the teenagers did so' 'oh what did they do?' 'caused a fire' he was like, 'right, I don't want 
you going up there again in case anything like that happens again near there'.
Emily, Sarah and Amelie, 12, Community A
A similar story emerged in Community B:
Orla: We've been there before, that's that little wooded bit, Laura 
Laura: Yeah, but we don't like that.
RR: Why don't you like it there?
Laura: 'Cos loads of.
Orla: I like it there!
Laura: Yeah, but loads of druggies go there, Orla.
Orla: Yeah, but not now, not during the day, they go during night.
Laura, 16 and Orla, 15, Community B
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Antisocial behaviour and safety issuer u/0rQ
ety issues were also reported in relation to the
which can be seen in Figure 7.16 below), which
nature trail (the start of
many young people used as a shortcut:
Amy: [nature trail] isn't a good place anymore.
RR: Why do you avoid [nature trail], did
you say? Is it just because it's muddy?
* * 80 « «  « •  « *  and, like, like smash
bottles and things like that.
Susie, 13 and her sister Amy, 17, Community B
It is interesting to note how Amy describes the nature trail as not good 'anymore'. This suggests that 
at one point it was a good place. The newness of the communities means that places are still being 
constructed; the reputation and territorial propriety of the new spaces are still being created. As with 
existing communities, this demonstrates the conflicts that can arise between groups of young people 
trying to use the same space for different activities and the strategies adopted by young people to 
avoid such conflict (Matthews and Tucker, 2007; De Visscher and Bouverne-de Bie, 2008). Just as 
adults conflict with or avoid groups of young people on the street, or call the police to report 
antisocial behaviour, other young people also suffer from different uses of public space and see them 
as places of danger (Percy-Smith and Matthews, 2001). Young people in mixed communities exclude
themselves from dangerous spaces to avoid association with groups using them and to define their 
identity in opposition to them (Clarke et at., 2007; Leyshon, 2008).
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Figure 7.16 Start of nature trail in Community B (Source: Caitlin)
The results discussed in this section have highlighted that outdoor public space remains important to 
young people in mixed communities as a place of play, exercise, socialisation and to be alone. The 
newness of the communities also meant that the making of (green) place was still under
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construction, meaning some places that used to be enjoyable 
places of avoidance.
were now built over or had become
7.3.4 The street
Previous studies have shown that the street rem^inc „  
treet remains an important place to children and young
people, for socialisation, public theatre and identity formation and affirmation (Massey 1998- 
Matthews et a,., 2000b; Chaw,a and Malone, 2003; Matthews, 2003; Valentine, 2004; Giddings and 
Yarwood, 2005; Vanderstede, 2011). young people proved to use the street to a varying degree 
within the study (see Table 7.1). Over a third of a„ those interviewed said they used the street for 
leisure activities. The street was used for playing, skateboarding, cycling and walking. This reflects a 
much more mobile geography of the street than noted in previous research, particularly with regard 
to the emerging field in Children's Geographies of walking as a practice (Horton eta,., 2014).
Observations of the case study areas showed that use of the street as a play area was not
widespread; the communities were quiet places with few people using the streets (see Section
6.2.1.1). A typical street scene, showing how quiet the area was, can be seen in Figure 7.17. Where
there was street use, this was mobile, not static. Those who were walking around were often young
people or young mothers with their children. As discussed above, of the 13 participants who
mentioned hanging out on the street, only five of these mentioned playing out on the streets with
the remainder using it for walking, skateboarding and cycling. It appears that the geography of street
use is changing with the growth of walking as a practice and less static activity surrounding 'hanging
out' (Horton et at., 2014). Circuitous walking in the countryside and new communities has been
found to be important to add variety to participants' social lives and strengthen friendships (Leyshon,
2011; Horton et at., 2014). Further research may wish to explore the factors driving the increased use 
of the street for mobile, not static, geographies.
Tucker (2003) believes that one of the consequences of a lack of public space in rural areas is that 
young people become highly visible and so more subject to adult scrutiny. In this respect, the new 
communities reflect rural areas, with young people being highly visible on greens and other areas 
(though this is perhaps more due to the conspicuous absence of adults). The suburbs, meanwhile, 
are felt by Valentine (2004) to particularly have a certain moral order based on "an overwhelmingly 
powerful and widely understood pattern of restraint and non-confrontation" (2004: 88). Young 
people were not highly visible on the streets of either community. This reflects existing research by 
Matthews et ol. (1998a), Cahill (2000) and Vanderstede (2011) who have contended that young 
people are 'invisible' on the street. Cahill (2000) and Vanderstede (2011) have both argued this is a
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Figure 7.17 Typical view of private housing on a street in Community B (Source: Author)
The main difference in street use appeared to be age, with participants above a certain age (12 years
old) no longer playing on the street:
Yeah, well, I'm not the oldest on the street, my brothers and sisters are, but they don't really
play out, so I'm the oldest person that plays out on the street and I get on really well with
of them.
Melinda, 11, Community A
This is reflected in the quote from Neil:
I've lived here for ten years and since then, well, I didn't really care that much when I was in
Primary, I didn't think there was nothing to do because like when you're young you're always
running about, you don't care if there is stuff to do, but Secondary, you don't, you're sort of
grown up and you don't really want to run about with water pistols and so on, you want
something else to do.
Neil, 14, Community A
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In the UK, young people move from Primarv tn w  ^
, . . , V * Sec°ndary school at the age of 11. Young people
move from being the oldest in their schnni ^  .u P
and social rel f  h r, '"8 ^  Y° ungest' TheV develop new spatial identitiesand social relationships throueh thp oroDtn. r ,
. . . .  ree ° m age offers' ar»d adopt and try out new (adult)
roles leading to the abandonment of 'nhwinn „ „
M , 9nn,  r _ .  P,aymg ° Ut 35 3 Chi,dish activity (Aitken, 2001; Chaw.a and
Malone, 2003, Giddings and Yarwood, 2005- Kato ?nnq\ t k - • r,
. u . . ' t0' 2009)- Th,s ,s reflected in NeiTs experience. As
with existing communities, use of in ^
. SPaCe m m,xed im m unities is generational with space use
differentiated by ape (Christpn^pn 9nn3\ ~ ..
g (unristensen, 2003), even though there may be differences within these
generations as to how they use space (Tucker m i ^
M l ucker, 2003). Neil demonstrates how young people's
response to communities and what they offer is not fixed, but is evoiving as they age; as their 
identity changes, their spatial behaviour changes (Massey, 1998; Weller, 2007b). This is in keeping 
with Leyshon's argument that identity is not "plural or unitary, static or in flux, fragmented or stable, 
it is fluid between these binary opposites" (2008; 22). Young people's identities are fluid and their 
changing use of space (including whether selecting a place of retreat or a place to be seen) reflects
a  I  *
Whilst there was an age difference, it was found that, as with Matthews et al. (1999), there was no 
gender difference in street use. No difference was found in the tenure of participants and those 
using the street, despite previous studies suggesting class differences, with middle-class, suburban 
young people less likely to spend their leisure time on the street (Valentine, 1997a; Karsten and Pel, 
2000; Percy-Smith and Matthews, 2001). This suggests that the street is a place of affordance for all, 
as young people generally do not have an income of their own (only three interviewees talked of 
part-time jobs). The diaries showed that whilst participants from families with more disposable 
income reported a higher level of other (priced) activities, they still played out and walked around 
the streets. The lack of facilities and need for variety means the street takes on a greater importance
in teenagers' geographies and they can claim space in their neighbourhood through its use (Jones, 
2000; Holland eta!., 2007a; Weller, 2007b; Leyshon, 2011).
Matthews et al. (1999) found that the social importance of the street is heightened for many young
people because the home does not provide a suitable or appropriate venue to meet and talk with
friends. This appeared to be the case for some young people, particularly where large groups were 
concerned:
Yeah, we just hang out and play out in small groups, sometimes it's just two of us and
sometimes it's 12.
Melinda, 11, Community A
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Previous research has suggested young people l.rk nn,  
n- f / onnc\ n  ^ a*e space in their control (Childress 2004-
Dines et o i, 2006 . Parent/euardian • ' '
Perm,SS,0n maV be rec u^'red to use the family home but the
availability, flexibility and affordability of the street makP, it h
, es 1 ,deal for young people's use, particularly
when some prefer to meet in ermine ^  y
, tH  k ‘ ( Ma nt a *,  2003; Kars.en, 2003; Brown 2008). „„
the street does, however, cause problem* m *
A1. . seprob'ems to some members of the community, as discussed by
Alice: We had some neighbours that we knew quite well, but some of them moved into [the
town centre] 
RR: Yeah.
Alice: "Cos .he, like preferred I,. 'Cos where we live there’s loads of kids that go outside the 
houses and play really loud and noisy and it got on their nerves.
Alice, 15, Community B
Playing on the street also causes specific issues with neighbours, touched on in relation to limitations
of mobility in Section 6.2.2.4:
...'cos we're always having the police round by us and we can't even use the back drive 'cos
we have someone next door to us who comes out, well, not next door to us, but one door
down, who keeps shouting at us whenever we go down, comes out and says 'Get off my 
property and we're like 'It's not even your property'.
Ruby, 11, Community B
This is in contrast with Gemma's use of the green (discussed in Section 7.3.3), which created strong 
social bonds between her neighbours. The simple act of some participants' use of the street as a 
place of play met with conflict from adults who felt it disturbed the tranquillity of the street and 
infringed on their space (Rasmussen and Smidt, 2003). It is such conflicts that provide clues about 
power relations (Sibley, 1995). In the case of Alice, the neighbours had chosen to move away to an 
area they identified with (quiet), whilst with Ruby, her neighbour continued to try to dominate the 
space around his house, even claiming ownership where there was none. These findings regarding 
use of the street and conflict reflect that of existing research (Matthews et al., 1998a; Matthews, 
2003; Chiu, 2009; Brown, 2013), though the mediating role that provision of green space can deliver 
in generating greater social bonds in new communities is considered a unique finding.
Valentine (2004) notes that research suggests young people do not deliberately set out to intimidate 
or cause trouble, but this is sometimes a by-product of their natural flows of activities. There
appeared to be issues with large erouDs nf to
• . , teenagers walking the street in groups leadine touneasiness in adults: B leading to
RR: Do you ever get in trouble when there 
Roger: No, just get funny looks.
s a group about 20 of you walking about?
This had also led to Roger getting in trouble with the police:
Roger, 14, Community B
I think there was four of us and
we were down the rec and we were meant to be in at half
seven and we was running and they stopped us. They stopped us just by where the 
road is...They were like 'Why you running?'. They think we cause trouble.
main
Roger, 14, Community B
As with extant literature, this shows the importance of independent mobility in developing a local 
geography and environmental competence (Matthews, 1986; Freeman, 2010).
The participants who skateboarded also discussed issues over conflict with adults in the areas iin
which they chose to skate:
And if you skate at [supermarket] and that they just say to you like they moan at you every
time you skate.
Bradford, 13, Community A
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This reflects findings that groups of young people in existing communities are deemed as threatening 
(Malone, 2002; Nolan, 2003; Pain, 2006; Freeman, 2010; Brown, 2013). Boys have been found to 
prefer to socialise in groups (Karsten, 2003; Brown et a!., 2008), whilst hanging out in groups may
also be a means to act tough and avoid conflict (Cahill, 2000). Roger appeared to be targeted by the 
police because he was in a group of teenage boys and he was running.
Parental control did affect street use. Anna was not allowed to walk around with nothing to do
because her mum did not like it, but this had ramifications for Anna's understanding of her 
neighbourhood. She reported getting lost and finding the area very similar:
...when I slept over my friend's house and we were walking back, I got confused where 
were 'cos it all looks the same so like she had to come direct me a little bit...
we
Anna, 15, Community B
r r :  I " 1 8et *° 3 P'aCe and [Skatel th6re' bUt 6rm' V6ah "0* rea„V muchto do, not many places to do it thorQ____ _ .to do not mam . ' e ' e there's not " ™ ch
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8 secunty guard to chuck us out and stuff so erm yeah 
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------- - cii u l u n K
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V Ve bu,lt a skatepark, but it’s still quite far away.
Mark, 15, Community A
Conflict between skateboarders and semritw con,:, u >
secunty services has been widely discussed in previous research
(Karsten and Pel, 2001; Travlou, 2003- Chiu 20001 ac ^ .
9), as has distance to facilities as a barrier to young
------------------------------------  . V I  v v  y u u i l t
people s use ,Malone, 2002). Research into skateboarding has portrayed it as a youth counterculture
which seeks to challenge power relations by questioning the privatisation of public space (Travlou
2003). Research by Woolley and Johns (2001) have found that the enjoyment of skateboarding
comes from watching and learning from others and, in order to do this, a large space is needed. The
office car park in Community A provided a large, generally quiet space where skateboarders could
pursue the activity. Young people, who were happy to share the car park, were excluded as a result
of being perceived as a nuisance. The skatepark mentioned by Mark was in the nearest town, but this
was difficult to access given problems of transport. The justification of preventing young people from
skateboarding in available space in their neighbourhood in favour of the more controlled skatepark
not only undermines the control young people have over how they undertake skateboarding, but it
also assumes that young people can afford to travel outside of their neighbourhood (Borden, 1998;
Weller, 2007b).
As well as conflict with adults and the police, there was also conflict between different groups of
young people (Tucker, 2003). Frank reported that there were frictions between his friends and some
others in the area. They adopted avoidance strategies to prevent any conflict:
I wouldn't say they're the best of friends but it's not really like, it's like sort of an attitude I
guess like, you stay out of our way, we stay out of your way.
Frank, 15, Community B
As well as different groups avoiding each other, Ruby avoided a certain street in Community B
because a bully lived on it:
RR: Any people that you kind of avoid?
Ruby: Yep...they live in [Community BJ unfortunately... she bullies my mate
Ruby, 11, Community B
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Rumours and stranger danger' (discussed in Section 6 2 2 2) akn dm
A  ^ • -2.2) a|so dmve young people in Community
A off the street and into the domestic sphere:
...you know when there was thp u/hnio .
thing about the van going round and stuff like
that...we go to people's houses 'cos, stuff like that, we'd probably be targeted.
Patti, 13, Community A
This altered spatiality in the face of perceived danger is in keeping with existing research in
established communities (Valentine, 1997a; Matthews ef a,., 1999; Elsey, 2004; Pain, 2006; Barker,
2011; Chaskm et a!., 2013). It was not found in Community B, however, which was less established
and had not (yet) developed a history of such incidents within its boundaries. This shows the role
that newness plays in the production and reproduction of discourses of risk (O'Brien et at., 2000; 
Chaskin eta!., 2013).
In spite of these conflicts and incidents, however, young people from Community A maintained their
neighbourhood was 'nice':
...it's such a nice, kind of like, safe environment...
Patti, 13, Community A
Mike and Neil, who also described Community A as 'nice', blamed some of the antisocial behaviour in 
the area on young people from the neighbouring village. Neil described this area as "dangerous". By 
presenting their neighbourhood as 'nice' and 'safe' they defined themselves in opposition to this 
area, thereby maintaining a distance from any such trouble (Leyshon, 2008). Young people in 
Community A constructed and maintained particular identities of the place in which they lived and 
used these to engender feelings of belonging. This indicates the strength of influence of some 
residents' attitudes and behaviour in reputation management (Forrest and Kearns, 2001).
Young people from Community B similarly frequently brought up the safety and peace of the streets 
in their communities as a big positive for the area, even if they had discussed issues with bullies:
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• used to live Vos mostly cars
re centre.
David, 12, Community B
Beatrice e»e„ Mated this was ,h .  reason he, f , m„v had moved , 0 the „e a :
if we hadn't go, ,  house here, we wouldn't h,»e moved [town]. Which is hi, strange, but
I think it was because it's a new housp and i u' dunno, where we live, we was only young, we
could pla, ou, on the cycle route, i, w a, quiet, no cars, safe, so I think that's why a , well
Beatrice, 16, Community B
The peace, safety and freedom that young people found they had in both communities reflected the
myth of the rural idyll (Tucker and Matthews, 2001) and led to laxer parental controls, as discussed in
Section 6.2.2.1. Whilst the perceived safety led to greater freedom, the innocence of childhood
exemplified, the conflict, danger and boredom young people experienced shows how both
communities were far from idyllic (Sibley, 1995; Valentine, 1997a; Tucker and Matthews, 2001;
Matthews and Tucker, 2007).
Whilst young people reported using the streets as an accessible place to meet friends, their presence
was limited during the observation stage, particularly in Community B. There was no gender or
tenure difference, but use did change with age as spatial practices changed with identities. Young
people reported conflict with adults, the police and other young people when using the street. This
led to them adopting avoidance strategies, employing more caution, or moving to the domestic
sphere. Despite these conflicts and dangers, young people constructed and maintained their streets
as 'safe' environments.
7.3.5 Recreation grounds
Recreation grounds ('recs') were mentioned regularly in interviews (see Table 7.1 above). Research in
rural areas by Tucker (2003) and Giddings and Yarwood (2005) has asserted their importance to
Children's Geographies and this research found that a community being new or mixed made no
difference to this importance. The recreation ground near Community B was very popular because it
was more accessible (a walk of under 10 minutes) and one of the few places in the area that had
facilities dedicated to young people (such as skate ramp, playground and BMX track). Participantsv w  u  1 1 5  l _/ 1 » 1 /  \  I  a i  U U p a i l l D
from Community A also mentioned using the recreation ground of the nearest village, which was a
nnni ll^r n h r^  r ifAiinn try fho oroo Tho r\ I 111 r\f fhoco fzir i I it IQ C \a iric norflu rnr > . 14-  ^t *- U ^popular place for young people in the area. The pull of these facilities was partly a result of the
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absence of such a space in thp rnmm,
Un' 'eS studied’ and Partly their use by friends of the 
participants who I.ved outside of their communities.
The rec closest to Community A lav in tho
, V V " the ne'ehb° - n g  village and was a large space to meet people, 
to see and be seen (Chawla and Malone 2003  ^ \A/ho
,  ,  . „  u ' 2° 03)- When the ^searcher for this project undertook
detached youth work around the area of A /
of Community A (as part of the observation stage of the
research) ,t centred on this recreation g ,„ „ „ d. voung people aged from abop, Id 21 years would 
gather „ „  the grass, by the youth sheiter and around a bench, with m, „ ,  dri„„i„g , lcohol and taking
drugs. Young people from Community A oftpn had  ^ .
Y ten had many friends in this village as they all attended
the same secondary school. The rec Drovidpd cnaro w  i
provided space for large groups of young people to meet, given
they had little control over private spaces to do so (Lieberg, 1995; Travlou, 2003; Childress, 2004-
Dines et o/„ 2006). They were places to be 'seen; an accessible place where some of the young 
people felt they belonged and could find their friends:
Patti: But, urn, we normally go, down do you know the rec ground?
RR: In [neighbouring village], yeah yeah.
Patti: We usually go there.
RR: Quite a lot of people go there as well, don't they?
Patti: Yeah...Say we were going to meet a lot of people, we'd go there, to like see people.
Patti, 13, Community A
The size of the public space meant that it could be used flexibly by young people and was large
enough to accommodate different friendship groups and groups undertaking different activities, the
importance of which was discussed in Section 7.3.1 (Tucker, 2003; Holland et al., 2007a; De Visscher 
and Bouverne-de Bie, 2008).
Perhaps reflecting the importance of the recreation grounds for young people as a place of 
socialisation, as well as a relatively safe place in parents' eyes, is this quote from Sarah:
See the only, the only place I'm allowed in [neighbouring village] is the rec and like people
whose houses I know.
Sarah, 12, Community A
Sarah was allowed to walk the two miles to the neighbouring village by herself, perhaps because the 
walk was similar to her walk to school, and her destination was popular with young people in the 
area creating safety in numbers.
The rec intCo; m7 ,v B lsee Heu"  7 m i t0 6en te  For boys „
appeared ,o Pe ,  P „ c .  «p Pe ,c ,„ e  IPcopgp skat. bba,ding. ^  ^ ^ ^  ^  ^  '
' r *  " S" a"'' 8°  d0W" 110 " "  reC| “  »<  much „ mps to „ 0. th€re.
anything to do there, all you do is just skate and i
s hardly
jump down the stairs.
David, 12, Community B
wen .here's like , no,Per park, ,  soral, park .here, so we use ,P „  and yoo can pla, „o ,Pa» 
and Paste,ball and sometimes, i, I go on ,h . Pike, Jos, like son of ride around
stuff...
on bikes and
Frank, 15, Community B
Um, just pretty much do free running around it 'cos there's a BMX track around there so we
do free running around it.
Steve, 12, Community B
There was a distinct gender difference in how young people used the recreation grounds. Whilst the
boys used it for biking, skateboarding and free running, girls in Community B talked about using it as 
a place to sit and talk:
I meet up with my friends [at the rec] and we walk around, there's a swing and we go on that 
swing...Um, at [nature trail] there aren't any swings or anything, like, to be with, it's all 
muddy and like not a good place to go. The rec is more friendly and lots of people there.
Susie, 13, Community B
Like if it's a nice day me and my friend would go down and catch-up [on the rec]...
RR: What kind of stuff do you do at the rec? 
Gemma: Sit on the swings and stuff.
Beatrice, 16, Community B
Gemma, 14, Community B
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The rec was not favoured by some participants because it was too far away, and the personal 
preference of the participant was not to travel too far:
I don't go to the other one, don't go to the other rec. I'm too lazy.
Ruby, 11, Community B
Ruby's comment highlights the role that interest and inclination plays in spatial behaviour (Tucker, 
2003; Leyshon, 2011).
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Figure 7.18 Recreation ground in Community B (Source: Steve)
These findings reflect previous research suggesting that boys are more likely to engage in group and
physical activities (Karsten, 2003; Brown et a!., 2008). Susie's comment also reflects how the rec was
an important place of interaction, for gathering groups of friends (Chawla and Malone, 2003). The
size and flexibility of the space meant it could be used for all these activities by different groups of 
young people (De Visscher and Bouverne-de Bie, 2008).
As with community facilities and the street, use changed with age. Three participants interviewed on
the street said that they were only hanging out in Community B because the recreation ground was
full of young children. Teenagers reported using it when they were younger but avoided it as they got 
older:
I used to go down the rec and down the littlp u
eveiyday just ,o «  e, e „ „ „ a and t M  . ‘ °  '» *  e° down there
there eeerydey s„ „  o f ~  *  '  “  « «  ™  —  dow„
Beatrice, 16, Community B
This reflects existing research rnnrpmino
„  concern,"i teeeaeerf construction of independent rdenhties and the
adoption of more adult roles (Malone rh-> i
u „  „  ' 2° 02' Ch9Wla 3nd Malonet 2003; Valentine, 2004; Kato, 2009-
Vanderstede, 2011).Age d ifference ;n thn
I g e  differences m the use of the rec were also dictated by time of use, as
evidenced by Caitlin's comment:
Vdd ge, litre the V .a , 9s and 10s ronnd Ic o n ™ ™ ,, Bj. „ ke , du',e  go, the new ska,, pad, ,,ke
my brother goes „om  like s about 7, and then after ,n „  you've go, all the older „ „  
their bikes and just chilling out I suppose.
Caitlin, 16, Community B
This further demonstrates the generational relationship with space, with ownership of public space
(where public space was limited) by different social groups being differentiated by age and time
(Christensen, 2003; Tucker, 2003; De Visscher and Bouverne-de Bie, 2008). Age was one marker of
belonging for young people, whereby if they felt spaces were occupied by people who were younger 
they were much less inclined to favour that space.
The rec in Community B was not uniformly popular (Laura, 16 and Orla, 15 described it as 'horrible'). 
This was partly due to other groups of young people who were perceived as 'troublemakers':
Just go anywhere and everywhere really and talk. I would go to the rec but a lot of like the
old people hang down there and like drink and everything so none of us really want to go 
down there.
Alice, 15, Community B
As with the supermarket entrance, the troublemakers and their antisocial behaviour caused Alice to 
stay away in order to avoid conflict and association with them (Percy-Smith and Matthews, 2001; 
Tucker, 2003; Holland et al., 2007a; Kintrea et at., 2010). This again demonstrates the importance of 
spatiality in social identity construction (Massey, 1998). Conventional sociological signifiers, such as 
age and gender, play as much of a role as shared behaviours and interests in the microgeographies of 
mixed communities, though it is interesting that class does not seem to be an issue given no 
observed difference between tenures (Freeman, 2010).
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The recreation grounds were popular places for 
some, they were accessible places of belong! ^  Pe° P'e' PartiCU'ar'y in Comrnunity B. For 
different activities. Despite this popularity som ^  °  ^  ^  Undertake
behaviour. This demonstrates once more th ^  ^  ^  aSS° dated With antiS° dal
1998). The use of these spaces and the T  SPat'a' behaV'° Ur defi"eS S° Cia' (MaSS6y'
way m which they were used (or avoided), was not unique to
new mixed communities, but shows their . 4
Shows their continued importance to young people's geographies.
7.3.6 Playgrounds
Playgrounds wore no, v e „  popqlac amqngs, part,cipants ^  ^  ^
interviewed saying they used .henr. , s  shown Table 7.1 above. M .s.iy they were used lor hanging
on, and playrng on ,he equipment whilst socialising with friend, (Tucker, 20031; a, such they were
'place, of retreat' and 'places to be seen'. Broken equipment, lack of suitability fo, age, and gender
all affected their use (P.nelli «  of., 2002; Karsten, 2003; Tucker, 2003). Their use reflected existing
research bu, Communily 0 had a particular issue in relation to the recent (poor) construction of i„  
play facilities.
Karsten (2003) found a gendered world of the playground in her research which was echoed in
Community A and B. Girls liked to sit on the swings and talk to friends, whilst few male participants
mentioned using the playgrounds. The only male participant who the researcher knows used a
playground was Bradford, who was interviewed at the playground in Figure 7.19, when he was
playing with his friends. His friends were mostly males about 13 and 14, all boisterously using the
equipment, and some much quieter girls. Their loud and enthusiastic use of the equipment showed 
how it was a place of theatre for them.
The number and accessibility of parks in Community A meant they were valued by teenagers as a 
place to hang out as well as to play when they were younger:
...say we were out and it was about 9 o'clock at night, there wouldn't be little children in the 
park so we're fine just to sit there...when you're little there are so many parks and places to
go...
Patti, 13, Community A
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Figure 7.19 Playground by primary school in Community A where young people would hang out (Source: Author)
Also commented on the fact that the equipment in the pork was all broken and one of the 
mothers there asked me if I was in charge of the equipment so that she could report some of 
it broken.
Emily: Inside of parks, like things that won't get broken, it's like [inaudible] teenagers always 
break them.
Sarah: And then we get locked out and there's nothing for us to do so...
RR: Is it the older kids that are doing that?
Sarah: Yep.
Emily and Sarah, 12, Community A
The breaking of equipment was a widely reported problem. Field notes from 9 August 2012 record 
how friends of Bradford mentioned it during his interview, as did a mother who was also present:
These issues are not limited tn miw^
subsequent loeking of the pl,yg,„„ntls 6r0l“
- r  - . r d—  - ~unwelcome ,n the very spaces set aside for them m tho .
. . case Community A, however, it was not
that young people avoided the area it was that th
t . u ' 35 th3t they were locked out' or could no longer use the
equipment as it was broken.
The issue of age-appropriate facilities also left
some young people feeling they fell in a provision
as Ruby discussed in Section 7 3 1 Th^ ni=»w ™  •
• Play equipment mentioned by Ruby can be seen in her photo
below (Figure 7.20). This reflects research by Panelli et at. (2002).
Figure 7.20 Playground in Community B by leisure centre (Source: Ruby)
Rather than issues with vandalism and maintenance of equipment as in Community A, the recent 
construction of the playground and skateboard/scooter area in Community B had created issues:
Ah this park, as you can see, it gets bogging and that is like that deep in water so when it's 
been raining the kids can't come down here and play because they put it in the dip, they
didn't make them put it on top of the dip, they put it in it.
Caitlin, 16, Community B
The playground outside the leisure centre in Community B had been dug so that it sat below the 
original ground level. As a consequence it did not drain properly and even after a period of good
weather it remained waterlogged as ran ho c £
gg , 35 Can be seen from Figure 7.21. This
space could not be used as intended. This shows
poor design meant that the
of an area where facilities are poorly implemented.
particular issues surrounding the new construction
■ - ■ ■
•  - -fUt'-r- , 41
^ 5
*
• • -♦ ™
-/ rvA?
Hr-  r A
v " f \ ,  fg y  
■*» • . ?  ?
Figure 7.21 Waterlogged skate park and ramp in Community B (Source: Author)
Playground use varied in terms of gender and age. Few participants used them, perhaps because the 
target age range was lower than the age of the sample (11-16 years). Playgrounds also suffered from 
vandalism and poor design, which made them inaccessible and unattractive to participants. Whilst 
the issue of vandalism is not unique to mixed communities, it is considered that the issue of poor 
design is connected to the newness of the developments, which are still in a process of construction.
Conclusion
This chapter has considered the public spaces used by participants of this study into new mixed 
communities. The spaces (shown in Figure 7.1) were defined as 'places of retreat' and 'places to be 
seen', and included community facilities, semi-public spaces (namely the local supermarkets), 
country parks and green spaces, the street, recreation grounds and playgrounds. The results show 
that public spaces remain important in the lives of teenagers, despite research in Children's 
Geographies discussing parental perception of a decline in outdoor play (Valentine, 1997a, Witten et 
oi, 2013). Accessibility, belonging and being with friends were of key importance to the success of 
public space in mixed communities. Having a variety of spaces, to use as places of interaction and
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retreat (Lieberg, 1995; Chawla and Malone, 2003) and to a
(Tucker, 2003; Karsten, 2003; De Visscher and B CCOmmodate dlffere"t groups and uses
boredom, remains important. ouverne-de Bie, 2008), as well as to prevent
The data showed that spaces werp not .
ss were not uniformly used by all young people, nor used in the same way
(Panelli et ol., 2002; Tucker 2003) i jc0 r>f  ^ w  y
' PUb',C $Paces varied according to age, gender and social
groupings, as well as presence of conflict percentinn nf
. . . . . . .  ' anger and quality of provision. Generational
relationships and conflicts were olavpd nut u ....
„ _  P Ved ° Ut thr° Ugh the differentiation of places according to their
use by different ages (Christensen, 2003). Age was a very important measure of belonging that 
defined whether and how participants used a public space. As with Karsten (2003), boys were more 
hkely to engage in physical activities in public spaces than girls, who liked to interact with their 
friends whilst using play equipment (Tucker, 2003). Conflict with adults and the police whilst using 
public spaces was common for some, whilst certain spaces were avoided due to bullies (Percy-Smith 
and Matthews, 2001) or participants wishing to disassociate from such users (Leyshon, 2008). Space 
thus remains important in shaping and controlling identity (Massey, 1998). Issues with antisocial 
behaviour also led to parents banning children from visiting certain areas. Poor quality environments 
(vandalised or broken equipment) were mentioned as a frustration by young people using 
playgrounds. Just as Cahill (2000) has discussed in relation to the street, the use of public space 
within mixed communities is a complex interplay of physical, social and cultural effects.
Particular findings in relation to new mixed communities were connected to the impact that a rapid 
growth in population has on the ability of facilities to cater for demands, particularly as that 
population moves from childhood to adolescence at the same time. The role of consumption was 
also found increasingly important in the local environment and selection of semi-public spaces, such 
as supermarkets and corner shops. The streets were also found to have a much more mobile 
geography, from meandering walks, than the static use revealed by previous research. Finally, the 
role that construction plays in the shaping of places was considered important; from continued 
building work on green spaces that young people once valued as places of play, to the poor 
construction of facilities meaning they are unusable.
It can be concluded from this chapter that there are some small differences in the way that public 
space is used in new mixed communities though these relate to its nascent nature, rather than the 
social mix. As revealed from existing literature, however, care needs to be taken to provide flexible, 
informal space for young people that can accommodate different groups and uses (Tucker and 
Matthews, 2001; De Visscher and Bouverne-de Bie, 2008). The following chapter will explore how 
young people conceive of community in mixed communities.
8. 'Getting Together': Young Peoole'c Fvn« •
g people s Experience of Mixed Communities
Introduction
The previous two chapters have set out „„ , ,
, h. . , * V° Ung Pe° ple 5 everydaV experiences and use of public space
„ u Pt6r Wl" dlSCUSS y°ung people's experience of mixed
V community and what they think creates a community, with particular 
reference to social mix. It is the first study to explore how young people in mixed communities
understand and experience the community in which they live. As discussed in Section 2.6.1, the idea
of social mix became a central tenpt nf Mm*/1
Labour urban planning policy from 1997 to 2010 Mixed
communities policy was built on the basic assumption that a diverse mix wil, both deepen and widen
social interaction ,n a positive way, as well as reducing the negative effects of living in a concentrated 
area of deprivation (Cole and Goodchild, 2001; Musterd and Anderson, 2005).
The chapter will begin by discussing definitions of community and mixed communities by research 
participants and the themes that emerged from definitions of community. The themes from the 
definitions will then be considered in more detail. Firstly, planning to encourage a sense of 
community has been broken down into participant themes surrounding the newness of the 
community, reputation, community events, population churn and what participants think about the 
future. Secondly, social and economic issues, in terms of communication and employment, are 
outlined. Thirdly, the provision of good services (namely transport and safety) is then detailed, 
followed by the aim to create mixed and balanced communities through inclusion of social housing, 
equality and the avoidance of segregation. Finally, the aim of government planning policy to provide 
good urban design with accessible public space is debated. The chapter concludes by discussing the 
differences identified between the two communities and the important factors determining a strong 
community. It concludes that the similarity of constructs of community suggests that young people 
are reproducing dominant discourses despite living in a mixed community.
Definitions of community
Section 2.2 reviewed the definitions of community given in the academic and political context. These 
are described as rather elusive and nebulous in nature, with a potentially limitless variety of 
meanings (Sarkissian, 1976; Cole and Goodchild, 2001; Ruming et al., 2004; Levitas, 2005). 
Community is traditionally divided into two aspects: that of place or neighbourhood, and that of 
relationships, which may go beyond a location (Smith, 1996).
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Section 4.3 established the national
communities, with these national policies ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ° f the tW°  StUdy
sites. Tee planning , tetoric , elati0„ "  “ “  B « s  for the two
p i -  » , ~ ™ s  o t  ;  r  iir ,hese
 ^ . u V' Clal and econoni|c aspects of community
ann habnro i irhnn — __. . . .  19and balance, urban design and public space „   "" ..... SerViC6S'
P emerged in interviews with some participants on the 
meaning of community and their thm.phtc ^  u* tPoughts on where lhe> „>ed iome cases tWs was
participant desired their community to provide this ann n r - , ,
. . - d it failed to do so. The similarities of
participant themes to the planning themes can be seen in Figure 8.2.
Encourage a 
sense of 
community
Social and 
economic Good services
Mixed and 
balanced
High
standards of 
urban design 
and access to 
public space
Figure 8.1 National and local planning policy in relation to successful new developments and engendering community
Newness 
Area reputations 
Community events 
Population churn 
Future community 
Future expansion
Communication
Employment
Social housing 
Equality 
Belonging
Transport
Safety
Place
Design
Public space 
and community 
facilities
Figure 8.2 Definitions of community from interview participants
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8 . 2.1 Exploring the concept of community
Participants were asked in hnth thQ
questionnaires and the in-depth interviews what they thought 
community was, as well as whether thev felt r  ^   V g
..  . ..„  V f6lt th6y l,Ved 1(1 a im m unity. In general, there were few
th t . l v  § gender or tenure, but there was a clear distinction between
the two localities. Two thirds of particioants in th»
In The H-rr questionnaire felt they lived in a community
(n=84). There was a difference in rpcnnnm u y
W en comPari"g the two communities, however, with
71.6/o (n=58) of the more established Community A statine the,, n ^
c , g they llved ln a community compared to
5b.5/o (n=26) of Community B. These result*; n n  ^  • r-
results can be seen ,n Figure 8.3 below. Participants living in
Community A 3pp6ar6d to hsvo 3 srpatpr cpnco r\f r •
greater sense of living ,n a community than Community B.
Community A
2%1%
SrJ'.f-
39%
A
11
77%
No answer
Yes
No
Don't know
s'
Community B
4%
ft • *
■ • . 1 * - , . is.
-. 'v. *v \-V
G3
XrJt
* ?  V .
Yr-:
m 57%
Figure 8.3 Questionnaire response to Question 17 Do you think you live in a community?' by case study community
This finding was also borne out in the interviews, where 73% of Community A and 60% of Community 
B felt they lived in a community, as can be seen in Figure 8.4. These differences are thought to be 
connected to the maturity of the community, presence of community facilities and events, 
population stability and the degree of social mix. These will be debated through this chapter.
It is interesting to note that all questionnaire respondents living in social housing (100%, n=7) felt 
they lived in a community. This is compared to 70.3% (n=64) of private housing and 50% (n=4) of 
private rented occupiers. This suggests a stronger connection to community for residents of social 
housing, reflecting existing literature which has indicated that lower levels of economic activity are 
linked to higher reliance on the estate or home area (Atkinson and Kintrea, 2000; Camina and Wood, 
2009). Forrest and Kearns (2001) also discuss how community ties are a socio-economic issue, with
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the wealthier, more mobile middle rlaccoc •
* *  o p e . , , ,  whilst the poor and TZ^IT "  " *  "  « *
local area. The discussion at Section 6.33.2 on fam 'l' POrt'° n ° f their time in the
housing were very mobile with their families so t h is lr g iT ^ t  Sh° WS ^  S° m6 ° CCUPantS ° f PriV3tet e. therefpre, this research toe™, a . „ nse of comm„
l ~ r  T ? " ' 0™  Sr0“ PS' “ ' h" S * » *  Camina L
”  ' "  , "  ^  “ mmUni,V rel“ ° "  »  ■—  occapaats w,» he
deliberated in terms of population churn at Section 8.3.4
Yes 73%
Community A
Yes, but not 
engaged 27%
Figure 8.4 Depicting differences between responses of interviewees in Community A and Community B to question 
of whether they live in a community
Not all questionnaire respondents defined community (77.9%, n=99), but, of those who did, 
definitions largely related to people and place, meaning the most pertinent academic definition 
previously discussed is the place and relationships definition of Smith (1996). Young people in this 
study into mixed communities were more likely to define relationships in community as neighbours, 
so tying them to location. The definitions of community given in the questionnaire were broken 
down into six categories: people, place, residence, communication, positive adjectives and negative 
adjectives. Examples of these categories, copied as they were written on questionnaires, include:
People who help other eg helping people across the street etc.
Community definition includes reference to people and positive adjective
Group of residents you commonly speak to and be a part of.
Community definition includes reference to people, residence and communication
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Very stuck up and snobby.
Community definition includes reference to negative adjectives
Reflecting findings by Freeman (2010) that r
th a n  ________________  ’ —  'S * » * • «  »  P » P « ,  f a t h e rthan physical limits, the most common d e fin if
.............. ................................ e ,”" ' ,0n « —  P“ P'P « « *  n=76). All other
categories identified were used in a fifth of all H0f  >• ’ '
*h ° f a" defln|t'ons. Only 2.4% (n=3) defined communities
.  ■  .  1  I  1  ■  ■ I  ■  f  I  l a  a
• —/ i~iHiiniuiiiueb in
negatwe terms. The more in-depth discussion of community in interviews similarly divided
definitions along the lines of people place and < f ,  a
_  P P ' PlaCe and safetV and will be discussed in more detail in the
following sections. The focus on people resident , nH u
ghbourhood agrees with the arguments of^ ------------- ------  u i  5 U 1 1  i t : i  i i o  U I
Robertson et ol. (2008) that therp k  a ctmnn . .
strong articulation of community as associated with
relationships to neighbours.
The questionnaire also showed that the newer a respondent was to the area (living there for less
than a year) then the more likely they were to pursue activities outside, talk to neighbours and to
think the area in which they lived was a community. Generally the longer respondents had lived
there, the more likely they were to stay at home and not play out with friends. This suggests that
those who were new to the area were still exploring it, or may have been granted more freedom to
explore (as mentioned in Section 6.2.2.1). Steve, however, did not reflect the quantitative data: he
had recently moved to Community B and had encountered trouble making friends. There was no link
between age and length of residency, but the latter was connected to locality. A total of 69.7%
(n 55) of those who had been living in their community for five or more years were from Community
A, compared to 26.1% (n=12) from Community B. These different engagements with the geography
of community may explain the variety of (often conflicting) interpretations of community (Robertson
et a/., 2008).
The last quote taken from the questionnaires above ('Very stuck up and snobby') also shows how
some respondents defined their particular community, rather than community in general. This
formed the basis of a more in-depth discussion in the interviews, where participants were first of
asked to reiterate their definition of community and then asked whether they thought they lived in
community and why. Figure 8.4 shows responses to the question of whether interviewees felt they
lived in a community. There was a clear difference between Community A, where all respondents
said they lived in a community (though they differed on whether they thought the community was
friendly, or they were engaged in it) and Community B, where 60% said they lived in a community,
but, of this, nearly half felt that they lived in a separate, stand-alone community, as opposed to
belonging to the attached town in the south. As discussed in Section 6.4.3, community was also
separated out into smaller units centred on blocks of housing, as was the case with Roger:
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We've got a little community going on InpiohK ,
a community W  .................  ’’ bUt ' W0Uldn,t think [Community B]a community 'cos they don't really have
a community meeting or whatever you want to call
Roger, 14, Community B
These differing sizes of community reflect the fart th=,t
the fact that readings of community are often focused
more on commonalities and social links than nh„r- , u
th h h . |h  3 n S^ tha0 ^h s^ical boundaries (Freeman, 2010; Monk ef a/., 2011)
though physical boundaries are imoortant •„ L ,
,mp0rtant t0°  <as wHI be discussed in Section 8.7.1). There was a
slight gender difference in the puestionnaire over whether the respondents felt they lived in a 
community, 69.0% of girls (n=40, compared to 6 3 ,%  of boys ,n=43> thought they lived in a 
community. Those aged over 16 years were also more likely to say they did not live in a community 
(45.0%, n=18, compared to an average of 23% for all other ages). This is particularly interesting as 
85% (n=34) of those aged 16 or more years lived in Community A where there was the strongest 
sense of community. This is likely to reflect the negative stereotyping of teenagers here, as well as 
problems ,n relation to provision of youth facilities (see Sections 7.3.1 and 8.6.2). In terms of parental 
job, those whose parents undertook a routine job were the most likely to think they lived in a 
community (70.0%, n=14), followed by administrative (68.9%, n=42) and then managerial (59.4%, 
n=19) roles. Again, this demonstrates the plurality of experience of community by social groups.
It is interesting to reflect that definitions of community given by those living in mixed communities
did not differ from those contained in academic texts. As the purpose of mixed communities is to
bring together people of different socio-economic backgrounds it might be considered that those
residing in such areas would focus their definitions accordingly, but this was not the case. Instead,
young people appear to be reproducing dominant discourses of community such as espoused in 
planning policy.
8.2.2 Understandings of mixed communities
Most questionnaire respondents had never heard of a mixed community (57.5%, n=73). Of the 52 
respondents who had, definitions covered religion, place, people, race and cultures. The frequency of 
these themes in definitions can be seen in Figure 8.5.
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As can be seen in Figure 8.5, the most common theme that emerged was race, particularly different
races living together. An example of such definitions include:
Coloured and non coloured people living together
A community that has a mix of races within it.
The focus on race is interesting given this is not what mixed tenure communities are concerned with
and the overwhelming majority of residents of the case study areas were white (as mentioned in
Sections 4.4, 4.5, 5.2.2 and 5.2.3). Young people did not identify themselves as living in a mixed
community and had some interesting perspectives on equality, as will be debated in Section 8.6.2.
The second most common theme was a mix of people (That there are different kind of people iin a
community/), the third religions ('Different religions.') and the fourth most common theme was
related to cultures ('A community with different cultures.'). 'Place' was included because it was rare
for definitions to include reference to races and people living together in anything other than a
community (as opposed to a space). Some definitions mentioned 'living in one place' and 'live in the
same area', so were more specific in connecting mixed communities to an area of residence.
Mixed communities were not discussed in explicit detail during the interviews, which asked more
direct questions on social housing and equality. Future research could explore where young people
had heard of the term mixed community and what had influenced any definition they gave.
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8.3 Encouraging a sense of community
PPS1 directed local authorities to nlan fnr ^  ■
IDCLG 200SI In , ,  “  «■». «nc„„„6ell ,  sensc comm„nit,
. . . . . . .  d bout a sense of community, this can be
discussed in relation to the newness of the in u- u u
, the 3rea ln whlch th«y lived, area reputations, community
events (or lack of), population churn, whether thpv „,ichoa ♦ ■ .
y shed to remain in the community when they
were older, and their thoughts on the expansion „ f  tu„-
expansion of their community through proposed housing.
8.3.1 Newness of community
One of the main issues involved in the creation of an urban
of 'newness'.
extension is the initial impression
Local Planning Authority B, 2002: 5
Despite the quote above demonstrating the concern that planners and urban designers have with
urban areas being new, this was generally mentioned as favourable by participants, as will be 
debated in this section.
Community A was the more established of the two communities, with first occupation in 2000
compared to 2005 for Community B. This maturity is reflected in the length of residence, as shown in
Figure 8.6. A greater proportion of questionnaire respondents who had lived in their house for less
than a year came from Community B, whilst those who had lived in their house for five or more years 
were much more likely to be living in Community A.
In general, the youthful participants of the study acquainted 'new' and 'modern' with 'desirability' 
and 'cleanliness', as explained by Neil when discussing how rundown the local town centre was:
We were just saying a few minutes ago that, er, [next town] is like a sort of modern version 
of [our town]...in [our] town, you've got a lot of, I don't know anyone who's friends with 
them or anything, but sort of homeless people...it's quite dirty and all that, but, do you know 
what I mean. [Next town] is, it looks a lot nicer, it's more modern.
Neil, 14, Community A
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Figure 8.6 Length of residence of questionnaire participants by community
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This connection with area appearance was also found in the questionnaires where one respondent 
defined community as 'A very well kept housing estate’. Cleanliness and freshness
and were connected with pride in the local area:
gave respectability
We're quite a reliable community as we respect people so, yeah, that's what I think. And a 
community as in we don't litter a lot and I think that's one of the things that annoys my Mum 
as well, she goes round and picks it up and also we were one of the first people to live here, I 
think she really loves it here and doesn't like it when people disrespect it.
Melinda, 11, Community A
The changes in Community A as it aged were reflected on by Neil and Mike in terms of what they 
would improve about where they live:
Neil: ...make it look nice, I mean it looks nice, but make it look more brighter, cleaner and
that...
Mike: Over the years, as it's got older, it's got dirtier.
Mike, 15, Community A
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This reflects the role of maturation on thpn ,
perceived desirability of an area and demonstrates that 
even when a community is established then it is s u h ip r t .  , °nstrates that
ject to change (Robertson etoi., 2008).
The new appearance of Community B was connprtpH „
connected to money. This, in turn, was connected to class
with the poor exterior of an area, generally an prpp ,
. Wl a concentration of social housing, leading to
it being categorised as rough':
»o . in ----------- 1  B ) . , k „ „ »  i, sounds rWcu,ous , Jus,  th|n|< |t,s so sa(e ^  t h m ,s ^
rough or S|„y pg .p ft, but ,ou„ d herk ,be en4  and round ya>h a|| ^  |5odai
housing area] bit, ,f s  not like the prettiest side if that makes sense and down here the, have 
like their cookers in the garden, their softs in the garden d’y . know what I mean?
Beatrice, 16, Community B
...some people with Council houses don't look after their houses so much, umm, not very 
nice gardens at the front and it doesn't make it look very nice around and maybe if you're 
looking after your house really well and someone else isn't, it wouldn't be very nice.
Susie, 13, Community B
more important to buy intoForrest and Kearns (2001) note that, in affluent areas, people may find it 
the physical environment of the neighbourhood. The issue of appearance of the area was a notable 
issue raised during interviews. It was connected with the reputations of social housing and also what 
young people liked about living in their community. This reflects research (outlined in Section 2.7.7) 
by Silverman et ol. (2005) who found one of the key physical blocks upon which 
are built includes estate-wide maintenance. If a neighbourhood has a unified appearance then 
difference will not be identified (Kleinhans, 2004; Silverman eto i., 2005). In the mixed tenure estates 
examined by Silverman et ol. (2005), where differences in appearance were obvious then families 
from private housing made distinctions and alluded to a lack of safety in social housing areas. An 
area's (new) appearance, and the subsequent maintenance of this appearance, are important for the 
young residents and build the area's reputation. This echoes research by O'Brien et ol. (2000) and 
Chaskin et ol. (2013) that a poor urban environment affects parental discourses of fear.
new communities
socia
The nascent nature of Community B meant that its population had grown only recently:
Like when I first moved there h , ^
[representinel th V anyone' il was just me and Caitlin repping
(representing) tbe « *  ( C o ™ ™ , , ,  #nd sp ^  ^  ^  J
. * .  m» Ann,y come ep end , know, , k„ ow ^  ^  ^^ ^  ^
Beatrice, 16, Community B
A rapid growth in population is a nartimiar ri,-, . . .
aracteristic of new communities. The two locations
studied had hundreds homes built on pr, viously pndeyeloped „ „ „  ^  ^  ^  ^
found that community spin, is rated more highly in mature and wealth, home-owning „ e „  The
maturity of ,  development is though, haue impact due to the time needed fo, the population
to grow to ,  sufficient le .e lto  enable network, to he built, , s well as de.etop a history o, contact
from interaction on the street (Case, a  o f. 2007; Camina and Wood. 2009) and through community 
facilities (Raco, 2007b; Joseph and Feldman, 2009).
The recent construction of Community B and the changes that this brought to the attached 
the south led to some tension with residents of the existing town. Youthful residents
town to
sometimes felt
there was a difference, as explained by Alice and Gemma:
[Community B] is people that have moved here and then in [town], there's people in [town] 
that have lived here all their lives so it's like different lifestyles really.
Alice, 15, Community B
Cos people that live in [Community B] are more like, more likely to be closer to each other 
than people in the rest of [town].
Laura, 16, Community B
These perceived differences led to some interviewees setting themselves apart from the town to the 
south, much as Leyshon's (2008) rural youth defined themselves in opposition (and superior) to their 
perception of urban youth. It also underlines the importance of maturity to the development of 
community, as reflected by Neil's feeling of belonging in Community A:
Just been here for a long time, nearly 11 years now, so most of my life. It's where I know...
Neil, 14, Community A
This demonstrates the issues of constructing large developments in established towns and trying to 
integrate a large amount of new housing into mature communities. The town was established and 
the change wrought by the construction of Community B had not yet settled leading to a cleft
between the two. This reflects findings by Wood (20021 that
outsiders. Time is needed for a comm > residents of new houses are seen as
.. . Un' V t0 mature and t0 engender feelings of belonging This
discussion also shows the impact of new ne«anH ° °newness and appearance on community development.
8.3.2 Building area reputations
Reputation, particu.ar,, incite™,a and rnntont, „  imp, c,  „  ^  ^  ^
parent,, con,to, and ,oun6 PeoP,r t  fea„  |se„  SM ta„ ^  ^  ^  ^  ^
produced and maintained a discourse of caf*t„ i *•course of safety in relation to their communities, despite any
incidents or rumours affecting this (see Section 7.3.4). This section will discuss the role of reputation
in community. Robertson et a,, note that the reputations of housing estates are "often established at
a very early part of its history" with neighbourhood identities "underpinned by social class and social 
status" (2008: vii).
The recent construction of the two areas reveals something of how reputation is established at the 
early stages. In the case of this study, young people identified newness, existence of social housing 
and area appearance as indicators of reputation, reflecting the view of Robertson et at. (2008) that
neighbourhood identity is underpinned by social class, and the role that urban fabric has in 
perceptions of areas (O'Brien et at., 2000; Chaskin et at., 2013).
Community A had a reputation with some of the interview participants as being 'posh', though this 
was seen negatively as a form of superior remoteness. Those who were seen as posh were less likely 
to communicate or engender a sense of community:
I don't think there's much to do at [Community A], I think it gets a bit boring, and I think that 
people can be nice sometimes but mostly they're a bit like posh...my Mum's many of times 
said, 'Oh I want to live in Oxford' because like it's like a better community...
Katie, 12, Community A
Katie's comment also reflects the role that reputation plays in determining the desirability (or 
otherwise) of other areas to non-residents, in this case Oxford. The comment by a youth worker 
about the affluence of the area, relayed in Section 5.2.3, gives some indication of the reputation of 
Community A by non-residents. This shows the connection of reputation to the material resources of 
social classes, as recognised in existing research (Robertson et ol., 2008).
The newness of Community B appeared to have led to it establish!
seemingly developed due to the recent cnnct ~ 3 repUtat'°n as ,posh'- This had
u.. rUC 100 ° f the area and the connection this had withmoney, as explained by Caitlin:
that have money, we're the people who don't. But it's not like that at all, like nobody I know 
*  here , ,  ac .ua ,„ stuck up .ike .jus, hecause they're new ,„ d  people know new houi„  „ „
money...And , jus, think people think, 'Well there is nice houses up there so i, must he 
posh'...
Caitlin, 16, Community B
Ca,tlm's comments show how newness, and its association with higher income, caused a separation 
between the existing town and Community B. This reflects existing research that area reputation 
affects social inclusion, though this is often framed as to the exclusion of areas of poor reputation 
rather than the lack of acceptance of an area because it is deemed too 'posh' (Arthurson, 2013).
It is interesting that, despite this label of 'posh', young residents interviewed did not associate with 
it. Being posh was synonymous with remote and superior. This reflects the argument by Kleinhans 
(2004) that, by definition, it is the opinions of outsiders not residents that are influential in 
determining the reputation of a neighbourhood. Forrest and Kearns (2001) argue from their 
research, however, that the external perceptions of areas have an impact on the behaviour and 
attitudes of residents, perhaps reinforcing cohesive grouping and further consolidating reputations. 
This means that residents perpetuate a reputation by their attitude and behaviour. The rejection of 
the 'posh' reputation by interviewees shows that, unlike Forrest and Kearns (2001), the external 
perception of an area does not necessarily have an impact on the behaviour and attitudes of all 
residents. The quote from Susie in Section 8.3.1 does, however, show how she drew on the new, 
neat appearance of the area (which marked it as posh) to set it apart from (and superior to) other 
areas of the town to the south (McGhee, 2003). This shows that some residents do draw on and 
consolidate the developing reputation of an area in their construction of community.
8.3.3 Importance of community events
A strong theme that emerged in relation to the people aspect of community was that of 'getting 
together' or, as Hannah called it 'getting about'. This involved talking to (wider) neighbours at 
community events, such as street parties, carnivals, firework celebrations and events at Christmas.
gave .he example the old !kste park ^  ^  
where people came logether to take collect,.e actloe:
I.WVVU 0 5
8 "  Wh' re -  «  — -  and g „  o„ tot ,  a,at,, hecaoae „
Oh ge, o n , here's ho polo, meeting up g„ things to help the community Because
I. s hke the old leisure centre, they've jus, revamped ,he sk „ .  „ , rk hu, « was children and
adults volunteering do i, so they, hke the people ,h „  used I, wanted I, he hetter so 
they got together and helped to do it.
Caitlin, 16, Community B
A photo of the skate park mentioned by Caitlin can be seen in Figure 8.7.
Figure 8.7 Skate park re-built by members of the community and town close to Community B
The power of events to connect people was also used by Frank to define community and, 
interestingly, extends beyond the residential environment to include businesses, schools and sport 
groups, whilst Trudy highlighted how it improved the community for her:
Frank: Things like the carnival and stuff...everybody working together and like making 
costumes and stuff like that.... because it's like a community thing and everybody goes out 
and does things like that...
RR: Who puts together the floats?
Frank: It's like, well, businesses and schools...football clubs and things like that really.
Frank, 15, Community B
It's fun when they've got activities on, like Youth Club and school fetes...
Trudy, 14, Community A
Frank’s comments on who creates thP finite • •
did not touch on businesses schools nr ntereSt'ng ln resPect of how definitions of communitydid not touch on businesses schools or co ^  defmiti° nS ° f COm™ " ity
of residence of people. Y o u n I  " T " " ' ‘ '—  a coincidenceof residence of people. Young people did h Pr6SUmed 3 C° inCidence
.  . P d’ h0Wever' comPlain of the lack of facilities in their
community as mentioned in W t c _ ineirco unity (as entioned in Sections 6 3 7 h 7 ° f * * *  in their
h . ° nS 6 3 -2 and 7'3-1 - d  will be debated in Section 8 7 3) which
shows the importance of comm.,nit., ____ ''i u i v ^  SeCti° n 8'7'3)' WhiCh
. . Vl m6 more than Just a Place of residence (as is the
intention with planning Doliru sc r- _ '
. . . . . . .  “ - '
intention with planning policy as outlined in Figure 8 1) Furth. .  , , nn, ,  . . . . .  g 81) Furthermore, it reflects two of Silverman etol. s (2005 key ohvsica hm Hina hi^L,. __/ 'e / i c i. u ■ n 11 r 'i t  t  f il eal. s (2005) key physical building blocks of community local schools anH
y. iucai schools and community activities
This idea of 'getting together' remained strone in nthpr Hof
g ther definitions of community, but what became— ...... miy, u i ndi uec e
interesting was the diversity in resDonsps tn
V responses as to whether young people felt the street in which they
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b and 8-21 ' there was a perception of pockets
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community was about people coming together, but did not feel she did this with her neighbours:
Urn, I think that's like where they all get together. There's people in [Community B] who
don't know, really know anyone, like I don't really know my neighbours, but I think a
community is where everyone knows each other and they'll look out for each and they do
things together.
Amy, 17 (sister of Susie, 13), Community B
The generally positive reaction of all to community events demonstrates that they are important
positives to bring the community together on a mass scale and connect it with businesses, schools
and clubs (such as with the carnival). This reflects research by Panelli et al. (2002) in existing
communities where festivals were important to young people's construct of community.
8.3.4 Relevance of population churn to development of community
Something that was noticeable during the observation stage and the street interviews was how many
houses in Community B were for sale or rent (see Figure 8.8 Street in Community B showing number
of 'For Sale' or 'To Let' signs (Source: Author)Figure 8.8). Discussions with the Housing Strategy and
Options Manager in Community B revealed that the houses were bought at the height of the
property market and, when the recession started to bite, many people found these homes
unaffordable (personal communication, 25 August 2011). This resulted in a lot of houses being put up
for rent and many going back on the market (personal communication, 25 August 2011). In keeping
with this, a higher number of questionnaire respondents in Community B lived in private rented
accommodation (10.9%, n=5 in Community B compared to 3.7%, n=3 in Community A). This concurs
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with the argument of Rowlands et al (20nfi> th „  ■
-  P—  -  -  development ^ I I  “ “  *  * " *  “  * '»  *
. .. . Cal housing market. The growth of private rented
accommodation is not controlled in nm», ^  M dte reniea
. mmunities; and can lead to problems in management and
maintenance which „e6a,i»e,» affect the commtmit, (R o u n d s
The more established Community A had fewpr roc- * ''
f . „  , y A had fewer reeent movers and more participants had lived there
for over a decade (as mentioned by Neil in Section 8.3.1 ).
The questionnaire showed that tenure had a n a r t  „i
Part to play in the population churn in the
development. Although the numbers are email th
umoers are small, the questionnaire showed that if respondents were
renting then they had lived in the arpa for iQfr
the area for less time. This may indicate the population churn in
association with some types of housing, or it may be the product of the recession only recently
causing some owners to rent their house out privately. Whilst the length of residence did not have
any relationship to whether young people felt they lived in a community, those who lived in privately
rented accommodation were more likely to say they did not feel they lived in a community (50%, n=4
compared to 29.9%, n=38 overall). Previous research by Livingston et al. (2008) found that
population churn is characteristic of poor places and undermines attachment. The population churn
from private rented occupants may thus affect attachment to place and so development of 
community.
Some of the participants commented on the movement in the population from house sales, or their 
own family being trapped in negative equity:
...we had like someone that moved near us and then like in a few months they'd moved out 
already and quite a few people seem to do that. It's weird.
Alice, 15, Community B
But my Mum, my Mum is on about when there's good rates on the house we might move 
back to [village] to be nearer our family, because that's where our family is. We're like the
only ones up here.
Ruby, 11, Community B
Ruby's comment demonstrates how the housing market had a significant effect on the ability of 
participants and their families to move. The housing market, therefore, had a part to play in 
establishing community, with high house prices and negative equity forcing people to remain within 
or leave Community B (Rowlands et al., 2006). This demonstrates the role of stability and housing
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market position in community develoompnt ^
,o „ „ „ o ,  mi,  stable, sustainable me,„ s
Figure 8.8 Street in Community B showing number of 'For Sale' or 'To Let' signs (Source: Author)
8.3.5 Future community for participants
As stated in Section 3.7, places are important for young people because they construct and constrain 
dreams and practices (Aitken, 2001). It would have been interesting to be able to do a more 
longitudinal study to understand what choices the young participants made for their future and 
whether this was, in any way, influenced by the community in which they grew up. Most interview 
participants were asked whether they would stay in the community when they were older and 
answers varied depending on personality, personal taste for urban or country living, and where they 
were born or had moved from. Amelia, Sarah and Emily all said they never wanted to live outside of 
Community A:
Amelia: I love living in [Community A]. I never want to move. 
Sarah: Me neither.
Emily: I never want to move...I do want to stay in [Community A]
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Amelia, Sarah and Emily, 12, Community A
Amelia, Sarah and Emily had all lived in
V "ved Community A since they were babies and all expressed
fh NI ,  h u ' P 16 Em"V havmg of her family in a city 40 miles to the
h . ht th „ t0Wn t0 the S0Uth of Community A, thought that the only place
f ,  . V W0Uld be there' particularly as he visited it regularly to see
family:
It would take a lot to get me to m0ve away from here, but I would like to live in [next town,
cos It s where I was born, it's where I go all the time...
Neil, 14, Community A
Similarly, Louise, who had been born in another town wished to move back there:
I might live in like [next town], because that's my home town where I was born and maybe in 
[neighbouring village] because it's really nice. It's big, they have big houses there.
Louise, 11, Community A
Not only does this show the strong attachment to place in the mature Community A, it also 
demonstrates the diversity of attachment to place. Despite living in a development that intends to 
foster a sense of community and engender a consequential attachment to place, some young people 
in the study exhibited multiple attachments to place due to family ties or their own housing history. 
Place is the product of quotidian interrelations of negotiation and contestation through which 
identities are continually moulded (Massey, 2005). Young people develop their identities through 
these places (Percy-Smith and Matthews, 2001; Weller, 2007b). To some extent, this demonstrates 
the modern Gesellschoft conception of community based on different (frequently changing) 
networks connected to different purposes or interests (Smith, 1996). These identities then go onto 
influence their choice of future place.
In terms of personal preference, Susie expressed a desire for the rural idyll, such as the village to the 
north of Community B which she frequently visited to see family friends:
RR: Yeah, urn, and do you think you want to live around here when you're older?
Susie: Er, no...There's not that many nice people around here. The area isn't the best...l 
would probably want my children, if I had any, to explore the countryside more and 
stuff...Like, [village] is nice, because it's got lots of fields and it's just a small village...Yeah,
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being in a village, I'd like to have friend, whi h u
H e , o p,  ,„ o  ,  , ik,  somewne - — * • « -  -
Like, have it, like a shop, maybe thev'll V ^  ^  ^  ^  St° P ^  “  COrne-
not such a big one. ^  ^  L'ke' “ C° mmunity would be g °°d, maybe
Susie, 13, Community B
S o ,„  Pesireo a view o , » m mp „ ,„  as traditio„ a, v|„ . ge ^
and ascribed roles (Smith, 1996,. Spslo a p p e a l ,o Pawa .  harmonious , iew of yi||a6e ||fc „ „  wished
to avoid the social mix that led to people who are nnt w « '  iu ■ • .
nice living m her neighbourhood (discussed in
Section 8.3.2 and 8.6.1). Susie felt the aualitv nf life r i
quality of life in rural areas was better. This is reflected by
Levshon and OIGIo.anna ,2005) who no,a young people „ om areas may seeR s rufa|
residence ,or such qp „ i „  o , life, mea„ i„ E ,nose who chopse ,  rura| |ife as may nM necessar.,y 
be those who grew up there.
In contrast to Susie, Anna, who had moved from London, found Community B to be too rural for her:
I wouldn’t stay around here when I'm older!...it's probably not for me, I'm not really the type
of country person. I'm more someone in the town.
Anna, 15, Community B
Susie had lived in Community B for over five years and had family in the adjoining town and did not 
class the neighbourhood as rural, as opposed to Anna. Anna had only moved in the last year and had 
grown up in a more urban environment. She found Community B to be like the countryside, 
complete with the issues identified by young people growing up in the countryside of poor services 
and facilities, social marginalisation, and lack of activities (Matthews et al., 2000c; Skelton, 2000; 
Tucker and Matthews, 2001; Leyshon and DiGiovanna, 2005; Weller, 2007b). Susie, in reaction to the 
heterogeneity of the place where she lived, was aligning herself to a rural-based identity that she saw 
as more harmonious, whereas Anna looked for a busier environment because of her urban 
background. Anna did, however, profess to enjoy the peace, tranquillity, and safety of where she 
lived, reflecting research by Vanderbeck and Morse Dunkley (2003) which found that young people 
who lived in the country enjoyed the peace and quiet they experienced there, but most ultimately 
identified themselves clearly as urban people. This demonstrates the role that a recent move may 
have on perception of an area, as well as reflecting Tucker's (2003) research that reaction to the 
same environment by young people is mediated by interests, capacities and inclinations.
8.3.6 Future expansion of communities examined
A striking difference between thp ™
. . , „ was ,he .laws of participants „„
development. Vo„„e people ,p ,0e mote ma,ose Comm„ ni,y A _  ^  ^  ^  p( ^
development wden tite. r, ised |, duri„e interview,  participants ^  _
generally keener on the idea.
Neil and Mike expressed their concern about future development:
ing moreNeil: ...I think they should do something for the rest of the estate instead of build
houses and wasting more space [because] there's nothing else to do, it's not reallyfeir to
anyone because apart from youth club which is just Thursdays, there's nothing to do...
Mike: I was just thinking they've got a hell of a lot of room here and I don't think it would be
great putting more houses on there because it's just going to stretch resources and services 
on [Community A]...
Neil: Yeah. It's very, I don't think it's very good. It would ruin the view.
Mike: It overpopulates.
RR: Yeah?
Mike: They need to be building more resources as this place grows.
Neil, 14 and Mike, 15, Community A
The community bonds were well-established in Community A. Community had been so firmly 
established that the 'other' has been made abject (Sibley, 1995). This, alongside perceptions of 
problems with the community (such as there being little to do), led to participants objecting to 
further development. Nearly all interview participants from Community B, however, felt further 
development would be a good idea because it would make the neighbourhood bigger, which might 
bring a shop or other facilities, as well as create more opportunity, variety, and potential friendships:
Just 'cos it expands on [town] again like and it might make people think that [Community B] 
isn't just for posh people if a lot of people live up here 'cos eventually I think [next town] and 
[town] will end up joining and then they'd have to change the name of the place and then it 
might open up more opportunities for people.
Caitlin, 16, Community B
Yeah, so I think it’s a good thing that 'cos akn >
more people, make more friend, anrf . mea" S ^  ^  the ° PPOrtUnitY knowore people, ake ore friends and get to kno $ ^  ^  ^  ° PP rtUnity *° k" ° W
build more shops and stuff for the houses b "  Pe° P'e "BUt ' ^  t0
nothing UP here except for the ^  ™  ‘  *“ * ^  ^
-=,auie reany everything is iu
nothing up here except for the factories and ,hand that s not anything to do with us
Frank, 15, Community B
r : be;  r ,hine ,cos ,hen new peop"  w“ w c° ™ - — « « -  -make them build more things, like shops and that.
Alice, 15, Community B
Well, 'cos then you meet new people, 'cos I know most of the people here from school, it's
really boring. You just meet up with the same people so it's really boring.
Ruby, 11, Community B
As can be seen, these responses did not differ by gender or age. It would appear that the inchoate
nature of Community B, its lack of facilities and, to some extent, it not yet being absorbed by the
community of the existing town led the young people in the study to feel that further development
would only bring benefits. This is mediated, however, by the loss David and Frank felt at housing
development on green spaces they used to enjoy, as relayed in Section 7.3.3 (Kraftl et at., 2013). This
shows that community facilities and maturity have an impact on attachment to place, community,
and changes to these.
Social and economic aspects of community
The social and economic aspects of community in planning policy concern creating a 'sense of place',
a sustainable development where people can live, work and play. These social and economic aspects
were reflected in questionnaires and interviews, through a focus on people when defining
community, the importance of communication, and consideration of employment opportunities.
Definitions of community in the questionnaires mentioned people in nearly two-thirds of responses.
Similarly, the interviewees often focused on their immediate neighbours, or how many people they
knew in the area, when discussing community. Ruby thought a good place to live was defined by nice
neighbours, whilst for Gemma, the idea of community was also tied up in the traditional idea of
neighbours:
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Like, they come in our house and stuff and we give them a cun nf
e etnem a cup of sugar or something.
Such narratives surrounding traditional concepts of neiehhn , G6mma' C° mmUni*V B
in both areas and helped them define comm r ^  meSS ^  PaSS6d V° Ung Pe° P'e
2008, Hannah gave a so f ^  gr° Upi^  <R° ^ s o n  «2008). Hannah gave a specific example of neighbourliness:
US out and us helping them out and getting
RR: What do you think makes it a community?
Hannah: A lot of the people round here helping 
about together really.
RR: Yeah, yeah, and what kind of things do you do to help each other?
Hannah. Well, there was a power cut a littlp xA/hiio onM t a little while ago so we were giving them light like
candles and stuff, and ladders to go up and fix things.
Hannah, 16, Community A
This inheritance of traditional conceptions of neighbourliness is similar to Leyshon's (2008) findings in 
regard to the uncritical acceptance by young people of the mythologised rural idyll. The notion of 
collective force working for the common good, of social bonds formed through mutual assistance, 
evokes the essence of community. These social ties are high up the ladder of community interaction 
developed by Thomas (1991). These communal, social aspects bind people to make them feel part of
something and create a connection to place. These social and economic aspects will be pursued 
further in the following sections on communication and employment.
8.4.1 Value of communication
A central facet of the social aspect of community identified by participants was communication.
Roger connected community to the more formal public meetings as described in Section 8.2.1, as
well as to the extent he talked to other residents. Participants discussed talking as a key determinant 
of community:
So yeah, like everybody like all coming out...and talking and everything, that's [community].
Frank, 15, Community B
The role of maturity to communication was also reflected on by Caitlin:
And I think [Community B] is not
so much of a community...Cos
Community B], everybody knows everybody...*'
people have lived there 30 odd
munity...Cos in my Nan's street [outside of 
one of them streets where the majority of
years so everybody knows each other...
This underlines the value of casual contact over time to the de , Ca,tlm' C° mmUnitV B
. evelopment of community and how
strong community bonds need a history to develop (Casey et a, 2007 r  • ,
 ^ sey et a!., 2007; Camina and Wood, 2009-
Dempsey et al., 2012). In Communitv A
+. . ,  ' comrnunication was described more holistically by
participants, perhaps reflecting its more established nature:
Neil: ...it's a very close... 
Mike: ...knit community.
M :  Yeah. Like a » ™ „ ni,v where it's M  mass|>e, „ke |ngighbo,,ri|ig v|||age] ^  ^
small, It'S big enough so that e.e^one knows e»e„one, well, a lo, of people know everyone.
Neil, 14 and Mike, 15, Community A
Sarah and her friends in Community A similarly felt that there was a community, but this was not 
necessarily strong because casual communication was not good:
...round here you say 'Hi' to people and they give you weird looks, like 'What you looking at?' 
'Why you saying hi to me?'.
Sarah, 12, Community A
This lack of friendliness was reflected by Katie who said Community A was 'posh' (see Section 8.3.2). 
Katie reported good relationships with her neighbours, but found the wider community unfriendly 
(though she did believe she lived in a community). This reflects extant literature suggesting that 
whilst neighbour relations may be good, this does not necessarily mean neighbourhoods themselves 
are seen as friendly (Forrest and Kearns, 2001). This was also seen in Community B:
...I don't really see anyone so, I only see the neighbours around here, Smithy and Caitlin and 
that's pretty much it. That's the only people I know, so I wouldn't really of thought of that as a 
community.
Roger, 14, Community B
Conversely, it appears that even if relations with neighbours are bad, this did not mean the 
community as a whole was seen as unfriendly, as was the case with Neil in Community A. The link 
between communication with neighbours and wider communication/familiarity is thus very complex.
There was no difference in the vah.p of ^
genders, but there was a distinct difference C° mmUnitV te" UreS' 3865 "
Community A and Community B had varied relatio h 6 C3Se ^  C° mmUn'tleS' Whi'St b° th
participants from Community A still saw their u , ''
... . t H. 35 3 Whole' Participants from Community B were
more likely to discuss pockets of c o m m , .
.  . .  Th' i h communication and community, as described in Sections 6.4.3 and
„ . ts to refect that Community B was not a community, demonstrating
the importance of collective assnriatinn .
community. Referring back to the definition of community
used by Pratchett et al. (2010) for a n n  r  rooo +
P r ' a community must be a group that recognise that
they have something in common with each other. Public familiarity is promoted by social
homogeneity and stability (Smith et a,, 20X0). Community B was newer, had a higher proportion of
affordable housing, fewer community facilities, and a greater level of population churn, all of which
affected public familiarity. The arguments in Sections 6.4.2, 6.4.3 and 8.6.1 also show how different
issues were important to different people when building networks in their community, showing that
social mix cannot be defined simply in terms of tenure. More residents reported non-existent
relations with neighbours, suggesting that some people moving into the area were more interested
in networks outside of it (Smith, 1996; Kearns and Parkinson, 2001; Forrest and Kearns, 2001; Casey 
et al., 2007).
Bourdieu s concept of 'habitus' is also relevant here (Bourdieu and Wacquant, 1992). Habitus can be 
defined as a set of “unconscious schemes that structure our situation-specific ways of thinking, 
perceiving and acting" (De Visscher and Bouverne-de Bie, 2008: 473). According to Blondeel (2005), 
this means the way we 'read' and 'write' the city is through (class and cultural) specific ways of 
thinking, speaking and behaving. Some people will choose not to communicate with those who they 
do not view as similar to them (O'Brien et al., 2000; Neal and Vincent, 2013). If people do not identify 
(and communicate) with different others, then community becomes only a coincidence of residence; 
a commonality of interest cannot be presumed (Ruming et al., 2004; Levitas, 2005). As with existing 
literature, communication has thus been shown to be an important factor in community in mixed 
communities. The strength of this communication was mediated by both maturity and a perceived 
commonality, showing that both newness and social mix (not simply defined by tenure) affect 
communication and subsequent development of bonds in community.
8.4.2 Role of employment
Young people in Community B, regardless of tenure, age or gender, raised the issue of employment 
with some regularity in the interviews, despite there being no questions on this topic. Only four
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respondents (3%) of questionnaires stated that th
diea that they spent the
Two interview respondents from Community B and f '  maJ° mV ^  ^  ^  tim6 *  ^  
though this is likelv a rpfUwi™ *u. . . or|e from Community A reported having jobs,
though this is likely a reflection of the age of the „  , , v eportea navmg jobs,
it might also reflert the . mP 6 ° " IV three ° f the interviewees were 16), butit might also reflect the availability of regular emnl f “  were 16), but
____ gUlar empl0yment for Voung people in their area and thecompetition surrounding available jobs.
Anna used employment in her definition of community:
Erm, it has, it's where a decent job is and it
s a nice area, decent weather.
Anna, 15, Community B
In Community B, the mention of emolnvmpnt \m^c . i
or employment was also connected to a perceived lack of facilities and
things to do in the area, as discussed by Rob and Laura and Orla:
And there's loads of room there, they could put shops and stuff like that. And more shops
would make less unemployment...
Rob, 12, Community B
They were going to build a [supermarket], but they haven't done it and I think they
should...cos it would provide more jobs in our area as well, because if people don't have jobs
they go out and mess around so if we had a massive [supermarket] it would be better 'cos
it's close for us to do our shopping and stuff.
Laura, 16 and Orla, 15, Community B
It is interesting to see young people reflecting on the value of employment to community, echoing
planning rhetoric. The young people in the study perceived of the need for employment in creating
opportunity, in reducing social strain created by antisocial behaviour, and in providing needed
services for the community. Participants from Community A, however, did not mention the need for
employment in interviews (aside from Hannah who was starting a vocational course at college),
which perhaps reflects the greater comfort of their socio-economic status. When discussing future
jobs, Neil said he would 'like to be rich' whilst Mike had aspirations to be a politician, reflecting the
high ambitions upper socio-economic backgrounds aspire to and the social capital that mixed
community policy wishes to harness (Camina and Wood, 2009).
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8.5 Availability of good services
Planning policy continually recognises the _
.o „ „ „  oi 6o° d ac" “  “  - —
*  , hroug,  n ~  - 7 -  -  taP„ . , „ C8 of
community, from shops, doctors and school S' ™ " S ‘ ha' P° 0"'a,i° n ° '  "
P .  “ ''Pols ,0 businesses taking „,rt |„ sttoa, catniy,Is, at, a , i , „
part to its perceived success Transnnrt • • r
‘  “ ,e,v ” ere *'so mentioned by participants as 
crucial components o, good sendees and wii, be discussed in more detai, below.
8.5.1 Accessing transport
Access to Public transport and encouraging walkable communities is a key aspect of planning policy, 
particularly planning for mixed communities. As laid out in Section 4.3, the Planning Brief for 
Community A stated that movement by public transport, bicycles and foot would be encouraged 
(Local Planning Authority A, 1997a). The Development Brief for Community B expanded on this, 
stating that priority would be given to the pedestrian, cyclist and public transport user whilst taking 
necessary account of the inevitable demands of the private car (Local Planning Authority B, 2002).
Research into mixed communities by Tunstall and Lupton (2010) found that many people conducted 
much of their lives away from their home, particularly those with jobs and cars, with Forrest and 
Kearns (2001) finding that people tend to have more strong ties outside of their neighbourhood. This 
has ramifications for the development of social mix in mixed communities (Tunstall and Lupton, 
2010). Comments in Section 6.2.1.2 regarding the need to drive to get anywhere because it is too far 
to walk reflect the importance of the car in transportation. The reliance of young people on walking 
as their main mode of transport (discussed in Section 6.2.1.1) means that planning policy aimed at 
encouraging modes of movement outside of the car is pertinent to their situation.
The issue of walkability was raised in both communities, regardless of age, gender or tenure, though 
in Community B it was more related to how the train line intersecting Community B and the adjoining 
town meant that walking to the supermarket took a circuitous (and consequently longer) route:
Nah, I have to walk all the way round there, but [supermarket] is just there, so I would build
a bridge.
Roger, 14, Community B
...easier and quicker to have pedestrian footbridge...
A'ice, 15, Neighbourhood Tour, Community B
A pedestrian footbridge was intended to be incluHpH
,nd. a c c o r d  ,o Principal Policy Plani)er of *  , ‘  -  < » " — •» »
the future as par, tte infr '  P,an" ,ne «  <° • » « * "  in
Ure C0ntnbutl0ns agreed with the developer (personal 
communication, 12 October 2011) it had nnt nr-, ,  (Personal
. occurred yet, however, and the frustration of the
young participants demonstrates the importance of mak-
. . . . f u rnportance of making certain that all supporting infrastructure
. , . CCUPled' Th,S reflects a Particular issue that communities still
under construction may face in ,h . d ee.lo p .cn , ,  satisfactor, for >ou„e
h,s ,s shown the case study communities researched hy „ „ „ „ „  |aou) econ<)mic
slowdown meant playgrounds, community centres hanPn„tc u-
V nangouts and multi-use gaming areas did not
materialise on time, as planned, or at all.
8.5.2 Feeling safe
The safety of the area was a further aspect of good services that was used to describe a positive 
attribute of where young people lived, as mentioned in relation to the streets of the communities in 
Section 7.3.4. Fear, danger and conflict were issues raised with regard to both mobility (Section 
6 2 2-2) and use of public space (Section 7.3), with these feelings connected to security and safety. 
Safety formed a vital aspect of participants' descriptions of, or desires for, community:
What makes a good place to live is the peacefulness, not much mean boys and
urn....mm...not much people walking around and getting scared of these strangers. Not much 
of these walk about, it's mostly children that walk about.
David, 12, Community B
...it's like really good community, everyone pitches in and gets stuff done and, umm, feeling 
safe when you go out and stuff.
Frank, 15, Community B
Safety and neighbourhood belonging have been found to be valid measures of aspects of the social 
environment for older women (Young et oi, 2004) and this finding appears to be echoed for young 
people. This feeling of safety was not geographically homogeneous, with pockets that were less safe 
or 'rough' (Watt and Stenson, 1998), which, in Community B, were outside of the development 
boundary:
Orla: ...[Community B] is safe, the rest of [town], no.
Laura: Wait, where's [area]?
RR: [AreaJ’s this bit, I think.
Laura: Yeah, 'cos [area]'s not very safe.
Orla: We don't like [area],
RR: Why don’t you like [area]?
Laura: I don't know, it's known as the rough end really.
RR: What, what about it is rough?
Orla: What about Grandma's end?
Laura: That's not as rough as [area] end, 'cos there's literally nothing to do there, all the
people, all the teenagers [inaudible]. 
Orla: Plus, they camp in the forest.
Laura, 16 and Orla, 15, Community B
The 'rough' area referred to by Laura and Orla, and by other participants (see Beatrice's quote at 
Section 8.3.1), was an estate of social housing in the attached town to the south. As with existing 
research, it appears that young residents of mixed communities' ideas of safe and 'rough' are tied up 
with social class, be it overtly or covertly, and the reputation that areas develop (Kleinhans, 2004; 
Neal and Vincent, 2013). As discussed in Section 6.2.2.2, this is, in part, determined by parental 
discourses of risk (Timperio et al.. 2004; Horton et al., 2014). Community B was particularly seen as a 
safe place; there were no 'rough' areas within the development (though the woods at the boundary 
were no longer a 'good place', as mentioned in Section 7.3.3) and no reported incidents within the 
boundary that had threatened a young person's safety. As discussed in Sections 6.2.2.2 and 7.3.2, 
there had been an incident within the boundary of Community A and many participants identified 
outside the supermarket at the centre of the development as 'dodgy' and 'rough'. Poorer urban 
fabric has been found to be connected to greater parental fear for children's safety (O'Brien et al., 
2000; Chaskin et al., 2013). The inchoate nature of Community B meant it engendered a greater 
feeling of safety, but had not yet had time to develop a rich history of community, for good or ill.
8.6 Ensuring a mixed and balanced community
Mix and balance under PPG1 was concerned with mixed uses and provision of different types and 
affordability of housing. This developed, under the post-1997 Labour Government, into mixed 
community policies specifically targeting the mixing of tenure to provide for socio-economic balance.
Mix and balance were raised by participants
belonging. These will be discussed in detail below $ re'at'0n l °  S° C'al housing' equality and
8.6.1 Thoughts on social housing
Issues surrounding classification of lower socio-ernn,w ,
. . , lc c asses as 'chavs' and areas of social
housing as rough' have been debated in Sections 7 ,  ,  « ,  . ,
,1QQn. . ,  . 3-2, 8.3.1 and 8.5.2. Research by Sarkissian et o/.
(1990) demonstrated that old stereotvnes nf ™   
stereotypes of soco-economic groups persisted in mixed tenure
communities and were at thp qmirre r*f . .source of negative op,„,„„ be,ween the„  devel ,
Previous research Pas fount, fhat owner occupiers associate areas o, socle, housing with vandallsnc 
come and drugs, leading to social housing tenants feeling excluded and stigmatised (Burning el a, 
20001, despite mixed communities polic, aiming ,o reduce the social isolation and material 
disadvantage associated with living i„ deprived social housing estates [Atkinson and Kin,re, 2000, 
Some of the young residents of the communities examined did associate area, of social housing with 
poor environmental quality and stigmatise the residents. Susie associated areas of social housing 
with roughness (as quoted in Section 8.3.1) and failed to recognise any such housing in Community B:
Susie: There's not that many nice people around here...there's lots of gangs, chavs, which are 
rough, they're not very nice...
RR: Yep. Do you know where there is any social housing around [town], in [Community B[?
Susie: There's none in [Community B], I don't think. I'm not really sure, because I wouldn't 
really go round to those bits.
RR: Do you have any friends in Council housing?
Susie: No.
Susie, 13, Community B
Susie's connection of areas of social housing with a poor environment and crime ('rough') led to an 
avoidance of it, whilst her association of her area as 'nice' meant she did not associate social housing 
with it. This was also discussed by Beatrice:
But I don't know, considering, not in a horrible way, I don't mean, it's not posh, but it's a bit, 
it's different from the bottom of [town]... all the Council houses are up here, but in 
[Community B] it's different...[the Council people] live up here, and round here it's like the 
middle class...like you know with [town] people always say the bottom end is the rough end, 
with [Community B] it's like, we're all just [Community B], sort of thing, which is nice,
because then you don't hswa . 
* *
Beatrice, 16, Community B
,n both casac, Beatrice and Susie identified ,  bound,ry batwe.n .
which they lived, a community they felt “ d lh'  ">
research hv Sm „h  “ “  |a" d appearanca) Homogeneous. As w „hresearch by Smith et al. (2010) in socially m  ^ • "u.nogeneous. As with
a, s -  . . .  .  " ",  m“ Cd < *  identification of people s.cia,
housing as 'rough' and not of one's own ('nice') is lile l, I a K»op,e ,n social
,n . „ .c  ................  1 “  10 " ad “  re$idents avoiding public spaces to
reduce the risk of conflict This hostility h.c • P
s a .. .r ............... .... ■ T. haS ,mPl,“ ” ° nS -  —  • »  cohesion (McCheSimilarly, Silverman et ol (2005) found that th '
„ . . . ' ’ ° Und that the Umfled aPPearance of social housing and private. .  a -------- u m u  u i  i v a i c
housing in some mixed income npw
,  r , W COmmunitles reduced the potential for segregation and
increased feelmgs o, safety. The appearance o, social housing Community B can be seen figure
8.9. Susie and Beatrice did not perceive anv miv in thQ;r • uu
perce.ve any mix in their neighbourhood, suggesting that either the
housing had been seamlessly blended into the urban fabric or Sus.e and Beatrice had no, explored
their neighbourhood to its fullest extent.
The more socially homogeneous Community A, which had low levels of social housing and was more
established, also appeared to have some issues surrounding class:
RR. And, erm, do you think there are different groups of people that hang around
[Community A]?
Bradford: Yeah.
RR: How would you, what kind of groups of people?
Bradford: Mostly chavs, mostly chavs.
Bradford, 13, Community A
This classification of 'chavs' hanging round suggests that class/tenure issues are also played out
across the landscape of Community A, despite its more socially homogeneous make-up.
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Figure 8.9 Social housing in Co---------- B showing the simpier design and snrailer sire house (Source: Au.hor,
Others did not consider tenure to be an issue and did not know whether their friends lived i 
housing, suggesting it was not a topic of importance:
in social
Orla: [Social housing is different because of] the signs 
RR: The signs?
Orla: Well, the signs tell you what it is.
Laura: Yeah, but not in the people.
Orla: No.
Laura, 16 and Orla, 15, Community B
RR: Do you have friends that live in Council housing?
Mike: No, no.
Neil: Don't think so. I think I might know one person in my class, in my school, but dunno 
RR: It's not something that comes up in conversation anyway.
Neil: Yeah.
Mike, 15 and Neil, 14, Community A
I think it's [social housing], like, fine, because it's still the same sort of people and I don't
really notice that it's that different to be honest.
Alice, 15, Community B
Some young people appeared blind to tenure and made friends at school or through clubs because 
they enjoyed each other's company, as outlined in Section 6.4.2. For some, it is interests and values 
that are important for building friendships, rather than class (Kleinhans, 2004; Brown et a!., 2008; De
J i'
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Visscher and Bouverne-de Bie a .
’ ^U08)' As mentioned, however thk  
some participants setting themselves anart f . P'n'0n ^  "0t unlversal' with
- — their ,c ,o -e of a d,,,erem —
2010). This rejection was based on appe ^  Um'ng ^  ^  ^  LeV'taS' 2° ° 5; Smith 6f °
on appearance ('rough', showing that even in mixed communities 
appearance, particularly style, is intrinsica||y |inked
cultures/subcultures (Croghan et al 2006) In Hri‘ • C'° eC° n0miC Status and
k . * ° ° 6)- 10 add,tlon' H u ssio n s in Section 6.4.3 and 8 4 1 show
that social mix and identification with others is not sim ni
„  n0t Slmply a matter of ‘enure; it is also connected
relation to mtergroup social contact that mere coexistence in socially mixed communities cannot
overcome (Hewstone et al., 2007). This reflects adult relationships in the mixed communities studied
by Meen et al. (2005): diverging lifestyles and different socio-economic characteristics are more 
important than tenure in determining cross-tenure social interaction by young people.
There is a dichotomy at play in the way young people discuss social housing, regardless of age or 
gender, with some stating they see such housing and its occupants as no different to them, but 
others identifying such areas as 'rough'. This reflects existing literature (Rowlands and Gurney, 2001; 
Allen et al., 2005). Little was said by participants about socio-economic inequality in mixed 
communities, with responses more likely to focus on age-based inequalities (as will be discussed in 
Section 8.6.2). This discussion shows that there appear to be a number of factors (such as shared 
interests, stereotypes, appearance and desire for a local network) that contribute to inter-tenure 
networks and perceptions that simple coexistence in a mixed community cannot overcome.
8.6.2 Issues of equality
Given their residence in a mixed community, all participants were asked whether they felt people
were treated equally. Field notes from 9 August 2012 summarised the researcher's general 
impression on responses:
Interesting that when I ask them about equality, they either say 'yes' or refer to victimisation 
and stereotyping of teenagers.
The young people generally interpreted equality as being connected with age, hence their reference 
to the stereotyping of teenagers, as Anna discusses:
Two boys I was talking to, younger than me, they were talking about meeting up, so there 
wasn't any like proper inequality or anything like that and most people are treated equal.
Anna, 15, Community B
Equa,,tv in Krm s aee was “  “ “  raise. in communily a:
“  Oo ,00 .bin* everybody is .rea.er, e , „ „ ly tNs neigbbourtood,
Emily: Not really, no.
Sarah: Not really.
RR: No, why not?
W ly : Well, , „ w „ s  see the parks „eing ^  ^  ^  ^
destroying tbenr, ,lke ,i,tle bebles, ,,K. todd.er, „ „  o, Wds, be, dp„ ,  beye a n y t h i n g g 0 „„
•  •  •  •
Katie: I think that we don't hpranco ,irv, i *
' e me think, oh because the teenagers hang
outside the shops and that loud niiKir that
loud music, that rings in your ears, that opera music, they do that
because they're destructive and like naughty..,
Emily, Sarah and Katie, 12, Community A
as aThese participants in Community A were concerned with the exclusion of other young people 
result of the actions of certain teenagers (Matthews et al., 1999). This limited, or excluded, their 
accessing certain facilities. This focus on age as a central issue in equality in Community A could be 
connected to the prevalence of teenage antisocial behaviour issues, which had resulted in specific 
police campaigns against this in the area (as outlined in Section 7.3.2). Community B had issues 
surrounding the behaviour of young people, as mentioned in Section 6.5, yet no incidents had 
occurred in relation to the new facilities to exclude them from these. The issue of belonging and 
displacement due to age reflects research by Leyshon (2011) in rural areas.
Some referred to housing size when discussing equality:
RR: And do you think everybody in [Community A] is treated equally then?
Mark: Urn, yeah, yeah. There’s like a wide variety of big houses and small houses
Mark, 15, Community A
Umm, well, you've got flats as well, and you've got apartments I think down there, so there 
are different people there. But there's a range of variety of size houses so it's mainly for
families, I think...
Amy, 17 (sister of Susie, 13), Community B
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This range of housing was seen positively nm
reflects the aim of mixed community policy ' ^  VarVI"8 ° f different people' This
economic) to live together in the same area /an f d fferent needs (social a"d
interesting opinions in relation to housing <i 6mma' however' sum™arised some
ng SIZe or ^nure and peopie's perception of the occupants:
I think some of the people that have affordable he  
and some „  is paid b( the governmen| , « * »
Shin, mos, o „P e  „me p«„pla are trea, SOme,,m' S ,he' Y '  ‘” k' d '
that lives on rr 6 6qUa l y J  thlnk most peoP'e assume that everyone
t, . rea||y, reaNy posh or quite common, 'cos like, some of
ouses are social houses or affordable housing. So people think that the people that live
common.
Gemma, 14, Community B
This shows that, at least in Community B, socio-economic prejudice in connection to housing 
prevailed to a certain extent, but that this was not necessarily linked to housing tenure, but more 
explicitly connected to the size of the dwelling. Assumptions were made that bigger houses cost 
more money, linking owners to a high socio-economic position. This suggests that if social housing is 
built as part of a wider development and is in keeping with the size, style and design of private sector 
housing then, as long as proper maintenance is undertaken, stigmatisation of social housing tenants 
would be reduced (Kleinhans, 2004). There is some difference between the communities here as the 
lesser extent of social housing in Community A, its greater social and economic homogeneity and the 
manner in which interviews were conducted, meant that little was mentioned about the equality of 
social housing tenants. Where equality was mentioned, it concerned whether the young people felt 
they were equitable members of the community by virtue of their age, likely a reflection of issues 
over the stigmatisation of teenagers within the community.
8.6.3 Feelings of belonging
The differences in terms of whether participants felt they lived in a community were discussed in 
Section 8.2.1 . Given a perceived lack of equality in terms of age, it is perhaps not surprising that the 
questionnaire results revealed those aged over 16 years were also more likely to say they did not live 
in a community (45.0%, n=18, compared to an average of 23% for all other ages). This demonstrates 
that, as with existing literature, older teenagers in mixed communities are disenfranchised and often 
experience social isolation (Matthews et ol., 1999; Raffo and Reeves, 2000; Bartlett, 2002; Leyshon, 
2011).
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Some young people felt quite remote from their
community because of their age:
r  u r  s “  -  -  -  -  -  -
know anything else that goes ~  ™
Isabel, 1 1 , Community B
I think there is a community, but we
re not part of it because we're younger.
. ri Laura, 16, Community B
This was also reflected in Mark's commpntc nn u r .
comments on whether he felt where he lived was a community. In
the following quote he discusses how he feels in thp *
ity in terms of his age when compared to
all the young children and families:
...er yeah, kinda, but I don't really get involved with [the community]...cos it's all young kids
and families with them.
Mark, 15, Community A
That young people feel excluded from their communities reflects existing research; Matthews ef at. 
(2000c) found that a small minority of young people felt included in their British rural communities. 
Highlighting the differences between communities, however, Nairn et at. (2003) found that almost 
half of their Australian sample felt included. Not all of the sample of this study into mixed 
communities felt they were excluded from their community because of their age; Caitlin, Anna, 
Melinda, Hannah, David, Trudy, Neil and Mike all spoke warmly of where they lived in terms of being 
connected to their neighbours and enjoying community events. This demonstrates the differences 
between, as well as within, communities.
8.7 Urban design and public space in mixed communities
Urban design became the driving force behind planning following the publication of Towards an 
Urban Renaissance in 1999 (Urban Task Force, 1999). It was seen as the means to secure a high 
quality public realm that fostered a sense of place. Young participants' conception of their 
community was, to some extent, determined by design. In Community A, the community was
co „c ,i«d  in ,wo par ,s hop and bottom| bouMed
development: runnmg through the centre of the
We don't
the other side of [Community A],'cos it s sort of split in half...
Trudy, 14, Community A
This was clear from the maps comoleteri h ,,,-;™ • * .
below ,bis need fo , Mark " *  ~
Geography, therefore, does ba«e some „ ar, play in "” e “  S° “ 'h' ,n
2Q12) P V theestabl'shment of friendships (Bunnell eta!.,
In Community B, its smaller size meant that it was viewed as one place, though there were 
residents who divided up the area based on who the developer of the houses was-
some
RR: Do either of you have any friends in [Community B]? Or where are your friends based? 
Susie: Mine are further back here, [Housebuilder A] and [Housebuilder B).
Susie, 13, Community B
She lives on [Community B] and she's like 'You’re in [Housebuilder A] and I'm in
[Housebuilder B]'.
Gemma, 14, Community B
This was unique to Community B and may reflect its more recent development or perhaps the 
difference in how the two sites were developed as Community A was built by fewer developers. 
There are potential implications in terms of urban design in having more than one developer on site, 
which may, along with the phases of construction, have helped to distinguish the different 'places' of 
the developers. This section will discuss places, design and the public realm in further detail.
8.7.1 Creating a'sense of place'
Section 3.6 notes that one of the most important contributions Children's Geographies can make is 
to illustrate the importance of place (Holloway and Valentine, 2000). Vanderbeck and Morse Dunkley 
(2003) note that more research with young people is needed to understand the way in which place- 
based narratives are implicated in the construction of social identities. This growth in the popularity 
of the meaning of place, and how undifferentiated space becomes place (Stokowski, 2002), may have
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helped fuel its interest within the planning system- s
concerning the creation of new c o m m u n i t i e s . ^  T  ^  ^  ° f P'anning P°'' 
definitions of community: ° f PlaCe featured in young people
I think it's just like one, one olarp 1,1,0 ; ♦. r
that area just come together somet ,0W"' an<l Wtiere 016 whole peopl<
It's all you're a r, ,  lmes and they're just all friendly, no-one’s sectioned ol
anything, I just tee, that, once you're mo.ed In, yo „-„ ,  part of
Anna, 15, Community B
m Anna’s definition autom atic ,,, came to he a par, a community jus, hy ,lying |„ ,  plaee 
which then led to people coming together indusiyely. This was similarly reflected
definition:
in Roger's
People that kind of live in a place and then just community...People that know each other.
Roger, 14, Community B
In Anna and Roger's definitions, community was not fostered and did not grow; it was produced by a 
coincidence of residence (Levitas, 2005). Lee and Abbott (2009) noted that in their research into 
physical activity and rural young people's sense of place, the visual data they collected demonstrated 
how spaces became places for young people as they could depict on maps numerous places of 
importance and their geographical relationship to each other. The process of annotating the maps 
during interviews revealed how place was used to divide up the community:
...there's the base of [town] so I would say there are two parts of it, so that's the base of 
[town] and the secondary part of [Community B].
Steve, 12, Community B
This was also discussed through the interview questions:
Because it’s like its own little town to itself...I don't say I live on [street], I say I live on 
[Community B] and everyone else will be like 'I live on [Name] Street' and whatever.
Isabel, 11, Community B
The geographic separation of Community B and the small town to the south (by the physical 
boundary of a railway line) also led, for some, to a clear distinction between the new residents of 
Community B and those living in the town:
The town and [Community BJ are a hit far
y Jarea bit far apart so people don't really mix.
Alice, 15, Community B
This underlines the role of eeoeraohv in r-ro-,*-
„  - a .  « ,  ~  °  7 ^  -  ~  * . ■ —
-  -  P M c ,  .n e ,  jl  : : r ■ * “ '  — ■
M l nnm \ . geography of social bonds and so community
for this reason boundaries matter: they construct a sense of identity in the 
places of residence and organise social cnaro tu .
r  8 ° Clal SpaCe through geographies of power. This was true in
Com inunitv where some difference » . ,  evidenced from ,h .  physipp, bound,ries, given ,h , iaci.
participants from the southern are , of the development. „  was a,so the case in Common!,» B where
the physical separation the development f™m the smaii.own ,h ,  sooth hy ,  railwayiine „d
some issoes with regard ,0 acceptance and belonging with the existing common,,» of the smalltown 
As with existing literature, such place-based narratives have implications for yoong p ,.„ ,e  from
mixed communities' senses of self and their thoughts about the future, as well as ,h .  constitution of 
youth cultures (Vanderbeck and Morse Dunkley, 2003; Leyshon and DiGiovanna, 2005).
8.7.2 Influence of design on community
As deliberated in Section 8.7, urban design is considered the key to producing a sense of place. The 
design of the communities was discussed during some interviews, though less so in interviews with 
residents of Community A. Design is important to community, not only because it creates a sense of 
place, but also because community is built up through interaction which can be fostered by design 
(Camina and Wood, 2009). If a community's design does not facilitate causal interaction then 
community cannot develop. Some young people interviewed complained that the design of their 
houses meant they never saw their neighbours in order to know them:
You don't see them [neighbours] because the fact their cars are behind so you don't ever see 
them come out the front door so you can't say 'Hi' or anything, so you just get in the car and
go and then go back in the house, that's it.
Amy, 17 (sister of Susie, 13), Community B
And how Caitlin lives as well, it's like a little group...But with me we're all on the same street.
Beatrice, 16, Community B
The driveway of Amy ,„ d  Susie ca„ be seen i„ Figllre 8 „ .  . ...
this as having the car parking to the rear of th h 'Cant ^  SUS'e t0° k 3 Ph° t0 ° f
sister, fell damaged developmenl of relations with T  "  ” ' " " hme ihe' al° " 8 wi,h ter
neighbours’ houses and „ a « „ g led « * "  °< -  -  -
her sister Susie felt the, did not talk to the! “  »  ttat Am, and
- ...— -  conn ii s:i ~
~ . , eeded to build community bonds (Casev et al
2007; Camma and Wood, 2009; Dempsey et oL, 2012). '
Figure 8.10 Rear parking area of Susie's house (Source: Susie)
The discussion above also demonstrates the importance of the car to the community. Reliance on 
the car has been shown to adversely affect the development of community (Tunstall and Lupton, 
2010). Despite the intention of creating places that were walkable, Ruby complained that her 
community was too spaced out:
Why, because everything is all like spaced out. It's not like, it's like too spaced out really...All 
the roads, 'cos like you go like for a half mile before there's anything. It's like 'Why?' Like
from my house to [friend's house].
Ruby, 11, Community B
This is contrary to Isabel's view, however, who felt the density of the area was too much and left 
little space for driveways:
It's all packed together and there's like no driveway space or anything.
Isabel, 11, Community B
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rrrr™  r “ ” u m ™  ™
— .  -  v o „ e ::::~rsome - *  ™ s *  - — - —
2004; Horton et a,„ 2014). ,sabe,'s c o u n t s  are a,so ^  '
of the development from that originally envisaged ■ T  ereStm8 re'at,° n ^  ^  inCreaS6d denSitV
8 'n P anning Policy terms, outlined in Section 4 .5.
The walkability of the community was important a
. . . . s important as a greater number of residents walking on the
street would increase the likelihood of causal in te rac ts  , r
, nnQ _ , mteraction (CaSey ef 0,„ 2007; Camina and Wood,
2009; Dempsey et a!., 2012). As well as th« ^
maturity discussed in Section 8.3.1, the physical
separation of Community B with the pxktina •*. r ,
existing community of the small town in the south also led to
issues with regard to integration of community:
I feel like it's more [Community B] and [town] because they seem like really, really different... 
[Community B] as a whole and [town] seems to be a whole as well because no-one really
mixes...
Alice, 15, Community B
A sense of place within Community B was fostered to some extent by the design of the street 
furniture, as explained by Amy, as well as the similarity of the house design:
Yeah, because they've got the same lighting and everything so you can tell it's part of 
[Community B] when you get into it...It's pretty samey, basically, the houses.
Amy, 17 (sister of Susie, 13), Community B
This sense of place, however, also meant that it became difficult to read the townscape, with 
participants getting lost:
Yeah, 'cos all the roads look the same...I don't know, like maybe keep, make a few 
differences in the way that they built the houses and also like keep signs telling you, this way
to [street] or this way to, because it does help you a lot.
Anna, 15, Community B
This was also reflected in Community A, suggesting that the 'sense of place' in new communities is 
confusing in its homogeneity:
It's an absolute m aze.Jf you don't know the area thP
ne area then you just get lost very easily.
Mark, 15, Community A
This shows the difficulties of urban design that k  h
of place being created, it is a sense of conf ° m° geneous meani"g that rather than a ser
urban design is a powerful tool by which to . , "teratures tf
to develop social bonds (Casev er at ?nn7 r
Wood, 2009; Dempsey et at., 2012) but it also sh h ' ' 3
. .  . . .  ‘ 3lS0 Sh0WS that too homogeneous a design leads
problems of identification. 5
8.7.3 Significance of public space and community facilities
Young people's needs relation them « & « , «  were >er> simple; , hey ^
fornta, fac,l„,es. from more shops (discussed in Section 6.3.2, „  green space (as , „ . ,e s  in Section
7.3.3 show) to a cafe:
Sarah: ...there's no cafes and stuff and the only cafe is like the [church]...And we opened that 
as kids and it's open during school time.
Amelia: We can't even go there [giggles].
Sarah: And we can't even go there so there's no cafes where we could all just sit and hang 
out.
Emily: But there used to be by [supermarket],..there used to be a like a little sandwich shop 
where you could buy coffee and stuff.
Sarah: Not anymore.
Sarah, Amelia and Emily, 12, Community A
As with research from existing communities, young people wanted more facilities that had potential 
for their use (Bartlett, 2002; Matthews, 2003; Giddings and Yarwood, 2005; Matthews and Tucker, 
2007). They also wanted to see more activities within the community that everyone could join in 
with, echoing research by Panelli et al. (2002). Participants from Community A mentioned a hot air 
balloon festival that used to happen annually, whilst those from Community B frequently mentioned 
the annual carnival in the town to the south as an event they enjoyed that brought people together:
[talking about special week of activities and attractions]...and, er, that was a lot of fun. 
Something to do, but it was just for a week. We need something like that, that's more fun 
that people, 'cos people our age, well, me and Mike and other sort of people we know, we
don't like smoke or anything m ,
age do that sort of thing and ruin the fun ^  ^  bUt m° St Pe° P'e ^  ^  ^
^e'l/ 14, and Mike, 15, Community A
The need for 'something to do' reflprtc <
fo r  ,h em  th c  ^  “  °> — •
vandalism The connection between bored led " ™  “  ’'" 'l  ' nKrt» ™ ™ l
between boredom and antisocial bebavioor is freqoentt, cited existing
research in criminology and psychology (Burney June c
.. . V' ° 05, Squlres and Stephen, 2005; Brown, 2013)
Neils comment that this'ruins the fun for,,c'mi „  '
Un f° r US alS°  reflects the argument by Matthews et a, (1999) 
that the innocent are punished b , the antisocia, beha.iour o, the minority, rebooting the discussion
on negative stereotyping Section 6,5. As with Tucker (2003), N.i, and Mike's reactions their
e n ,ir„ „m e n „„d  its „ck  of facilities demonstrates the way in which young peep, e make sense ofand
respond to then particular social and environmental context varies according to interests, capacities 
and inclinations.
The need for more green space was mentioned frequently by participants of Community B, though
not of Community A. This is likely a reflection of the greater amount of pocket parks and small green 
spaces in Community A, as well as the country park:
Frank: Overall, yeah, but I think they could put more green spaces in.
RR: Oh yeah, like when you said you looked out over that.
Frank: Yeah, that would be a bit better, so we had somewhere we could properly go, just to 
kick a ball around and stuff...Places for people to go or a park or something. I know they've 
got that one there, but it isn't that big and there's not really a huge amount to do for people
my age.
Frank, 15, Community B
This lack of green space was seen as a cause of antisocial behaviour as it meant there was less to do:
Amy: Yeah, and there's not a lot of green grass or anything, just a lot of pavement, concrete 
Susie: So all the kids hang around here [outside their house].
Amy: They need more greenery I think, for kids to play. 
Susie: Yeah.
Amy: Instead of, like, going round the streets, I think.
Susie, 13 and her sister Amy, 17, Community B
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The importance of public green space to community was demonstrated in the way it functioned 
when it was provided: y
Where like the houses are like not nut ,
ey re out of the way from each other, all the
people are nice and there's a green snarp %
8 P where V°u can gather on for a street party or
something.
Gemma, 14, Community B
Gemma had a strong relationship with her neighbours due to the potential for interaction provided 
by the green space in the front of their houses. As with the existing literature, this research has 
shown the importance of informal community facilities, or spaces with this potential, for developing 
a sense of community and providing the interaction and interest needed to promote young people's 
social capital (Bartlett, 2002; Panelli et ol., 2002; Dempsey et ol., 2012; Brown, 2013).
Community A had more community facilities than Community B, such as shops, a church and a 
community centre. Just as Jupp (1999) stated that public spaces are important for gathering people 
and cementing relationships, the facilities within neighbourhoods have also been found to be 
important for cementing community (Raco, 2007b). Robertson et ol. (2008) found in their study into 
three different housing neighbourhoods in the city of Stirling in Scotland that what was understood 
as 'community' was often rooted in the realm of familiar, mundane and everyday interactions, 
centred on chatting in local shops and conversations about the local school. Fewer facilities would, 
therefore, suggest that community would have more problems developing, as is reflected in the 
results of whether questionnaire and interview participants from Communities A and B felt they lived 
in a community (see Section 8.2.1) and the differences in discussions about future development 
(Section 8.3.6). As with Horton et al. (2014), the recent construction of Community B had an impact 
on both the provision and delivery of community facilities. Some that had been planned were not 
delivered due to the economic downturn, whilst the leisure centre came seven years after first 
occupancy. This delay meant that the community lacked facilities shown as important in the 
development of social bonds.
Joseph and Feldman (2009) found schools to be an important building block of community. This is 
echoed by Trudy, who noted how the neighbourhood primary school in Community A brought
parents together:
We're all connected. Quite a lot nf
connects tbe patents „  ,pe parents fp Pr'ma'> -  “ »  —  “ “
Trudy, 14, Community A
The pr,maty school, being located within the development, was also walkable, with man,
participants reporting being able w „ „  the school b , themselves from the age o, .boo, S
onwards. Existing research by Prezza and Pacilli (2f)n7\ hac ^
( 007) has found that greater independent mobility
as a child leads to a stronger sense of rnmmimifw ru-
8 commumty. Th.s appears to be reflected in this study into
m^ed communities- Young people in the communities examined also mostly made their friends 
through school, adding further importance to building community bonds through school, and 
reflecting the continued value of material spaces for developing friendships (Bunnell et al., 2012). 
Studies have shown that positive experiences at school have a beneficial effect on local community 
cohesion (Demack et al., 2010), with development of friendships important for helping young people 
feel part of a community (O'Brien et al., 2000). The greater feeling of community in Community A is
thought to be a reflection of the greater number of community facilities, and friendships from these, 
within the development.
As with existing literature, community facilities and events were found to be an important part of 
building social bonds in new mixed communities, but young people felt there could be more 
appropriate facilities within the development for people of their age (Bartlett, 2002; Panelli et al., 
2002, Raco, 2007b; Dempsey et al., 2012; Brown, 2013). The results also underline how a lack of
community facilities apparently weakens development of community (Raco, 2007b; Joseph and
Feldman, 2009).
8.8 Conclusion
This chapter has debated how young people living in mixed communities understand and experience 
community. It began by outlining the similarity between planning rhetoric's definition of mixed 
communities and those given by participants. Planning has sought to encourage a sense of 
community, create social and economic ties, provide good services, ensure mix and balance, and 
secure a high standard of urban design and access to public space (see Figure 8.1). Young people 
living within the case study mixed communities described their communities using similar terms. 
Definitions of community referred to people, place, residence, communication, and positive and 
negative adjectives (see Figure 8.2). It was not common for participants to have heard of mixed 
communities, but definitions given mentioned race, people, culture, religion and place.
In general, no differences between gpnHpr
,  . ' 8 ° r tenure ,n responses were identified. The exception
for tenure was in relation to sense of rnmm.mi*. u- L
y, which was found to be stronger amongst those
occupying socisl housing and W0ak0r with thnc  ^ *
weaker w,th those ,n private rented. This reflects previous research
that certain groups, social housing tenants included often hn ♦.nciuded, often have stronger ties to their local area when 
compared to the more mobile, higher socio-economic groups (Atkinson and Kintrea, 2000; Camina
and Wood, 2009). Greater population churn from higher levels of private rented housing have been
found to affect place attachment (Rowlands et o/„ 2006; Livingston et a!., 2008). Strong differences in
strength of community were identified between the two locations studied. Residents of Community
A were more likely to say they lived in a community, and to discuss their community as a whole, than
those of Community B. Throughout the chapter various factors were identified that are thought to
have contributed to this difference, including newness, facilities and events, population stability and 
the level of social mix.
The chapter explored the impact of newness, reputation, community events, population churn, 
aspirations for where to live in the future, and further development on sense of community. Area 
appearance was connected to newness, reputation and social class, with some participants 
identifying areas of social housing as 'rough'. Such participants defined themselves in opposition to 
this (Leyshon, 2008). Furthermore, the research areas were both seen as 'posh' due to both the size 
of the houses and their newness. Posh was seen as remote and superior; some participants drew on 
this reputation to define themselves, but others sought to distance themselves from it. The recent 
construction of Community B is also thought to have had an impact on its integration with the 
existing community in the attached town to the south. There were differences between the
participants in terms of where they wished to live in the future, and between the two localities iin
terms of preference for further development.
Getting together through community events was shown to be a popular way to engender feelings of 
community, as has been found in existing research (Panelli et o i, 2002). Population churn also had an 
impact on establishing neighbourhood bonds in the less stable Community B. The role of place was 
shown as important in determining future aspirations for where to live; young people who were born 
elsewhere, who spent a lot of time in another neighbourhood, or who had recently moved were less 
likely to want to live in their current place of residence when they were older. This underlines the 
importance of place to development of identities (Weller, 2007b). Future expansion was also viewed 
differently by the two communities due to different provision of facilities, highlighting the 
importance of facilities to building community bonds (Raco, 2007b).
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r r  : : : ic a s p e c ,s  o i  comn,"ni,y a"d ■ * * * '  E~ d » * « —
r  r  ,o v° une -  — »». c . mmu„ ic„ te„  was „ POrtant
development of community bonds hut thoc0
- these were not necessarily related to relationships with 
neighbours. Employment „ as alsp see„ a! an importa„ t „ „ of socia| ^  ^  ^
rehanee on wafting tne.n, iha, good Pr„»isio„ 0f public ,r a„sPor, and waftable neighbourhoods 
were important to them, as has been found in enisling research (Skelton, 2000; Matthews and 
Tucker, 2006; Weller, 2007b; Weston, 2010). Safet, w .s ,  key contributor to community satisf.ction
with perceptions of safety connected to class and newness (Wat, and Stenson, O brien „  
2000; Chaskin et al., 2013).
The chapter discussed how there was a dichotomy at play in relation to the way participants 
discussed social housing, with some seeing it as 'rough' areas and people within them as 'rough' or 
'chavs’. Others recognised residents of social housing as no different to them, seeing interests rather 
than class as the key marker of difference (Kleinhans, 2004; Brown et al., 2008; De Visscher and 
Bouverne-de Bie, 2008). These opposing views reflect conflicting results in existing literature 
(Rowlands and Gurney, 2001; Allen et a/., 2005) and it is suggested that this is a reflection of the 
different habitus of participants and parental discourses of risk (Timperio et o/., 2004; Horton et al., 
2014). This exclusionary practice of class based on appearance and stereotypes is not a new finding 
(Ruming ef al., 2004; Croghan ef al., 2006; Neal and Vincent, 2013), but it is interesting that it is 
reflected by young people living in mixed communities given the desire to build bridging social capital 
across socio-economic groups. Tenure was not found to be the only exclusionary practice in 
socialisation, however, with shared interests and desire for local networks also affecting social mix. 
This suggests that simply mixing tenure will not overcome existing prejudice nor naturally lead to the 
development of inter-tenure networks. Age was found to be an important factor in issues of equality 
and belonging within communities. This reflects existing literature that young people feel excluded 
from existing communities as a result of their age (Sibley, 1995; Matthews et al., 1998a; Matthews et 
al., 1999; Tucker and Matthews, 2001; Bartlett, 2002).
Finally, the chapter debated the role of urban design and public space in the two communities. 
Geography was found to be important in defining community, with physical boundaries influencing 
development of social bonds in both communities. The design of the area was thought to influence 
community relations, as well as provide a sense of place, though the lack of variation in design 
sometimes led to confusion. Public spaces, particularly shops, cafes and green spaces, were highly 
important to young people and many felt these were lacking in the development. The lack of 
appropriate facilities for young people created issues of antisocial behaviour by some groups of 
young people. These findings reflect research in existing communities or with adults in mixed
communities (Bartlett, 2002; Matthews 200V rtHH
' ° 3' G'ddings and Yarwood, 2005; Casey et a!., 2007-
Matthews and Tucker. 2007; Cantina , „ d wood. 2009; ^
Th,s chapter has explored how ,o „ „ 8 pe„p,e |i,|„g  |„  mixed communities u„d. rs „ „ d , „ d experience
the --------- - in which the, ii,e . I, has shown ,h „  th,  m„s , important „ „ o r s  in determining
common,,, were newness, pro.ision o, --------- - facilities and cen ts , population churn and social
m,x. Apart from the role o, newness, man, these factors have been explored in existing research 
showing that m.xed communities polio, makes little difference to ,„u ,hfu l residents’ reproducing
dominant concepts of common,,,. The impact of newness has been tittle explored in existing 
literature on Children's Geographies, ,e t this stud, re.eals it is important to ,oung people's
spatialities and conceptualisations of communit, through its effect on reputation, attachment to
place, and development of social bonds. The proceeding chapter will conclude the purpose and key 
findings of this research into young people's geographies in mixed communities.
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9. Conclusion
9.1 Summary
This thesis has s „  ott, reseits front research w n g  people,  spa, ia| ^  ^
communities Northamptonshire. The research was framed firs.lv within the context of planning
policy for mixed communities that actively se^kc intQr,r-.-veiy seeks interaction amongst residents of different tenures
to engender greater socio-economic balance. It secondly examined previous research in Children's 
Geographies looking at the spaces which shape children's experience of childhood and how such 
spaces influence, and are influenced by, the construction and maintenance of young people's 
identities. Using mixed methods, the research built upon academic work surrounding the 
expectations of mixed communities versus the reality (Atkinson and Kintrea, 2000; Ruming et at., 
2004; Meen et al., 2005; Silverman et at., 2005; Kearns and Mason, 2007; Camina and Wood, 2009) 
and what spaces are identified of importance to young people (Matthews et at., 1998a; Karsten and 
Pel, 2000; Valentine, 2004; Weller, 2007b; Kato, 2009) to examine the experience of young 
participants' geographies in two mixed community case study areas.
The research found many similarities between use of and access to space in suburban mixed 
communities and previous studies in Children's Geographies, notably related to young people in rural 
environments (Matthews et o i, 1998a; Tucker, 2003; Leyshon, 2011). Specific findings in relation to 
young people and mixed communities centred on: greater freedom due to a perception of greater 
safety in a new area; problems with forming friendships for some recent movers; the growth of 
walking as a practice and more mobile use of the street than historic studies; the increasing 
importance of consumption to young people's geographies; changing spaces of the communities as 
they underwent continuing construction; the influence of a rapid growth in population on 
community and provision of facilities, and the impact that newness had on development of 
reputation and community bonds. In terms of mixed communities, tenure was not generally 
identified as a barrier to social cohesion or use of space, but many participants referred to 
inequalities in relation to age and discussed how stigmatised they often felt as teenagers (Malone, 
2002; Weller, 2006; Brown, 2013). The research confirms the continuing importance of place in 
studies of childhood and its differences (Holloway and Valentine, 2000).
This chapter will set out the key research findings alongside the research aims (Section 9.2), critically 
reflect on the limitations of the research (Section 9.3) and consider directions for future research 
(Section 9.4).
9.2 Key research findings
The three research aims were as follows:
u„de, s„ „ d  ,he mobility, social relation, ,nterests 0( ^  peop|p tp ^  ^
define tbemseiye, and wba, ,b „ „ ,  ,b e „  , VCI¥d, y experience, , re „ „ ,que ,p mi>ed 
communities.
2. Explore what young people’s use of public space within two case study areas (one under
construction and one recently completed) in Northamptonshire reveal about Children's 
Geographies in new mixed communities.
3. Clarify what the everyday experience and use of public space by young people reveal about the 
understanding and experience of community for young people in mixed communities.
These aims sought to address the research gap concerning the geography of young people in mixed
communities. This was achieved through a mixed methods approach exploring which spaces were
used in the communities and for what purpose, what determined preference for these spaces,
feelings of community and belonging, and the role of spaces and community in identity definition 
and creation for participants.
9.2.1 Aim One: the uniqueness of young people's everyday experiences of mixed communities
In keeping with existing literature, the local area was found to have special importance for young 
people, as well as being a source of frustration (Weller, 2007b). This was due to walking being their 
primary mode of independent transport (Mackett et al., 2007) and a lack of things to do in the area 
(Skelton, 2000). To some extent, reliance on walking affected what activities they pursued and who 
they saw most regularly, with friends who lived close-by being seen more frequently (Smith, 2013). 
Walking was also an activity in itself, a practice that is only just emerging as a field of study in 
Children's Geographies (Horton et al., 2014). In terms of other activities, organised ones were not 
particularly popular, whilst informal activities were undertaken with friends and more local.
Reoccurring limitations on young people's everyday experiences out and about in mixed 
communities were parental control, mobility, fear, conflict, interests and inclinations of the 
participant, and material resources. This echoed findings in existing research (Valentine, 1997a; 
O'Brien et al., 2000; Percy-Smith and Matthews, 2001; Pain, 2006). These limitations had different
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impacts in relation to age eenripr anH r*. T
„ . k 0Callty- Tenure was found to have a limited influence on
some aspects of the evervdavnpss nf un.mn , .
8 peop e ln m'xed communities, such as family mobility 
ut parents job [and so material resources! was a much strong,, i „ , | „ ,nc,  „ „  mobi|it> acU>Wes.
Relationships with f ,m il, and occupation of the home en.imnment were found important some
young people, whilst friends were generally maHo <._l. ■ ,
& y ade at school and based on shared interests. There
was some evidence of inter-tenure friendships. Generally boys were more likely to have fewer
friends. Places was found to be important in building and maintaining friendships, but the growth in
use of technology also meant friendships (particularly for recent movers) were maintained at a
distance (Ellison ef al., 2007). Communication with neighbours varied, but those from Community B
were more likely to report non-existent (as opposed to friendly or antagonistic) relations. Other than
where indicated, there was a general lack of pattern in relation to interaction and factors such as
age, gender, tenure and locality, with the interests and inclinations of the participants the strongest 
defining factor.
Whilst mix only had a limited effect on everydayness, the newness of the communities was
meantfrequently found to affect spatial practices within the two developments. Its nascent nature 
Community B had not developed a history of rumours and incidents affecting the safety of young 
people, it was consequently seen as a safe place and young people experienced greater spatial 
freedom and less fear as a result. Community A was more mature and had a history of rumours and 
incidents, including within the boundary of the development. Community B had more recent movers 
due to its later construction. Some of these young people reported problems making friends in the 
new area and this altered their geography. Community A also had a history of antisocial behaviour by 
teenagers, which had a severely deleterious effect on some of the young participants. They felt 
stigmatised by the community through the actions of these teenagers (Matthews et al., 1999). Issues 
surrounding antisocial behaviour and negative stereotyping of teenagers were not reported in 
Community B. This was considered to be connected to its later construction as prior to the opening 
of a community facility, which had only just opened at the time of the research, there were no public 
facilities beyond some green spaces for young people to 'hang out'.
The results show that everyday mobility and activities of young people in mixed communities were 
broadly similar to those found in extant literature on existing communities (Valentine, 1997a; Chawla 
and Malone, 2003; O'Brien et al., 2000; Percy-Smith and Matthews, 2001; Pain, 2006; Weller, 2007b; 
Leyshon, 2011), including the growth of walking as an everyday practice, not just a means of 
transport (Horton et al., 2014). The research reveals the impact of newness on the geography of
young people in the two areas through its effect nn , h-
r , e,r Perception of safety, formation of
friendships, and the development of negative stereotyping of teenagers.
9.2.2
wo. what young people s use of public space reveals about Children's Geographies in
mixed communities
Whilst the domestic environment was a nonnlar cnam
P P pace for young people in the mixed communities,
public spaces were also valued by them as 'places of retreat' and 'places to be seen' (Lieberg, 1995;
Chawla and Malone, 2003). The spaces of importance were community facilities, semi-public spaces
(namely the local supermarkets), country parks and green spaces, the street, recreation grounds and
playgrounds. The centrality of semi-public spaces to new mixed communities shows the growing
importance of consumption to spatial practices. Use of the street was also shown to be much more 
mobile than the static focus of extant literature.
Newness influenced use of public space in the two communities studied. The continued construction 
of Community B meant that its first community facility had only just opened at the time of the 
research, previously green space was developed for housing, and the newly constructed playground 
had been poorly implemented. In Community A, the rapid influx of population meant that there were 
a large number of teenagers in the area at the time of the research compared to when it was first 
occupied. The use of space by these teenagers changed as they grew older and they felt there was 
little specific provision for them in the community. The spaces of youtn were constantly under 
construction and evolving, sometimes against their wishes.
The results show that public spaces feature strongly in the lives of teenagers, despite research in 
Children's Geographies discussing parental perception of a decline in outdoor play and increasing
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Accessibility, belonging, and being with friends were of key importance to the success of public space 
in mixed communities, whilst many areas were avoided due to not belonging (as a result of age, 
gender or social group), conflict with adults or other young people, perception of danger, and quality 
of the space. In keeping with Freeman (2010), tenure was not an influencing factor in use of public 
space. Young people were keen to describe their streets as 'nice' and 'safe', defining it in opposition 
to other areas which were described as 'dangerous' (Sibley, 1995; Leyshon, 2008). The research 
shows that having a variety of spaces to accommodate different groups and uses, as well as prevent 
boredom, is as important in mixed communities as it is in established (rural) communities (Tucker, 
2003; Karsten, 2003; De Visscher and Bouverne-de Bie, 2008).
invisibility of young people (Valentine, 1997a; Matthews et a!., 1998a 
2011; Witten et a!., 2013).
Cahill, 2000; Vanderstede,
9.2.3
Aim Three: clarifying what everyday experience and use of public space reveals about 
understanding and experience of community for young people
Participants' understanding of community was similar to that outlined in planning rhetoric: a sense of
community, social and economic ties, provision of good services, mix and balance, and a high
standard of urban design and access to public space. The similarity suggests that young residents
reproduce dominant concepts of community. In general, no differences were found in relation to
gender and age, though age was frequently raised by participants (notably in Community A) in
relation to issues of equality. Significant differences were revealed between the two locations and
their experience of community. Community A had a stronger sense of community than Community B
This difference was attributed to the level of maturity of the community, provision of facilities and 
events, population stability and the amount of social mix.
Tenure was found to have some effect on sense of community and relational communication. A 
sense of community was found to be stronger amongst those occupying social housing and weaker 
amongst residents of private rented housing, in keeping with findings from existing research 
(Atkinson and Kintrea, 2000; Rowlands et a!., 2006; Livingston et o i, 2008; Camina and Wood, 2009). 
Some participants discussed social housing and the people living there as 'rough', and others 
considered residents of social housing to be no different to them (Rowlands and Gurney, 2001; 
Ruming et al.t 2004; Kleinhans, 2004; Allen et al., 2005; Brown et oL, 2008; De Visscher and 
Bouverne-de Bie, 2008; Sutton, 2009; Neal and Vincent, 2013). The research showed there were a 
number of factors (such as shared interests, stereotypes, appearance and desire for a local network) 
that contribute to inter-tenure networks and perceptions, which simple coexistence in a mixed 
community cannot resolve.
The recent construction of the community had a pervasive influence on experience of 
neighbourhood bonds by the young residents. It affected the perception of area appearance and 
consequential reputation, integration with any existing community, delivery and construction of 
community facilities, and development of a collective history. This shared history comprised of 
community events and development of social contact. The impact of newness is little explored in 
existing literature on Children's Geographies, yet this study reveals its importance to young people's 
geographies and their conceptualisations of community and place.
Critical reflection on limitations of the research
The greatest limitation of the researrh k
IS considered to be the difficulty in selecting the case study
n r m r  M m t i  ____ a  . i  '
1     m e  b a s e  i i u u y
areas. New developments that haH a o r o ^ .
g ater amount of social housing were identified yet were at
too early a stage of construction to yield results because nni„ = f uy suns Decause only a few houses were completed and
occupied. The relatively low levels of social housing for families in the two communities, particularly
. ft f^t I  & .
Community A. make i, difficult to oo.fuily 0 „ „  wide, conclusion*. „  s,„ dy toa been conducte„
at a later date the inclusion of a third ra<;p ctnHw -*.u
a case study area with a greater level of social mix would have
made for a richer data set. In addition, Northamptonshire did not contain an area of social housing
that had been redeveloped as mixed through inclusion of a proportion of private housing. A
comparison study with such an area would have been interesting because, as Livingstone et at.
(2013) contend, there is no agreement on what a suitable level of mix actually is. By comparing areas
with different levels of mix it may be easier to determine at what point housing tenure becomes an
issue (if at all) in young people's geographies and community cohesion.
It was also difficult accessing the views of young people who were seen as the source of antisocial
behaviour in the communities. The researcher spoke to these young people informally, but they
declined to participate formally in the research, raising questions of representation. All efforts were
made to gather as many views as possible, however, and no further steps could have been taken to
secure the (voluntary) participation of all young people in the communities. Unfortunately, research
practice is "messy, fallible, faltering" (Horton et a!., 2008: 340); there can be no neat capture of all
potential views, of the multiplicity of embodied aspects of social existence (Ansell, 2009).
The nature of a postgraduate research project means that data is necessarily collected over a
relatively short time period. Given mixed communities are intended to have specific benefits with
regard to educational attainment and future employment of young people (Musterd and Andersson,
2005; Kearns and Mason, 2007), it would have been valuable to undertake a longitudinal study to
determine the future direction of the young participants and the extent to which this was influenced
by where they grew up.
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9.4 Directions for future research
9.4.1 Out and about
'  '  ' ’ ,co,UCMl*i di> Becomes more established affects the
geographies of young people, including the development of rumours and incidents affecting young
people s safety, and any increase in stigmatisation of teenagers through increasing antisocial
ng young
behaviour by their age group. It would be interesting to explore how this intersects with variables
such as parenting style, gender, age, length of residency, and victimisation. This would also further 
understanding of community and development of reputation.
The research found participants often chose to get a lift with a parent rather than selecting more 
active forms of transport. The control that young people have on this form of transport is little 
understood, though the power they have within the space of cars has been explored by Barker 
(2009) and factors affecting parental chauffeuring have been examined by Carver et al. (2013). It 
would be worth exploring the negotiations and power relations connected to receipt of parental lifts 
given the expressed preference of young people for such lifts and the impact this has on their 
independence and future transport patterns. Furthermore, walking as a form of independent 
transport has been explored in previous studies (Mackett et al., 2007), yet there is an emerging field 
of interest connected to walking as a practice (Horton et al., 2014). Research may wish to focus on 
any gender and rural/urban differences in this practice.
The geography of friendships is a neglected area of study in Children's Geographies (Bunnell et al., 
2012). Material spaces were found to be important in the creation of friendships in this study, but 
they formed only a part of the maintenance of friendship considering the number of participants 
upholding friendships over long distances. Future research may wish to explore the role of place and 
technology in the making, maintenance and dissolution of young people's friendships.
9.4.2 Recreational use of space
~ C" S" ° Wed , ha' , hS mobile ,h ,„  ,be s„ „ e  , C v i „  re.e.ieb
» .stone studies. Alongs.de esamioatioo of walking , s a practice, i, m,» be worth studies
exploring whether this more mobile use is also tmo
existing communities and the reasons behind
this shift. Echoing Weston (2010) there is akn a r ,
need for planners to provide environments that are
conducive to greater pedestrian movement to im nm „»
nent to improve the environment for young people and
encourage social contact through greater street presence. There is also a challenge to planners to 
provide more facilities specifically for young people. Young people frequently complained of the 
paucity of activities and facilities in their local area and how this led to antisocial behaviour by some 
of their age group and conflict in existing facilities. This reflects historic studies (Matthews et a/., 
1999; Skelton, 2000; Tucker and Matthews, 2001; Weller, 2007b) and shows that geographers need 
to do more to empower young people and ensure planners meet their needs in communities, 
particularly when many young people express such pride and attachment to their neighbourhood.
A key finding from the research was the importance of supermarkets and takeaway establishments
to young people's geographies. Supermarkets often form a key part of new housing developments
(Wrigley et ol., 2002) so it would be interesting to explore whether they now form an important focal
point of community. Studying supermarkets and takeaway establishments may reveal additional
insights regarding the role of semi-public space in the establishment of community and the
importance of geographies of consumption to the lives of young people in existing and new 
communities.
9.4.3 Young people and mixed communities
It is clear that newness affects both Children's Geographies and their experience of community. It 
would be worth studying this in further detail, both how planners can better mitigate against this 
impact through the appropriate delivery of facilities and engendering of social networks, and how 
geographers can further understanding of the impact of newness on the creation of place and the 
mediation of any deleterious effects associated with it.
In addition, given the influence of parental control and parental discourses on young people's 
geographies and experience and understanding of community, it may be worth any future study into 
mixed communities interviewing both parents and young people. This would aid understanding of 
factors influencing young people's reproduction of parental discourses of fear, risk, and social
grouping.
As discussed in Section 9 3 this cti.Hw ,
. . .  . .  ' V,ded ° nly a brief ins'ght 'nto young people's social and
spatial worlds in the two communities It would hQ f   •
roes. It would be fascinating to undertake additional research in
the two areas to see what choices vounp nenni« . ,
P P made for their future, to what extent this was 
influenced by fheir community. and who, role tenure playe(| ^  _
9.4.4 Future publications
In order to propagate the findings of this researrh thr*o u
b esearch three, papers will be written on the central
( I . . ____ _ r  .  l • . a  ■themes of this thesis:
young people's understanding and experience of 'new' places;
social capital in relation to young people in new mixed communities; and
the spatial element of young people’s awareness of community formation 
identity.
and
The first paper will explore the 'newness' of new communities, particularly the implications of 
growing up in a space which does not (yet) have a 'script' or 'moral topography'. The paper will 
consider how you might define newness, alongside its impact on area reputations, perceptions of 
safety, development of friendships, provision of community facilities, and community bonds. The 
second paper will review literature relating to young people and social capital, the arguments for this 
in relation to mixed communities and the experience of it for young people living in such 
communities. It will argue that social capital has not yet been effectively theorised in Children's 
Geographies and offer insights into young people's social capital in new mixed communities, 
including their ability to build networks, that might have implications for how children's geographers 
think about the concept. The third paper will debate whether the concept of 'habitus' works or not 
for research in Children's Geographies given that young people's use of space in new communities, 
where there is no history of usage, as well as their differing perception and investment into 
community, suggests that young people's geographies are often more complex and changeable than 
ideas of habitus allow.
Conclusion
The spatial and social lives of young people living in mixed communities in Northamptonshire have 
been explored in relation to three key themes: the everydayness of young people's lives, their use of 
public space, and their experience of (mixed) community. This has addressed a gap in the literature 
on mixed communities and Children's Geographies through exploring the geographies of groups of
teenagers in mixed communities.
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The research revealed similaritips u/ith •w ,,„ p re„ „ „ s work in a U r m .s c
importance of the local, stigmatisation of teenaeer, |ari,
. g ' lack of spec|fic provision for youth, and walking
as the main independent transport it akn 4.-r- .
P *  ‘ alS°  ldentlfled Slmilar effects on mobility and use of space, 
including gender, age, conflict, parental practices, material
findings related to the popularity of community facilities where provided, whilst 
shown to be increasingly important to Children's Geographies through use of supermarkets and 
takeaways. Use of the street was also found to be more mobile than previous research has revealed 
due to the significance of walking as a practice. Children's geographers may wish to pursue research 
on the changing spaces and mobility practices of young people in the twenty-first century
resources, fear, and interests. Key
consumption was
as this
Newness was found to have a significant impact on mobility, use of space and experience of 
community. It affected the development of rumours and incidents concerning the safety of young 
people, which were shown to increase fear and consequently adversely impact mobility. It affected 
the building and maintenance of friendships through a greater number of recent movers. It led to a 
rapid growth in population creating problems in the provision of appropriate facilities 
population aged, incorporation of this population into any existing community, and the development 
of social networks within the nascent community itself. Newness shaped an area's appearance, 
which positively impacted its reputation and perception of safety, leading to greater spatial freedom 
and shaping identity. Finally, the recent construction of an area meant that green spaces young 
people liked were built upon, and facilities provided were sometimes poorly enacted, leaving young 
people disenfranchised and disappointed. Geographers may wish to consider the impact of newness 
on place, whilst planners must consider what can be done to mediate against any negative impacts of 
it when creating communities.
Tenure was found to have only a limited impact on young people in mixed communities. There was 
evidence of some inter-tenure friendships, but others portrayed any occupant of social housing as 
'rough'. The research found similar independent mobility, activities, interaction and use of space by 
occupants of different tenures in the developments. Tenure also had some effect on experience of 
community, with neighbourhood bonds stronger for social housing occupants and weaker for those 
from private rented housing. The impact of tenure on social networks and spatial practice was only 
one of a number of influencing factors, however, suggesting that it is a crude means of engendering 
social mix and has a weak relationship to socio-economic status. The research adds further weight to 
the body of evidence showing mixed communities policy is a poor means to engender socio-
economic balance. Planning obligations remain the primary means through which to secure social 
housing, but the inclusion of such housing in any development cannot of itself lead to social mixing.
To build strong communities with social ranit.i .
™  social capital, planners and the Government must look beyond
mixed communities policy to wider nrnvkkn V
__________  w  P ”  >"<1 reducing socio-economicstigmatisation within society.
Many young people spoke fondly of their npiohh u ^
V 6lr ne|ghbourhoods; they showed a real interest in and
attachment to where they lived Thev cnniro u,;tu f
y eo. hey spoke with frustration, however, at the lack of activities and
spaces for youth, the stigmatisation of teenagers, and a lack of equality and engagement with young
people by older residents. Children's Geographies has called for greater participation by young
people in environmental planning for over twenty years: this research shows young people continue
to have specific needs that are not being met. Work must continue amongst geographers and
planners to empower the voice of young people in their communities so that they feel equal 
members of society, both now and in the future.
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Appendix B: Letter of introduction to gatekeepers
Address
E-mail:
Dear [Headteacher],
Miss Rebekah Ryder 
The University of Northampton
Address 
Telephone: xxx 
Mobile: xxx
rebekah.ryder@northampton.ac.uk
[Date]
My name is Rebekah Ryder and I am a current doctoral research student at the 
University of Northampton, i am undertaking a project entitled pan of community or
in o t l^ m y “ S ? '"^ ra tion  of young poop,a in miyed community deuSopZnts'. 
e research is looking at the community experiences of young people aged 11-16 within
two case study areas: [Community A and Community B]. 9
I am writing to you in your capacity as Headteacher of [...] School to ask whether you 
would be willing to let me access pupils from [Community A/B] in order to conduct 
research (a questionnaire). I enclose a copy of the consent form, questionnaire and 
follow up interview questions that I will use for the research.
The questionnaire would be done at a time which fits with your timetable (perhaps 
citizenship, Geography or PSHE/form periods) and should take no longer than 15 minutes 
to complete. I am aiming for one hundred young people from [Community A/B] to 
complete my questionnaire. Questionnaire respondents will be able to volunteer for 
further research outside of school hours with parents' consent. I intend to start collecting 
data (including the questionnaire) as soon as possible.
There is no obligation for anyone to take part in the research. Everything that 
participants tell me will be kept confidential and no one will be able to identify them in 
the final report on the project. All information collected will be stored in a secure place, 
and protected by a password if saved on a computer. I am in possession of a clean CRB 
check, dated May 2011. The project has been cleared by the University's Research Ethics 
Committee.
I understand you are very busy, but I would appreciate if you could contact me by [date] 
to indicate your willingness to release your pupils for this project.
Thank you for your time and attention.
I look forward to hearing from you in the near future.
Yours sincerely,
Rebekah Ryder MRTPI
PhD Researcher - Human Geography
Copy sent by email.
Appendix O  Leaf,,, „ sed p,omote rese„ „
THE UNIVERSITY OF
NORTHAMPTON
Prize for your Wise
University of Northampton Research
•What do you like about [Community B]? 
•what do you and your friends do here? 
•what would make it better?
My name is Rebekah Ryder. I'm doing a project on
young people living in [Community B],
I am looking for volunteers aged 11-16 years 
to do a survey, take photos and tell me about 
themselves. I can offer a small reward for
interview work.
If you would like to help, complete the survey:
https://survey.northampton.ac.uk/youth-
community, contact me on Twitter 
(RebekahRyder), by text: Oxxxxxxxxxx
or email:
rebekah.rvder@northampton.ac.uk 1
Appendix D: Copy of questionnaire
TrJl HE E  F Y o i i n n  .
ijf NORTHAMPTON 9 peop,e and community
Thank you for takinq the timp ^
around rnplete this questionnaire. It should
15-20 minutes to complete There
report, no-one will be able to te„ who ^ ^ e r T w h ^ r iL r S n s .  ^
Please tick () boxes as appropriate.
ABOUT YOU
1. How old are you?
11 □  12 □  13
2. Are you a
boy □  girl □
3. What is your ethnic background?
Pakistani
□  14
Chinese CD Bangladeshi 
ist i □  other Asian Background 
Black African □  Other Black Background 
White (other) □  White & Black African
White & Asian □  
Prefer not to say
Other Mixed Background
□
4. Do you think you are part of a social group?
Yes CD go to question 5
□  15 □  16 + □
□ Indian □
□ Black Caribbean □
□ White (British) □
□ White & Black Caribbean □
□ Other Ethnic Background □
No □  go to question 6
5. If you answered yes to question 4, can you define this group (for example, 
emo, punk, gamer, chav, goth, skater, raver or rah)?
YOUR FAMILY
6. What is/was your parents' or guardians' main job? (pi 
known and a description of what their job involves)
ease give job title if
7. How many brothers or sisters do you have living with you?
Number of older brothers/sisters living with you 
Number of younger brothers/sisters living with you
YOUR HOME
8. Where do you live? Please describe where i
in your neighbourhood you live.
     
9. Did you see the plans for your home before
* * ■ • • •  i i i i • i t i  0
moving in?
Yes □ No □ Don't remember □
10. Which option best describes the ownership of your house?
Owned by my parents/guardiansd 
Owned by the Council □
Don't know □
Owned by someone else 
Owned by a Housing Association
11. How long have you lived in your home?
less than a year □  1-2 years □  3-4 years □  5 years or more □
12. How many people live in your house, including you but excluding pets?
2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 or more □
YOUR NEIGHBOURHOOD
13. Do you agree with the following sentences?
Agree Disagree
There is lots for me to do □ □
There are some things for me to do □ □
There is nothing for me to do □ □
I have friends in my neighbourhood □ □
I have friends who live outside my □ □
neighbourhood
I have family in my neighbourhood □ □
I have family who live outside my □ □
neighbourhood
I enjoy living in my neighbourhood □ □
My neighbourhood is boring □ □
14. How would you describe the majority of residents in your neighbourhood?
Older than me 
Mostly male
□
□
Younger than me 
Mostly female
□
□
About my age 
Not sure
□
□
15.Do you think you get on well with people in your neighbourhood?
Yes - with most people d Yes - with some people □ No □
□
 □
16.How often do you see  
your next d0°r neighbour/s to talk to?
Daily □  Weekly _
Once a monthD Once every six months n  
I have never spoken to my next door neighbour/s
17. Do you think you live in a community?
More than once a month 
Once a year 
□
Yes □ No □
18. How would you define community?
    
•  • ■ • ■ ■ • • a
19. Have you ever heard of the term 'mixed community?
Yes □  go to question 20 No □  go to question 21
20 m ix X o ammuenTtdy i s "  *  19 P’eaSe State what V -  think
HOW YOU SPEND YOUR TIME
21. Which of these apply to you (please tick all that apply): I spend most of my 
free time...
Outdoors CD In my home Cl! At friends' houses CD
In organised activities □  With my family □  Other (please specify)
22. I mostly like to (please tick all that apply):
Play sport CD Watch TV CD Hang out CD
Play computer □  Surf the internet □  Listen to musicCD
/console games
Go to the cinema □  Other (please specify).................................
HOW YOU TRAVEL
23. How do you get to school? (please tick all that apply)
Parents' car □  Another car
Walking CD Cycling
□  Bus □
□  Other (please specify)
24. When I am out by myself I mostly travel by (please tick all that apply)
Walking □  Cycling D  Scooter
Bus □  Other (please specify)........
□

DONT FORGET YOU CAN ADD 
MORE LEGS IF YOU NEED TO!
o o
Places I don't like
YOUR MAP OF THESE PLACES
™~“ .“ C C ' - T i r s ; - places you
Thank you for taking the time to participate in this study.
If you are willing to take part in further research please provide your 
name and contact details. You will receive a £5 voucher of your choice for help
with this further research.
Name:...................
Email! ........
Home phone number:...........................................................
If you have any further questions about the research, please contact:
Rebekah Ryder, PhD Student, Centre for ^hddren 
Northampton, Park Campus, Northampton, NN2 7AL.
rebekah.ryder@ northam pton.ac.uk
& Youth, The University of 
Tel: 01604 892512 E-mail:
Appendix E: Parental consent form
Dear Parent/ Guardian,
Research Project: A part of com
o, voting people mixed c o m m p 'J l'C d ^ m e n 'iT n  S S S " 1" '
Nort^^^tonR^arrf und^ ertakb?g a p r o je T e S  T ® "*  *  ?® UniVersity of
community? Integration of youna nennlP /„  ^  ^ pan f communitY or apart from
the effectiveness of planning policy to cr^atTw C0™munity developments' looking at
r , r [ c lm u y„,PX n d ^ m ™ n ity V°B r9 P“ P'e ^  1 1 - 1 6  Withi"  “ “  s“ »
S m m ittM CanS?am  CRB approva' from ,he Unlversltys Research Ethics 
What will my child be asked to do?
I am completing a series of group and face to face interviews with up to twenty young 
people in the two case study areas in Northamptonshire. Group and individual 
interviews will take no more than one hour and will be led by an experienced 
researcher. Interviews will be recorded for clarity. Individual interviewees will also be 
asked to complete a diary and take photographs of where they have been and who with 
over a non-continuous period of three weeks. Interviewees will also be asked to take 
the researcher on a tour of the neighbourhood to show areas discussed. Each individua 
will be asked if they would like to participate and no one will be pressured to take part.
Confidentiality
Everything that participants tell the researcher will be kept confidential and no one will 
be able to identify them in the final report on the project. All information collected will 
be stored in a secure place, and will be protected by a password if saved on a 
computer.
Do they have to take part?
There is no obligation for anyone to participate in the research.
If you or your child have any questions or would like to discuss the project further I 
would be happy to talk to you. I am available on 01604 892512/xxxxxxxxx or 
rebekah.rvder@northampton.ac.uk. My supervisor is Dr John Horton and he can be 
contacted on 01604 892990 or john.horton@northampton.ac.uk.
Yours faithfully,
Rebekah Ryder MRTPI
PhD Researcher - University of Northampton
X .............................................. -....................... .................... ...............................
Research Permission form
If you are happy for your child to participate in the study please complete this slip and 
send it with them to their next youth group session. Please use the back to provide any 
additional information about your child that you think the researcher should be aware
of.
I give permission fo r__________________
above research.
(name of participant) to take part in the
Signed
Please print name 
Relationship to young person
Date
Appendix F: Interview consent form for participants 
Title of study:
A part of community or apart from community? 
community developments y ' Integration of young people in mixed
YouTan tell u0* C°mmit yOU to take P3* in this study.
S ™ ^ ^ gy:r sh to withdraw from the study w ith° ut havi^
Please initial
bvthe ,?s" r c hhe:nf0rma,iOn 5he«  »ee„ read ,„d  e^lainec me
lam happy to talk to the researcher about my thoughts and feelings about where 
live now
I understand that the interview will be recorded using a digital voice recorder and 
will then be tvoed out.
I understand that direct quotes from my interview may be used in reports but that 
will not be able to be identified from these.
understand that my answers may be written down on a researcher
I am happy for the researcher to retain copyright of photos I have taken as part of 
the research project and for them to be published as part of the research
I have explained this form and was able to answer any questions that arose
Confidentiality and data protection.
All data will be kept in a locked cabinet in the researcher’s office. All information stored 
electronically will be kept on password protected computers owned by The University of 
Northampton. This data will be coded so that it cannot be linked to an individual.
Signature of individual: 
Date:
Print Name:
Signature of Researcher: 
Date:
Print Name:
Appendix G: Participant information sheet
A part of community or apart from m
mixed community developments mmumty? Integration of young people in
I would like to invite you to takp =
understand why the research is beinq d o n ^ n H ^ h T 1^ ' Bef° re you decide you need t0 
time to read the following informaSn ^  you would have t0 do. Please take
clear or if you would like more in form al V v Sk me 'f therS 'S anythin9 that is not
leader/teacher] as well Take t me to Z h ta'k t0 your [youth 9r°uPJ wen. ake time to decide whether or not you wish to take part.
What is the purpose of the study?
This research will look at what nlaroc x/nnnn i m
communities in Northamptonshire. The research wan^ 5  T  T h  With Wh° ”1 T °  " eW
policy to create communities with a mix of age, lifestyles and income The project  ^aims to 
examine whether young people from such neighbourhoods mix as a community
"arriedf 0Ut by Miss Rebekah Ryder, Student Researcher and Dr. John 
Horton Senior Lecturer from the University of Northampton. Both are based in the
Centre for Children and Youth at the University and their contact details are available at 
the end of this information sheet.
2. Why have I been invited?
You have been asked if you would like to take part because you live in [Community 
A/Community B]. Your neighbourhood has been recently built under planning policies 
designed to mix the community. This makes your views important to the study.
Do I have to take part?
It is up to you to decide. If you are interested in taking part, we will meet with you to 
describe the study and go through this information sheet. You can take a copy away. We 
will then ask you to sign a consent form to show you have agreed to take part. You are 
free to withdraw any time up to a month after data collection, without giving a reason.
4. What will happen to me if I take part?
You will be interviewed by one researcher for no more than 1 hour on three separate 
occasions, with at least one of these interviews occurring during school term time and at 
least one during school holidays. The researcher will ask you some questions about 
where you like to go in your neighbourhood, who with and how you feel about the area in 
which you live. The interviews will be recorded by pen and paper and digital voice 
recorder. You will also be asked to take the researcher on a tour of your neighbourhood,
to look at the places talked about.
5. What will I have to do?
You will be asked to sign a consent form indicating your willingness to take part in the 
study and to have information collected from your weekly diary by the researcher. You 
will also be asked to complete a diary of where you have been over the course of a week 
in school term time and a week in school holidays. You will be asked to take 
photographs on a disposable camera provided to you of these locations during this time.
Once the diary is filled in and photos taken, you will be asked a series of short questions 
based on them, about what areas you like and don't like in your neighbourhood, who you 
go there with and whether you like the area in which you live. You will be interviewed by 
one researcher for about 1 hour on three separate occasions with at least one of these 
interviews occurrinq during school term time and at least one during school holidays. The 
“  3  record J a t  you say on a digital voice recorder with additional notes
taken using pen and paper. If you are not happy to he recorded, your answers will be 
written down on a paper form.
Following the interviews you will be
areas talked about in your diary and in t e r v ie w s ' ^  researcher on a walk around the
6.
The rese a r T * „ T a ^ o  ™ o b<! about n,e7
camera provided, of where you h a v P h o fT  diarT1l Wlth Phot°graphs from a disposable
school term time and a week in sch o n fh n iiT  thevcourse of a week, and with who, in 
around what is written in your diary ldays‘ You will then be interviewed based
sure that you cannot be identified from 
any mformat.on presented in our report. A risk assessment has been completed as part 
of the research and a copy is available for you to read. P
8. What are the possible benefits of taking part?
A £5 voucher of your choice is offered for help with the interview work. We hope that 
results from the study will contribute to debates on planning policy for new housing 
developments and wider work in young people's geographies.
9. Will my taking part in the study be kept confidential?
All information which is collected about you during the course of the research will be kept 
confidential. Any information about you will have your name removed and replaced with 
a number so you cannot be identified. The data will be used only for this study and only 
the research team involved with the project will have access to it. All data collected will 
be stored securely and destroyed within three years of the finish of the study.
If you tell us something that makes us believe that someone is at risk then we would 
have to break confidentiality. We would always discuss this with you first.
10. What wilt happen if I don't want to carry on with the study?
You can withdraw from the study at any point, up to a month after data collection is 
complete.
11. What will happen to the results of the research study?
The researcher will produce an 80,000 report on the findings of the study. This will be 
publicly available from the University of Northampton. The report may be used to inform 
later presentations and articles. You will not be identifiable in any report or publication.
12. Who is organising and funding the research?
The researcher is from the University of Northampton and is funded by a studentship 
from the University. The research has not been commissioned and no profit will be made
by the University as a result of the study.
13. Who has reviewed the study?
The research has been approved by the University of Northampton's Research Degree 
Board and the Research Ethics Committee to protect your safety, rights, wellbeing and
dignity.
14. Complaints . . . . . .  , . ..
If you have a concern about any aspect of this study, you should ask to speak to the
researcher who will do their best to answer your questions. If you remain unhappy and
wish to complain you can do this by asking to speak to the supervisor of the research
project, Dr John Horton, Senior Lecturer at University of Northampton on 01604 892990
or e-mail on iohn.horton@northampton.ac.uk.
This copy of the information sheet is f ,
study you will be given a copy of the sJnoH f° keep' If you decidepy or tne signed consent form to keep.
Contact details for researcher:
Miss Rebekah Ryder MRTPI
PhD Research Student - Centre for Children and Youth 
Knowledge Exchange n
The University of Northampton
Park Campus
Boughton Green Road
Northampton
NN2 7AL
Telephone: xxxxxxxxxxxxx 
E-mail: rebekah.ryder@northamptnn *r
Appendix H: One page information sheet for p a rtitio n  
Young People and Community P 1 pants
I would like to invite you to take part in a
carefully. You can ask me, or talk to your teacheTo^lr!,11? ' / 3^  ^  fead the followi"g information
information. A £5 voucher of your choice is available fn  7  fnythmg is not clear or if you would like more
avdiidDie ror doing all three interviews.
1. What is the purpose of the study?
This research will look at what places young d p I vie
Northamptonshire. The study is being carried out b j M i ls t e b i lh  Stulem n J Z u l r
2. Why have I been invited?
You have been asked if you would likp tn narHrShnf« u
aged 11-16. ecause you live in (Community A/Community B] and are
3. Do I have to take part?
need you resign fconsentfo rm T T ^ ' ' "I" need V°Ur parents' ^  you to take part and , willneed you to sign a consent form to show you are happy to do the research.
4. What will I need to do if I take part?
You will be interviewed by one researcher for no more than 1 hour on three separate occasions (this can be 
done with your friends if you want). The researcher will ask you some questions about where you like to go in 
your neighbourhood, who with and how you feel about the area in which you live. The interviews will be 
recorded by pen and paper and digital voice recorder. You will be asked to complete a diary (with photos on a 
camera provided to you) of where you have been and with whom over two separate weeks. You will also be 
asked to take the researcher on a tour of your neighbourhood, to look at the places talked about.
5. What will happen if I don't want to carry on with the study?
You can withdraw from the study at any point, up to a month after data collection is complete.
Contact details for researcher: Bekah Ryder 
The University of Northampton NN2 7AL 
E-mail: rebekah.ryder(a)northampton.ac.uk
Mobile: xxxxxxxxx 
Telephone: 01604 892512
Appendix l: List of contacts who could provide guidance
Contact Numbers
on sensitive issues raised by participants
SupportLine Telephone Helpline: 01708 765200
Z t  SS5SSSSSS; ri?  T  —  «  relating
face to face for young people ^  thr° Ugh° Ut the UK includi"g helplines and 
The Acne Resource Center
www.acne-re^urce.org - Provides free information on every aspect of this very treatable
• After Adoption: 0800 0568 578
www.afteradoption.org.iik - Helpline for up to 25 years re adoptees and for their birth 
parents, siblings and friends. Information and support on issues relating to adoption 
including tracing relatives, birth identity and other services.
• Brook Young People's Information Service: 0800 0185 023
www.brook.org.uk - Information, support and signposting service for young people under 25 
on sexual health. Also run a confidential enquiry service via the Brook website .
• Childline: 0800 1111
info@childline.org.uk. www.childline.org.uk. - Emotional support for children and young 
people on issues relating to child abuse, bullying etc.
• Children's Legal Centre: Young peoples Freephone 0800 783 2187, Child Law Advice Line: 
0845 120 2948
www.childrenslegalcentre.com - Represents the interests of children and young people in 
matters of law and policy affecting them.
• Connexions: 020 8536 3630
www.connexions.gov.uk - Ages 13-19 years or up to 25 years for young people with special 
educational needs. Support and practical help with choosing right courses, advice on issues 
like drug abuse, sexual health and homelessness.
• Forced Marriages Abroad: 020 7008 0230/0109
email clu@fco.gov.uk - Service provided by the Foreign & Commonwealth Office to protect 
young people from forced marriages abroad. Service offers help to young people in these
circumstances to help get them back to the UK.
• Get Connected: 0808 808 4994
www.getconnected.org.uk - Free telephone and email helpline which can connect a child or 
young person to any UK helpline where appropriate.
• Life Train: 0130 6730 929
email infn@ lifetrain.org.uk, www.lifetrain.org.uk - Focuses on the development of young 
people and people with disabilities. Runs courses and workshops and residential centre.
M u s l i m  Y o u t h  Helpline: 0808 808 2008
email heln@mvh.org.uk, - Helpline providing culturally sensitive support to
MuslirrTyoutfTundert]^ age of 25. Outreach services including family mediation, face to face
counselling and befriending.
National Youth Advocacy Service: 0800 616X0!
email helP(5)nvas.nPt “  t
representation to y o u n T ^ p t ^ T o  25 Z Z  ' ° rmatlon' advice< advocacy and legal 
and Wales. Ple “ P to 25 through a network of advocates through England
Nightline
www.nightline.ar nk - Minh*i;—  . .
service, run by students for students a n d T o e n T ^ h 31 S^ PP° rt' information and supplies 
available. open at night when few other services are
Samaritans: 0845 790 9090
zzzzzzzzrr* pr" id' s con“ en,iai s w ,
Sexwise: 0800 28 29 30
www.ruthinkmg.co.uk - Helpline providing information, advice and guidance for young
people aged 12-18 on sexuality and sexual health. Issues dealt with include contraception, 
pregnancy, family planning clinics and peer pressure.
Talk Don't Walk: 0800 085 2136
Support and advice for young people who have run away from home or are thinking of 
running away from home or care.
Voice for the Child In Care: 0808 800 5792
email help@voiceyp.org, www.voiceyp.org - Telephone advice, information and advocacy 
services for children in care. Visiting advocacy service for children in secure units and other 
residential homes.
Appendix J: Interview questions
There will be th ree  interv iews-■ ■ a  ■ m *
through9 d is cu s s in g ' typ ica l researcher to Participant
m a p p i n 9  exerdse f o rSecond  in te rv iew  during t e r m - t i m e a  e™ se;
Th ird  in te rv iew  during I c S  h S ^ s  Jo S S £ T 7  ,n d
Interview  One
Can you tell me a little about voursp if
live w ith? ' how old you are, where you live, who you
Take me th rough  what you 've  been doing over the last week.
friends?6 ^  Wh6re d° * ° U them from and how did you become
Who do you spend m ost o f your free t ime with? Where do 
what do you do the re?  uo you go together and
yo°ury fr ie n d seheareY? ^  nei9 hbourhood? Wh^  d° you like doing with
DOu peop |e from  school live in your ne ighbourhood? Do you talk to each other at 
school?
W hat do you like to do in you r ne ighbourhood? Where do you go to do them?
Are you a part of any organ ised activ it ies in your neighbourhood?
Would you say you and you r fr iends are part of a group? How would you define 
you rse lves?
Are the re  d if ferent g roups o f young people in your neighbourhood?
Do d if fe rent g roups hang out in d ifferent areas? Why?
Are the re  any people that you don't like seeing in your neighbourhood, old or 
young?  W hy?
Can you rem em be r  moving in to your house? Take me through that.
(W here  did you live before and how was it different?)
W hat do you th ink  com m un ity  is? What makes a community?
Is you r  ne ighbourhood a com m un ity?  Why?
How do people from the d ifferent areas of the neighbourhood get along?
How do peop le from  the different areas describe each other, or how would you 
descr ibe people from the d ifferent areas?
Are there  any  th ings in your neighbourhood that you think need to change?
USING A1 MAP
• Lim its of your ne ighbourhood?
.  W hat 's  you r favourite place in your neighbourhood and why?
• A re  the re  any places you avo id7 Why?
• Would you say ther
com m un ity /ne ighbou rhood?  are different areas of your
• W hat kind o f facil it ies are your ne iohbonrhrw . „  „u
like th em ?  y eighbourhood and the wider area? Do you
.  HOW do VOU get about in your neighbourhood?
W ANT  TO KNOW:
> FREQUENCY
> WHO WITH
> W HAT DO
> HOW GET THERE
> GOOD OR BAD
> ROUTES
Interview Two - Term Time
You 've  com p le ted  you r d iarv ran *. ,
the w eek?  ' y ak;e me through the best and worst bits of
W hat was you r  favour ite  place you went to this week and why?
Were the re  any p laces you didn't enjoy going and why?
If you didn t spend much t im e in your neighbourhood, why not?
witNn'your^ei'ghbourhood?0 “ “  Wide'  that v°u wish “ uld "»»» d°"=
Who did you spend the most t ime with?
When you re at school, is there a difference between people that live in your 
ne ighbourhood  and o ther people? What is different?
Who did you see as part of you r daily routine? I.e. friends, neighbours
Are there  any p laces you r parents d idn't like you going? What do you th ink about 
that?
Are there  any fr iends you r parents didn't like you seeing? What do you think 
about tha t?
Do you p re fe r going into town with your parents or with your friends? Why?
Is the re  anyone  you normally  see that you didn't this week?
Did you see anyone  you know this week that you didn't speak to?
Did you com e into conflict with people in your neighbourhood when you were out 
and about?  Do/have  you ever?
Are the re  p laces that you d idn 't or don't go in your neighbourhood? If so, why 
not?
How would you descr ibe  you r neighbours?
Do you th ink  you r ne ighbourhood is a good place to live?
W hat do you th ink  m akes a good place to live?
Do you th ink  it is des igned well? Why?
Do you th ink  eve ryone  is treated equally in your neighbourhood?
could have done
Interview  Three -  Out of Term
You 've  com p le ted  you r diary, can you take me through it?
W hat was you r  favour ite  place you went to this week and why?
Is the re  any th ing  you did in the w ider area   u
with in you r  ne ighbourhood? that you wish you
If you d idn t spend  much t ime in your neighbourhood, why not?
Who did you spend the most t ime with?
Who did you see as part o f you r daily routine? I.e. friends, neighbours 
Is there  anyone  you normally  see that you didn't th is week?
Didl you com e into conflict with people in your neighbourhood when you were out 
and abou t?  Do/have  you ever?
Are the re  p laces that you didn't or don't go in your ne ighbourhood7 If so why 
not?
How would you change you r ne ighbourhood and the people in it?
Do you want to live in a com m un ity  now? How about when you are older? 
W hat do you th ink  about affordable housing?
How wou ld/do  you feel about fu rther deve lopment in your area?
W hat do you want to do in the future?
Would you like to own your own house?
W hat kind of house do you want to live in when you're older?
Do you th ink  you will stay in th is area?
Appendix K: Cop, o, dia„ gi,.„ to participants lot c„mp,c,io„
n y  i m  '
Name:...........
Welcome to your Meekly diary! Try and snake sides of:
Where you’ve been in the day (even if it’s at home)
Who you san (if anyc ne)
What you did tliat day
Who you talked to (even online)? This can he family/friend/ 
neighhc iir/sti angci
What’s been the best tiling about [Cosiimunity A/D| today or Mhat Mould you 
change about [Community A/E] tcday?
We can then talk about your diary when Me next meet. you’ve also got a 
cam era, sc try and take nhotos of these places and necnle.
MOND4 >
Where you’ve been teday (even if i v s af lit me)?
Whc lia>e yen seen (if anyone)?
What did yen de teday?
Who did yen talk to (even online)?
What’s been tfie best thing abent [Ceinnmnity A / i  1 today ei Mliat 
would yen ehanee about [Community 4/11 today?
Appendix L: Street interview questions
live with?*6" me 3 'ittle about yourself, how old you are, where you live, who you
Take me through what you've been doing over the last week.
How do you get about?
Who are your friends? Where dn wm.
friends? R0W t i^ern r^orn ancJ how did you become
"  ursde ire s ?SaV V° U V° Ur are part ° f a H° »  would you define
Are there different groups of young people in your neighbourhood?
Do different groups hang out in different areas? Why?
Are there any people that you don't like seeing in your neighbourhood, old or 
young? W hy?
Are there places your parents don't like you going? What do you think about 
that?
Are there any friends your parents didn't like you seeing? What do you think 
about that?
W hat m akes a com m unity? Is  your neighbourhood a community? Why?
How do people from the different areas of the neighbourhood get along?
How would you describe your neighbours?
Do you th ink your neighbourhood is a good place to live? Are there any things in 
your neighbourhood that you think need to change?
Would you like to live here when you're older?
Would you like to own your own house in the future?
W hat do you think about affordable housing7
How would/do you feel about further development in your area?
What do you think m akes a good place to live?
Do you think it is designed well? Why?
Do you think everyone is treated equally in your neighbourhood?
Appendix M: Street interview consent form
Title of study:
o o m ln i  “ d re C m e n ,rrt of young peop,e in mixed
Signing this form does not mean vniiTTawxd ♦ — r-------------
You can tell me If you wanUo stop at a ™ V  . ? art ,h e  s ,u d y 'y want ip stop at any time, without telling me why.
Who is carrying out the research?
Criminal Record and^heTes^a^ch ha^been'r^'^ ° ^ orthamPton The researcher has a clean 
The University. been appf0Ved by the Research and ‘he Ethics Board of
Why have you been asked to take part?
Abased ^  ^  11' 16 in 6'ther [Community A °r Community B], where the research
What will you be asked to do?
Answer a short questionnaire and complete a short interview about your thoughts and feelings of
w ere you live. The researcher will ask you to show some of the places mentioned on a small 
map of your area.
Please tick
I am happy to talk to the researcher about my thoughts and feelings about where I 
live now
I understand that the interview will be recorded using a digital voice recorder, and 
will then be typed out.
I understand that my answers may be written down on paper by a researcher
I understand that direct quotes from my interview may be used in reports but that I 
will not be able to be identified from these.
Signature of individual:
Print Name:
have explained this form and was able to answer any questions that arose
Signature of Researcher
Date:
Confidentiality and data protection. etnmH
All data will be kept in a locked cabinet in the researchers office. All information stored 
electronically will be kept on password protected computers owned by The University of 
Northampton. This data will be coded so that it cannot be linked to an individual.
Contact details for researcher: Bekah Ryder 
The University of Northampton NN2 7AL
E-mail: rebekah.rvder@northampton.ac._yjs
Mobile: xxxxxx 
Telephone: 01604 892512



Appendix O: Participant characteristics
Name Gender
Amelia A Female
Tenure Biography
12 Private
Bradford A Male
Bruce Male
Emily A Female
Eric Male
Hannah
Katie
Female
Female
13
Don't
know
14 Private
12 Rented
11 Private
16 I Social
12 Social
woJwquite Uea hert|ParentS in CommunitV A. Her older sisters 
r l !  q v COme t0 visit the family. She had lived in
School w 2  h °hVer fiVe VearS and USed t0 attend the PrimarY school, W ,ch IS where she met Sarah, Emily and Katie. She was
he h eu 3nd W° uld frec!uentlV Have sleepovers at
ouse. She was scared of catching the bus and would never
walk alone, though she and Katie did walk around Community A 
quite regularly.____________
Bradford had lived in Community A for three years. He lived with
his mum and was the only participant from Community A to go
to a different secondary school. He was a skater and spent much
of his time doing this at various locations in Community A. He
was interviewed in the playground in Summer 2012 where he
was messing about with his friends. He also happened to attend 
the youth club,____________________
Bruce lived with Trudy whilst her parents fostered him. He 
enjoyed riding his bike and being creative, as well as karate. He 
had lots of brothers and sisters living elsewhere and attended 
school 20 miles to the north of his home. Bruce did walk within 
Community A, but because of the distance to his school and to 
karate, as well as family trips to restaurants, shopping and the 
cinema, he was mostly driven.__________________
Emily was best friends with Sarah. She lived with her Dad in 
Community A, where her older brother was a frequent visitor. 
She had lived in Community A for over five years and used to 
attend the Primary School, which is where she met Sarah, Katie 
and Amelie. A lot of her family lived in Leicester. Emily enjoyed 
going for long walks by herself and frequently went to the 
stables to ride horses. She also caught the bus by herself.
Eric was interviewed on the street outside Melinda's house with 
Louise. He had lived in Community A for over five years. He lived 
with his parents and had a good knowledge of Community A 
from biking and visiting his friends. He had just finished at the 
Primary School in Community A and, along with Melinda and 
Louise, had made many friends there. He enjoyed walking or 
biking to their houses and playing out with them. He was very 
attached to Community A. He was not allowed to go beyond the 
built-up boundary of Community A.
Hannah had lived in Community A for over ten years. She used to 
live 35 miles to the south. She lived with her parents and two 
brothers. She got on very well with her neighbours. At the time 
of the research, she was leaving secondary school to start 
beautician training at college. She used to attend youth club 
before starting to volunteer there.
Katie lived with her mum. She had lived in Community A for over 
five years and used to attend the Primary School, which is where 
she met Sarah, Emily and Amelia. She was best friends with 
Amelia and would frequently have sleepovers at her house. 
Katie's mum was very protective over her, and this was reflected 
in Katie's behaviour. She walked around Community A, but not 
beyond its boundary. She was not allowed to go to the village to 
the north of Community A. She would go for picnics with her 
neighbours in the town to the north and visit her family in 
Oxford. She felt Community A was posh.
Name Area Gender
Louise
Mark
Melinda
Mike
Neil
Patti
Sarah
A Female
Male
Tenure Biography
^ t ! : , ! . s^ t! rvJ ewed on the -^ sid e
11 Private
15
Female
A Male
A Male
Female
Female
11
15
14
14
12
Private
Rented
She had liwori r  uul5lu  'viennaa s nouse.
born in a a " '  t T T *  A for over« «  years, though she was 
Mother She town to the south. She lived with her parents and
h h a d i  f  V ! n,0Ved liVing in CommL,nity A, particularly as 
r in d , i  6d 31 the Primary SchooL She walked to her
w rth S J T °  P'aV With th6m and a'S0 enj0Ved P'aVing °utwith them in the country park and playgrounds of Community A, 
including with Melinda and Eric. She was not allowed to go 
kgVgj]djhe built-up boundary of Community A._______
Ma.rk Was 'n wal ked to meet friends
Private
in the village to the north. He had lived with his parents in 
Community A for seven years. He enjoyed skating, but did not 
use it as a means of transport, and felt irritated that he could not 
access the skatepark in the town to the north due to his reliance 
on his parents for a lift. He thought Community A was a
community, but he did not feel he was involved in it.________
Melinda was interviewed outside her house with Eric and Louise. 
She lived with her two brothers and two sisters and her parents 
in Community A; their house was one of the first houses to be 
occupied. She enjoyed biking and walking around the area with 
her friends, as well as playing out in the country park and 
playgrounds. She was just starting to be taught more 
independence in activities, such as going to the cinema and 
getting the bus with her sister. She was proud to live in 
Community A. She was not allowed to go beyond the built-up 
boundary of Community A.____________ _________________
Mike had lived in Community A for 10 years, having been born in 
the town to the north. He lived with his parents and his sister.
His best friend was Neil. Mike and Neil joked that Mike would 
one day become Prime Minister. Mike enjoyed playing golf and 
coming to youth club. His family socialised with his neighbours 
and he felt very attached to his community. Mike walked or 
hiked most places, but he was also driven.
Rented
Private
Neil had lived in Community A for overlO years, but had been 
born in a large town in the south, where many of his family still 
lived. He lived with his sister and his parents. Neil's best friend 
was Mike. Neil had a paper round. He loved going to the local 
chip shop and enjoyed watching TV in his spare time. He felt very 
attached to where he lived, even though he did not get on with 
his neighbours. Neil walked or hiked most places, but he was also 
driven. Neil also caught the bus by himself to go shopping in the 
town to the south or visit his family.
Patti was Melinda's sister and was interviewed outside of her 
house during the street interviews. She lived with her two sisters 
and her parents and was one of the first families to move into 
the development. She enjoyed going for runs in the country park 
and getting the bus into town to meet up with friends. Her and 
her friends would also hang out in playgrounds in Community A 
in the evening. She enjoyed living in Community A. Her parents 
placed fewer restrictions on her than her younger sister.
Sarah lived with her parents and brother in Community A. She 
had lived in Community A for over five years and used to attend 
the Primary School, which is where she met Emily, Katie and 
Amelia. She was best friends with Emily and would spend most 
of her time at Emily's house, partly as a result of arguments with 
her mum. Her family had frequent disagreements with her next- 
door neighbours. She walked to visit friends in the village to the
north and also caught the bus by herself.
Name Area Gender Age
Trudy Female
Tenure Biography
Private
Alice B Female
Anna B Female
15
15
Private
Private
moving in toov ng m to her house, when she hid in a wardrobe and scared
She Z d  f i r  ^  bUrStmg ° Ut Whi'St they were carrVing She lived with Bruce whilst he was fostered by her parents. She
njoye watching all Twilight films from start to finish, playing
h her cat and dog and playing Sims on her laptop. She lived
th her two sisters and her parents and was friends with her
neighbours. She was proud to live in Community A and would
walk to school, youth club (where she volunteered) and the
shop, though she was also frequently driven. Her family regularly 
went to the cinema, restaurants or bowling.______
Alice had lived in Community B with her parents and brother for 
four years, since moving from 40 miles to the south. She felt like 
Community B was made up of people that had moved to the 
area. She really enjoyed dancing and was driven to many classes. 
In her free time she would walk round Community A and the 
town to the south with her friends. She would take the bus to 
meet friends in town to go shopping and lamented the lack of 
shops in Community B. She was close to her neighbours and 
thought she lived in a community.________
Anna had moved to Community B with her parents, one sister 
and four brothers in the last year. She had moved from 110 miles 
to the south and missed what was within walking distance of her 
old house, though she did not miss the busy road where she 
used to live. She felt she lived in one big community and was 
starting to make friends in the area. She wanted to study science 
at university and live abroad when she was older. She would 
walk to friends' houses and get the public bus to the large town 
nearby. She used to play football where she used to live, but had 
to give it up due to poor health. Her health also affected her 
activities in Community B as she had to conserve her energy.
Beatrice B Female 16 Private
Beatrice had lived in Community B for six years. She lived with 
her brother and parents. She used to live 10 miles away. She was 
best friends with Caitlin and they were in a football team 
together. She spent most of her time working as a waitress, 
going to the gym with Caitlin or playing cricket with her brother. 
She walk on a near daily basis to Caitlin's or the gym, but would 
be driven to work, which was further away. She felt there were 
pockets of community in Community B.
Caitlin B Female 16 Private
David B Male 12 Social
Caitlin had lived with her parents and sister in Community B for 
six years. She used to live in the attached town to the south and 
many of her family members still lived here. Caitlin was 
extremely friendly and acknowledged many people during her 
neighbourhood tour. She was part of a football team and also 
had a waitressing job in a restaurant in the town to the south 
(where Beatrice also worked). She loved going clubbing at 
weekends and was best friends with Beatrice. Caitlin was very 
close to three of her neighbours, one of whom was Roger.
David had lived in Community B for six years. He lived with his 
mum, step-dad, brother and two sisters. He used to live in the 
attached town to the south. He walked, skated and biked most 
places in Community B and the wider town and would spend a 
lot of time at the playground by the leisure centre, as well as 
playing on his computer games. He spent a lot of time at his 
nan's house in the town to the south and knew where all the 
corner shops were in the area. Unfortunately, he was bullied, 
which occasionally restricted what he did. He did not get on well
with some of his neighbours.
Name Gender Ienure~[Biogra0hY
Frank B Male 15 Private
Gemma B Female 14 | Private
Isabel B Female I 11 Private
vea J  h h 'Ved W'th h'S ParentS 'n Community B for seven
He w alked ^  a town " ear|V l ° °  miles in the north,
wanted to friends houses, as well as frequently bike as he
suffered from a bad leg and this somewhat eased his pain He
would regularly play cards with his friends round one of their
houses. They would also ride around on bikes and go to the
lHP£IH2iljsgt together. Frank also enjoyed swimming and X-box
Gemma lived withher^Tents and twTbTothers in C o r ^ i I 7
' She had moved from the attached town to the south a year 
and a half ago and felt Community B had a better sense of
community than there. She reported walking more since she
moved due to the number of friends she had in the area. Her and
her neighbours would have street parties on the green outside
her house and she spent a lot of time socialising with
neighbouring children here. She would walk to places in
Community B and take the bus to meet friends in a nearby town
Isabel had lived with her mum and two sisters in Community B
for four years. She moved during the course of the research,
back to the town 20 miles to the north where she had lived
before moving to Community B. She walked to her friend's house
and played out with her, but mostly she was driven to dance
classes. Isabel spent a lot of time texting and on her iPad. She
seemed happy to leave Community B as she felt there was little
to do, though she did miss living close to her dad who had a
house in the town attached to the south of Community B._____
Laura B Female 16 Private
Laura was interviewed with Orla outside the leisure centre. She 
had lived with her parents and two sisters (one of whom was 
Orla) in Community B for three years, having moved from a town 
40 miles to the south. Laura and Orla liked to hang out at the 
leisure centre and felt there were a lot of areas best avoided in 
the attached town to the south. They felt people were quite 
close in the community.
Orla B Female I 15 Private
Orla was interviewed with Laura outside the leisure centre. She 
had lived with her parents and two sisters (one of whom was 
Laura) in Community B for three years, having moved from a 
town 40 miles to the south. Laura and Orla liked to hang out at 
the leisure centre and felt there were a lot of areas best avoided 
in the attached town to the south. They felt people were quite 
close in the community.
Rob
Roger
B Male 12 Rented
B Male 14 Private
Rob lived with his mum and brother in Community B. He had 
lived there for one and a half years, having moved from the town 
to the south. He had two friends in the local area that he played 
cricket and football with. He would walk or bike to meet them.
He spent much of his free time playing football for the local team 
and was driven to matches, as well as going to Denmark for 
tournaments. He did not feel he lived in a community.
Roger had moved with his Dad and brother to live with his step- 
mum in Community B. He had moved from London six months 
before the interview, but marked a lot of friends' houses on his 
map (eight). His step-mum said he had settled in really well and 
he seemed confident and safe in the area. He would walk and 
get the bus to friends' houses and the rec in the south. Roger
was Caitlin's neighbour.
Name Area Gender
Ruby B Female
Steve B Male
Susie B Female
Age
11
12
13
Tenure
Private
Private
Private
Biography
r "  V 3d —
u T rUnHV f0Ur Vears- She Used t0 live 20 miles to thesouth, and most of her family remained there. She had friends in
n o tT T  Vh' bUt W° Uld SP6nd m° St ° f her time' when she was ot helping her mum with cubs, or attending scouts or church in
the playground by the leisure centre. She had a very bad
re ationship with one of her neighbours. She did not really feel
she lived in a community. Ruby would frequently be driven to
activities or to see her family, but would walk or bike everywhere
when she was by herself. Ruby enjoyed swimming and going to 
sweet shops.________
S t ^ h ^ n l y  recently (Within 6 monthij~moved from London 
with his parents and brother. He was struggling to adapt to the 
change, though he had made friends with his younger neighbour 
and a couple of boys from school. He spent a lot of time on his X- 
box and spoke to his friends from his old home regularly. He 
walked around Community B and knew lots of shortcuts. He 
enjoyed biking to the supermarket, particularly with friends.
Susie had lived with her sister and parents in Community B for 
three years. Her granddad lived in the attached town to the 
south and she would frequently bike to visit him. She enjoyed 
walking to her neighbour's house to play X-box with them and 
would also visit the rec in the town to the south. She did not feel 
many 'nice' people lived in Community B and wished to move to 
a village in the future._______________
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